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Introduction to Mother Tongue Issue XVI
The issue begins with a summary of some the recent literature on
archaeology and human genetics, provided by James B. Harrod.
The next section concerns the Indo-European language family and its
possible connections, genetic or otherwise. The Danish linguist Holger Pedersen
(1867-1953) was not only “arguably the greatest Indo-Europeanist of the 20*’'
century,” but also an early advocate of the Nostratic theory, and the scholar who
formulated the name “Nostratic” itself Nicholas Davidson has done us the great
service of translating Pedersen’s 1933 article' in which he laid out some
grammatical homologies between Indo-European and Finno-Ugric that he
characterized as “a sum of equivalences that excludes chance.” In the next article
Vaclav Blazek discusses the Chinese mythical figure Pdngii (M "&) and the
possibility that this myth was of Indo-European origin.
Two articles concern extinct languages of the Mediterranean region, on
Crete and in Anatolia (Asia Minor). Sergej A. Jatsemirskij provides some “Notes
on Minoan Phonetics and Vocabulary.” In Jatsemirskij’s opinion Minoan
belonged to the Tyrrhenian (Tyrsenian) family^ and exerted considerable
influence on the Greek language before dying out. Next AS LIP Council Fellow
Vitaly Shevoroshkin contributes some etymological notes about more than 200
nouns of the Milyan (Anatolian) language.
In the next section Vaclav Blazek explores the numeral words of the
Surmic family (part of the East Sudanic branch of the Nilo-Saharan macrofamily),
which he shows to be heavily influenced by the neighboring East Cushitic (AfroAsiatic) languages.
The Dene-Caucasian (Sino-Caucasian) hypothesis has been discussed
many times in this journal, beginning with the first issue. Now Aleksandar Mikic,
a specialist in food crops, gives his perspective on words for legumes in DeneCaucasian languages. John Bengtson writes about Brian Houghton Hodgson,
whose 1853 article was possibly the first inkling of the Sino-Caucasian hypothesis
fleshed out some 130 years later by Sergei Starostin.
If deep linguistic hypotheses like Nostratic and Dene-Caucasian are to be
taken seriously it is necessary to address the commonly held belief that “the
comparative method does not apply at time depths much greater than about 8000
years” (J. Nichols). Now Jonathan Morris offers his fourth installment of “The
myth of rapid linguistic change,” in which he follows the Egyptian language from
the earliest Dynastie texts through the latest Coptic records, aiming to reinforce
his contention that language change is not quite as “rapid and remorseless” (R.L.
Trask) as commonly supposed by historical linguists.
The important book Kinship, Language, and Prehistory, edited by Doug
Jones & Bojka Milicic (2011), is reviewed by Jonathan Sherman Morris.
We apologize for the late publication of this issue.

‘ “Zur Frage nach der Urverwandtschaft des Indoeuropaischen mit dem Ugrofmnischen.”
^ Also including Lemnian, Etruscan, and the extinct Raetic language of the Alps.

LATE BREAKING NEWS

This was just received from Anna Dybo in Moscow:

Today at night (19-20 July) an outstanding linguist, one of
fathers of the Nostratic theory, Aharon Dolgopolsky, died
Haifa. He was 81 and passed away sitting before his
Mackintosh.
(Forwarded by Allan R. Bombard to MTLR discussion site, July 21, 2012
MTLR^fvahooiiroups.com )
A full obituary article will be published in the next issue of Mother Tongue.
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Reflections on Archaeology and Genetics:
Selected Discoveries 2011
James B. Harrod

Adjunct Instructor, Maine College of Art
Director, Center for Research on the Origins of Art and Religion

This is neither a eomprehensive nor scientific review of major studies over
the last year, but some reflections on studies I think might be relevant for longrange reconstruction of the evolution of Homo sapiens sapiens language families.

Notes on Out-of-Africa
Actually I’d
archaeogenetics.

like to

begin with two

earlier

studies

on mtDNA

• Soares P, Ermini L, Thomson N, Mormina M, Rito T, Rohl A, Salas A, Oppenheimer
S, Macaulay V, Richards MB. 2009. Correcting for purifying selection: an improved
human mitochondrial molecular clock. American Journal of Human Genetics 84,6:
740-59.
• Soares P, Achilli A, Semino O, Davies W, Macaulay V, Bandelt HJ, Torroni A,
Richards MB. 2010. The archaeogenetics of Europe. Current Biology 20,4: R174-83.
Soares, Ermini et al (2009) provide a global analysis of mtDNA archaeogenetics
and uses, I believe, the most up-to-date molecular clock dating procedures. The
main article gives the overview with some TMRCA (Time to Most Recent
Common Ancestor) dates for major mtDNA haplogroups. Using their clock they
obtain dates that are somewhat older than previous clocks provide. This moves
mtDNA dating back to dates that seem better correlated to archaeological dates.
This study is now the ‘gold’ standard for mtDNA archaeogenetics. They give a
full listing of a hundred or more mtDNA TMRCA dates in their Supplementary
Information file, which is available online.
Among many interesting findings, Soares et al (2009: 752) observe: “in
the context of the southem-coastal-route model, it should be noted that although
the distribution of haplogroup M has also been used to support the southern route
model, the age of haplogroup M in India, at 49.4 kya, is significantly lower than
in East Asia, at 60.6 kya... At face value, this could suggest an origin of
haplogroup M in East Asia and later migration back into South Asia, suggesting
that it was a ‘pre-M’ lineage that initially crossed South Asia.” In other words, to
explain how it is that M is in East Asia and not Europe, the hypothesis was
proposed that L3’M’N out-of-Africa into SW Asia somehow split there, sending
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N north into Europe and M along a southern-route to SE Asia. This model
appears refuted by Soares et al. By implication the entire ‘Southern-Route’ model
becomes suspect as I suggested it was in Mother Tongue (Harrod 2006), though I
retained the phrase in my title. In effect, the Southern-Route model is not
supported by archaeogenetics or archaeology.
Soares et al date the emergence of L-mtDNA ‘Eve’ at ~192 kya and LO at
~150 kya. I suggest that these dates can be correlated to the emergence of ProtoSapiens-Sapiens. By -140 kya Ll-mtDNA emerged, which is found in highest
frequency in current Hadza, Khoisan-speakers. Soares et al date the emergence of
L2-6 to around ~120 kya, and in current population samples, I note, high
frequency occurs in Central African Mbuti (Eastern Central Sudanic) and
Sandawe (Khoisan). Soares et al give the TMRCA of LO’f a as ~108 kya, which I
note has high frequency in Burunge (Cushitic). Thus I suggest that initial forms
of these languages have emerged in correlation to these mtDNA haplogroup
emergences. Curiously, Soares et al give no date for the out-of-Africa mtDNA
haplogroup L3’M’N. For this we might turn to Batini, Lopes et al (2010), who
put the TMRCA of L3 at -101 kya, and Behar, Villems et al (2008), of L3’M’N
at 94 kya.
How many out-of-Africa diffusions occurred around this time? Until
recently we had no eirchaeological dates for any clear diffusion, archaeological or
fossil. Several recent studies clarify and update our understanding. Perhaps the
most important are the discovery of an out-of-Africa MSA with handaxes at Jebel
Faya, U.A.E. dating at least 112,000 years ago (Annitage et al 2011) and a
separate cultural diffusion of Nubian Complex to Aybut Auwal, southern Oman,
(OSL weighted mean) -107 kya (Rose, Usik et al 2011).
• Armitage SJ, Jasim SA, Marks AE, Parker AG, Usik VI, Uerpmann H-P. 2011. The
Southern Route “Out of Africa”: Evidence for an Early Expansion of Modern Humans
into ArSih\& Science 334, 488: 453-456.
• Rose JI, Usik VI, Marks AE, Hilbert YH, Geiling JM, Galletti CS, Parton A, Morley
MW, Cemy V, and Roberts RG. 2011. The Nubian Complex of Dhofar, Oman: An
African Middle Stone Age Industry in Southern Arabia. PLoS ONE 6.11: e28239.
These studies clearly indicate that at least two diffusions occurred during the last
Interglacial MIS5c-e (-98-125 kya). Climatically, the Interglacial is the optimum
time for out-of-Africa diffusion, and now we see it is supported both by
archaeology and by archaeogenetics.
Thus, so far, based on archaeology, there is evidence for only four
possible diffusions out-of-Africa. I summarize the findings in the following table.
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MSA/MP with
handaxes

(handaxes, centripetal Levallois cores, discoids)
Abdur Reef, Buri Peninsula, Red Sea Cost, Eritrea, Early MSA
with handaxes and flake tools, (TIMS U-series on coral), 4
strata, 115 to 135 kya or ~125±7 kya; elephant, hippo, rhino,
bovid, crocodile and oysters (Walter, Buffler et al 2000);
(Bruggemann, Buffler et al 2004) distinguishes 2 distinct tool¬
kits; (a) handaxes (of Acheulian type, made from volcanics
and obsidian), associated with oyster beds (oyster harvesting
requiring heavy duty tools) and (b) MSA flakes and blades
primarily made from obsidian, mostly in near shore and
beach environments and associated with the large mammals
and among remains of oyster, giant clams and crab parts,
possibly reflecting two tool-kits of the same peoples. At later
phases, oysters were not abundant and only the flake and
blades occur, associated with bivalves, gastropods and
crustaceans.
]ebel Faya 1, Sharjah, UA.E., Assemblage C, (OSL) mean of 3
dates ~112 kya; eliminating the two outliers, 123±10 kya;
small handaxes, thick bifacial foliates, hard hammer blades
(no Levantine features); derived from E/NE African
fagonnage to make handaxes and foliates (Marks 2009;
Armitage et al 2011)
Har Karkom, Negev, Israel, multiple sites, no date, labeled
'Mousterian of Acheulian Tradition' (Anati E, 2006 online)
[This is a term from MP Europe, but perhaps better to classify
as 'MSA with bifaces'. If so sites may support diffusion of an
Abdur type industry.]
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Sai Island, northern Sudan, 01S5
Taramsa 1, Upper Egypt, (OSL) ~120 kya\
Sodmein Cave ]-complex, eastern desert, Egypt, [TL mean) 118 kya
Nazlet Khater, Lower Nile, Upper Egypt, (geostratigraphy) ~110 kya
Aybut Auwal, southern Oman, Nubian complex, (OSL weighted mean)
106.6±6.4 kya, one of 100 sites in Dhofar region, Nubian Complex (in
Africa ~128 to 74 kya); evidence for spread of a distinct MSA lithic
industry out-of-Africa and across the southern Red Sea some time in
the first half of MISS (Rose, Usik et al 2011)._

Aterian
Ifri n’Ammar (Morocco), (TL) Upper OS, tanged items as well as
personal ornaments (shell beads) 83.3 ± 5.6 kya Lower OS, MSA
lacking tanged pieces, 130.0 ± 7.8 kya; Upper 01, tanged items, earliest
_appearance of tanging, 145 ± 9 kya. (Richter, Moser et al. 2010)_
Har Karkom, Negev, Israel, multiple sites, ‘Aterian", no date (Anati E,
_2006 online)_
No evidence to date for Aterian in Arabia

Tabun C
Industry)
Skhul (TL, U-series, ESR) ~between 100 and 130 kya
Hummal, El Kowm Basin, central Syria (TL) 98+16 and 128±18 kya
(Hauck et al 2011) [N.B. This site is on a MlSSe paleolake only 50 miles
rom the Euphrates River.]
Qafzeh, ~90 kya
At least 6 other sites in Israel, Lebanon and Syria
Tabun C has earlier datings at Hayonim Cave, Israel (TL) ~150 kya
and at its type site, Tabun Cave, multiple layers from -165 to 220 kya
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As the Table suggests, there is no evidence for diffusion of the Tabun C
industry out-of-Africa, and weak evidence for Aterian diffusion.
There is
confirmed evidence for an MSA with handaxes and for the MSA Nubian
Complex with foliates. There is no archaeological evidence as yet to support any
later MSA or LSA diffusions out-of-Africa. Thus the arguments for Handaxe
MSA and Nubian MSA diffusions during the Interglacial are now the
unchallenged standard.
Genomic studies in the last couple years have discovered that all human
populations outside of Africa have Neanderthal and also Denisovan admixture.
The Neanderthal draft genome (Green, Krause et al 2010) suggests that “gene
flow from Neanderthals into the ancestors of non-Africans occurred before the
divergence of Eurasian groups from each other” and in present populations ranges
from about 1 to 4%. A recent summary of genomic admixture:
• Abi-Rached L, Jobin MJ, Kulkami S, McWhinnie A, Dalva K, et al. 2011. The
Shaping of Modern Human Immune Systems by Multiregional Admixture with
Archaic Humans, www.sciencexpress.org / 25 August 2011/ Page 1 /
10.1126/science. 1209202.
Yotova et al (2011) demonstrates an X-linked Neanderthal admixture.
Interestingly, the Yotova study shows highest admixture rates among Native
American, NW European and western South Asia populations.
• Yotova V, Lefebvre J-F, et al. 2011. An X-linked haplotype of Neandertal origin is
present among all non-African populations. Molecular Biology and Evolution (Early
online January 25, 2011).
From these studies we may infer that Neanderthal admixture began in SW Asia
during the diffusion out-of-Africa into SW Asia and I suggest may have been
intensified by the geographic bottlenecks of the Zagros crossing to South Asia and
the Transcaucasus crossing into western Eurasia.
I note that with respect to hominin fossil evidence in SW Asia, Homo
sapiens sapiens occurs only at Tabun C Industry sites, such as Skhul and Qafzeh

(-85-130 kya). After this, there are only Late Levantine Mousterian (Tabun B
Industry) sites (-75-45 kya), and only Neanderthal fossils have been found at
them. Initial Upper Paleolithic first occurs at Boker Tachtit, around -50 kya, and
appears to diffuse into Europe by -48 kya. The earliest fossil evidence in SW
Asia for Homo sapiens sapiens subsequent to Skhul-Qafzeh, appears possibly—
the taxonomies is in question—at Ksar Akil, Lebanon, -37 kya, next at Qafzeh
Layer 11, -32-29 kya, and in either case, thus post-Neanderthal presence. This
suggests that the Skhul and Qafzeh sapiens sapiens have more relevance to outof-Africa models than previously hypothesized, and they need to be reconsidered
in the light of the new admixture genomics.
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Notes on Europe
Soares, Achilli et al (2010) follow up on Soares, Ermini (2009) with an
area study on Europe and this is now the most recent mtDNA archaeogenetic
overview for Europe. It should be compared to Richards, Macaulay et al (2000),
one of the first attempts to correlate mtDNA archaeogenetics with Stone Age time
periods in Europe.
• Richards M, Macaulay V, Hickey E, Vega E, Sykes B, Guida V, Rengo C, Sellitto D,
Cruciani F, Kivisild T, Villems R, Thomas M, Rychkov S, Rychkov O, Rychkov Y,
Golge M, Dimitrov D, Hill E, Bradley D, Romano V, Cali F, Vona G, Demaine A,
Papiha S, Triantaphyllidis C, Stefanescu G, Hatina J, Belledi M, Di Rienzo A,
Novelletto A, Oppenheim A, Norby S, Al-Zaheri N, Santachiara-Benerecetti S,
Scozzari R, Torroni A, Bandelt H-J. 2000. Tracing European Founder Lineages in the
Near Eastern mtDNA Pool. American Journal of Human Genetics 67; 1251-1276.
Compared to Richards et al, Soares (2010) gives a more refined list of
haplogroups by time period, especially for the latter part of the Upper Paleolithic
into the Neolithic. They also show that for the Initial and Early Upper Paleolithic
peoples entering Europe by around 50,000 years ago had variants of U-mtDNA.
Neither Richards et al (2000) or Soares et al (2010) refer to fossil hominin
mtDNA studies and mention only a few archaeological sites; so one must go to
other studies for those correlations.
As I mentioned earlier, Soares, Achilli et al (2010) needs archaeological
correlates, and here I have found the work of Hoffecker most relevant. I also
throw in my own hypotheses for language family correlates.
• Hoffecker JF. 2009. The spread of modem humans in Europe. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences USA 106,38: 16040-5. (HJ2009)
• Hoffecker JF. 2011. The Early Upper Paleolithic of Eastern Europe Reconsidered.
Evolutionary Anthropology'20‘. 24—39. (HJ2011)
• Hoffecker JF, Kuz’mina IE, Syromyatnikova EV, Anikovich MV, Sinitsyn AA,
Popov VV, Holliday VT. 2010. Evidence for kill-butchery events of early Upper
Paleolithic age at Kostenki, Russia. Journal of Archaeological Science 37: 1073-1089.
These Hoffecker articles help free us up from the now obsolete view that the first
Homo sapiens sapiens to arrive in Europe were bearers of the Aurignacian culture

around 35-40,000 years ago. I briefly summarize the new paradigm. The first
stage is the Initial Upper Paleolithic (lUP), -50-40 kya—^presumably associated
with Homo sapiens sapiens—^the Bohunieian culture. Soares, Achilli et al (2010)
suggest their genetics was a subclade of U-mtDNA, and I suggest most likely U8,
for which they give a TMRCA, -50 kya, with a homeland in Anatolia or Europe.
In current population samples, U8 is sparse across most all of Europe, highest
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among Kurds of Iran, Qatar, and UAE. R-mtDNA gave rise to U ~54 kya and
differentiation of U-subclades occurred in SW Asia around 40 to 50 kya. The
language must be some descendent of pre-Afroasiatic that came out-of-Affica
50,000 years earlier, and possibly, I tentatively suggest, some sort of pre-cursor of
later Hattie.
The next stage in Europe is the Proto-Aurignacian (lUP), -45-40 kya,
which occurs from Spain to Kostenki, Russia. These are also most likely
associated with U-subclades, specifically and to my mind most likely, U4’9, with
a homeland between Central Asia and Europe and a TMRCA ~43 kya. Current
peoples with high frequency of U4-mtDNA, Ket, Nganasan, Mansi, Kalash,
Dargin and Kartvelian appear to have adopted languages from disparate families,
and, very tentatively, I suggest that they diffused from the Transcaucasus and
were originally speakers of a predecessor of Kartvelian.
It is at this point that a third wave diffuses into Europe, the Classic
Aurignacian, -40-28 kya, probably shortly after the catastrophic CampanianIgnimbrite volcanic eruption and Heinrich Cold Event 4, -40 kya. We are
fortunate to have a recent genomic analysis of a fossil Homo sapiens sapiens from
Kostenki 14 (Markina Gora), CLIII (Gorodtsovskayan = Classic Eastern
Aurignacian); it has U2-mtDNA (Krause, Briggs et al 2010). Soares et al (2009)
gives the U2 TMRCA as -54 kya. It may come as an intriguing surprise to the
reader that in current population samples U2-mtDNA has its highest frequencies
in Iran, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Sri Lanka, Karnataka, and several Indus and
Madhya Pradesh aboriginal groups, as well as the Kubachi in Daghestan. Several
of these groups are Dravidian speakers, others Indo-European, and the Kubachi,
NE Caucasian. Given my own review of all U-mtDNA subclades, haplogroup
frequencies and associated current languages, it looks to me like the U2 peoples
who carried the Classic Aurignacian into Europe were speakers of a precursor of
Dravidisin. In other words, the artists of Chauvet Cave in France and other
Aurignacian artworks appear to be ancestral Dravidians. Personally, I believe that
this hypothesis is supported by the basic symbolic patterns of Ice Age
Aurignacian art in Europe.
The Aurignacian culture in Europe was followed by the Gravettian, and
for this culture there are several fossil mtDNA studies, which indicate RO(HV),
H17’29 and N*/N1, and TMRCAs indicating U5 (Soares et al 2009, Soares et al
2010). From my own review of archaeogenetics and archaeology, I suggest U5
correlates to an ancestral Pre-Finno-Ugric, the RO and H17’29 to a precursor of
Sumerian and Basque, and N*/N1 to Pre-NE Caucasic. The archaeogenetics
suggests that the Gravettian culture was a mix of several peoples, perhaps with
distinct languages, who appear to have created a common artistic-religious
symbol system. I am working on a full analysis of all the stages of European and
global mtDNA correlations to language macrofamilies.
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Interestingly, Yuri Berezkin in Mother Tongue (2010: 29) reviews
occurrences of the ‘rainbow serpent’ mythologem and finds it widespread in
Tropical Africa and Indo-Pacific Asia, virtually all aboriginal Australian tribes.
Central and South America, and surprisingly, it is ‘relatively widespread in
Europe’ (Slavs, Germans, French, Bretons, Balts, Finns, etc.) and also occurs in
Central Asia (Persians, Buryat and probably Kalash).
How do we make
archaeogenetic and archaeological sense out of this motif popularly identified
with Australian Aborigines and the so-called ‘Southern Route’ being found across
western Eurasia? Looking at mtDNA haplogroup frequencies from a variety of
studies, it seems to me that Persians are predominantly HV/H and Kalash, U4;
Finland/Estonia/European Russia, U5 and ITV; Breton, ITV and U5; and East
European Slavs, HV/H and U4. From this I infer likelihood of a prior genetic
substrate of the rainbow serpent motif in R-mtDNA, which branched off N in
South Asia ~67 kya; R giving rise to U (~54 kya) and then the subclades U4’9
(~43 kya) and U5 (~36 kya); and also R^RO (~38 kya) and RO^HV (~27 kya);
and R^P (~52 kya, in Sahul). If we work it backwards from Australia, I note that
that continent has 5 mtDNA lineages, the eldest being P subclades deriving from
R, R->P4, between -66/47 kya (Hudjashov, Kivisild et al 2007); 01—and this
contradicts the view that N-mtDNA only took a ‘northern route’—^N^O->01
(-48 kya, Rasmussen, Guo et al 2011); and also M42, in Australia by -41 kya. I
would guess that the rainbow serpent motif arrived in Australia from its initial
settlement around 60,000 years ago carrying a P4 genetics deriving from its R
ancestor. Hence, if there is any such thing as a ‘rainbow serpent southern route’ it
appears to correlate predominantly to an R-mtDNA diffusion, which from its
inception also diffused into western Eurasia.
Fu et al (2012) contrast genomic U-type mtDNA and H-type mtDNA in
current European populations, which indicates post-LGM U-mtDNA Mesolithic
hunter-gathering population expansion -10-15 kya and H expansion -5-9 kya due
to demic diffusion of Neolithic farming peoples from SW Asia.
• Fu Q, Rudan P, Paabo S, Krause J. 2012. Complete Mitochondrial Genomes Reveal
Neolithic Expansion into Europe. PLoS ONE 7,3: e32473.
I find this study’s overall finding problematic. While archaeogenetic studies of the
Bohunician, Proto-Aurignacian and Classic Aurignacian hunter-gatherers suggest
they were U-mtDNA peoples, this study does not consider DNA studies that show
evidence for N and H subclades, including RO/HV and N*/N1, at Gravettian
Paglicci (Caramelli, Lalueza-Fox et al 2003) and H17’29 at Sunghir (Poltoraus,
Kulikov and Lebedeva 2004; Brandstatter, Zimmerman et al 2008; Rootstalu,
Kutuev et al 2007). Also, while they identify the influx of H subclades in the
Neolithic diffusion, they do not consider the equally substantial influx of J and Tt>'pes. A clear picture of the mtDNA genetics has implications, I would argue, for
the sequencing of the arrival of language macrofamilies into Europe. Gravettian
HI7 and RO/HV indicate diffusions from the Western Mesopotamian, which I
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suggest correlates to ancestral Pre-Sumerian-Basque and Gravettian N*/N1, to a
Pre-NE Caucasic. The Last Glacial Maximum would have pushed speakers of
such language families into refugia in Iberia, southern Italy and the Black Sea or
even back into Mesopotamia. Analogously the J, T, and new H-subclades, as well
as K and Nla-Xl-mtDNA that arrived with the Neolithic farmers would correlate,
I suggest, primarily with speakers of Semitic, Hattie, Elamitic and Caucasaicrelated languages.
Notes on Iberia/Basque
Finally, knowing the issue of Basque, Caucasian and Dene is of interest to
our readers, I mention several recent mtDNA studies pertaining to Basque and
other Iberian peoples.
• Gomez-Carballa A, Olivieri A, Behar DM, Achilli A, Torroni A, Salas A. 2012.
Genetic continuity in the franco-cantabrian region: new clues from autochthonous
mitogenomes. PLoS One 7(3): e32851. Epub 2012 Mar 19.
• Gamba C, Fernandez E, Tirado M, Deguilloux MF, Pemonge MH, Utrilla P, Edo M,
Molist M, Rasteiro R, Chikhi L, Arroyo-Pardo E. 2012. Ancient DNA from an Early
Neolithic Iberian population supports a pioneer colonization by first farmers.
Molecular Ecology 21,1: 45-56.
• Hervella M, Izagirre N, Alsonso S, Fregel RI, de la Riia C. 2009. Enterramientos en
fosa en el Neolitico Antiguo en Navarra: evaluacion de las evidencias arqueologicas
mediante el estudio antropologico y molecular. Revista Espahola de Antropologia
Fisica 30: 31-38.
Archaeogenetically, H-mtDNA is characteristic of the Late Upper
Paleolithic (Magdalenian) in the Franco-Cantabrian LGM refugium (Soares,
Achilli et al 2010; Richards, Macaulay et al 2000). Neolithic Basque mtDNA
does not appear to correlate to the Neolithic demic diffusion, but maintains its
ancestral Paleolithic genetics.
Fossil mtDNA from Patemanbidea, near
Pamplona, Navarra, 6,090-5,960±40 BP [cal. ~7 kya], indicates IHV, 3H, 2H3,
lU, IK, II (Hervella et al 2009). Currently, Pamplona is a bi-lingual Basque,
Spanish area. This is ~66%HV/H, with K being the only apparent Neolithic
lineage, though K is also demonstrated for contemporaneous Mesolithic fossils.
Fossil mtDNA J1 and T1/T2 arrived in Europe during the Neolithic
(Sampietro et al 2007). The absence of Neolithic demic diffusion J and T
(apparently out of a western Mesopotamian and Semitic language area) is notable
in contrast to fossils in a 6th-7th century AD Basque cemetery, which show
53%H+3%V+15%J+ 8%T+9%U5+6%U2+3%K (Alzualde 2006). I further note
that N*/N1, also considered a signature for the Neolithic demic diffusion, is not
identified in either Basque study. From this, I infer that what Cardial ware does
occur in Basque sites arrived by trade and not by demic diffusion.
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Thus Basque archeogenetics accords with Iberian archaeology in general,
which suggests that its Neolithic was an indigenous development. Tools, goat
domestication, and jewelry of Neolithic sites in Iberia appear to be continuous
with Iberian Mesolithic cultures and thus a local adaptation to Neolithic
agricultural and Cardial ceramic influence from the east (Gimbutas 1991:185186); and this especially seems to apply to the Basque area where the first
evidence of Neolithic agriculture in Basque Countiy occurs ~6 kya (Zapata 2011
online).
G6mez-Carballa, Olivieri et al (2012) identify a uniquely Basque mtDNA
lineage, HV4ala, which most likely arose in the Franco-Cantabrian area around
5.4 kya and remained confined to northern Iberia. The authors note that this
lineage and several of its younger branches reveal for the first time genetic
continuity in this region and long-term episodes of isolation, which could at least
in part explain the unique linguistic and cultural features of the Basque region.
This study not only confirms the distinctive emergence of the Basque language
and culture ~5 kya, it further demonstrates that at least this haplogroup ancestor of
the Basque people had a homeland in Ukraine/Belarus area, where the HV4
subclade originated around 14 kya and then split 13.5 kya with one branch
diffusing into the Middle East (Iraq, Jordan, Egypt), HV4a2, ~9 kya, and the other
across southern Europe and eventually to the Last Glacial Maximum Basque
refugium. While linguists debate the origins of Sumerian, I wonder if this study
provides evidence that Basque and Sumerian may have had a common ancestor
around 14 kya.
On the other hand with respect to NE Iberian Cardial Neolithic farmers,
Gamba, Fernandez et al (2012) analyzed fossil mtDNA from sites of the Early
Neolithic Cardial Culture (Can Sadurni and Chaves) and Late Early Neolithic
(Sant Pau del Camp), which revealed high frequency of N*-i-Xl (~31%), which
have low frequencies in modern populations. They conclude that results are
eompatible with pioneer colonization by small genetically distinctive groups
having cultural and genetic connections with Near East. This finding is similar to
previous analyses of fossil mtDNA from northeastern European Linear Band
Ceramic (LBK) and French Megalithic sites, which indicated that Nla-mtDNA
was ‘the signature of the Neolithic demic diffusion’ (Haak et al 2005; Deguilloux,
Soler et al 2011). My review of mtDNA studies suggests that N->X ~32 kya, XI
~43 kya (Reidla 2003) and X2 by ~18 kya. The X-root and X2 clade appear to
have emerged along the Western ‘Silk Route’ from the Southern Caspian/Iran
area and into the Caucasus and Near East. It is perhaps relevant that a high
frequency of X’'" and N (-21%) occurs among current Avar who are speakers of
NE Caucasian (Marchani 2008).
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Holger Pedersen On Indo-Uralic
Translated by Nicholas Davidson^
Holger Pedersen should need no introduction: arguably the greatest IndoEuropeanist of the 20"' century, more original than Meillet, more consistent than
Kurylowicz, more empirical than Benveniste, protege of Karl Brugmann, devoted pupil
of Hermann Moller and of Johannes Schmidt, discoverer of Pedersen’s Law, of the
RUKI rule, early defender of the laryngeal theory, precursor of the glottalic theory,
whose work on Hittite is constantly cited in Pokomy’s Indo-European dictionary,
Friedrich’s manual of Hittite, and Szemerenyi’s introduction to Indo-European, to say
nothing of his extensive and fertile labors on Albanian, Armenian, and Tocharian, let
alone his standing as the leading authority on Celtic, then and now, not to mention his
role as advocate and namer of the Nostratic theory — a linguist who cannot without
insult be described as “mainstream”, so consistently did he place himself at or ahead of
the cutting edge of comparative linguistics.
Pedersen produced two works of substantial importance to the Nostratic theory,
both of which have suffered from almost-universal neglect to date: an article on IndoEuropean and Semitic in 1908, and an article on Indo-European and Uralic in 1933. It is
the second article that we present here.

On the question of the relationship of
Indo-European and Ugrofinnic^
by Holger Pedersen
1. The proof of the relationship between the two language families that
cooperate in the European cultural community can be sought in two ways: by the
demonstration of grammatical agreement and by the presentation of
phonologically regular correspondences in vocabulary. The works of K. B.
WiKLUND, Le monde oriental I 45-65, and H. Paasonen, FUF VII 13-32, have
provided us with a starting point for both approaches.
2. The task of investigating the vocabulary and establishing the sound
laws, especially emphasized by Paasonen, has as yet hardly proceeded beyond its
initial stages. With regard to the vowels, it is still hardly possible, even after the
article by Hannes SkOld, FUF XVIII 216-231, to decide for certain whether the
Ugrofmnic vowel inventory is to be compared with the pre-ablaut or the post¬
ablaut Indo-European vowel system.
The latter is the more plausible, as
' Center for Avestic Research, LLC.
^ English translation of “Zur Frage nach der Urverwandtschaft des Indoeuropaischen mit dem
Ugrofinnischen” by Holger Pedersen, in Memoires de la Societe finno-ougrienne LXVII (1933),
pp. 308-325. Copyright © 2011 by Nicholas Davidson. All rights reserved.
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conversely it is plausible that in the comparison of Indo-European with Semitic
the pre-ablaut system is to be assumed. From this it would follow that the
separation of Indo-European and Semitic took place at an earlier time than the
separation of Indo-European and Ugrofinnic, and this would have the practical
consequence that, while in Indo-European-Semitic language comparison the
consonantism has rightly played the leading role, in the comparison of IndoEuropean with Ugrofinnic the leading role will fall to the vocalism. The first
order of business is therefore to seek to fully determine the Ugrofinnic equivalents
of the IE. short and long vowels and diphthongs through a sufficient number of
credible etymologies. And this all the more, if one should fail in future as in the
past to uncover truly characteristic consonant correspondences. Laws which only
state that several sounds of one language family have fallen together in another
language family are not of this sort, e.g. the laws of the Germanic sound shift as a
characteristic example (Skold’s attempt to show a differing representation of IE.
d and dh in Ugf inlaut is unsuccessful).
3. With the grammatical evidence for relationship, it is actually better to
assign form-words (pronouns, negations) to the grammar. There exists here a sum
of equivalences that excludes chance and also — in spite of Heinrich Winkler and
W. Wundt — caimot be explained as universal human “lip and tongue gestures.”
With regard to the inflectional endings, I admit that I view the traditional
comparison of the Ugrofinnic partitive with the IE. ablative as very doubtful,
among other reasons because the age of the IE. nominal ablative (which as is well
known occurs only in the o-stems and only in the singular) appears to me to be
hardly settled. But nevertheless the agreement in nominal inflection appears to
me to be very significant. In addition to the already long-emphasized common
features, the ingenious interpretation of the Ugrofinnic (Uralic) genitive in -n by
Skold, FUF XVIII 226 ff., is to be noted. According to it the Uralic genitive in -n
would be identical with the IE. locative in *-en of some stems that do not have a
nasal in the nom.-acc. (Sanskr. asthi ‘bone’, loc. asthdn in Vedic). The brilliant
idea of the too-soon deceased researcher can be taken still further. As various
other cases are formed from this -en-case (functioning as locative) in IndoEuropean, so other cases (essive, dative) are formed from the -n-case in Uralic.
Furthermore the uses of the essive and the dative agree with the IE. instrumental
and dative (cf SetAlA, Finska sprakets satslara^ § 54, § 50 V and for IndoEuropean e.g. Brugmann, Grundriss^ II 2 pp. 528, 530, 537 ff., also Zs. f celt.
Philologie II 377 ff., 381), and the elements following -n- in the essive and dative
strongly recall the Indo-European endings of the instrumental and dative: Finnish
essive -n-a, Lappish dative -n-i, etc., Szinnyei, Finnisch-ugr. Sprachw.^ pp. 55,
62; cf Gr. instr. d|u-a, neb-d, dat.
IE. nom.-acc. *osth(i) ‘bone’, loc.
*osth-en, instr. *osth-n-a, dat. *osth-n-ai. Hence there is naturally no need to
accept the glottogonic interpretation in Skold.
4. In comparing the verbal inflection of the two language families, there is
a viewpoint to keep in mind that Rask had already emphasized, though in a
different context. In his prize essay (“Undersogelse om det gamle Nordiske eller
Islandske Sprogs Oprindelse” 1818), he observes p. 103 (= I 119 of the
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anticipated memorial edition, forthcoming) that the grammatical agreement
between the Germanic and Ugrofmnic languages exists only in the personal
pronouns and the verb endings arising from them. It is clear that Rask thereby
regards the evidentiary value of the personal endings as lesser, because he counts
on the possibility that they could have developed independently from the
pronouns in each of the two language families, so that parallelism alone would
have been involved (presumably he even regarded the parallel development as
certain). The possibility of parallel development cannot be dismissed today either
without further consideration; a more precise examination of the two systems of
personal endings may therefore be useful.
5. It is immediately apparent that, whereas in Ugrofmnic the characteristic
consonants of the personal endings and of the corresponding independent
pronouns are identical (F. elan T live’ with -n from -m, 2. sing, eldt, plur. 1.
eldmme, 2. eldtte, and mind T’, sind ‘thou’ with s- from t-, me ‘we’, te ‘you’), in
Indo-European no full agreement exists (personal endings -m, -s, -me, -te, but
pronominal stems *me-, *tu- or
1. plur. with w- or word-initial n-,2. plur.
*ju- or *w-). This obviously presupposes a longer prehistory of the personal
endings. The most remarkable particularity of Indo-European, though, is that it
has multiple sets of personal endings. I leave out of account in this connection the
difference between primary and secondary endings. The primary endings are
mostly distinguished by an appended -i (Sanskr. strn a-m-i ‘I scatter’, 2.
strn a-s-i, 3. strn a-t-i, plur. 3. strn -dnt-i beside imperf d-strn d-m, d-strn d-s,
d-strn d-t, d-strn -an(t); differently however 1. plur. strn i-md-s, impf. d-strn
i-ta); this appended -i can originally have had nothing to do with marking the
persons, but must have been a particle emphasizing present time, whose
counterpart was the augment, which signified past time. But independently of the
primary-secondary distinction there were in Indo-European three series of
personal endings: (1) the (we say provisionally) “normal” endings, (2) the perfect
endings, (3) the middle endings. The “normal” endings are best preserved in the
athematic verbs (cf. the examples adduced above); in the verbal -o-stems (the
“verbs in -co”) the “normal” endings are mixed with endings of different origin.
The divergent endings of the -o-stems agree in part with the endings of the
perfect (1. sing. *=d is distinguished from the perf 1. sing, only by ablaut; 2. sing.
*=ei consists in the stem-ending -e- with the pri mary particle -i, wherein an
actual personal ending is lacking). Furthermore it emerges from Hittite that the
“perfect endings” could also appear in the present; cp. Jerzy Kirylowicz,
Symbolae grammaticae in honorem loannis Rozwadowski, I (Krakau 1927) p.
103. They must have served to express a relationship which, though especially
frequent in the perfect, occurred not infrequently outside the perfect as well. The
perfect was especially frequent intransitively (compare Gr. 7i£7iOL0a, eqqcoyci to
7t£L0a), Qf|YVi3|aL, etc.), which is explained by the fact that it originally signified
“the state of a subject arising from a preceding action” (see Delbruck in
Brugmann’s Grundriss’ IV p. 177, Brugmann, Grundriss' II 3 p. 768). The
“perfect” endings would thus have originally belonged to intransitive, the
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“normal” endings to transitive verbs.^ A difference between the personal endings
of intransitive and transitive verbs indicates that (as has long been suggested from
another starting point) in Pre-Indo-European only the subject of intransitive verbs
stood in the nominative, while the subject of transitive verbs stood in an oblique
case, a situation well known from other languages (e.g. from Caucasian and
Basque; cf. Avar wacas, hosila cu ‘the brother bought a horse’, in which wacas is
the instrumental of wac ‘brother’; see Zs. f. vergl. Sprachf XL 150f; for Basque I
refer to H. Schuchardt, Primitiae linguae Vasconum, p. viii, along with the
examples appearing in the course of his presentation). This explanation of the
two series of endings can be confirmed in at least some instances by analysis of
the forms. To illustrate this, I present below the singular and plural forms of the
two series (where the ending is fused with the stem-ending I use a double hyphen,
where it is clearly distinct a single one):

Intr.
Sing. 1.

-a,

=0

Examipies

Trans.

-m{i)

ol5a, fpEQCo

TL0L|aL, £TL0r|V

2.

-tha, =ei

-s{i)

ola0a, Lith. suki

£TL0r](;

3.

-e

-t{i)

OlbE

d-strn at

-me

-me{s)

Sanskr. vidmd

d-stm ima

-te (-the)

Sanskr. vidd

d-strn it a

-ent{i), -nt{i)

Sanskr. vidur

d-strn an{t)

Plur. 1.
2.

zero

3.

-r

The “intransitive” ending of the 1. sing, thus recalls the initial sound of
eyd), the “transitive” ending the non-nominative cases of the pronouns. In the 2.
sing, and plural of the intransitive series the actual personal ending appears to be
entirely absent, while in the transitive series an ending (-,v) is always present; the
subject pronoun may also be absent (as in the imperative); the oblique case of the
pronoun must on the contrary be expressed. In the intransitive 3. sing, the
personal ending appears to be absent; for the -e of the perfect is difficult to
interpret as a person marker; in the transitive series there appears an ending -t,
which recalls the non-nominative pronominal stem *to- (Gr. tov, etc.). In the 3.
plur. there appears in the intransitive series an ending -r, in the transitive series
The characterization of the two series as transitive and intransitive, to be sure, leaves more to be
said. The historically attested distribution of the present endings after the stem-ending (so that e.g.
Gr. eljUL and eipL have the “transitive” endings) must rest on a leveling that would hardly have
been possible if previously apparent disturbances of the clear lines, from a particular point of
view, had not been present. Indeed in Hittite the distribution of the two series does not follow the
transitive-intransitive division at all.
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-nt, which however does not fit with the pronouns remaining in historical times,
but on the contrary recalls a well-known substantive paradigm (Lat. femur,
feminis, Gr. u6coq, vdarog with -ax- from -nt-). We will doubtless have to
accept that there was a nominative pronoun whose most essential sound element
was an r; one might seek to find the -n- (-en-) in the originally perhaps non¬
nominative demonstrative stem *eno- (Sanskr. instr. anena)."^ In that case,
however, the question arises how the -t of -nt is to be interpreted; if it was a
plural sign (although no plural sign was added to the -r), it would recall the
Ugrofmnic - t. In the 1. plur. no difference between the intransitive and transitive
series is apparent; and the relationship between the intransitive -tha and the
transitive -5 in the 2. sing, is unclear.
6. I will only discuss the middle endings in a very summary maimer (cf
on them Jerzy Kurylowicz, Bull. Soc. Lingu. XXXIII 1^, and Chr. S. Stang,
Norsk tidsskrift f sprogvidenskap VI 29-39).
An entirely unitary formal
principle of the middle endings does not exist; but the uses of the middle also
differ in non-negligible ways (which of course does not rule out an original
syntactic unity). A certain emphasis on the subject, its position of interest in
relation to the action, its interest in the action is always present; but the verb can
be marked either transitive or intransitive (AoecraaaBaL XQOCi ‘to wash one’s
body’, elcoGmq AoueciGaL evQQslog 7iOTa|LiOLO ‘to bathe habitually in the well¬
flowing river’). In agreement with this emphasis on the subject, the middle
differs from the active transitive or intransitive series in some instances by
emphasis of the personal ending through ablaut (active: consonantal final; middle:
consonantal final + -o or -e): 3. sing. act. -t, mid. -to, 3. plur. act. *-r, mid. *-re
(the ending *-re is preserved in Sanskr. d-duh-ra ‘they milked’ and can also be
inferred from various extended forms). When the active ending ends in a vowel, a
consonant-including extension of the personal ending appears in the middle
instead of emphasis through ablaut: 1. plur. *-me-dha and with the same dh 2.
plur. *-dh-we (in which the actual person marker would thus be a vanished active
*-we).^ In a few instances the middle ending was identical to the active
^ It is however not entirely inconceivable that the verbal forms concerned should be interpreted
very simply as substantive formations without an appended pronoun. “The sons sleep” would
have been conceived of as “filii dormitores,” which would be unremarkable; hardly logical, but
perhaps not absolutely incredible would be the expression “filium per excitatores” for “they
awaken the son” (not parallel to “I wake the son” = “filium excitat per me”).
^ There is an undeniable parallel between the formation of the middle forms and the formation of
the primary forms from the active secondary endings. In both cases three methods are in use: (1)
the consonant-final endings receive a vocalic extension; from -t are formed -t-i and -f-o; (2) the
vowel-final endings receive a consonant-containing extension; from *-me are formed *-me-s and
*-me-dha\ (3) in the special case of the 2. plur., the rule applies that the differentiating
consonantal element occurs not after the final vowel, but in combination with the nonsyllabic
initial sound of the ending: *-the and *-dh-we. As the dh of *-dh-we is found in last place in the
1. plur., one would expect to find the h of *-the in last place in the 1. plur. as well. But here one
finds -s instead. Did then th arise from ht in this instance and this from stl In other words, is the
old view (Schleicher, Compendium pp. 143 ff.) that a voiceless aspirate can arise from a
(vanished) s actually correct? There is in fact much to be said for it, and forms in which the
presumed s of the primary ending of the 2. plur. (following a consonant) was able to vanish would
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intransitive ending; however, quite likely their identity is not original, but arose in
part through transfer of the active intransitive ending to the middle, in part
conversely through transfer of the middle ending to the active intransitive series.
It must for instance be supposed that the ending *-a of the 1. sing. mid.
(Sanskr. imperf d-duhi ‘I milked’, optative duhlyd) comes from the active (Gr. oI6a,
Sanskrit veda ‘I know’); for in the middle an extended ending is expected. And
conversely the ending *-e of the 3. sing. act. (Gr. oISe) would come from the middle,
as it is similar to *-to, *-re etc. (3. sing, perf act. originally *woidl).

[1 further

suppose that the -a in Sanskr. veda ‘1 know’ and the -i in d-duhi go back to the same
IE. sound as in pausa form and sandhi form respectively at an earlier date. The
extremely sharp observations of Kurylowicz, Symbolae Rozwadowski I 103, rest on a
different view of the history of the sounds. This is not the place for a discussion of the
difference in opinion.]

7. To this involved IE. system, which can moreover be suspected of
having arisen from a still more involved (four-series?) system, is now opposed a
much simpler system of personal endings in Ugrofmnic, which, as already noted,
appears to be connected to the historically transmitted pronominal stems without
any inconsistency, which would naturally be favorable to the supposition of a
later date. And for a later date one might possibly also invoke two notable
phenomena: the negative and objective conjugations of Ugrofmnic. On this
subject the question also arises whether Samoyedic does not compel us to accept a
very loose union of the personal endings with the verbal stem.
8. To exemplify the negative verb it will suffice here to cite the wellknown Finnish forms:
en mene T do not go’
mene-n T go’
et mene ‘thou dost not go’
mene-t ‘thou goest’
emme mene ‘we do not go’
mene-mme ‘we go’
ette mene ‘you do not go’
mene-tte ‘you go’
It is certainly not surprising that theoretical language analysis may have
felt unsure in regard to these peculiar forms. One has — naturally enough —
been able to discover only a negation and a personal ending in the negative word
and has therefore designated the form of the same as a negative pronoun (Rask,
Udvalgte Afhandlinger I 116.17, 118.14, II 259-260). Simonyi, Die ungarische
Sprache p. 402^, speaks indeed of a “verb,” but gives as literal translation ‘I not-0
go-, thou not-est go-, he not-s go-’,* i.e. he offers in fact the same analysis as
Rask. Ramstedt, MSFOu. LII 196, observes: “Expressions such as ‘I not-0
coming, thou not-est coming’’ are not to be found within Indo-European”; in spite
of his strong emphasis on the verbal character of the negative words, his remarks
too are thus of no greater assistance to us. If the negative word really included
only a negation and a subject marker, one could scarcely avoid taking the variable
sufficiently establish it. [The other manner of origin of the voiceless aspirates, established by de
Saussl're Publications scientifiques p. 603, cannot come into consideration for the ending *-the.]
* [Translator’s note: in German original, “ich nichte geh-, du nichtest geh-, er nichtet geh-.”]
[Translator’s note: “ich nichte kommend, du nichtest kommend.”]
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position of the pronoun in e-n mene : mene-n as as an indication that the subject
pronouns in Ugf. were not tightly fused with the verbal stem like for example the
accusative and dative pronouns in Old Irish in instances such as ni-m-thd ‘to me is
not, I have not’ : tath-um ‘I have’, so that one would have to speak not of personal
endings but of enclitic pronouns. One could at most recall the fact that in Semitic
the personal endings interchange with the personal prefixes, without being able to
deny them the character of personal endings thereby; thus in Arabic (from katala
‘kills’):
2. sing, imperf
perf
1. plur.

na-ktulu

katal-nd

One could also invoke the fact that Indo-European too has an alternation
between verbal ending and verbal prefix (£-TL0riv : TL0r)|a-L). But in the best of
cases a view of the negative word as consisting of negation + pronoun would at
least render more difficult the supposition of a historical relationship between the
Indo-European and Ugrofmnic systems of personal endings.
However, a different interpretation of the Ugf negative words is very
surely the correct one: it contains an auxiliary verb. That construction with an
auxiliary verb can occur for the negative is shown by English / do not go, he does
not go. And that an auxiliary verb can shrink to a very small volume we infer e.g.
from Polish, in which we find an -m and -s as sole remnants of the verb ‘to be’ in
ze-m pytal ‘that I asked’, ze-s pytal ‘that thou askedest’. It could however still
raise doubts about the corresponding interpretation of the Ugf negative words
that subsequently only the single vowel e- remains for both the negation and the
stem of the auxiliary word and that a verbal stem of the required form does not
appear in Ugf with a sufficiently abstract meaning (approximately ‘to be’).
Samoyedic, though, shows that such a verb existed in Uralic. Following
Castren, Gramm, d. sam. Sprachen, I cite: Yurak-Sam. ~adm ‘I am’, ~a ‘he is’,*
hidm ‘I am not’, hi ‘he is not’ (p. 433, 435); Tavgi-Sam. eit'um, eit’u (root e-, cf
subj. e-fdm, e-fd), negated hindem, hinte, subj. hi-feam (p. 491 f; on the extension
in eit'um cf p. 484); Yenisei-Sam. a-rd, a, subj. air6, imperative d, negated he-rd,
he, subj. Trd, imperative / (pp. 514 ff); Ostyak-Sam. e-ak ‘I am’, e-k ‘he is’ (p.
542); Kamassian i-gdm, i-gd, imperative i’, negated e-lem, e-l, subj. e-nem,
imperative /’ (p. 576 ff). The negated verb ‘to be’ has the same function as the
Ugf negative words: Yurak-Sam. hidm mada ‘I do not cut (it)’ etc., Castren p.
380 § 482, p. 435.
There was thus a root e- ‘to be’ (or rather *ei-, cf Yurak-Sam. optative
ai-ra-wadm ~ai-ra-wadm etc.) which is eminently suited both by form and
function to explain F. e-n, e-t, etc. Peculiar in this form though is the absence of
the expected n- of the negation, a phenomenon which also seems to occur in
* By ~ Castren designates an T|-sound, which he plausibly regards as a kind of vocalic infix; it
corresponds to zero in Ugf. (examples can easily be found with the help of the index in Paasonen,
Beitr. z. finnischugrisch-samojed. Lautgesch., pp. 332 ff.). On the phonetics cf F. Aima, Donum
natalicium Schrijnen, p. 196.
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Samoyedic. Two possible explanations present themselves. Either there was a
variant form
(however it arose) beside the negation *ne (cf. Hungar. ne), which
must have entirely disappeared in contact with the verbal stem e-. Or F. en, et
etc., Kamassian e-lem etc. have received the negative meaning in the same way as
French pas, personne, rien. Old Norse engi, eigi, that is, by omission of the actual
negation. However, the ellipsis of the negation or its phonetic absorption in the
verb can only have been possible if a confusion of the positive and negative forms
was ruled out by the syntax or by morphological differentiation.
But a
misunderstanding in the construction was already ruled out by the syntax, as the
positive verb was not periphrastic; still more thoroughly was a misunderstanding
ruled out if the positive verb ‘to be’ was unusual (as was the case in Ugf). A
misunderstanding was ruled out morphologically if (as in Kamassian) the positive
verb ‘to be’ took a different extension than the negative form.
The negative conjugation thus does not in any way prove a looser
connection of the personal endings in Ugrofmnic or in Uralic.
9. The objective conjugation, which appears in the Ugric languages and in
Mordvin, consists as is well known in the merger of an object pronoun with the
verbal form. The process in and of itself is unremarkable, and it also appears
within Indo-European as a single linguistic phenomenon. Old Irish offers us the
best example (see my Vergl. Gramm, d. kelt. Sprachen II 148 f.). However, in
Old Irish the analysis of the verbal form fused with the object pronoun is always
comparatively clear, and the object pronoun, as one would expect, follows the
personal ending; berth-i ‘he takes it’. There is only one exception: in the 3. plur.
the plural ending is repeated after the pronoun: bert-i-t ‘they take it’. Here one
can observe a tendency to have the personal ending conclude the word extended
by the merger; but the tendency has not fully achieved its goal, as the ending
occurs twice. In the Ugric objective conjugation however it is a firm rule that the
object comes before the personal ending. From this one might wish to conclude
that, at the time of origin of the objective conjugation, the personal ending was
still an independent subject pronoun, which did not always have to follow the
verb immediately but could allow an object pronoun to come first. Thus Szinnyei,
Finnisch-ugrische Sprachw.' p. 153. However, this conclusion is not compelling.
The placement of the object pronoun before the personal ending could
everywhere rest on analogical formation. For we may suppose the tendency to
have the personal endings conclude the verbal form as the principal distinguishing
mark of the verb, which we have observed in Old Irish, for Ugf as well. And
while in Irish this tendency was unable to achieve its goal, for lack of a suitable
starting point, wherein the object pronoun immediately followed the verbal stem,
in Ugf the tendency had a much clearer path. For if there was a form in the
verbal system which — in reality or appearance — had no personal ending, so
that the enclitic object pronoun immediately followed the verbal stem, this form
could have become the starting point for an analogical re-formation that
introduced the same series order into other persons or even all of them. The 3.
sing, was such a form. I therefore start out e.g. in explaining the Hungarian
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objective conjugation from forms such as vdr-ja ‘he awaits him’.® As vdr-ja was
felt to a certain extent as a conjugable stem, there were formed the 3. plur. vdr-jdk ‘they await him’, 2. plur. vdr-jd-tok ‘you await him’, and 1. plur. vdr-j-uk ‘we
await him’; and to a subsequently vanished 3. sing. *vdro-l ‘he awaits thee’ was
formed the 1. sing, vdr-l-ak ‘I await thee’, as the usual personal ending (or a
subsequently not more common one) was everywhere allowed to stand after the
object pronoun. A similar explanation would also be of assistance for the two
other Ugric languages, and no evidence whatever for a late origin of the personal
endings can be inferred from the objective conjugation.
10. But as is well known matters in Samoyedic are such that Castren, in
the work that would suffice by itself to render his name imperishable in the
history of linguistics, in his Samoyedic grammar, considered it necessary to treat
the personal endings in the section on pronouns, as he placed them on a level with
the enclitic pronominal forms attached to substantives (adjectives). However, we
must immediately discount the at first glance overwhelming impression of the
parallelism between noun + pronoun and verb + personal ending.
The
“conjugated” nouns contain as second element not an enclitic pronoun but the
enclitic verb ‘to be’. This analysis is self-evident from Yurak-Sam. sawadm ‘I am
good’, sawawa ‘we are good’ etc. (sawa ‘good’ + ~adm, ~awa ‘we are’ etc.).
The analysis is also obvious in Yenisei-Samoyed.
In Tavgi-Samoyed the
equivalent forms (bdrbam ‘I am lord’, from bdrba ‘lord’) are only obscured
insofar as the verb ‘to be’ has acquired an extended form {eit'um ‘I am’) in its
independent use. After this discounting there remains only the residual issue that
the personal endings of Castren’s 2^, 3^, and 4"' series are phonically identical to
the suffixed possessive pronouns. This identity, which moreover would rest in
large part on mutual influence, indicates hardly more than the above-emphasized
straightforward equivalence of the personal endings and the independent
pronouns in Ugrofinnic.
So no evidence at all is present for a recent origin of the Uralic personal
endings; Samoyedic cannot stand in the way of the potential acceptance of a
historical connection with the IE. personal endings.
11. One could even ask whether it is not possible to turn the tables and
claim the Samoyedic situation actually as an argument for such a connection.
What could give rise to this question is the diversity of the personal endings
present in Samoyedic, which in fact offers a certain (though quite possibly
illusory) resemblance to the presumptive situation in Pre-Indo-European.
12. For Pre-Indo-European we have supposed an intransitive, a transitive,
and a middle series of personal endings. In Samoyedic Castren’s flve series (2:
with indefinite object; 1: with a definite object; 3: with dual object; 4: with plural

® In this I agree with Vilh. Thomsen, Zur objektiven Konjugation des ungar. Verbums, Sami,
afhandlinger II 298-302 (originally in Magyar Nyelvor XL 1912). However, I reject his particular
explanations, which had a certain influence on Szinnyei; against them, 1 often agree with
SziNNYEi'’s analyses, but in such a fashion that I ascribe an analogical origin to the formations
analyzed.
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object; 5: reflexive) can with some plausibility be traced back to three, which can
be designated as the simple, objective, and reflexive conjugations.
Series 3 and 4 clearly have an infixed object. An object pronoun fused with
the verb is a priori also conceivable for 1, but not for 2; by way of comparison,
Castren’s examples for 2 and 1, Yurak-Sam. hah mueu ‘I took bread’ and hah muedm
‘1 took the bread’, would for example be formulated in Albanian as mo7'a buke
(without object pronoun) and e mora bukene (with bound object pronoun). Indeed it is
also beyond doubt that traces of an object pronoun are present in 1, in part genuinely;
so quite clearly in the 1. sing. Yurak-Sam. (from the verb ‘to cut’) mada-d-m, preterite
mada-da-m-L in which -d-, -da- is an infixed object pronoun (to which corresponds in
Yenisei-Samoyed -ro- in mota-ro- ‘I cut'). It is strange, though, that the 3. sing, in 2
mada-da (with suffixed object pronoun) is formulated as mada in 1 (without object
pronoun) (Yenisei-Sam. 2 mota-ra, 1 mota). This reversal of the expected distribution
would arise from the influence of the possessive suffixes. The complete identity of the
possessive suffixes appended to singular substantives and of the personal endings of
series 2 would arise from the generalization of an earlier partial identity, in which the
possessive suffix of the 3. sing, -da has drawn the verbal ending -da, actually
belonging to series 1, to series 2. Against the grouping of series 1,3, and 4 under the
term “objective conjugation’’ it is not a serious objection that the personal endings of 3
and 4 (sing. 1. -n, 2. -n, 3. -da) differ from the endings of series 1 (sing. 1. -dm, 2. -n.
3. zero). For here too the possessive suffixes will have exercised an influence; the
complete identity of the endings (object pronoun + personal ending) of 3 {-hajun,
-hajud, -hajuda) with the endings (dual ending + pronoun) of the dual substantives
furnished with possessive suffixes, and the exact agreement of the endings of 4 with
the possessive suffixes found after plural substantives, will simply rest in large part on
secondary leveling. [If the divergent forms of series 1, common to series 3 and 4 and
the possessive suffixes, originally belonged to the possessive system, then indeed the
question arises on what the difference between the possessive suffixes of singular and
non-singular substantives rests. This question cannot be discussed in detail here. I
only note that the difference in the 2. person consists in this, that the initial consonant
of the pronoun is better preserved in the dual and plural than in the singular, which is
perhaps to be explained by a more recent fusion. The 1. sing, -n could be remodeled
after the 1. plur. -na , and in the plural form one might see a last remnant of a
pronominal stem corresponding to IE. *n-. Sanskr. acc. dat. gen. nas, which would
have prolonged its existence after non-singular substantives.]

But the triad of simple, objective, and reflexive conjugations thereby
obtained in reality recalls the IE. triad only very imperfectly. A comparison is at
all possible only for the simple and objective conjugations. Yet that the objective
conjugation should have arisen from an earlier transitive conjugation without
suffixed or infixed object pronouns is only a perhaps irrefutable but also
unprovable hypothesis. And the simple conjugation (2) is not intransitive.
Rather, the intransitive verbs have the endings of series 1 {~adm T am’; cf the
examples in Castren p. 207). Thereby it has been possible that in Kamassian,
where there are only two series, series 1 has received intransitive but series 2
transitive meaning.
13. However, the assignment of the intransitive verbs to series 1 from the
Samoyedic standpoint too is striking. So, in the hope that this stumbling block
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can somehow be removed, one could at least raise the question, whether a formal
equivalence can be discovered between the Samoyedic series 2 and 1 and the PreIndo-European ones, designated as intransitive and transitive series, perhaps only
with approximate correctness (cf. above, note 1).
It is immediately apparent that the formal distinction between the two
series which appears in Samoyedie must at least in part be very old. For in the 1.
sing, there corresponds to the Yurak-Sam. madau (2) and madddm (1) the
Hungarian vdro-k T await’ (simple conjugation) and vdrom T await him’
(objective conjugation).'” And in the 2. sing, the Samoyedic forms of series 1 and
the Hungarian forms of the objective conjugation presuppose the same starting
point, an ending -nt\ Ostyak-Sam. noand ‘thou huntest’, Yurak-Sam. madan ‘thou
cuttest’, Yenisei-Sam. motadd-o id.. Hung, vdrod ‘thou awaitest him’ (of course
we lack here the Samoyedic equivalent of the Hungarian non-objective vdr-sz
‘thou awaitest’). The Hungarian objective conjugation is thus not an innovation,
but rests on a system inherited from Uralic, which, however, has been partly
rejuvenated by the above-mentioned analogical formation starting from vdr-ja.
The distinction between Sam. -u (-w: maddw-u ‘did I cut?’, Castrjen p.
439) and -m in the 1. sing, is now in any event independent of the infixed object
pronoun -d- (madd-d-m), and there is no need to assume the former existence of
this -d- for Hungarian. The Samoyedic -w (-«) can very simply be the weak
grade of an m, and the corresponding explanation is also applicable to Hung.
vdro-k. Why the weak grade had to arise I admittedly do not know; but it can
after all also be difficult enough to specify the reason for the weak grade of the
possessive suffix ‘my’ (Yurak-Sam. lamba ‘snowshoe’, lambau ‘my snowshoe’),
in which -u must have arisen from m.
So it is best to resist the temptation to compare Sam. -ii and -m with Gr.
-CO
and -pi (whereby one might also have to suppose that the ending
corresponding to IE. -d was subsequently influenced by the possessive suffix -u).
The comparison is also implausible because nothing is found in the other persons
that could be interpreted in this way.
We have thus found nothing of the Indo-European diversity of the
personal endings in Uralic; the Uralic diversity does not appear to correspond to
it. We have on the other hand also found nothing that would speak against the
acceptance of a historical connection between the personal systems of the two
language families.
Copenhagen

The other Samoyedic dialects agree fairly closely with the Yurak-Samoyed system of personal
endings, with divergences that are immediately clear. The most noteworthy is the divergence of
Ostyak-Samoyed, where in series 2 the 1. sing, noap T hunted’ appears, in series 1 noak (Castren
p. 534); here -m > -p is also transferred from 1 to 2 in individual dialects and conversely the
ending of 2 to 1.
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The Chinese primordial giant Pangu
and his possible Indo-European origin
Vaclav Blazek
Masaryk University

In the present contribution a hypothetical relation between the Chinese
primordial giant Pangu and his Indo-European counterparts is studied on the basis
of both their mythic descriptions and etymological analysis.

1. Pangu
1.1. Documentation
Traditional: M'S; Simplified: SS; Modern transcription in Pinyin: Pdngiv,
Wade-Giles: P'an ku. Several reconstructions have been proposed for the
historical pronunciation of the signs reflecting various stages in the development
of Chinese:
M
- Min dialects: Xiamen, Chaozhou pud, Fuzhou piiaij, Jian’ou puitj
(Starostin 1989, 66); Cantonese p'un, ‘Ancient’ Chinese f'udn “vessel; tub, tray,
dish, plate” (Karlgren 1923, 213) = Late Middle Chinese [AD 900] *ppuan <
Early Middle Chinese [AD 600] *ban “basin, dish, tray, plate; to turn round; joy”
(Pulleyblank 1991, 231) ~ Late Old Chinese [3rd cent. BC - 5th cent. AD] *bwdn
“noflHOC, Gmoflo”, i.e. “tray, dish, bowl, pan, basin” < pre-Classical Old Chinese
[ll-8th cent. BC] *bdn (Starostin 1989, 143; 129: cf the Siamese loan bhdn). The
external cognates confirm this reconstruction: Written Tibetan ban “beer-jug,
pitcher”, ben “large pitcher, jug, beer-pof’, Jingpo ban “tray, waiter, salver”,
Burmese panh-kan “deep basin”, laij-panh “metal tray” (Starostin 1989, 143) <
Sino-Tibetan *pdn ~ *bdn (CVST I, 51).
- Cantonese ku, ‘Ancient’ Chinese *'kuo “ancient; strange” (Karlgren 1923,
145) = Late Middle Chinese kud' < Early Middle Chinese *ko" “olden times,
fonner times” (Pulleyblank 1991, 111) ~ Middle Chinese [7th-10th AD] kd <
post-Classic Old Chinese [3rd-5th cent. AD] *k5 < East & West Han *kM [3rd
cent. BC - 3rd cent. AD] = Early Classical Old Chinese *kd [5th-3rd cent. BC] <
pre-Classical Old Chinese [8-11th cent. BC] kd' (Starostin 1989, 272, 521, 687)
= Archaic Chinese *kd' “antiquity, of old” (Schuessler 2007, 259). Baxter (1992,
845) quotes the reconstruction of Chen Di git < *kuX “old, ancient”. Schuessler
informs us that the word and its sign are already known from the oracle
inscriptions on bones and bronzes from the Shang dynasty; it is also attested in the
text Shying (c. 600 BC). He adds later readings as Late Han (lst-2nd cent. AD)
ka. Old North West Chinese (c. AD 400) ko. Early Ming ku. Yuan gu [ku]. The
external cognates confirm the Archaic Chinese reconstruction *kd'’: Written
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Tibetan rga-ba “to be old, aged”, Jingpo hga “to be old, hardened, stiff’
(Benedict 1972, #445; Schuessler 2007, 259) < Sino-Tibetan *kdH{C\Sl V, 42).
1.2. Sources
The first secure source recording the myth of Pangu was the Daoist writer
Xu Zheng (^fi) living AD 220-265, i.e. during the Three Kingdoms (H®)
period. Xu Zheng (Chinese:

Wade-Giles: Hsu Cheng) was an author of the

“Three Five Historic Records” (Chinese:
pinyin: Sdnwu Liji, literally:
“Three Five Calendar”). The numerals “3” & “5” refer to the “Three August Ones
and Five Emperors” (HME'Sf).
1.3. Interpretation of the name
Paul Cams (1907[1974], quoted
offered the following explanation:

after <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pangu>

P’an Ku is written in two ways: one means in literal translations, “basin
ancient”, the other “basin solid”. Both are homophones, i.e., they are pronounced
the same way; and the former may be preferred as the original and correct
spelling. Obviously the name means “aboriginal abyss” or in German, Urgrund,
and we have reason to believe it to be a translation of the Babylonian Tiamat, “the
Deep”. But this explanation is rather problematic. The metaphor “basin, vessel”
instead of “abyss” is not quite natural. The goddess Tiamat according to the
Akkadian myth Enuma elis was a personification of the primordial salt-water
ocean. It is a common Semitic term: Akkadian tiamtu(m) “the deep, see”; Eblaite
ti-’a-ma-tum, ti-'d-ma-tum /tihdm-at-umi; Ugaritic m. thm “ocean; the Ocean”, f
thmt “primordial ocean; abyss”; Hebrew fhom “primaeval ocean, primaeval
flood; flood, deluge” > Jewish Aramaic fhdmd, Syriac fhoma, pi. fhomdta',
Arabic Tihdmd ‘the coastal plain along the southwestern and southern shores of
the Arabian Peninsula’ (Koehler & Baumgartner 2001, 1690-91; del Olmo Lete &
Sanmartin 2003, 864). It seems more probable that the Chinese compound
represents an adaptation of a foreign theonym. There are significant details
connecting the myth of Pangu with one of the most important Indo-European
myths of the primordial giant, whose body served as a building material for both
the heavens and earth and their inhabitants. Let us compare the brief description
from Pangu’s myth:
His breath became the wind; his voice the thunder; left eye the sun and right eye
the moon; his body became the mountains and extremes of the world; his blood
formed rivers; his muscles the fertile lands; his facial hair the stars and milky
way; his fur the bushes and forests; his bones the valuable minerals; his bone
marrows sacred diamonds; his sweat fell as rain; and the fleas on his fiir carried
by the wind became the fish and animals throughout the land.
<http;//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pangu>
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There are suggestive parallels in the so-called Purusa-hyxmv [RV X, 90]
13. candrdmd mdnaso jdtds cdkso sryo ajdyata
The Moon was gendered from his mind, and from his eye the Sun had
birth,
muJd’ad mdras cdgnis ca prdnid vdyiir ajdyata
Indra and Agni from his mouth were bom, and Vayu from his breath.
14. nab'yd dsJd antdriksam sirsno dyad sdm avartata
forth from his navel came mid-air; the sky was fashioned from his head,
padb'ydm b^mir disa srotrdt tdfd lokdm akalpayan
Earth from his feet, and from his ear the regions. Thus they formed the
worlds.
[Translated by Griffith 1889, 559-60]
A similar motif appears in the Poetic Edda in the description of cutting up the
body of the primordial giant Ymir in portions:

Gnmnismdl
§40. Or Ymis holdi
var iqrd um skqpod,
en or sveita seer,
biqrg dr beinom,
badmr dr hdri,
en dr hausi himinn;

§ 40. Out of Ymir’s flesh
was fashioned the earth,
And the ocean out of his blood;
Of his bones the hills,
of his hair the trees.
Of his skull the heavens high.

§4\. en dr bans brdm
gardo bUd regin
midgard manna sonom;
en dr bans beila
vdro pau in bardmddgo
sky qll of skqpod.

§41. Mithgarth the gods
from his eyebrows made,
And set for the sons of men;
And out of his brain
the baleful clouds
They made to move on high.

[Translated by Henry Adams Belows (1936)- see
<http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/poe/poe06.htm>]
Although the correspondences between the Chinese and Indo-European
traditions are not one-to-one, they are so apparent that it is legitimate to think
about a cultural influence. The first candidate could be the Old Indie civilization
circle (Kulturkreis). The cultural vector directed from India to China brought
Buddhism into China. But it is not very probable that the Buddhist missionaries
propagated the Vedic deity. It is also impossible to explain the name Pangu from
Purusa-. But there were two Indo-European branches which were in a direct
contact with Chinese: Iranian and Tocharian. In this contribution both of these
hypothetical mediators are discussed.
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2.

Etymological interpretation of PurusaTo date there is no unambiguous etymology of Puru^-. A survey of

proposed etymologies was summarized by Mayrhofer (KEWA II, 312-13; III,
760; EWAIII, 149-50), cf. also Bailey 1979, 230. The present new etymology is
based on two synonymous rhyme-words: purusa-, prusa- “man, male, human
being, person”, pi. “people, mankind” & mdnusa- “man” (but also the athematic
form mdnus- “man; Manu - father of men”), all attested already in RV. With
regard to the forms piiru- “man”(?) and mdnu- “man, mankind; Manu - father of
men” it is apparent that -s(a)- is a derivational suffix. Brugmann (1906, 535)
speculated about the primary abstract function of the nouns extended in -s-,
namely mdnus- *”Menschtum, Menschheit” (cf. the Avestan proper name Manusci9ra-). A key to the origin of this suffix could be found in the early Anatolian
suffix -hsu- forming numerous personal names attested in the Old Assyrian tablets
from Kiiltepe in Cappadocia. Analyzing the anthroponyms in their internal
structure, it is possible to conclude that the primary function of the suffix -hsuwas “born”. In this case the proper names can be interpreted as follows (see
Laroche 1966, 297-303):
Apiziahsu- ‘Latter-bom’ : appezi- “last(-born), backmost,
hindmost”,
Arawahsu ‘Bom as free’ : arawa- “free”,
Arzanahsu- ‘Bom in brothel’ : arzana- “inn, hostel, brothel”,
Nakiahsu ‘Bom as hard’ : nakki- “hard, heavy”,
Supiahsu ‘Born as holy’ : suppi- “pure, holy”,
Udniahsu : udne- “country, land”;
anthroponyms formed from toponyms:
Pesahsu ‘Bom in Pisa’ : ^’^^Pisa;
or personal names formed from divine names:
Ilaliahsu ‘Bom by Ilali’ : Ilali,
Peruahsu ‘Bom by Perua’ : Peru(a),
Taruhsu- ‘Born by Tam’ : Tarn, i.e. the ‘Storm-god’.
If the determination of the function of the suffix -hsu- is correct, it is possible to
seek its origin in the primary appellative attested in Hittite has(s)- “to beget,
procreate, engender, produce, bear, give birth, bring to birth”, extended by the -uwith a passive function (Laroche 1966, 301 following Goetze; more problematic
is the hypothesis of Hamp quoted also by Laroche, seeking here the verb *seuH“to give birth”). Puhvel (3, 245, 212-18) adds other Anatolian comparanda:
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Hieroglyphic Luwian has(a)- “to beget”, hasmi- “progeny, issue” = Milyan
qezmmil
In the light of the Anatolian anthroponyms it is possible to interpret the
sigmatic designations of “man” in Vedic in two ways, (i) passive and (ii) active:
mdnus(a)- = (i) “bom by mdnu-” or (ii) “giving birth to mdnu-'\ where
mdnu- = “man; Manu”; cf also epic manuja- “bom by Manu” = “man”
[MBh]
pnisa- = (i) “bom by piiru-" or (ii) “giving birth to puru- \ where piiru- =
“man”
purusa- - (i) “bom by puru-'" or (ii) “giving birth to puruJ\ where puruhas nothing common with men, but it means “many, much,
abundanfcf also puru visva “one and all, every”.
With respect to this analysis it seems there were two different terms:
prusa- = “bom by puru-", where piiru-^^ = “man”, parallel to mdnus(a)- =
“bom by mdnu- \ where mdnu- - “man”'^ or ‘the first man Manu’
purusa- = “giving birth to many”.
The interpretation “manifold, multiple” represents a truthful description of the
primordial giant Purusa-, who is described as sahdsrasTrsd purusa sahasrdksd
sahdsrapdt [RV X, 90.1.], i.e. “thousand-headed is Purusa, thousand-eyed,
thousand-footed”. With regard to his role in the process of creation, when his
body was used as building material for many all objects, from the earth and
heavens to animals and men, it is possible to use the epithet “multigenitor” or
even “omnigenitor”. The latter interpretation is explicitly expressed in RV X,
90.2: purusa eveddm sdrvamydd y'iitdmydc ca b'’dviyam “ This Purasa is all that
*' According to Kuiper (1991, 7) a tribal name of non-Aryan origin.
This idea is based on the metaphor “man / human being” = “son of mankind”, wide-spread in
the ancient languages
of the Near East (see
Blaiek 2008,
57-58):
Sumerian
DUMU.NAM.LU.ULLJ^''^', Akkadian mar awlliiti and mar nisi “mar)'' in the sense “human being”,
lit. “son of mankind”; Ugaritic hn mm “men”, i.e. “sons of mankind”, and the compound hm
“man, an individual, someone, person; people, personnel; service personnel; farmhand, labourer”,
pi. hmm, cf also bm hmm “every man”, lit. “a man of men”; plus syllabic hu-nu-su < *hun-nds-;
similarly Hebrew ben-onos (Ps. 144:3), Aramaic bar 'cnas. Ugaritic bn a dm “man” corresponds
with Hebrew ben-'adam (Nu. 23, 19). Similar formations are also known in IE: Vedic pumams-,
nom. sg. pumdn, voc. sg. pumas etc. “man”, originally perhaps a compound “child of man”, where
the first component could (?) correspond with Greek 7rai(; “child”. Gothic pi. fawai “few”, Latin
paid(l)us “little” etc., and the second component is connected with Vedic mdnu- and / or Latin
mas, gen. man's, masculus (Eichner 1974, 39-40; Cop 1976, 25-28). Similarly Slavic *celovekb
“man, human being” is analyzable as German Menschenkind “human being”, lit. “child of men or
people” (Ivanov 1975, 20).
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yet hath been and all that is to be “ [translated by Ralph Griffith],
3.

Tocharian data

Due to the Buddhistic conversion of the Tocharians no information on preBuddhistic deities is preserved in Tocharian texts. But the existence of the parallel
creation myths in Germanic and Indo-Aryan traditions guarantees their common
Indo-European origin. It implies their possible existence in other branches too,
including Tocharian, before the spread of new religions. If there are no preBuddhistic theonyms in Tocharian texts, it is necessary to seek a hypothetical
source of Chinese Pangu among appellatives. With respect to the semantic
analysis of Purusa- as “multigenitor” or “omnigenitor” it is legitimate to seek in
the semantic field “many, much, all”. In Tocharian there are good candidates A
puk, pont/c/s° and B po, pont/c° “each, every, all”’^, derivable from the ablaut
oppostion zero vs. o-grade and following levelling, which is comparable with the
paradigm of Greek jraq, ntr. nav, f. n&ca, Arcadian nctvca, gen. sg. navTog,
nom. pi. Trdvxeq, acc. pi. navxag, levelled from the primary opposition nom. sg.
m. *p6nts : gen. sg. patos < *pSnts : *pnt6s (cf. van Brock 1972, 276; Hilmarsson
1986, 110, 214-15 added initial *Hi- seeing here a participle from the verb *Hiep“to take”; but in this case one would expect epanf in Greek).
case
nom. sg. m.-f
nom.-obl. ni.-f.

Tocharian A

Tocharian B

puk

po

internal reconstruction
*pnk'{t)-s''^

obi. sg. m.

pohcdm

= nom.

*pon(k')t-s
*pn(k“)t-en-m

obi. sg. f

pontsdm

= nom.

*pn(k')t-iH2-n- m

nom. pi. m.

pohs‘‘, poms, pof^

pohc

*pnk'-es / *pn(k')t-es

nom.-obl. pi. f

pont

ponta

pn0y’)t-H2

obi. pi. m.

pohcds

pontdm

*pn(k')t-ns

gen. pi. f.

pontdssi

pontdmts

*pn(k')t-H:-m-Tei
*pn{k')t-H:-ns-dm

Tocharian A: Poucha 1955, 181-83: “omnis, cunctus, quisque”. Tocharian B: Adams 1999, 402:
“all, every, each, complete”. Tocharian A & B: Pinault 2008, 522-24: sg. “totus”, pi. “omnes”; he
reconstructs *pant- < *peH2-nt-.
Reconstruction of van Brock (1972, 212-11)) and Schwartz (1992, 423). Otherwise Pinault
(2008, 523) who separates the final -k in A puk and explains it as a secondary extension influenced
by the word mQk (= B maka) “many; numerous”. On the other hand, Hilmarsson (1986, 110) saw
in puk a suppletive base. In principle, it could be a eontinuant of the synonym *b’'n^u-.
Tocharian S has its origin in palatalized *d and velars, not *t, changing into c in the palatal
context (Pinault 2008, 423). Tocharian A nom. pi. m. poiiS", pomS, poS reflects *pnk''-es or
*pnkw-es, parallelly the nom. sg. m. puk is derivable from *pnk''-s or *pnkw-s. It seems that the textension appears in other cases than the nominative. The reason could consist in suppletion,
proposed already by Hilmarsson.
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4.

Iranian data

At least two literary Middle Iranian languages, namely Sogdian and
Sakish, were in direct contact with Chinese. But in their known lexical corpora
there are no promising candidates for both a counterpart of Vedic Purusa- and a
source of Chinese Pangu'^. In the remnant Iranian languages from Pamir and
Hindukush there are more promising parallels; Wakhi pak “each, every(body)”
(Paxalina 1975, 231; Steblin-Kamenskij 1999, 256), Bartangi fuk & fuk-ad
“every, all” (Sokolova 1960, 111-12; -ad is an intensifier),
fuk & fnk-a9,
Sarikoli
“all” (Tomaschek 1880, 818), maybe also Munjan po, pi. powi id.
(Paxalina 1983, 25, 202; Grjunberg 1972, 343), derivable from Iranian
*pak(u)-/*fak(u)-/*bak(u)- < *p^^^/y'''nk(u)- (see Paxalina 1983, 156-57, 173
about the phonological development). Their relation to Persian pak “omnis, totus”
and Ossetic Iron fag, Digor fagce “enough, sufficient(ly)” (Abaev I, 416),
implying the initial *p-, is not clear. An alternative cognate in Young Avestan
Janku-, attested in nom. pi. finkauud “(mountain) peaks” [Yast 19.3; see
Bartholomae 1904, 973] would indicate the initial
Bailey (1979, 190)
connected the Avestan word with designations of various monsters, as Persian
nihang “monster”, Syriac nhng- “crocodile” or “hippopotamus”, Armenian
nhang “water beast”, reconstructing their Middle Iranian source in the form *nifanka-. According to him, Sanskrit pra-pafica- “expansion” [Kavya;
Kathasaritsagara, etc.], pra-pancaka- “multiplying” [Harsa carita] can also be
related, but these words have been derived from panca “five” (cf EWAI III,
297).
5.

Other possible Indo-European cognates (collected and discussed in Blazek
1999, 228-29)

Hittite pankii- adj. “all, entire, complete; every; general”, n. c. “multitude,
the people, the masses; assembly”, v. pankuess- “to become plentiful”
(Kloekhorst 2008, 624-25; he coimects it with Vedic hahii- “many, much,
frequent, numerous” etc., from *b'’n^u-); ?Cuneiform Luwian puna- “all”,
perhaps via vowel metathesis or from *PnKwo- > *pnwa- > *pwn(w)a-.
Greek dcTta^ “(only) once, once for all”, if it was syncopated from
*tx7taKuq < *smpnk''u-s “one-all” (Meyer 1993, 44-45).
Latin cunctus “all, whole” < *kM’onkfo- < *kw>enk\vto- < *penkwto- <
*pnKwto- (Hamp 1973, 169-70); Umbrian nom.p\. pimtes, ah\.p\. puntis, referring
to a group of priests, attested in the Iguvinian Tables (111.9,10/111.4), is usually
translated “quiniones”, but Polome established perhaps a preferable meaning “all”

A hypothetical compound of Khotanese pana- “each, every”, pi. “all” (with Osset fcejnce
“every” have been derived from Iranian *patina-\ see Bailey 1979, 209) and the derivative of the
verb *gau- “to grow” (> Khotanese gvana- “growth”. Young Avestan gunaoiti- “verschafft” - see
Bailey 1979,96; Bartholomae 1904, 504) looks too artificial.
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or “the whole group” (1966, 233; 1968).
6.

Conclusion

Middle and older Chinese transcriptions of foreign words, usually proper names,
reflect the opposition between voiced and voiceless labials:
(i) b
Middle Chinese

^

biu-dou = personal name/epithet Buddha

(Pulleyblank 1962,213)
Middle Chinese ^ biam' <

*bldmh = title bramma < brahma

(Pulleyblank 1962, 114, 231)
Middle Chinese ^ S. bou-lou &
M. ba-la - place name Bald
(Pulleyblank 1962, 214)
Middle Chinese
kau-biou' = place name Kabul, Kdpoupa [Ptolemy,
VI, 18.5] (Pulleyblank 1962, 223)
Middle Chinese

piin-na < *pl§n-na = Piirna- in personal name

PurnamaitrdyanJputra- (Pulleyblank 1962, 124)
Middle Chinese 'MM.lM. pyin-du-lou = place name Pindola (Pulleyblank
1962,214)
Middle Chinese
puk-dat < *phdk-ljdw = place name Puskaldvatl-,
nEUKEkacoTu; (Pulleyblank 1962, 101; Starostin 1989, 452)
Middle Chinese
^ hou '-phak “amber” < *ha-phlak < *hd-phrdk =
Greek *cxp7ta^ “amber” [recorded by Pliny] (Pulleyblank 1962, 124;
Starostin 1989, 453).
These examples of Middle and earlier Chinese transcriptions are based on proper
names and titles of Indo-Aryan and Iranian origin. If it is also possible to
generalize them for adaptation of foreign words from other sources, the expected
protoform in a hypothetical donor-language should look ± *bdnkd, if the adoption
was realized in the 3rd cent. AD, i.e. at the time of the first attestation, or
±*bdnkd, if this process happened earlier. In the first case it is possible to think
about Tocharian A puk, pi. pons", poms, pos “all”, derivable from *b"n^'w°,
perhaps via *bd'kw° with a loss of the nasal known e.g. from the Tocharian B verb
tsdk- “to pierce, bite” (cf. van Brock KZ 85, 1971, 290). It is also necessary to
accept that at least in the initial position the originally voiced aspirated labial still
preserved its voice. From the point of historical phonetics of Tocharian this could
be important information for the chronology of the process of devoicing. In
Iranian the most promising is Young Avestan pi. fankauud “(mountain) peaks”
with hypothetical cognates in Middle Iranian *ni-fanka- “monster” and / or in the
word *p/f/bak(u)- “each, every, all” in the minor languages from the PamirHindukush borderland. Iranian prevocalic *f- is an extremely rare phoneme. Its
origin is more probable from *b'’- than from *if-, cf Persian/ayTwr “divine son” <
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Iranian *baga-putra- (Bailey 1936, 1054 = 1981, 302) or Gilaki fay / fiy
“hornbeam” < Iranian *bdga- < *b'’dgo- “beech” (Henning (1963, 68-69, fn. 2).
Both solutions remain so only on a hypothetical level.
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Appendix: On the etymology of Ymir
The name of Ymir, the Scandinavian counterpart to Purusa-, has usually
been projected in proto-Germanic as *Jumijaz, derivable from *ymmyo-, and
further compared with the Indo-Iranian first mortal and ruler of the dead * Yamawhose name also meant “twin” (Puhvel 1975, 146-57). Although this solution is
attractive and generally accepted, it has no etymological support in Germanic
itself. The present alternative solution is based on both direct cognates in
Germanic and external typological parallels. Gothic iumjo “crowd” (only in nom.
pi. iumjons managos 'oxkoi 7i:oX,X,oi’, i.e. “large crowds”). Old Sv^edish ympnian
“abundant” (Lehmann 1986, 208), if related, locate Ymir in the same semantic
field as Purusa-, whose name is derivable from puru- “many, much, abundant”.
Like Purusa-, Ymir was also characterized as he from whom all come, as recorded
in The Prose Edda of Snorri Sturluson:

Gylfagmning “Beguiling of Gyln”
§5.7.
Eru volur allar
fra Vidolfi,
vitkar allir
fra Vilmeidi,
en seidberendr
fra Svarthdfda,
jdtnar allir
fra Ymi komnir.

§5.7.
All the witches
spring from Witolf,
All the warlocks
are of Willharm,
And the spell-singers
spring from Swarthead;
All the ogres
of Ymir come.

§5.8,

§5.8.
Out of the Ice-waves
issued venom-drops.
Waxing until a giant was;
Thence are our kindred
come all together;
So it is they are savage forever.

Or Elivdgum
stukku eitrdropar
ok ox, unz dr vard jdtunn;
far drar cettir
kdmu allar saman;
pvi er pat ce allt til atalt.

[Text: <http://www.heimskringla.no/wiki/Gylfaginning>
Translated by Arthur Gilchrist Brodeur (1916):
<http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/pre/pre04.htm>]
In this perspective the neglected comparison of Gothic iumjo and Hittite humant“every, each, all, total, whole, entire” by Knobloch (Kratylos 4, 1959, 35),
although rejected by Puhvel (3, 380-81), should be again taken in account.
Note: The sign M pan < Middle Chinese ban < Old Chinese *bdn (see §1
above) was used in the Chinese word shu-pdn “counting board, tally, abacus”,
whose Middle Chinese predecessor sii-bdn together with gdngju “instrument”
were adapted in the Tocharian B word fpankihc “abacus” (Lubotsky & Starostin
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2003, 263).
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Notes On Minoan Phonetics And Vocabulary
Sergej A. Jatsemirskij
Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

This brief article is based on the results of my recent studies of the preIndo-European Mediterranean languages. Many of the conclusions were presented
in detail in the monograph Opyt sravnitel ’nogo opisanija minojskogo, etrusskogo
i rodstvennykh im jazykov [The comparative description of Minoan, Etruscan and
languages related to them],’’ published in Russian in 2011 owing to the support
from Ms. Peggy Duly (Benicia, California). Suggested lexemes and decisions are
founded mainly on word-formational models; I found it logical to divide the paper
into two parts - a discussion of the applicable phonetic issues and a pre-Greek
glossary. Nizhny Novgorod, Russia, March, 2012.’*

PHONETICS
Vocalism

Judging by the repertoire of the symbols of linear writing known to us (see
the table), there were 5 simple vowels in Minoan - a, e, i, o, ii, and the specific
features of the linear writing styles and Greek transfers can also aid us in making
a preliminary conclusion about the presence of diphthongs as well.
There is no need here to discuss the difference in Minoan of long and short
vowels, since long vowels are very rare in the reliable Greek transfers’®
(Kpc6puA,0(;, Kudcovia, aaypvri, xpPevva), while in other cases, the Minoan origin
of substratum words may be questioned (fivo\|/, pwku, TrcoA-UTroq, xppcipoq, etc.). It

” I assume that the languages of the Tyrrhenians and the inhabitants of Minoan Crete were
genetically related. [The author clarifies this further: “My model of Tyrrhenian includes not only
Aegean-Tyrrhenian (I use Lemnian only for the Stele inscription, but Ae-T for the borrowings and
toponyms in other areas, including continental), but also Eteo-Cypriote (our scholar A.I.
Kharsekin seems to be the first who talked about it in 70s).... From my point of view, these
languages were related to Nostratic.” Ed.]
Vitaly Shevoroshkin (pc.) adds: “What is especially important with Jatsemirskij’s work, is that
it seems to be the first serious attempt to represent Minoan as material which is quite possible to
handle in a scholarly fashion, as we do it with Lycian and other languages (which we certainly
understand, and which can be better understood, if we continue to seriously investigate it). So now
scholars will have his stuff in English, at last, - and be able to continue serious work on it (if they
decide to do so).
” “Transfer” refers to words transferred from the Minoan substratum to the Greek language [Ed.].
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can be assumed that the lengthening for one reason or another already took place
in Greek (cf. IfriveA^OTia along with fleveA-OTra, ’AGrjva with ’Ixavog).
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1
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054
__a_

H

The mark (‘"''p) refers to the signs, the reading of which can theoretically be identified using the
classical Cypriote syllabary; I also included some signs known only from Linear B.
Judging by the economic inscription HT 116. The formpi-034-te, followed by the logogram
GRAnum (^, 120) and the number, corresponds in detail to the irregular in declension rtEipivs;
(Gen. vBo^), iiEipivOoc; (Gen. on) “Wagenkorb”. The meaning of 7tE{piv9o(;, “wicker basket”, was
explained by Hesychius: “itEipivOoi;' Ttkeypa, to etu xfjs apd^ri(;”. Accordingly, all the
combination can be understood as “five baskets of grain”.
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Judging by the majority of Greek transfers, stress in the Minoan language
fell on the root syllable.
The alternations of vowels are quite diverse, but it is not possible at
present to make significant conclusions because of their disjunction. We can
outline, for example, the alternations a-o (oKokoxy, but aKoXovj/, oKokoTia^), e i (Sinaq along with Mycenaean di-pa-, probably, asaucpoq ; Siaucpoc;) and some
others.
The most typical is the alternation of w - i, already noted by M. Ventris
and J. Chadwick and reflected in a variety of Greek transfers (Avaupvo(; :
aim|a,0(;, puA-Xov, pupog, but LA, LB 073 [t/ mi, xopSuXov : xopSiXov; cf. below
the suffix -up- and other common suffixes), but here, in fact, a glide is reflected.
The desire to avoid the discordant alternative vowel u-u led to the emergence of
parallel spellings: piaxuX.ri and puaxilri, lupivOog and IipuvBog. The author of
this study tends to assume that this phenomenon could even be the substrate for
the Greek language, where in ancient times *u transformed into a narrow v, and in
the medieval and modern language it finally merged with i. By analogy with the
facts of the Tyrrhenian languages of the T’ millennium BCE we can assume that
these alternations did not have any grammatical function.
There is also a type of alternation which can be called regular. We should
note two roots, *ya^- (for plant names) and *pap- “thread, cord”. In its pure type
*Yak- appears in aykic; “clove” (with metathesis), and there is also a suffixal form
- ydA,iv0o<; - a kind of peas (Hesychius); *pap- is found in Doric papuopai “to
bind”, and with the same suffix - in pijpivGoq “thread, cord”. It is essential to note
that both roots are presented in the forms yikyic, (Gen. -iGoq) “clove” and peppu;
(also with gen. -iGot;) “beh”; we can conclude that partial reduplication of the root
consonant caused the change a > e. It also leads us to think that some other words
with iGo(;-Genitive (including opvic;) date from Minoan, too.
One cannot speak of diphthongs with a high degree of certainty. Indeed,
combinations such as a-e, a-u, e-u, o-u occur at the juncture of syllables in
Linear A inscriptions, but to prove a diphthongal nature of such combinations is
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hardly possible. There are reliable Greek transfers, but they are very few in
number (for example, the toponyms Aiaupvoc;, Aiaupr) with Etruscan ais “god”;
aisuna “sacrificial offering”); in most cases we are dealing with diphthongization,
which occurred already in Greek: Tieipivq, TieipivBoc; with pi-rfitf-te (HT 116),
EeiX,r|v6(; with ZiA,r|v6(;, perhaps also oiKuXoi;. The diphthong au was supposed to
exist in Minoan, but in the most reliable transfers it is tightened (AiKupva along
with *XauK- “to reign”, Etruscan lauxumneti “in the royal (palace)”, KuScovia
along with ka-u-do-ni, ka-u-de-ta); probably the phenomenon itself goes back to
Minoan (see the variant ku-do-ni).

Consonantism

As can be seen from the repertoire of well-known Linear A and Linear B~
characters, in the language of Crete there are 9 basic consonant phonemes - p, t,
d, k, m, n, r, s, z and 2 semi-vowel phonemes - j and w. Some syllables that begin
with p-, t- and r-, coinciding in the provisional Mycenaeanological reading, may
be indicated by different signs. There is no doubt that they contained different
phonemes in the Minoan language; as far as the Greeks are concerned, this
distinction lost its meaning for them. In addition, there were a number of
labialized consonants. We know four syllables qV- (in Linear B also 032 qo) from
Linear y4, and from Linear R also we know signs for dwe (071), dwo (090), twe
(087), tw’o (091) and mva (048, the image of crossed hands, that has something in
common with 052 no). Consequently, q shifted to b (cf in Pausanias BeA-spiva
and qe-de-mi-nu in the inscription MA 1; we should probably also include here
PaaiXsuq “king” - cf. Mycenaean qa-si-re-u), it may be also p; as for the destiny
of the other labialized elements, it is obscure.
It is well known that in the linear writing system there was no contrast
between the voiced, voiceless and aspirate consonants, and the Greeks, who did
not introduce new syllabograms into the writing, retained this system, although it
did not fit Greek with its fundamental difference of these three series. However,
See the Table.
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one should not think that Minoan had no series of eonsonants which were
opposed to one another, though, they were designated in the same way in the
writing, since in Greek transfers of Cretan words the aspirates and voiced are
scarcely less common than the simple voiceless.
Based on the Tyrrhenian material, described in detail in our monograph,
we conclude that in the Tyrrhenian languages of the V' millennium BCE there
were two series of consonants which can be provisionally called “strong” and
“weak”. Over time, the first found a tendency to turn into aspirates (in the texts
and loanwords), and the second - into voiced (in loanwords). Assuming that the
Minoan language was akin to the Tyrrhenian, we believe it is possible to
preliminarily extend the Tyrrhenian scheme to Minoan.
The only exception (externally) is a set of syllabic signs with the initial d-,
which the Greeks used regularly for their native 5. With regard to the language of
Crete, one should talk about a special phoneme, which is viewed through two
series of alternations. On the one hand, we know that the Greeks used syllables of
rV- type to designate their original X, signs which were absent in the linear script
{do-e-ro = Soukoi;); however, along with it in a number of words the writing of 5corresponds to the reading of k, the most striking example being the Cretan word
kaPupivGoq - cf da-pu-ri-to-. Thus it is possible that in Minoan there was a
particular phoneme intermediate between d and /, which is characteristic of the
various languages^^; for their native X the Greeks never used d-.
No alterations of Cretan m-, n- and their Greek reflections were attested in
the system of sonants, except in cases of nasal weakening before the next
consonant (for example, the suffix -upP- can take the form of -uP-); as for the
situation with r-, it is somewhat more complicated. First, it is certain that some of
the signs (due to

ras, ro2, ri^) hide very special phonemes, and secondly, in the

Tyrrhenian languages of the T‘ millennium BCE r and / are never mixed (in fact,
one cannot assume that *R was once a single phoneme which differentiated into

Cf. in dialectal/archaic Latin; dingua - lingua, odor-olere, sedeo - solium, consilium, dacruma lacrima (with Greek dciKpu); and ’Oduoaeui; - ’OX\)cgc6c„ whence Latin Ulixes, et al.; also the evolution of d

> / is a distinctive characteristic of the Eastern Iranian languages, etc.
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two distinct phonemes). We tend to think that in the language of Crete there were
phonemes r and I, but they did not differ in writing to express the force of the
features of pronunciation; perhaps they also could be perceived as “strong” and
“weak”, the distinction between which was not made. Their closeness in
pronunciation also influenced the later Greek dialect of Crete (ef. in Hesychius
“kdKTT paKT).

KpfjTEc;”).

The features of the reflection of Cretan z in Greek are unclear, w is
restored indirectly because of the disappearance of the digamma, s is reflected on
a regular basis (there is also a parasitic variant - cf, for example, apfiprvGoq pppiv0O(; along with Greek opiKpot; - piKp6(;, axsyoc; - xeyot;).
As for the semi-vowel j, it could turn into i^, at least in some cases. Thus,
we know the root of plant names

with reliable Cretan suffixes: cf forms

^i^oukd “millet”, ^i^dviov “darnek”, ^i^uipov ''Rhamnus jujuba'' - in the Latin
language the last substratum word is preserved as jujuba. Also, Cretan mediation
can explain a phonetic appearance considered to be borrowed from the Egyptian
word ^uGoc; “beer” [Ernschtedt, 1953, p. 27] - from the Egyptian name for barley
jt, Coptic

eioyr, eioix.

It seems that in Minoan there were also several affricates, which in Greek
transfers exist as groups p -i- consonant. The combination of p5 occurs more often
than others in the examples so far found (see the widespread stem Kap5-,
KopSukoc; "newt", ircpdi^ “partridge”, the gloss of Dioscorides xopSukov /
xopSikov ‘\SeseIi sive Tordylium officinale'’', and some suffixed derivatives - the
glosses of Hesychius KiKipdriq “fig” and the name of the fish aanspdric;); there are
also groups pa(the Cretan gloss of Hesychius ydpaavov “brushwood”, Kopasov
“tuber

of water

lotus”,

the

names

Hspasut;,

Hepaeipovri

(Hepaccpaoaa,

Ospascpaaoa), the name of the tree irepaea) and py (yopyupa “dungeon, prison”,
aapydvri “cord”, aapy6(; - a species of fish); some other options are also not ruled
out (for example, TrapGcvoc;).
In the monuments containing syllabic writing these special sounds were
reflected in different ways: if in Linear U, they seem to have always been
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reproduced through the signs of rV type in our provisional reading (ka-ro-pos in
the plate HT 31 with Greek KdpSoTroq “trough”), in Linear B the affricate
“unfolded”, and r was omitted as a general rule for the sonants before a consonant
{ka-da-mi-ja along with Kdpdapov).
A special pronunciation, which goes back to the supposed affricates,
remained in Crete until later times - the gloss of Hesychius (“TrcpSi^- Tippi^. Kpfj
xeq”) shows that the “group” p5 is implemented as one sound. Apparently a kind
of faintly quavering continuant sound,under the influence of the Cretan
substratum, occurred in native Greek words as well - see again in Hesychius xpe
(“ae. Kpfjxeg”) instead of the expected Doric xe.

VOCABULARY"'

A
dpa^

“abacus, calculating board”

[-aK-].

ayy-: ayyo(; — different kinds of vessels; “basket”; “trunk” [“Mittelmeerwort”,
Frisk]; dYYuX,ri [Eudem.] - kind of missile weapon; ayY^pa [Hes.] “vine”;
UYYupoq [Hes.] - kind of cookie [-u/ip/X,-^^].
ayXxc, see yiXyxq.
dyop “eagle” [Hes. “dcxcq. KuTrpioi”; Etruscan-Latin aquila, Aquilo],
dep-: ’AepoTiEg [Hes.] - ethnos in Argolis; bird species; ’AspoTip - Minos’
granddaughter; aeponoq [Hes.] - kind of mollusc

[-ott-].

A0r|va see xav-.

This elusive sound was discussed by the author and editor. The relationship between a rhotic+coronal
cluster (p8) and a simple rhotic (p) reminds me of the development (in large parts of Norway and Sweden) of
the Old Scandinavian cluster/r6/, as in ord ‘word’, to what is traditionally called the “thick /,” conventionally
written H/ and sounding like the typical American or Irish M as in ‘four’, but flapped (IPA /if). “Thick /” is
also a conditioned positional reflex of old */, thus in some dialects bord ‘table’ and bol ‘dwelling, lair’ have
.[.merged as

fbo:iJ [Ed
25

In brackets (for example, [-v9-]) I put the indications (mostly word-formational), which make me
.understand these words as Minoan
•Below -up- for simplicity
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aiY'UJrioq (?) “kite” [-dtt-?].
ala-:

aiaaKot; “stalk of laurel” (plant, devoted to gods)

[-ax-];

aioipia

“happiness”; amipog “fatal”; “just”; aionpvdco “to rule”, “to reign”;
A’laupvoq, Aiaupri - different toponyms [Etruscan ais “god”; “god”,
aisuna “sacrifice” (> Umbrian esono); -up(-va)].
dKa>,/p-: aKaxaXXiq - flower of narcissus [Hes. “dvBog vapKiooou. KpfjTsq”;
Red.]; ’AKctk^rj [Apollod.] - Minos’ daughter; dxapa “leg”; “thigh” [Hes.
“id GKElri. Kpfjxst^”]. Cf Kttp- (?).
ctKavG- “sloe”: axavGa “thorn”; aKavGiaq “shark”; dKavGi(; “goldfinch, Carduelis
carduelis I.”; dKavGitov “hedgehog” [-vG-]; dKavGuA.A.i^ - bird species
[-vG-up-].
ctKapv-: oiKdpva^ [Hes.] “grouper, Labrax lupus sive Sebastes marinus''’ [-ax-];
kyapyaq ''Anarrhichas lupus sive rufus (?)”; aya.pv(£>q “perch (?)” [-apva?]. Cf ’Axapvavia ‘‘“'Acarnama''.
dxopov see xop-1.
dxTsa “elder, elder-berry, Sambucus nigra’’’’ [-e/i+GP].
dxukoq, dxuXo^, ayjSkoq “edible acorn” [-up-]. Cf ’Axucpaq (?) [-ucp-].
’Axuipag [Steph.] - Doric town [-u(p-]. Cf dxuXoq (?).
dkapa [EtM, Hes.], e>,dpai [Herod.] “spike”, “poinf’ [KN Zf 31 a-da-ra (silver
woman’s hairpin)].
dkevGri [Hes.] “nighf’ [-vG-].
’AA-ixupva [Steph.] - Acamanian area [-up-va]. Cf 'AA.ixapvaa(a)6(; (?).
dkXi^ (?) [Hes.] “chlamys” [-ux-].
dp-1: dpddea (Acc. PI.) - kind of fig [Athen. “'Epprova^ 5' 8V rX,coTTaii;
KpriTixai(; ouxcov yevp dvaypdipei dpdSea xdi vixuX,Ea”; -s/i+GI];
dpuZo(; “pie (of fine-ground flour)”; ’'Apupoq - Thessalian river [-up-];
’'Apupvoi - unknown tribe;

’Apupcovr)

- Danaid

[-up-va];

poss.

dpuyoaXov “almond, Amygdalus’” [“Fremdwort unbekannten Ursprungs”,
Frisk; -ap-?].

Greek inflexion.
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a|4,-2; d|j.ia - tunny [tuna] species [-e/i+GI; < Egypt. mehH]; dpui; (Gen. -uSoq)
[Gal.] “fresh-water turtle”.
dpap- (ctpl-ap-?); dpapu?iX.i(; ''Amaryllis'" [-up-]; ’ApdpuvSog - town in Euboea

[-ve-].
’Apviaoq (?) - Cretan river and eity [Mycenaean y4-m/-nz-.so].
dp7te^O(; “grapes”; “vine (plant)” [Etruscan gloss TEE 805 Ampiles “May” (usual
time for the engrafting of grape vines [Geopon., V, 1])].
dva^ (F-, Mycenaean wa-na-ka) “lord” [-uk-].
dvOpa^ “coal” [-uk-].
’'ATTiapa [Hes.], ’'ATrxepa - Cretan city [Mycenaean A-pu-to-wa].
dpuKu; “cup” [KOZf2 (inscribed bronze cup): a-ra-ko-. Cf. Athen. “AioA,eT(; 5e
xfiv (pid^riv dpuKiv KaA,ouai”; Hes. “dpuKiv cpidA,riv, koi dpdKxnv”].
’ApdKuvGoQ - mountain in Boeotia [Etruscan gloss TEE 810 dpaKO(; “falcon;
hawk”; -v0-].
ApydvOov - mountain in Mysia (Latin Moesiaf ’ApyavOcovr) - personal name^*
[Etruscan; -v0-; -va (?)].
’Ap{v0r| [Hecat., Steph.] - town of Oenotri [-v0-].
dppuA,a “sandal; (high)boot” [Hes. “uTO6f|paxa. KuTipioi”; -up-],
dpx-: dpxo(; “bread”; dpxapoi; “cook”; “butcher” [-ap-]; cf ’'Apxepu;, Doric
’'Apxapiq (?).

dadpiv0O(; “tub, bath” [-v0-].
doKupov “St. John’s wort, Hypericum" [-up-].
doTid^a^ “mole” [-uk-].
dax-(?) (Faax-; Boeot. Fdoxio<; etc.): daxu “city (mainly capital)”; ’'Aaxupa settlement in Mysia [-up-].
daxaKO^ “lobster, Homarus sive Astacus marinus" [-uk-].
doucpri [Diosc.] "Cassia" [-ucp-].
dxdXupvoc; [Nicander] “plum; plum tree, Prunus L." [-up-va].
’'Axapva see xap-.

PN below.
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ayapv- see aKapv-.

axvuXa “hazel, hazelgrove” [Hes. “Kapha. Kphteq'’; -"up-].
a\(/{v0iov “wormwood, Artemisia absinthium’’'•, ’'Avi/uvGoi; - city in Thrace [-v6-].
Cf. ’'A\|/npTO(; (?) - Medea’s brother.

B
PaGavva “nest” [Hes. “vsoaasvav. KpfjTec;”; -va?].
PaiTuXo^ [Hes.] “stone, swallowed by Cronus (instead of Zeus)” [-up-].
PaA,-: pdAaypoc;; pdAspoc;; PaA{vo(; [-va]; PaAAip6(; [-up-] - species of fresh-water
fish (carp, Cyprimis?). Cf *BdAiv0O(;?
*BdAiv0O(; (HpopdAivGoq, with Greek irpo-) - Attic town [-v0-]. Cf paA-?
pdAaapov (> Hebrew bdsdm) '"Balsamum gileadense'” [-ap-].
PaaiA£U(; (?) “king” [Mycenaean qa-si-re-u].
Paaadpa “fox” [-ap-; “ohne Etimologie”, Frisk]
Paauvia(; [Semus, Fr., 3] “sacrificial donation to Hecate in Delos” [Etruscan
pesna - CIE 252 etc.; -va).
pdiog “blackbeiTy; sloe” [“Mittelmeerwort”, Frisk].
PaiuAri [Sch. Arph.] “woman” [-up-].
BeAepiva [Paus.] — Laconic toponym [MA 1 qe-de-mi-nu, *q> b, *D> 1; -va
(-pi-va?)].
Pf|pa^ [Hes.] (Pap-, Tiap-) - kind of bread [-ax-].
pfipuAAog “beryl” [-up-].
BiadvGri - Macedonian city [-v0-].
p6Aiv0O(; “wild bull” [-v0-].
pdpPu^ “silkworm, Bombyx” [-uk-].
pdipuc; “bunch of grapes” [Unbefriedigende idg. Etymologien, Frisk].
PouKavfj “narcissus” [Hes. “dvspcovri xb dvGog. Kuirpioi”; -va].
PpdpuAov “sloe” [-up-].
Ppexac; “wooden statue, idol” [“Mittelmeerwort ohne Etyraologie”, Frisk].
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r
yaG'uA.A.ig,

“onion” [-np-]. Cf. yriGnov, yi^Tsiov.

ya^-: ixyXxc,, yiXyiq “clove” [-9-; Red.]; yd?iiv0oq (see. epePivGog).
yaXX- see yap-.
yap-: ydpoq “fish soup; caviar”; yaXeoq “spotted shark”; yaA,X,apiaq [Athen.],
Ka?LX,ap{a<; [Hes.] - fish species [-ap-]; TaA-pvT) - Nereid [-va].
ydpaavov “brushwood” [Hes. “cppuyava. KppTsg”; -va?].
TcX-xavoq see kX-.
yoyy- “round” (?): yoyypoc; “eel”; yoyyukri “turnip” [-up-]. Cf yoyycov [Hes.]
“foolish” [-va] (?).
yopyupa “cave, dungeon” [-up-].
yop5/T- (< Hittite gurta-) “city” (Mycenaean ko-tu): TopSiaq (Thessaly, legend on
coin);

Topxuv

(Crete),

Topiu^

(Arcadia),

Topxuvia,

TopSuvia

(Macedonia), Tupxcov (Thessaly); Hes. “Kopxuvioi- ol ’ApKd5e(;- p ydp
Kopxuq xfi(; ’ApKaSiac;”; Kupxcovri (Steph., Boeotia); Etruscan curtim
> Latin, Italian Cortona; Hes. KapxspviSsq (“oi Topxuvioi. Kpfjxec;”) [-pva].
ypa\|/aTo<; [Athen.] “crab” [“Mittelmeerwort”, Frisk].

A
5ayu(; (?)“waxen puppet” (intended for witchcraft) [“Technisches Fremdwort
ohne Etymologic”, Frisk].
5dKxuA,0(; “date (fruit)” [-up-].
5ap-: Aapupiaq - river in Sicily; AapuXo(; [Lucian.] PN [-up-]; 'PaSdpavGui; Minos’ brother [KY Za 2 da-ma-te; AR Zf 1 no-da-ma-te; -v0-].
ddoKik^oq - kingfish; meadow-wort {Sciaenal) [-up-].
5d(pvr| “laurel, Laurus nobilis’" [-va; “unerklartes Mittelmeerwort”, Frisk].
Ss^Kavoq [Athen.] - fish species [-va].
SeXcpa^ “sow” [-ax-].
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Sett-: SsTiat; “cup, bowl, goblet” (Mycenaean di-pa)-, Xsndq - mollusc species;
denaoTpov “cup”; A,s7raaTp “cup (looking like shell)” > Latin lepesta,
lepistay-, keTiaaxpov [Hes.] “kind of fishing tacking” [“Mittelmeerwort
ohne Etymologic”, Frisk; enclitics],
SoiSu^ “pestle”

[-uk-].

AokojiE;; - Thessalian tribe [-oti-].
SpETrdvr] “sickle” [-va],
5puo\|/ - kind of woodpecker; ApuoTiEc; - tribe near the mountain Oeta [-oti-].

E
ek- (Fek-): Tekyavoc; (< ^FEkyavo^) [Hes. “6 Zzvq, Tiapd Kpr|cr{v”; Etruscan
ve/;fana > Latin

Vulcanus]-, ’Ekupviog [Hes. “HooeiScov ev AsoPcp”;

Etruscan vel-im-na]-, ’Ekupviov - locality in Euboea; 'Eksvri (?) daughter of Zeus and Leda [“alte minoische Vegetationsgottin”, Frisk;
-va]. Cf ’'Ekupoq?
EkEdcovri - mollusc species (Eledone moschatal) [-va; “Mittelmeerwort”, Frisk].
'EkEVT) see sk-.
ekk- (Fckk-) “snake”: £kko\|/, EkkoTioq “snake” [Nicander]; “eel” (< “serpentine”)
[-071-]; ’EkkcoTia - ritual in honour of Athena (“Schlangengottin der
minoischen Zeh”, Frisk); 'Ekkcoxic; - former name of Gortyn (Steph.
“Fopxuv, Txoki^ Kprixriq ... sKakEixo Se kox Adpiaaa. TrpoxEpov ydp
EKakEixo 'Ekkoixit;...”) [LA, LB 75 2 vi’e].
Ekpivq see kipivq.
Ekupog “millet; panic grass, Panicum'" [-up-; Hes. “skEpog- OTiEppa oTiEp
e\|/covxEc; AdKcovEq eaBiouaiv”].
’'Ekupo(; [Steph.] - Cretan town [-up-]. Cf. Ek-?.
EpsPivGot;

[Hes.

kEpivOiog (= epsPivOoc;, without prothetic

e-?),

dSokuvGoi; with the same meaning] — “kind of peas, Cicer arietinum’’"
[-vG-].
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spTi-; sp7iuA,?ioq “thyme. Thymus serpyllumi” [-up-]; epTiu^il [Diosc.] - kind of
plant (“8X,a(piK6v, vePpsiov”) [-uk-]. Cf Egypt. spTru; [Eust.] “wine” (?).
’Epup-: ’EpnpavGog - mountain and river in Arcadia; ’Epupvai, ’Epupvd Lycian and Lydian towns [-V0-, -p-vaj.
epuaiPri, epiouPri, in Rhodus epuGiPri “powdery mildew”; epuoipdco “to be
affected with powdery mildew” [-u(p)p-].
EupcoTip “Europe” [-orr-]. Cf Eupoq “wind from the east”.

z
^ecpupoq “wind from the west” [-up-].
^v^-: ^i^ouX,d [Alex. Med.] “millef’ [-up-]; ^i^ucpov [Geopon., Galen.] '''Rhamnus
jujuba”

[-ucp-],

cf

Syr.

zuzfa;

^r^dviov

“darnel,

cockle;

Lolium

temulentum" [-va].
ZdxuvGog - island in the Ionian sea (modem Zante) [-vG-].
ZppuvGoq - city and cave-temple in Thrace [-vG-].

H
fivoy (?) “flaring” [-oti-].

0
GdA,app “burrow; gorge; grave”; GdXapoc; “room; house” [-ap-].
GpiapPoc; “hymn in honour of Dionysus” [Latin (< Etruscan) triumphus],
Gpi/u-: GpTSa^, Gpiva^ “lettuce” [-ax-]; Gpivia “vine” [Hes. “dp7i8>.0(; ev Kprixp”;
-va]; GpTov “fig leaf’; Gpuov “reed”. Cf also GpiapPoq (?).
0uvvo(; (?) “tunny [tuna], Thunnus'" [“Mittelmeerwort”, Frisk].

I
lETxac; (I.-E.?) “father” [Hes. “Tiaxepaq- Kpfjxec;”].
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’iKapoq see Kap-.
’IA.aTTia

- Cretan town [N.-Pic. vilatosl].

iopXric; “reed” [Hes. “Kd>.apo(; uapd Kp-patv”].
’dravoQ see rav-.
’lapapo(; see pap-.
iTsa “willow, Salix'\ ’Ixea - Attic toponym [-s/i+GI].

K
KotyKapov (> Akkadian kurkanu, Hebrew karkom) “saffron” [-ap-].
KaS- “mutilation”: KaSapot; “blind” [-ap-; Hes. “rucpA-OQ- SaA.apmoi”]; Kadupoq
[Hes.] “KctTrpot; dvopxu;” [-'op-]; Latin calamitas {<cadamitas) “disaster,
misery”.
Kadp-: Kddpog [Hes. “56pn. Xocpoq. daTric;. Kprixst;”]; myth. KdSpoc;; KabpTLoq
[-up-; Sch. Lye. “KaSpiLoi; Xeyexai 6 'Eppfit; Tiapd xoT(; Tuparivoi(;”;
“Ka5pi?iO(; 6 ’Eppfi(; BoicoxiKwq”; Etruscan gloss TLE 819 b ‘'casmillae...
apud Tuscos Camillum appellari Mercurium”].
Kddoq “jug” (> Hebrew kad “tub; scoop”; Latin cadiis). [“Mittelmeerwort”,
Frisk]. Cf. Kd9i5oi?
KdGiSoi (< Hittite guzzi) — kind of vessel [Hes. “uSpiai- ’ApKdSeq”; HT 63,
Mycanaean ka-ti\. Cf KpGdpiov - “vessel for voting”.
Ka?iap-: KaXdpri “stem, stalk”; KdLapoq “reed” [-ap-]; KaLapivGr] “kind of mint,
Nepeta calaria sive Melissa altissima”; KaLapivGri [Steph.] - African
town (in Cyrene?) [-ap-vvG-].
Ka^^Lapiac; - see yap-.
KaA.A.t67rri - muse who presides over epic poetry

[-oti-].

KdLupva - Aegean island [-up-va]. Cf KdLuvSa (?) - Carian city [-vG-].
Kdpa^ “pole, spear, handle”

[-uk-].

Kap(ap)-: Kapdpa “covered wagon”; Kapdpa [Steph.] - Cretan town; Kapdpiva
- Oceanus’ daughter [-va]; here also Camars, Gamers - elder Etruscan
Name for Clusium.
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Ka^7njX,Ti “staff’ [-up-].
KdvGapoq “scarab”; fish species [-ap-].
KdwaPig (< Sumerian kimibu (?)) “hemp. Cannabis"'.
KttTidva

[Thess.] “cart, vehicle”

[Etruscan gloss TLE 832 “ydnog-

oxripa.

Tupprivoi”; -va],
KUTidvri [Hes.] “hair-cap” [-va].
KdiiTiapiq “capers, Capparis" [-ap-].
Kap-1 [Hes.]: “Kdpa- ai^ ppepoc; noA,upppvvoi. utio fopTuvicov... dA,A,oi Se p
auKT) ’Icoveq xd TipoPaxa. koi xfiv Ke(paX,fiv; Kapavco- xfiv alya. Kpfixeq”.
Kap-2: Kapia “Caria”; ’iKapog - Aegean island; “Icarus” [P^’]. Cf dKaX,/p- (?).
Kdpapoq "‘‘crab" [“Mittelmeerwort”, Frisk; -a(p)P-].
Kap5- “dough, pastry; bread”: Kdpdapov, Mycanaean ka-da-mifa “cardamom”
(as a kind of spice) [-ap-]; cf KapSapii;; Kap5apuX,ri, Kap5apdX,r| [Hes.]
“unleavened cookie” [-up-ap-]; Kapdapivii [Hes.] '"Sium latifolium"
[-ap-(i)-va]; Kdp5o7ro(; “kneading trough” [-oir-; HT 31 ka-ro-pas].
Kapopuq - kind of vessel [Hes. “u5pia. KpfjxE(;”; Mycanaean ka-ra-re-we].
Kapx- see yop5/x-.
KapuKTi (< Lydian?) - kind of dish [-uk-].
KaaaioTrri - Andromeda’s mother

[-ott-].

Kau- see ku6-.
KeSp-: Kebpoq '"cedar"; xeSpoira, Hes. KeSpona [Nom. PL] “beans”

[-ott-].

KEKTivag (Acc. PI.) “hare” [Hes. “X,aya)ou(;. KpfjxeQ”; -va]
KEKp-: KEKpo\|/ - founder of Athens

[-ott-];

KEKpu(paA,0(; “headband” [-ucp-?].

KEKUKT] (?) [Hes.] “staff’ [-UK-].
keA,-: K£A,u(po(; “peel; shell” [-ucp-]; KEX,£Pr| “cup” [“Mittelmeerwort”, Frisk].
KEpapoq “clay” [-ap-]; cf. Didym. KepapuA,A,iov “dA,A,d kox Hexpou” [-up-].
KEpK-: KepKivri - Paeonian mountain range; KepKxva - town in North Africa
[-va]; KepKupa - Ionic island {Corfu) [-up-].
KTiGdpiov see KdGiSoi.

Minoan prefix.
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K'ppivBoq “bee-bread; pollen”; KppivBot; - Euboean town [-v0-].
KiP-: Kipioit;, KnPiai(; “bag” [Hes. “Tippa- KuTrpioi”; LA, LB 67 ^ ki]; Kipcopiov
“seed cavity of water lily” [-s/i+GI]; Kipnpa - Phrygian town [-np-].
ki6-: KidaXov [Hes.] “onion”; KiSapig, Kiiapi^ - kind of high headdress [-ap-].
KiBdpa "’cithard” [-ap-].
KIK-: KEVKOvr) [Hes.] “mulberry, Morns nigra'' : ki-ki-na after the logogram
FICus [HT 88; -va]; KiKevSa ''Gentiana’" [Etruscan gloss TLE 825; -vB-];
KiKipdriq [Hes.] “fig” [-p6-]. Here also Etruscan ytydpo'up [Diosc.] “pfjxa
keTTopiva . Cf also kikiwo(; “curl, ringlet” (?).
Kivdpa “artichoke, Cynard’’’ [-ap-].
K10-: KiaBot;, Kioaot; “ivy, Hedera helix'\ derivative KioBapo;;, Kiaaapoc; [-ap-];
cf. Diosc.; “kiqBoc;, dv svioi KioBapov p Kiaaapov Kakouai”; KioBpvrj —
town in Aeolis [-va].
KiaipviQ (?) [Hes.] - bird species [-up-va].
Kioadpiov “cup” [-u(p)P-; -e/i+GI].
KioT-: Kiaxri “box, chest; haskef’; Kiaxspva “cistern” [-ep-va].
KixapK; see ki5-.
Kixxuka [Hes.] “peel” [-up-].
KkTpa^ “stairs, ladder” [-ax-].
KoSupakov [Athen., Hes.] “quince, quince tree, Cydonia’' [-up-ak-].
Kokk-; Kokki^ “barley bread” [-uk-]; K6kkaPo(;, Kokkoi;/ “pin; handle” [-a(p)P-;
-071-]; KokkuPoq (> Hebrew hdlap “paper, bill”) “penny” [-u(p)P-];
Kokkupa = Kokki^ (?) [-up-].
KokoKuvBq “pumpkin, Lagenaria vulgaris'' [-vB-].
Kopapoq “strawberry tree. Arbutus unedo" [-ap-; Hes. “K6papo(;- cpuxov xi, onep
(pspei KapTxbv pipaiKukov” (cf. paiKukov); LA, LB 70
KovSa^ (?) “peg” [-ax-].
xopdk(k)iov see xop-1.
xopa^ “raven, Corvus corax" [-ax-].
xopSukoi; “newt”; cf. xopdukq “bump, tumour” [-up-].
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Kop-1; Kopi [Hes.] “Coriandrum sativum", derivative Kopia|ipX.ov [-a(p)P-],
Koptawov, Mycanaean ko-ri-ja-do-no, ko-ri-a2-da-na [“Mittelmeerwort”,
Frisk];

KopiavSpov

-

vulgar

etymology;

OKOpov

“blueflag.

Iris

pseudacorus" [P]; possibly, KopdX,(X,)iov “coral”; Kopia^oi; [Alex. Med.] fish species (?). Cf. KopivGoq?
Kop-2 “top, head”: Kopu5aA,(^)65 “crested skylark, Alauda cristata"; K6pupPo(;
“aft” [-u(p)P-]; Kopuq “helmef’; Kopuipp “crown (of the head); top, peak”
[-u(p-].
Kop0iA.O(; (?) [Hes.] - bird species [-up-].
KopivGoq “Corinth”; Tpi-KopuvGoq - Attic town [-vG-].
Kopv-

Kopvoy, 7idpvov|/, ;i6pvov|/ “locust” [-oir-].

Kopasov “lotus’ tuber” [-s/i+GI].
Kopuvri (?)“crook; cudgel” [-va].
Koa-: KoaupPp “woman’s headband”; KoaupPoc;

[Hes.] “cup”; KoaupaTa(;

[Suppl. Epigr.] “donor” [-u(p)P-].
KooKivov “sieve, bolter” [-va].
Koao- see kott-.
KOTT- “small” (< Semitic or > Semitic (?); cf Hebrew qdtdn “small”): Koxxoq
“bullhead, goby. Coitus gobio"; K6xxaPo(;, KoaaaPoc; - popular game in
Athens; Koxxapia [Hes.] “curly(-head)” [-a(p)P-?]; Koxxdvri [Aelian.] fish species; Koxxava - kind of small figs; “girl” [Hes. “Koxxava- eiSoc;
auKcov piKpwv. KOI TiapGevoc; Tiapd Kprioi Koxxavov”; -va]; Koxxdpia
[Hes.] “millef’ [-ap-]; Koxxucpo^, K6aau(pO(; “blackbird, Turdus merula"
[-ucp-].
KoxuJiri “cup”; liquid / dry measure (0.274 1) [-up-].
Kpoip/p-: Kpc6puA,oq “crest; plume” [-up-]; Kpcopva [Steph.] - Paphlagonian town;
Kpd)pvo<; [Herod.] - Peloponnesian town {b < mnl).
Kuapoq, ;iuavo(; “bean”; Huavovina, nuav8i|/ia (p < *q'') - Athenian feast in
honour of Apollo and Athena [-on-, LA, LB 50 jC pu].
Kuyxpapot;, Kuxpapot; “quail, Coturnix" [-ap-].
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ktj5vo<;, KTJKVoq “swan, Cygnus’’’ [LA, LB 81 ^ ku\.
KvS- (*Kan5-): KuScovec; - Cretan tribe; KnScovia - famous Cretan city [HT 13, 85
ku-do-nv, HT 26 ka-u-do-nv, HT13 ka-u-de-ta\ -va, -v0-?]; Kau?iiKoi
[Steph.] - Ionic tribe. Cf. Ital.. Caudium, Caulonial
KuLivGiov

[Hes.] “wooden mask” [-v0-].

Kupivov “caraway, cumin” [HT 54, HT Wc 3014 ku-mi-na-qe; -va].
KUTidpiaaoq “cypress” [“Mittelmeerwort unbekannten Ursprungs”, Frisk].
Kc6puK0(; “leathern sack”

[-uk-].

A
Lap-: Ldpipoq [Hes.] “pit, hole” [-up-]; LapupivGot; “labyrinth” [-up-iv0-].
Comparison with *Ldppu(; [Plut. “AuSo'i ydp Ldppuv xbv

tteLekuv

ovopd^ouai”] seems to be mistaken.
LdPpa^ “grouper, Labrax lupus sive Sebastes marinus” [-aK-].
Adpupa, Aipupa - Lycian river and tovm [-up-].
Lap-: Adpicj(o)a - Aeolian and Thessalian towns; Adpupva - Boeotian town [up-va];

AapuvGioc;

[Sch.

Lyc.]

- epithet of Zeus

[Etruscan lar-

everywhere; HT 98 da-ru-ne-te; -v0-].
Ldpva^ “box, coffin” [-ax-].
Adxupvov [Sch. Theocr.] - mountain near Croton [-up-va].
LauK- “to rule”: Afxupva [Strabo] - acropolis (“palace”) of Tiryns [Etruscan Perf
luc-a-ir-c-e, NA -um-u > Latin lucumo: layumni (Loc. lauxumne-ti)
“palace”, AuxopiSai [Hes.] “yevoc; iGayevcov”; Latin Lucina “Our Lady”
(epithet

of

Juno)

[-na\,

Etruscan-Latin

Lucretius.

Etruscan-Latin

Lucretius. Cf AuKdpPrn^ - PN; Auxapvog [Arcad.] - unclear toponym
[-ap-va]. Cf bavKoq [Hes.] [“0paou(;.

koi

Poxdvr)

xk;

KprjxiKri”].

Aaup(e)iov - mountain in Attica [Etruscan-Latin lauriis].
LeplvOioc; see epePivGoq.
AsTiExupvoq (myth.) - Methymna’s husband (a town in Lesbos was named in her
honour) [-up-va].
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X,sxepva [Hes.] - rite in honour of Hera in Argos [-p-va].
Afipvoq, Aapvoq “Lemnos” [Etruscan lemni-\.
eA.piV(;, e^ipivOog “helminth” [-v6-; cf Etruscan, zal- : esl-; purt- : eprt(> npuxaviq); Etrusci: Umbrian Turskum\
AiKupva see XauK-.
AuK(xp-: see A,auK-

M
MdGupva, MfiGupva - town in Lesbos [Etruscan mat- “to devote”; -up-va].
paiKuXov, pipaiKuX,ov “fruit of strawberry tree” [-up-; Red.]. See Kopapoq.
paX,-: paXsa, priXea “apple-tree” [-e/i+GI]; paXov, ppXov “apple”; pdXPa^
[Luc.], paXdxp “Ma/va”

[-uk-?].

pap-: Doric papuopai “to bind”; psppiq [-G-; Red.]; pppivGoq “thread; cord”
[-vG-].
pdpiv (Acc. Sg.) [Hes.] “swine” [“ttiv auv. Kprixet;”].
pdpxupo<; “eyewitness” [-up-] (not connected with Egypt. *metre).
pdxxaPoq [Hes.] “unwise, foolish” [-a(p)P-].
peGXrjv (Acc. Sg.) [Hes.] “sheep, ram” [LA, LB 13

me],

pepppa^ [Aelian.] - cicada species [-ax-].
MepoTiec; - ancient inhabitants of Cos; Mspov]/, Mepojiri - mythical personages
[-07t-].

peoTiiXov “medlar, Mespilus germanica" [-up-].
MpGupva see MdGupva.
MriKuPepva (?) - town in Chalcidice [-p-va].
ppX- see paX-.
pfjpivGoq see pap-.
pipaiKuXov see paiKuXov.
piv-:

Mivcoc; - probably, the title of some Cretan kings, taken as a name
(> Etruscan mine, mina-te); Mivcoa - Cretan town.

pipuKcov

[Hes.] “reed”

[-uk-;

-s/i+GI].
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fiiax'u^.ri, lauaxiA-ri “piece of bread, used as a spoon” [-up-].
poA.-;

poXupSot;

(also

-ip5-)

“the

element

lead”

[-u(p)P-];

poAupSaiva

‘deadweight, ball” [-u(p)p-; -va?]; Moi^uKpeiov - Aetolian town

[-uk-].

poppupot;, poppuA,o(; - fish species, Pagellus mormo [-up-].
Moaxivfi - Lydian town [-va].
po\|/-: M6v|/0(; mythical personages; Mo\|/o7ria - ancient inhabitants of Attica
[-071-].

pu-; pua^ “mussel” [-aK-]; pudKav0a [Geopon., Diosc.] “asparagus” [-aK-a-vO-].
pup- “fish” [Hes. “puLLov ... Ka'i siSoq IxOuot; puLLoc;”; “pupoc;- ix0uq Ttoioq.
KOI f) dppsv pupaiva”; Mupiva (Lemn. morina{-il)) - city in Lemnos
[Etruscan mnrin-; -na', LA, LB 73

mi].

pupaivTi “myrtle” [-va]; name MupaiAo^ is likelier Anatolian.
MuxiA,f)vr|, MixuXfivri -main city in Lesbos [-up-va].
pwLu (?) - unknown officinal plant [Fremdwort unbekannter Herkunft, Frisk].

N
vaFoc; (?), Lesbian vauot; “temple” [PH 6 no-na-wa (?) - cf. da-ma-te :
'Pa5dpav0U(; : no-da-ma-te].
van- “plant, tangle”: vdrra, vdirp, vdiroc; “woody valley” [Etruscan nap-ti (Loc.)
“in

(sacred)

grove”;

Latin

nepeta

"‘Nepeta

cataria”,

Tusc.

nepa

“greenweed. Genista'’’-, Latin [Fest.] napurae ‘‘cord”],
vriduq “stomach; entrails” [Etruscan neOsra “haruspicy, a kind of fortune-telling
(using entrails)” ; netsvis “foreteller”].
VT|p-

“water”: Modern Greek vepo id.; Nripeu(;, Nppeiq (Nr|prii(;) - sea deities;
vripixrig (vrjpeixriq) - mollusk species; Milyan nere “nymph” (Dat. PL)
[Etruscan neri “water”; NP nerina{i)].

viKuAeov [Athen.] - kind of fig; NiKupic; [Suda] - unknown toponym [“'Eppdiva^
5' £v rAc&xxaiq KprjxiKaig auKcov yEvr) dvaypdcpei dpdSea
LA, LB 30 T

--up-; -e/x+GI].
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o
oSoXuvGoi; see spsPivGoc;.
OldvGri - town of Locri [-vG-].
oiKvXoc, [Theogn.] [“oiKuX,oq, to oaTipxov” (see daTipiov); -up-].
o^iuvGoq “winter fig”; ’'OXuvGoq - Chalcidian town [-vG-].
opcp-: opcpa^ “green grapes” [-aK-]; 6p(paX,65 “cone; navel” [-ap-].
ovoTiri [Hes.] - kind of black grapes [-ott-].
OTTUvco “to marry” [Etruscanpuia “wife”].
opviQ “bird” [-G-].
ooTipeov, ooTipiov “leguminous planf’, mainly “bean” [-e/i+GI].
oaxp-: 1. “crock; shell”: oaxpaKov id. [-uk-]; oaxpeiov “mollusk, covered with
shell” [-e/i+GI?]; 2. “wall, fence: oaxpipov “shed, cattleshed” [-up-]; cf
also oaxpua [Theophr.] “hop hornbeam, Ostrya caprinifolia ScopP.

n
Tiav-:

7ravsX,o\|/,

7iTiV8ko\|/

“teal.

Anas

Penelope"',

neveXoTra,

nriveXoTra

“Penelope” [-ott-].
TidTipa^ [Her.] - fish species [-uk-].

Tidnupoq “paper” [-up-].
7iapG(ev)-: 7rapG8vo<; “virgin”; napG8v67iTi - Tyrrhenian island; IlapGavoTiaia ancient name of Naples; IlapGcvoTraioq - mythological hero [-on-].
7id/6pvo\|/ see Kopvovii.
ncipivq, ncipivGoq “Wagenkorb” [-vG-; HT 116 pi-ri2(n)-te GRAnum 5].
neko\|r “Pelops” [-on-],
nev- see nav-.
n8p5i^, nfipi^ [Hes.] “partridge” [“Kpfixcc;”; -uk-].
HepivGo^ - Thracian town [-vG-].
ncpa-:

napasa - kind of Egyptian tree

[-a/i+GI]; Hapaauc;, Hapaacpovri

(Hapaecpaaaa, Oapaecpaaaa) - mythological personages [-va, -aa-].
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Tiriv- see nav-.
7110-: 7ri6o(; “ban-el”; TiiGdicvri, cpiodicvTi “keg” [-oK-va],
Tiiva^ “table, plate, picture”

[-uk-].

TTiVT] (?) “pearl” [“Mittelmeerwort unbek. Ursprung”, Frisk],
nixdvTi - Mysian town and district in Sparta [-va],
TTiTupov “bran” [-up-].
ndkupvov [Paus.] - unknown toponyni [-up-va-].
Tiopia^ “heifer” [-uk-].

npopdkivGoq see *Bdkiv6o^.
ripoaupva - ancient town in Argolis [-up-va],
Trpuxaviq “lord, ruler” [Etruscanpurt-leprt- id.; Latin Fimtis - epithet of Venus,
Frutinal

“templum

Veneris

Frutis”;

Etruscan purtsvana

>

Latin

For senna]', seems to be a borrowing from Asia Minor: cf. Lycian epriti
“deputy”, Hattie purl “lord”.
Tixekea, Mycenaean pte-re-wa “elm, Ulmus campesUis'" [-e/i+GI]. Cf. ppkea,
ixea.
TtuvSa^ “lid or bottom of a vessel”

[-uk-].

HupavGoq [Steph.] - Cretan town [-v0-].
7r(6ku7uo(;

“Cephalopoda”

(> vulgar etymology TuokuTiouq)

[“Mittelmeerwort

unbekannter Herkunft”, Frisk].

P
'PaddpavGuq see 5ap-.
pd^, pco^ “berries, grapes” [“Sonst isoliert; wohl Mittelmeerwort”, Frisk].
'PiGupva [Steph.] Cretan town [Etruscan PN ritumena', -up-va].
poPikkog [Hes.] “kinglet, Regulus'' [-up-].
puKdvT) “hand plane” [-va].
puaxov [Hes.] “spear” [“66pu- Kpfixeg”].
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E
(jayiivTi “seine, net” [-va].
aotKKoq (?) “bag, sack” [< Hebrew sag id.].
oak-: SaA,a)j.i<; “Salamis”

cf. aaA,a(j,dv5pa [similar to Kopi-avSpov?];

Sa)iijv0ioq [Thuc.] - Acamanian princelet.
aakTiT) (?) - fish species, ''Box salpa'' [“Unerklartes Mittelmeerwort”, Frisk],
odpa^ “reed” [-aK-].
aapPuKT] - kind of harp

[-vk-];

cf Hebrew sebaka “net”.

advSn^ “Bez. eines hellroten Farbstoffes, einer hellroten Mineralfarbe”

[-uk-].

aair-: apTria “cuttlefish”; aa;isp5r|(; [Hes.] “ovopa ix6'iJO(;. ol 5s xapixou slSot;.
dX.)ioi vno
aapY*:

Hovtikwv

xbv KopaKivov ix0uv” [-p5-]. Cf Coptic sahurp.

aapyoc; (?) fish species, "Sparus sargus sive Sargus RondelettP
[“Mittelmeerwort unbek. Herkunft”, Frisk]; unclear aapydvri “cord” [-va].

odaapov, opaapov "sesame" [HT 32 sa-sa-me; -ap-; LA, LB 31 Y s^]Edxupo^ “Satyr” [-up-]; Etruscan [-up-]; Etruscan satna [-va]; Etruscan-Latin
Saturnus [-up-va]; Etruscan-Latin Saturejim [-up-],
orinia see aair-.
Esiktivoc; see oiX.-.
osk- (?): aekaq “light; shining; lightning”; Zekpvri, askdwa “moon” [-va].
osaucpoq [Hes.] “cheat, swindler” [-ucp-].
oiPuA,A,a, EiPuA,A,a “prophetess, Sibyl" [-up-].
aiPuvT] “hunting spear; bear spear” [-va].
Sipupxoq (?) [Steph.] - Cretan town [-up-?].
aiK- see auK-.
Eikrivoc;, Ssikrivof; — rural deities [-va].
oikkupov “fringe; chain; pin” [-u(p)P-].
oiTTuri “chest for bread” [HT 8 su-pu2-18S\.
oia-: aiaupPpiov [Theophr.] "Iris sisyrinchion" [-u(p)P-]; aiaupa “sheep’s or
goafs fell” [-up-]; aioupva id. [-up-va]; Eioucpoq “Sisyphus” [-uip-].
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aiTot; “cereals; bread; food” [LA 041 4"

“ohne iiberzeugende Etymologie”,

Frisk],
oKdko\|/ see okoA,-.
oKaTidvri “hoe, mattock” [-va],
OKoX-: aKoXor];, “stake; hook”
aKdXo\|/ “mole”

[-oti-];

oKoXoTra^ “woodcock”

[-OTi-aK-];

unclear

[-oti-].

OKoXa^ “puppy” [-aK-].

opap{(; - small sea fish [“Uerkunft unbekannt; gewiB Mittelmeerwort”, Frisk],
opppivGot^ see pep-,
aTacpuXp “bunch of grapes” [-up-],
oupf|vri, auPivri “leathern case” [-va],
auK- (*auXK-?): criKua “pumpkin or melon”; aiKuoc; “cucumber”; auKea “fig”;
auKdpivoi; “mulberry tree. Morns nigra" [-ap-va] (> Semitic siqmm)',
ZiKuvr), ZuKivT) - different toponyms [-va]; SiKuvOoq [Plut,] - unclear
toponym [-v0-]; HT 8 - si-ki-ra; HT Zb 185 - su-ki-ri-te-no-ja [-up-].
Unclear Etruscan PN silqetena [-v0-s-va?], Latin siliqua “bean”. Cf
Hebrew aiKspa “grain or fruit wine” (?).
SupivGoi; [Steph.] - Cretan tovm [-v0-].

T
xav-: Tdvoq - Cretan town; ’A0r|va “Athene”; Hxavoq (Mycenaean u-ta-no) Cretan town [P],
xepepivGoc;, xeppivGo^ ‘’"Pistacia terebinthus" [-v0-].
xfjpevva “cloak” [-va],
TiPpv (?) “tripod” [LA, LB 37 /|\ tv, “Unerklartes Fremdwort”, Frisk],
Tipuvq, TipuvGov - city in Argolis [-v0-].
T1X-:

xixa^ [Hes.] “lord”;

TixaKO^

- PN [Etruscan tit--,

-uk-];

unclear xixavog

“gypsum” [“Technisches Wort unbekannten Ursprungs”, Frisk; -va];
xixupoq “sheep or goaf’ [Theocr.]; bird species [Hes.] [-up-].
xoXuTiri “hank of wool”

[-uti-].
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TopSuXov, T6p5iA,ov [Diosc.] ''Seseli sive Tordylium officinale’’' [-up-].
Topuvri “stirring rod” [-va].
TpiKopuvBog see KoprvGoq.
Tpiox)/, Tpi67ra(;-mythological personage

[-oti-].

xpoxiA-oc;, tpoxT^oq, xpoxeT^oc; (?) “plover; wren, Pluvianus sive Carsorius
Aegyptius', Troglodytesparvulus" [-up-].
TuPapxv (Ace. Sg.) [Pollux.] - kind of spice [-ap-].
TUI [Hes.] “here” [“wde. Kpfjxsq”; Etruscan Oui id.].
Tupavvo(;

“lord”

[“Unerklartes

Fremdwort

aus

der

kleinasiat.-agaischen

Kultursphare”, Frisk; Etruscan turan “Venus”].
Tuparivoi, Tuppr|Vo{ - probable original name [Egyptian ti's; E-trus-ci, Umbrian
turskum, etc.].

Y
uaK-; ua^ [Hes.] “rudder oar” [LA, LB 10

«];

'YukivOoc;,

'YotKuvOoq

“Hyacinth” (“helmsman”) [-v0-].
upa^ [Nic.] “swine” [-ax-]
UT-

“4”: 'Yttrivia [Steph.] [= TETpdTrokiq; Etruscan hud “4”]; 'Ytewa [Steph.] Lycain town.

®aiaT6(; - ancient Cretan city [Mycenaean Pa-i-to],
(pak- “top; head”: (pdka [Hes.] “head”; <l>dX,av0O(; - Arcadian mountain and town
[-V0-]; (pakaxpot;, (pdkavOoq “bald” ~ (pakrjpiq, (pdkapit; “common coot,
Fulica atra" [Etruscan [Fest.] falado (falando) “sky”; palatum "fialate"',
Palatium; -ap-]; probably, also Oakdaapva - Cretan town.
(pdppaxov “potion; medicine”; (pdppaxoq “wizard”; “victim” [-ax-].
(piddxvri see ttiO-.
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cpi>-iJKri - kind

of

shrubs, Rhamnus alaternus (?)

[-■up-];

(puk-:

(puka^

“guard”

[-aK-];

cpuiVoTnc; “battle” [-on-].

X
XapupSiq (?) “Charybdis” [-u(p)P-?].
Xe5p- see

Kedp-.

Xr|pap6<; (?) “hole; cave” [-ap-].
Xipapo; (?) “goat” [-ap-j.
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Appendix
Possible acrophonic prototypes of some Cretan syllabograms
Sign

V
Y
1

?

Pictorial meaning

Reading

Associated lexemes^”

double axe

a

aipa (?)

reed, cane

i

i6p^T|5

door, gate

ja

a) alpd?iTi (??)

Derivatives

b) janua (??)
a) basket

hi

b) bowl
fruit or

ko

a) KopapoQ
b) Kopi

inflorescence

Kopi-apPEov,
Kopi-av5pov,
Kopi-awov

Y

T
lY

T
n

flying swan

ku

KuSvoq, KUKVOC;

a) dog’s head

ma

Maipa

b) cat’s head
ram’s head

me

onomatopoeic
peBEriv

fish

mi

pupoq, pi3A,A,0(;

bull’s head

mu

onomatopoeic

fig tree

ni

palm

no

crossed arms

nwa

grassy plant or

pu

TTuavoq, Kuapoc;

branch
shrubs (?)

PU2

pu-ko-so, n\)^oq

pup(-)ai-va

vik-uA,-sov

v6a((piv) (?)

The lexical examples are not commented on here, as they are all given in the Vocabulary.
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Sign

Pictorial meaning

Reading

Associated lexemes^’

Y

a stalk of ses2ime

sa

sa-sa-ma, adaapov

sheaf of cereal

si

aiTOQ

crops
ordinary axe

so

aodva

tripod

ti

Tippv

fig

tu

TUKOV

rudder oar

u

ua^

snake

we

+

1
A
Y

Derivatives

8Xk-0\(/,

3

'Ekk-coT-t(;, ’
Ekk-cox-m

The lexical examples are not commented on here, as they are all given in the Vocabulary’.
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On the Origin of Milyan Nouns
Vitaly Shevoroshkin
University of Michigan
The alphabetic (letter-written) Mil[yan] language is represented by two,
relatively long, alphabetic poetic inscriptions engraved in stone about 25
centuries ago: 44c-d (Xanthos; a part of a longer text, -written in three languages:
Lyc[ian], Greek, Mil.) and 55 (Antiphellos). The closest relative of Mil. is Lyc.;
both are considered by scholars to be closely related dialects. Both are a part of
a group of dead I[ndo-]E[uropean] languages called Anat[olian] or Hitt[ite]Luv[ian] which includes three other alphabetic languages, Lyd[ian], [Carjian,
and Sid[etic], three cuneiform languages Hittite, Pal[aic] and CLuv. (=
Cuneiform Tuvian), as well as the HLuv. (= Hieroglyphic Tuvian) language.
All these languages (except Tydian) have preserved so-called IE
laryngeals ([x]-type fricatives); none has developed the feminine gender, which
appeared in the western part of the IE unity after the P[roto-]IE language had
split into a western branch and an eastern branch (this latter evolving into the
above listed Anat. languages).

Introductory Remarks
Inscriptions in Mil. language show practically the same letters which we
know from Tycian, but there is no Mil. x or
letter h (< *s) appears in Mil. only
in acc. sg. Hntawa (name of a Tyc. city); h- is dropped in Mil. word nwedri- ‘alT
< Tyc. huwedri- id. - Both in Mil. and Tyc., non-lenited consonants may be
opposed to the lenited ones, cf verbal endings -ti, -te, -tu, vs -di, -de, -du (but in
Mil., both t and d can easily vary both in verbal and nominal forms). - Tyc.-Mil. x
[x] is a clear example of a non-lenited fricative which is opposed to its lenited
counterpart g [y], as in xuga- ‘grandfather’, matching precisely CTuv. hiiha(lenited -/?-) vs. Hitt, huhha- (non-lenited -hh-). Thanks to J. Rasmussen and D.
Schurr we know today that Mil.-Tyc. q [x*] can originate either from PIE *Hw,
or (less frequently) from PIE *g'^h. It is not excluded that the Tyc. name
QaGadunimi (recently discussed by DS) is based on a reduplicated PIE verb
*g''hedh- ‘ask, wish’; if so, the intervocalic -G- (usually from [y"]) represents a
lenited variant of q: qa-Gad- [x'''a-y'‘'ad] < *g'''he-g''hedh-. This would allow for a
phonetic opposition of non-lenited vs lenited fricatives:
velars
^ [x]
labiovelars q [x"]

: g [y]
: G [y"]

(as in xuga-) vs
(as in qaGad- ?).

The Mil.-Tyc. letter G (DS uses y; CM employs k; Neumann-Tischler use
K) seems to reflect a labiovelar, appearing in laGr-a (acc. pi. neut.), laGr-i (dat.-
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loc. sg.) = Hitt. Idhura- (with a lenited -h- after a long vowel; var. of lahhiira-)
‘offering table, stand for pots/offerings’ (< Idhu- ‘pour’); mrGGas (ace. pi.) =
Hitt. Margwaya-deities < PIE ^merg"- ‘dark’. Thus, G originates from [7“]
<*Hwl*lf',
*g''h.
We have to keep in mind that the Mil.-Lyc. writing is traditional; the
pronunciation at the time when inscriptions were being carved was already
considerably different from the written language; to keep things simple, this
problem is not discussed below.
Recent research has revealed cases where Mil. k originates from PIE *g or
*gh\
(a) ki-ki-ti ‘(Trqqiz) announces [addressing an offering priest]’ < PIE
*ge(i)-/*gi- ‘sing, call, shout’ (lEW 355), *geH(y)- ‘sing’ (LIV
162); kiki- does not mean ‘to pay’.
(b) puke-ti ‘saves, protects’ (god Nartri of Kaunos saves Xerei from
killers: ul-ax-a-d-i) < PIE *bheug- ‘to free’ (etc.), lEW 152; LIV
168; note DLL 126: ‘favorable action’.
(c) kal-u ‘I’ll call/I’m calling’ < PIE *ghel-\*ghdl- [in Slav.] ‘call, shout’
(lEW 428).
There seems to be a close link betw. Mil, and Lvc. languages, on the one
hand, and the Lvd. language, on the other. Cf. a few Mil.-Lyd. cognates:
(d) Mil. kudi ‘where’ [cf. Slav.] : Lyd. kud id. <An(at). *k'''ud- <’“ PIE
*k''ii-dhe.
(e) Mil. kuti ‘where, as’ : Lyd. kot id. < An. *k''oto- (CM in AHP 346 et
passim.).
(f) Mil. -ke ‘and’ [not to Luv. -ha', no ‘-ke ’ in Eye.] : Lyd. -k ‘and’ < PIE
*-k"'e id.
(g) Mil. ene ‘this’ (pron. whieh introduces acc. comm.) : Lyd. ana- id. <
An. *6no- id.
(h) Mil. -ene/i- iter. suff. (mur-en-e- ‘invigorate’, qel-en-e- ‘preserve’,
trbb-en-i- ‘deliver’) : Lyd. -eni- (c-en- ‘dedicate’^ laX-en- ‘speak’,
saw-en-) < An. *-dnni- (CM).
(i) Mil. htuw-it-eni ‘leader’ ; Lyd. anto-la- ‘statue’ <An. *en-dwaH-6lo‘human’, CM.
(i) Mil. zr-et-eni ‘protector’ : Lyd. sar-et-a- id. < An. *serhto- (root as in
saro-ka-).
(k) Mil. suff. -ka, saba-ka = saba- ‘protection’ : Lyd. saro-ka- id. :
PIE/Slav. *-ka.
(l) Mil. trbb-, trbb-en-i‘deliver’ : Lyd. tro- ‘hand over’ < An.
*drowaHye/a- (CM).
(m) Mil. urtu- ‘tribute’ : Lyd. wrato-, wratii- ‘pledge’- < PIE *wert-, Engl.
worth, etc.
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(n) Mil. tu- ‘place (as a treat)’ : Lyd. -cu- ‘dedicate’ / -do- ‘put’ < An.
*duwV- (CM).
(o) Mil. xus-t(t)i- ‘agility, dexterity’ : (?) Lyd. ws-ta- ‘alive’ < Anat. *
Hus-to- (CM).
(p) Mil. mruwa-* ‘stele’, adj. mruwa-si- : Lyd. mrufwa)- ‘stele’ (DLL);
origin unclear.
(q) Mil. loc. sg. mrGG-d-i < *mfa}rgM’-id- ‘tomb, protected by mrGGadeities’ : Lyd. Mariw-d-a- (god-protector of tombs); cf. Mil. acc.
pi. mrGGa-s ‘Dark deities’ : Hitt. Margwaya-gods : CLuv. Marwagods (cf. Lyc. mrbbd-na- ?) < PIE *merg'''- ‘dark’.
(r) Mil.-Lyc. pije-, pi-bi(je)- ‘give’ : Lyd. bid- id. (cf bi-fe-) < 7PIE
*bhei-/*bhi- id.; Lyc. dat. p\. pi-be-r-e ‘forgiving/paying’- : Lyd.
verb bi-fe-r- ‘give’" (to the above).
(s) Mil. kres-e ‘to troops’ (/‘during fights’") : Lyd. -karse- ‘cut out’ < An.
*korseye-.
(t) acc.: Mil. tasnt-u (DS) ‘stand’ (:Lyc. tahnta-); Lyd. taseN ‘vot. obj.’ <
An. *das6.
(u) Mil. sbir-te- ‘(promised) share’ : Lyd. sfar-wa- ‘oath’ < An. *sw6rwo- id. (CM).
Some data indicate that a special link may have existed between the Mil. and the
Car. languages (though the Car. material is still mostly incomprehensible); cf:
(u) Mil. ml-e ‘of priests’ (gen. pL; nom.-acc. pi. mlez* ?) : Car. nom.acc. pi. mol-s ‘priests’ < ? PIE *me/oldh- ‘proclaim’ [different:
Mil. pi. mle-z ‘meals (for troops)’].
(v)

Mil.-Lyc. ube- ‘monument, stele’ : Car. and ue

‘tomb’ (note

Yakubowich 2005: Lyc. ube [ube] ‘monument’ vs Car. upe [upe],
var. ue id., to South-Anat. [ub-] ‘build’). Adiego’s transcription
‘upe’ doesn’t allow a natural identification of Car. ube (sic!)
‘tomb’ with its reduced phonetic variant ue. The Car. consonant
letter in [uPe] (better [ube]) is B-shaped, originating from B b, so
it has to be transcribed as b. - On the other hand, Adiego
transcribes a Car. letter L (archaic pi) as ‘b’, though it is a[p].
Mil. incriptions contain a considerable number of words; most of the lexemes
appear in texts only once. Mil. lexemes which have cognates in Lyc. usually
show the same, or a similar, meaning when compared with their Lyc.
counterparts; but there are many more Mil. lexical items which require detailed
explanation.
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Mil. inscriptions include 50 strophes; there are 20 or more words in each
strophe (if one counts both full-meaning words and particles). If a given Mil.
word is ascribed, in my present paper, a certain meaning, it is because an
appropriate context suggests this meaning: if there exist phonetically precise
counterparts in other Anat. languages and/or in the reconstructed PIE which
show a similar meaning, they are briefly mentioned as well. Comparing my
present paper with my 2008 [2009] study (IM), I would like to state that most of
the IM interpretations of Mil. lexemes (Mylian Word List, IM 79-95) have been
confirmed by the subsequent research, though many of them have been slightly
corrected in the process. As I see it now, about two dozen lexemes were
incorrectly identified by me in 2008.
Mil. inscriptions have been intensively discussed during many scholarly
meetings in Moscow in Oct.-Nov. 2010, and later in March 2011; a considerable
amount of new interpretations has been added to the Mil. lexicon as a result.
At some point it became clear that the Lyc. ruler Xerei, the author of the
Mil. inscription 44c-d, considered many actions of his predecessor and elder
brother Xeriga in a very negative light. Xeriga is described by Xeriga as an inept
ruler who didn’t care much about tax collection, being busy in organizing feasts,
etc. [see MZL 29-37; there is a similarity in understanding Xerei’s personality
on the material of the Lyc. text of 44a-c, on the one hand (cf. DS’s study ZAPII), and on the material of the Mil. text of 44c-d, on the other (cf. MZL 25f)].
At one point (text 44c.41-4; our ex. 1), the stormgod Trqqiz warns
Xeriga not to libate those troops who just came from raids [and] fights; then
Trqqiz urges Xeriga to occupy himself with the matters of tax collection:
(1) [wisiufpe: ni-ke: waxsi (voc.),' pibi (imp.); kres-e (dat. pi.);
(a)nfipal-i; pre-di (abl.); xapa-x-i (loc. sg.); laxja-di (abl.); mrGGa-s (acc. pi.)
uweti: sebe (e)ne: laGr-i (dat.-loc. sg.); xntabaiini (voc.); slama (imp.) zrbbl-a

(acc. sg.).
“And don’t give {ni-ke ... pibi) [drink(s)]’ (acc. sg. [wisiu] = 44c.56
wisi-u ?) to the troops (dat. pi. kres-e) from raids [and] from fights (abl. predi ... laxa-di) during the divine {(a)rmpali) rapproachement-related feast {xapaxi : Hitt, happ- ‘join, attach’; Mil. loc. sg. xi ‘feast’), Warrior (voc. waxsi =

Xeriga ?), when libating (lit. ‘when drinking’: gerund-like form uweti) the Dark
deities (acc. pi. mrGGa-s), and at the offering stand (loc. sg. JaGr-i), Ruling one
(voc. xntabaimi), enlarge the growth!.”
[Altem.: Mil. uwe- ‘to honor’; to An. *ewg''- ‘vow’, etc.; cf. Lyc. PN
Masa-uweti-].
Apparently, Xeriga didn’t pay any attention to this sober advice, - so the
enemies did attack, but thanks to commander Xerei’s counter-actions the situation
didn’t turn into a total disaster (44c.44-6; cf MZL 33). Only when speaking about
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Xeriga’s death (as in 44d.59-62), Xerei refrains from any negative depiction of
Xeriga.
Knowing that Xeriga would be rather belittled than praised by Xerei we
are now able to understand the following sentence (44c.39-40, ex. 2; as in the
whole passage 44c.37-44 [=3 strophes], the narrative is about Xeriga):

(2) ebi nfe) ub-e ker-e: seb[e-di: k]udi: slama-ti: zrbbl-a
“The Local one (ebj as in Lye.; apparently, Xeriga) does not watch
(nfe) ... seb[e-dij) where (kudi = Lyd. kud) in cities (ker-e = Lye. ter-e,
DLL) ... one enlarges (slama-ti : Lyc. hlmmi ‘addition, gain’; DLL) the
growth (zrbb-la- : HLuv. sarwa- ‘increase’).” Several previous attempts to
understand this text were unsuccessful since nobody ever tried to translate
n(e) as ‘not’ (but this is the only possibility here).
A similar text about Xerei in 44c.54-55, naturally, pictures Xerei in a
positive way:

(3) xazbi: tiuninesi: hntawa: kridesi: sebe-di qirz-e: ziw-i
“(He = Xerei) scours/watches (sebe-di) [the cities] X., T., H. [and] K.
during the delivery (ziw-i) of shares (gen. pi. girz-e).” - Note that qirz-e is not
acc. sg. but gen. pi. (thus contra Melchert; cf. DLL s.v.); the only acc. sg. form
is qrrz-a (noun qirza-).
For sebe- cf. noun saba- ‘protection unit, guard(s), watch’ : Hitt, sab-asas in sapas-alli- ‘scout’, sapas-iya- ‘to scout’ (<PIE verbal noun *sobh-os <
verb *sebh-l).
It is certainly important to identify large passages (usually 3 to 6 strophes)
which narrate such events as a war, a royal journey, a royal funeral, a major
offering and/or a feast. In such cases it is not difficult to indicate where the given
event begins and where it ends. For instance, in the strophes dXII-XVI Xerei
speaks about his journey through a part of Caria (Tralles and Busa) and of Central
Lycia (Aperlai, then Antiphellos); before the journey starts and after it ends, Xerei
is clearly in Xanthos. - By the way, the word xzzdta- in the strophe d.XIV does
not mean ‘Xanthos’ (pace Schiirr & Melchert, DLL); it means ‘tribute, tax’ (vel
sim.); the action is in Aperlai, not in Arnna(-Xanthos): cf. adj. prlle-li (to pril-i ‘in
Aperlai’ ?). - In Xerei’s description of the journey, Tralles emerges as being
under Lycian rule; on the other hand, Xerei does not mention cities of Eastern
Lycia.
One of the above mentioned ‘thematic’ passages is a six-strophe passage
of 44d (namely, 44d.53-70); it consists of two parts: (I) three strophes d.XVIIXIX, and (II) three subsequent strophes d.XX-XXII. Both parts are similar in
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many respects; both seem to represent Xerei’s instructions to his supporters and
heirs.
The former part also includes a narrative about Xeriga’s funeral (details
are presented in WNG). The latter part seems to reflect Xerei’s vision of many
future periodic (aimual?) commemoration feasts, dedicated to his own memory
(this section ends just before the conclusion of the Mil. text of the Xanthos stele).
By now it is clear that certain events described in Mil. (including Xeriga’s
funeral) are coimected with production of fire and/or smoke; cf words lusasi
(with asana-mla), lusalija (with zend), sekene (:Lyc. hekene), kntre, k<n>ta,
higatu (see qliju below).
On many occasions, events described in Mil. inscriptions are very similar
to those known from the much older Hitt, texts (cf HFR; note Ardzinba and
similar works).
There are nouns which show that the Mil. language (along with the Lyc.)
‘ignores’ Cop’s Law, though this latter is clearly manifested in Luvian, a very
close relative of Mil.-Lyc.: Mil. medu ‘wine’ and Lyc. medbije; Mil. eduli ‘for
harm/damage’; Mil.-Lyc. e/abura ‘security’; Lyc. padrnta-* ‘provision’’, tabahaza to tabaha-* ‘sky’.
There is one important trait in the Mil. nominal system: on very many
occasions, a noun in sg. has a collective meaning: zajala ‘taxpayer’ (in the sense
‘taxpayers’); acc. sg. ziwald id.; tepe ‘nobleman’ (=‘nobility’); mire ‘commoner’
(^‘commoners’); erbb-i hnq-i-ke ‘both for fight and for raid’ (= ‘both for fights
and for raids’), etc.
There are other peculiarities in both Mil. inscriptions which facilitate, to a
certain degree, our understanding of Milyan (cf also my remarks in MZL 26-29
and 37-39).
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An Annotated List of Milyan Nouns
Note that, in a few cases, vowel letters have been dropped by inscription
carvers, hence writings of the type pad mruwasa = pad(a) mruwasa ‘detachment
of the stele’ (cf. syn. kuli mrimasi); albm = albdma (or alba) ‘libation; drinks’;
edes = edes(i) ‘offering priest’ (syn. kuprimesi); nalax = nalax(a), possibly, na <
ne + verb la-xa.
Some incorrectly written words indicate that the carvers did not know
Milyan, so they used letters which were graphically - but not phonetically similar to certain Mil. characters; cf. sljtdmi mistakenly carved for s<ep>tdmi
‘seven’ (in 55), or slbe for sebe ‘and’ (55; in Lye., ‘and’ is se)\ letter I is similar to
e\ letter / is similar to p.
There are cases where z was carved instead a similarly-shaped h cf zuta
for <t>ut-a (all.) ‘for [my] kin’, cf. related tuta-si-z ‘kinsmen’; xntawaza (dat.
sg.) for xntaw<t>-a (DS) : cf Lye. ace. sg. xntawat-d ‘royalty, rulers’. - The
letter z is also similar to n, hence a writing kzta for a correct k<n>ta (DS): cf a
related noun khtre.
In the following list, a noun can be automatically reconstructed (e.g., noun
xuga-* ‘grandfather’ : Lyc. xiiga-) if an adj. is present (Mil. xuga-si); sometimes a
noun can be reconstructed if a related verb is present (cf *elu- ‘drink, beer’ vs
elu- ‘to libate’).
Hyphens are used to show the word stucture (roots, affixes, endings): abral-a; al-i.
Many entries include, besides a listing of cognates from other related
languages, comparisons of a given noun with one or more other Mil. words of a
similar structure, e.g., ace. sg. xntawa-t-d ‘royalty’ is built as xrbbla-t-a
‘entourage’; mul-en-i is built as tes-en-i (both forms are ace. sg.; both denote
treats); dat.-loc. sg. tulije-w-i (to tulije-we- ‘assembly’) is built as zi-w-i (to zi-we* ‘produce-delivery’) and asplln-w-i (topllu-we-* ‘abundance’; cf. also Ibbe-we* ‘takings, booty’ vs erbb-i... Ibbe-we-l-i ‘for booty-rich ... fight(s)’, note ace. pi.
neut. lab-a ‘booty’, syn. to laja-t-a).
A given noun is compared to its (quasi-)synonyms if such appear in Mil.
texts.
If a given noun is accompanied by an attr., this latter is usually mentioned
as well.
If a noun is used as a pendant to another noun (or other nouns), both/all
nouns are mentioned. Note a specific case: two nouns may form an appositional
construction, for instance, ace. pi. dewi-s ... zreteni-z ‘the Dewians, the
protectors/commanders’; all. or dat. pi. busawwn[-a:a]l-a ‘for the Busans, for the
nobility’; dat. pi. mir-e ... trelewhn-e ‘for the commoners, for the Trallians’, ace.
pi. neut. wixsab-a lab-a ‘the w., the takings/booty’ (note here a rhyming [-aba ...
-aba]).
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Words in the following list of nouns are mostly cited in the form in which
they appear in the appropriate strophes, namely:
nom. sg. (no ending, except -z in Trqqiz ‘stormgod’ which is a petrified ending
*-(nt)-s)

acc. sg. (nasalized) -d (var.: -u [u]), -e, -i [i]
zero-ending in nom.-acc. sg.; neut. sg. forms may show an auslauting -m (cf
masxxm)

nom.-acc. neut pi. or acc. coll, -a (or -ja after -a-)
nom.-acc. pi. -z, -5 (this latter is probably from Lyc. acc. pi. -5)
dat. or loc. sg. -a, -e, -i
dat. or loc. pi. -a, -e
all. (sg. or pi.) -a (as in trqqht-a ‘for Trqqiz’, opposed to dat. sg. trqqht-i)
abl.-instr. (sg. or pi.) -di
gen. pi. -S.
if

if

^

abr-al-a (acc. pi. neut.) ‘libation(s)’’ in the list of offerings to Trqqiz; type of
a(a)l-a (= /an-alal, after DS; cf /aTnazbelow), qrbbl-al-a*, zb-al-a*;
abra-* may match a PIE noun as in Lat. ebrius ‘drunk’; cf inf ewene ‘to
drink’, vb. uwe- ‘to drink (gods)’.
abura, ebura (nom sg.; acc. sg. -a; also Lyc.) ‘security/enforcers’ (iGreek
*ephura ‘securement, fortification, siege’), frequently used with loc. pi.
ek-e ‘in locales’; ebura may be the original form: cf iter, verb ebur-eni‘to secure’' (governs acc. sg. (e)ri-pss-e): Hitt, e/ipurai- ‘besiege, dam
up; level’, epur-e^sar‘leveling’ (HED 1-2).
a/a, ah (nom. sg.), a/-/(dat. sg.; adj. ala-si) ‘nobility, authority, command’; dat.
pi. or all. [a]l-a in d.41-2 (see sub busawwnn[-a] helow); to CLuv.
a/a//- ‘high’.
alb-a {acc. sg., governed by pije- ‘give’) ‘libation, drink(s)’ (for men); cf verb
alba- ‘libate’ (acc.: men); possibly to Anat. *alwa- as in Hitt, alwa-nz‘being bewitched’; note nom. sg. (a)lbij-ei ‘libation priest’ (?); built as
ter-ei, with -ei < *-on-i-, cf next.
alb-am-a (acc. pi. neut.), syn. to alba above; albm seems to be a direct obj. as
well.
albr-an-a {acc. pi. neut.; attr. trqqntas-a), ‘libation vessel (of Trqqiz)’; cf alba
above.
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[bJdb-z, [anja-z (?) (acc. pi.) ‘treats’ (for Trqqiz); cf. DS’s reconstr. *anala for
a(a)la; note a CLuv. noun am-hit- ‘sample, taste’, verb ana(i)- ‘consume’
: Hitt, verb aniye/a- ‘work, carry out, produce, treat’ (Kl. 179fF.). In 55.3,
[a]naz is a pendant to eda(z) (?).
apnta-di (abl.-instr., not verb ta- with a preverb apn- as in DLL) see epnta-di
below.
‘are/i-’ DS’s incorrect identification (‘companion’), cited in DLL; see enari
below.
amqya. (acc. sg.) ‘(god) Arma’', probably just ‘god’ (= Trqqiz ?), adj.
(a)rmpaimi, (a)rmpali ‘divine’ : Lyc. armma-, originally ‘moon’ : CLuw.
Anna- ‘moon-god’, etc.
as-a (all. or dat. pi.) ‘for deeds’’; not to Lyc. preverb ese as per DS & CM (in
DLL), cf. verb as-xxa- ‘to make exist’ (not T‘ p. sg. past ‘as-xxa’ as in
DLL); possibly to iter, es- as in es-tte ‘(he) made (a tribute)’, Lyc. as‘make’ (or to *es- ‘be, exist’ ?).
asana-ml-a (with variants; dat. sg.; once used with an attr. lusa-si ‘fiery’) ‘bloodsacrifice’ as in DLL (:Lyc. esede- ‘blood-’') : CLuv. ashar-Zashan‘blood’ : Hitt, eshar/ishan- ‘blood(shed)’ < PIE *esH-r/*esH-an-s
‘blood’; cf. mlez, mem/e/e below.
atl-i (dat. sg.) ‘for/to himself (adj. atla-si) : Lyc. atl/ra- ‘person, self (DLL):
HLuv. atari- id. (see next); for etymology see TMHR 8Iff. (to Hitt, attes,
01 atman, etc.).
atr-al-a (acc. coll.) ‘detachment’ (:Lyc. atl/ra- ‘person, self); syn. waxsa;
semantically may be very close to Russ, druzhina. Pixre asks god(s) to
favor [his] prijama ... atrala (‘excellent detachment’ ?) for protection (dat.
pi. pasht-e ... [pixre]s-e [emend, by DS]). Cf a[t]rala-muwa, a PN (?);
see atl-i ‘for/to himself and its etymology (above).
a(a)l-a (< *an-ala as per DS; acc. neut. pi.; treats) see [ajnaz and abr-al-a,
above.
azz (nom. sg.) ‘supply’ (vel sim.): treats provided to Lyc. high commander Xerei
for his guards); this form (text 44) may relate to dat.-loc. pi. (?) hz(-e)
(text 55). These forms may originate fi-om PIE *h,nek- ‘carry, bring’,
Lith. nesti, OCS nes-ti ‘carry’, LIV 222f); in Mil., *s (including that
from *k) is voiced after a sonorant; see next.
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‘azisse’ is an incorrect entry in DLL; this should be azi: sse (the original is very
clear), two words; see azi (above) and ss-e, ses-i.
biisa-w{w}nn[-a](all. or dat. pi.; case-coordinated with [a]l-a) ‘Busans,
inhabitants of Busa’ (44d.41-2); apparently, there was a town of Busa in
Caria, near Tralles. The sequence busawwnnfa: a]la ( —busawnn-a: al-a)
is an appositional construction: both components are nouns (semantically
similar; acc. pi. dewi-s ... zreteni-z). See ala.
‘ddel-u’ a nonexistent noun in acc. sg. invented by DS to be able to argue that
the phrase lijeiz (dde) lupeliz is not a direct obj. construction; DS
declares lijeiz... ‘p<l>eliz’ to be the subj. ‘nymphs of Phellos’ (though
the text is lijeiz dde lupeliz

dde is an adverb, as in Lyc.); he

constructs an acc. phrase qliju xupeliju sebe ‘ddelu’. - Besides, the action
(Xeriga’s funeral) is certainly in Xanthos, not in Phellos.
‘ddelupeliz*a nonexistent noun, listed in DLL as nom. pi.; cf acc. pi. lupeliz
below.
dewi-s (acc. pi.) ‘Dewians’ in an appositive construction dewis... zreteniz; cf
zreteni.
de-zi (nom. sg.; not dat.-loc. sg. as in DLL) ‘additional/new' delivery’; correctly
compared with Lyc. verb dde-ze- in DLL (Lyc. ze- means ‘put down (a
body)’; in martial contexts: ‘kill (a person)’); de- = dde-; note zit-i, ziw-i,
zi-psse; cf also Mil. ziu ‘I’m providing’ (-l-‘[my] cherished troops
with ...’; see text sub epnta-di). [Formally, Lyc. <fc/e-ze-matches Lyd. daca-, Lyc. zza-tije- Lyd. ca-h- etc.]
efe/(substantivized adj., to Lyc. ebi(je)-, DLL) ‘Local one; That from here’'
( = Xeriga).
ebura see abura above; cf ek-a/ebure (‘security, guards’, not ‘relatives’; also in
Lyc.).
edes(i) (voc. sg.?) ‘offering priest’' (Trqqiz’s speeks to one in 55.4-5); to *ede‘eat’' (if this is correctly identified, edes(i) is a syn. to kuprimesi); cf.
edije tike, next.
edije tti-e(adj.and noun in dat. pi.), not ‘dijeti-ke’ (DS); the phrase edije tik-e
‘for feast-related treats’ '’ (44c.61) is a precise semantic parallel to
55.8 Itika adijaJ (rather all. than dat. pi.) which may be seen in ti: kdi: a
(a mistaken engraving, quite typical for text 55). In both passages, the
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recipients of the offerings/treats appear as ‘Trqqiz’s entourage/suite’; acc
sg. xrbblata: trqqhtasi (in 44c) and all. trqqntasa ... xrbbla<ta> (in 55),
respectively. See below, for nouns xrbblata, tije, tike, tiu.
e(fa/-/(dat. sg.) ‘for harm/damage’ : CLuv. adduwa-1- ‘evil’ (noun); here also
Hitt, idalu- (contrary to Mil.-Lyc. and Hitt., CLuvian shows the effects of
Cop’s Law).

ekan-e (acc. sg. or gen pi.) ‘victim(s)’ (in a sacrifice): Hitt. ak-/akk- ‘die, be
killed’, akkatar/akkann- ‘death’; cf Lyd. ak-ra- ‘of the dead’ < PIE
*Hok- (not *Hok-) ‘die’.

ek-e (loc. pi.) ‘in locales’ (usually with a/ebura, above): Lyc. ek-e id., ek-i (loc.
sg.); cf 44d.67-8 mir(e) eke-di (i)je ‘the [urban] commoners with the
peasants ...’ (lit. ‘with the locales’; cf. xbadiz‘Xanthians’ < ‘river
valleys’), as opposed to qntra: ilene-di (i)je ‘the [urban]
nobility/managers with the land-owners ...’ (see ilene). The form ‘kedije’
lisited in DLL as an ‘adj. in dat.-loc. pi.’ is an incorrect identification.

ek-abura, ekebure (etc.) see ek-e and ebura, abura above.
*elu- (noun), cf elu-wi ‘I’m libating’ (with acc. xnab-u which may refer to
Trqqiz); the old Luv.-t5qDe ending -wi is preserved here since a form
**elu-u cannot exist in Mil.- Lyc.; cf PIE *alu- ‘bitter; beer, met’ (lEW
33f; cf alu-)-, pendant to elu-wi is alba-xa ‘I have libated’, to alba‘libation (for men)’ (Xerei is speaking in both cases),
qpe-gzzf (acc. sg.; a feast), jf7pe-/'(9z7z/(dat.-loc. sg.) see qezmmi, qnza, qzze
below.

epnta-di (abl.) in: muw-i ... epnta-di ‘to/for an invigoration from the
takings/spoils’ (?); aphta-di (instr.') in: ni-ke dezi: mutala: apnta-di: tetbe-

ti: laGra ‘and [there shall be] no additional delivery (nom. sg. de-zi)
[because] mutala may damage the /.-stands with' /through'' the takings’.
Such an interpretation presupposes a material identity of the nouns de-ziand apnta-. If the above is correct then e/ap-nt-a- is a cognate of Mil.
verbal forms epe ‘take!’ and ep-di ‘takes’ (:Hitt. ep-zi id.; cf. LIV 21 Of.
for a PIE reconstr.); cf Mil. nouns pas-nt-e, tid-nt-a, udr-nt-e, Lyc. padrnt-a* (:Mil. pidr-it-eni).
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efbb-i (dat. sg.) ‘for the fight(s)’; the same word as in Lyc.; cf. CLuv. arpa‘strife’ etc. Trqqiz’s epithets esetesi-ke erbbesi-ke vadLj mean ‘both
peaceful and belligerent’ (CM).
ere/-m-e (dat. pi.) ‘to/for the supplies’, abl. erei[m]e-di ‘(treats) from the

supplies/levy’; to a verbal noun erei-mi- < *er(e)i- ‘lift, raise, levy’
(^Lyc.); related: CLuv. ari(ya)- ‘lift’ (participle ariyamma/i- ‘lifted,
exalted’ is used in onomastics); cf zi-(e)reim-e below. Note other IE
languages: Lat. orior ‘arise’, etc.
er-e-p/-/(dat.-loc. sg.), er-epl-e {daXAoc. pi.), er-epli-z (acc. pL),

‘vessel(s)/pot(s)’■; apparently, stem epl- < *m-pl- < *en-p7e-(vel sim.),
cf archaic IE constructions, as Lat. im-pleo ‘fill’ (lEW 799; LIV 434
*pleh,); note zi-(e)r-epl-e and zirapla below.

erm-ed-e {\oc. sg. or pi.) ‘during an annoncement’ or ‘during announcements’
(vel sim.; syn.: muxss-a, tal-i, lel-i)', it seems ermede is incorrectly
analyzed as a verbal form in -de in DLL 115; erme- matches a Car. noun
armon ‘herald’ as per DS (see DLL).

esam-ml-a, esene-ml-a (a compound in dat.-loc. sg.) see asana-ml-a above.
eset-i (dat. sg.) ‘forever’, vel sim.; in 44d.44-5 Trqqiz ‘condemned’ {zmp-de) ‘a
tax of Xeriga’ (acc. sg. xzzat-a ... xerigaz-n) ‘forever’ (?); cf Lyc.
ahat-a (syn. to Mil. eset-f?); note Mil. adj. esete-si ‘perpetual’', an epithet
of Trqqiz (‘peaceful’ for DS); Lyc. ehetehi, ahataha; CLuv. possibly a
CLuv. divine epithet assattassi- < *ass- ‘remain, abide’ (CLL 35); cf
Mil. as-a above (etymology not yet clear).

enari {acc. sg. in 44c.47) ‘Mighty one’, one of Xerei’s epithets (in Mil. texts
neither the commander/ruler Xerei nor the Lyc. capital Arnna is
mentioned by name; cf ntuwiteni, tunewnni, zreteni below). There is no_
Mil. ‘en(e) ari’ (DLL 116), only enari with a clear function in the
appropriate passage (Xerei wins a fight against Amorges with the help of
two Lyc. gods); enari matches precisely CLuv. adj. annari- ‘foceful,
virile’.

ene/i-* ‘mother’ (== Lyc.), cf adj. enesi (dat. sg.): Luv. anna/i-, Hitt, anna‘ mother’.
efr-e(dat. pi.) ‘to the lower ones’, substantivized adj. ; Lyc. etre/i- ‘lower’
< *anda-ra-.
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ikete/i-* (a noun), cf. adverb < adj. ikete-si ‘accordingly’ (vel sim.); used twice
in a conjunction s(e) iketesi ‘and, accordingly’ (connects two direct
objects); cf. Lyc. ike-zi.

ilSne (nom. sg.; -en- < *-enn- or *-onn-) ‘land-owners, rural nobility’a coll,
meaning, opposed to qntra ‘urban nobility’’; instr. ilene-di ‘with the
land-owners’ (‘dat.-loc. pi. ilenedije' is an incorrect identification in
DLL); if ilene < *il-esn-, it may match Hitt. il-essar-/il-esn- ‘sign;
importance’ < unclear verb *ilai- (HED 1-2).

kapsa-q-e (acc. sg. with a suff./stem -qe-) ‘small things, portions’’; Pixre
gives/presents (verb pi-na-) them for a distribution to people. Cf noun in
dat. sg. km-q-i, possibly to km-qe-*. - Mil. stem kaps-a- may well
match a Hitt, noun kappis- ‘portion’. Cf also Hitt. kappi-Zkappai- ‘small,
little’ : Lyd. gloss in Gr. kambein ‘grandchild’ (Kl.; for phonetics cf Mil.
lupe-li- ‘sad’ : CLuv. noun lupp-asti-, lump-asti- ‘regret’, CLL).

kStd-q-e (gen. pi.; produce for Trqqiz; noun kat<a>-qe-* ?); possibly to Hitt.
kant- ‘wheat’; a part of a chiasmic structure with two, grammatically and
semantically interrelated, gen.-pl. forms kat<a>q-e ... kuprim-e (55.23); cf kuprimesi & kapsaqe.

[k]em(i)(^) ‘tight-fisted one’’, subj. in the strophe 44d.V where ‘Trqqiz is angry
(stt[e]ni) & all gods’ since a [k]em(i) ‘doesn’t determine a victim of
choice for Zeus’ (new zin-i ... ekan-e: kuprimi: pzzi-ti..., MZL 35); adj.
kemi(je)- ‘pressing, rallying’’, about warriors, rallying around Xerei;
kemije-di: waxssa-di: zrqqi-ti ‘(he = Xerei) is rushing with the
pressing/rallying guards [during a sudden enemy attack]’ < PIE verb
*kem- ‘press’; cf kmmasa-dv, note Lyc. knune/i- ‘all’ < PIE *kom-6(DLL 32).

keT-i(\) (dat. sg.) ‘to the [capital] City/Urbi’’ (about Xerei, bringing his warriors
back to Arnna-Xanthos after each of 36 raids/fights); ker-e (loc. pi. =
Lyc. ter-e) ‘in cities’ (about Xeriga, not supervising tribute-delivery in
various cities [whereas Xerei does precisely this]; MZL 30f); to Hitt.
kuer- ‘to cut’ < PIE *k''er- id.; related to ken (2) ?

keri (2) (acc. sg.) ‘a ken-feast’ for Lyc. men (trmmil-e ... pis-e); governed by
imp. 2”'* p. sg. xupfdi] ‘pile up!’. This ken-feast is to be served ‘in three
portions/courses’: dat.-loc. sg. trei xal-i (;Hitt. hali- ‘ration, portion’; trija
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in 55?), exactly as warasije-z (acc. pL, governed by a 3^'^ p. sg. imp.
xupdi-du), though this latter event has to take place ‘thrice’ (= trisu;
thus, for 3 days ?). For xup-d-i- cf Hitt, hupp- ‘hurl, throw’ (+ acc.
obj.), noun huppa- ‘heap’ (a PIE root); we seem to deal with a stem,
based on a noun *xup-id-, cf mrGGd- < *mrGG-id- (a sepulcher
protected by the mrGGa-deities ?);

qel-id- ‘preservation/harvest’'; wis-

id- ‘drinking party’' (:acc. wisi-u ‘beer’/‘wine’). Both xupc//-govemed
acc. objects, keri and warasijez, may refer to a variety of treats.

klleima (acc. pi. neut.) ‘payment(s), tribute’, sifunet-e klleim-e (da\. pi.) ‘for
binding/obligatory payments’, etc. : Lyc. verb ttl(e)i- ‘pay’ (DLL); origin
not clear.

kwmasa-di (noun in instr., with attr. qerdme-di) ‘trifles’, lit. ‘(any) small
details’: 55.2 kmma-sa-di... qereime-di ‘(I didn’t nairate/report to the
river-gods [any] quarrel) with raid-related trifles’; cf expressions of the
type ‘the little nothings ...’, ‘petty details ...’; see sub qere/i-* ‘raid’'"
below. Cf Lyc. kmme- ‘whole, all’ <PIE *kom-d- (DLL 32 & 118).
Cf [k]em(i), kemije-di, km-q-i, ner-e; x7i;5-a‘quarrel’; leli- ‘narrate’.

km-q-i (dat. sg., pendant to erbb-i) ‘for raid(s)’; cf possibly related words
kmm-asa- and kem-ije-; km-q-i may show sufiF./stem -qe-, cf kapsa-qe-*,
kat<a>-qe-* (?); note also 44d.l etr-qqi, though this may be a denom.
verb (2"'' p. sg. imp.); note an opposition: verbal stems in -i- (of the type
mqr-i- ‘to apportion’, iter, ihqris-, verbal noun ifiqr-i-mi- ‘apportioning’)
vs nominal stems in -e- (ifiqr-e- ‘portion’), etc.

k<n>ta (DS’s emend, for kzta) ‘illumination, torch-lights’ (?), or ‘burning.
Are’ (?), syn. khtr-e (loc. sg. or pi.); both times in offering-related
contexts (as several other Mil. words with the meaning ‘bum’, ‘burning’,
‘fiery’; cf */usa-below). Cf PIE *kand- ‘shine, glow’, nouns *kando(> Mil. Ikntal ?) and *kand-ro- ‘glow(ing)’ (> Mil. kntre ?) as
preserved in 01 candatf Lat. canded; 01 candra-: cf lEW 526 (01, Gr.,
Alb., Lat., Celt.; note here also Celt, noun *kando-).

kres-e (dat. pi. [or sg.?]) ‘troops, warriors’, poosibly to *krs- as in CLuv. and
Hitt, kars- ‘cut’, Lyd. fa-karse- id. < PIE *krs- id. (EDHIL 454f; for
phonetics cf Mil. toponym Kridesi vs Lyc. KerOOi < *kerdesi < *krdesi). In this text, the storm god Trqqiz seems to urge Xeriga not to give
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alcoholic drinks to warriors {kres-e) who have just come back ‘from
raids, from fights’ (abl. pre-di ... laxa-di, 44c.V). - Cf. Lyc. PN Krehenube and Isaur.-Cilic. PN in Greek version Kresa-ouestis where the 2"'*
stem probably matches Luv. -wasti- ‘pledge’ (Naming IV.5.1.1). Altem.:
kres-e ‘dur. fights’.

kali face, sing., with attr. mruwa-si) ‘detachment’ ; CLuv ku(wa)lan- ‘army’;
Mil. kuli ... mruwasi (55) matches acc. coll, pad(-a) mruwas-a (55)
‘derachment of the stele’; pad(a) seems to be built as saba* (see below);
cf. imuwa-.

kt^aime-si faom. sg.) ‘offering priest’' (built as edes(i) id.), cf. kuprimi
(participle or noun) ‘choice(-related)’ < kupri- ‘to favor’ (see DLL) <
PIE *kup-ro- ‘desire’ (as in Celt.; lEW 596); in 44c.46-8, god Natri of
Turaxssa favors (kupri-ti) the enari (‘Mighty one’ = Xerei), whereas god
Natri of Kaunos (xbide-wnni) saves (puke-ti) the zreteni (‘Protecor’ =
Xerei) from killing/killers (abl. ulaxa-di; ‘killers’ as per lY.)

hqp-ttl-e (dat. pi.) ‘to/for the cooks’ < *kuppa-ttall£ to PIE *kwehip- ‘to boil’
(if we follow LIV 334 reconstructions precisely); in 44d.37-9, Xerei
gives a harvest’-related libation (acc. qelideli: alba) to the cooks during a
qezihmi-feast; cf Mil. mu-tala.

kzta see k<n>ta and kntre above (both words seem to denote illumination).
lab-a (acc. pi. neut.) ‘takings, spoils, booty’ (syn. lajata): lelebe-di (abl.) ‘from
spoils’, probably to PIE *labh- ‘grab’ (cf sub *lembh-, LIV 369f); cf
lebi, Ibbeweli.

lada-* ‘wife’ (frequent in Lyc.) in xba-lada- ‘Lady Hebaf'; see xba-lad-a
below.

laGr-a (acc. pi. neut.), laGr-i (dat.-loc. sg.) ‘offering/libation-stand’ (vel sim.):
Hitt, lahura- (mostly, lahhura-) id., to lahu- ‘pour’ (for phonetics see CM
in: Proceedings of the 22"“* Annual UCLA IE Conference, 2011, 129).

laja-t-a (acc neut. pi.; built as zata; cf syn. laba above) ‘takings, spoils’, to 7a‘take’ (CM agrees that Mil.-Lyc. verb la- means ‘take’, and not
‘release’) : CLuv. la- ‘take’.

laxa-di{abV, instr.) ‘from fights’ [a pendant to pre-di ‘from raids’'; cf dat. sg.
erbbi kmqi-ke ‘for fight(s) and for raid(s)’, vel sim.]; qidri-di laxa-di ‘(if
someone) rushes with fight(s)/attack(s)’ [contrary to Kl. 510, there is no
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Mil. lax- ‘to strike’] : Hitt. all. sg. lahh-a ‘military campaign’, CLuv.
lahhiya- ‘journey, campaign’ < PIE *laH-, not related to ula-xa-di ‘from
killing/killers’ (abl.; see below).
Ibbe-we-* (noun like tulije-we- or zi-we; -we- < *-war) ‘takings’, seen in an
adj. Ibbewe-l-i (dat. sg.; attr. to erbb-i kmq-i(-ke))-, cf. laba, lebi\
[k]em(i), kihqi.
Ibij-ei{nom. sg.; type: ter-ev, suff. -ei < *-on-i) = (a^/bi/ey‘libation priest’’
(syn. weri), probably to alba- ‘libate; libation’ (see above) [scarcely to
lebi, Ibbeweil (next)].
lebi (acc. sg. ‘taker’?), lelebe-di (instr.) ‘from takings’; see laba and Ibbe-we-*
above.
leli{acc. sg.; possibly, loc. sg.) ‘speech; engraved text’, dat.-loc. pi. lie = l(e)l-e
in: lie terbl-e ‘breaking/damage (acc sg. t.) in the engraved text’ [refers to
Pixre’s inscription 55 on the socle of a sarcophagus]; cf verbal form ne
leli-xa ‘I didn’t narrate’ (Pixre addresses the river-deties): Lyc. participle
laX-en-s ‘speaking’ (iter.; cf Mil. -enl-) : HLuv. *lalanti- ‘language’ :
CLuv. lala/i- ‘tongue, gossip’ : Hitt, lala- ‘tongue, speech’
(onomatopoetic, as in other IE languages). - See for more details acc. sg.
terble below.
lepr-i (loc. sg., - or adverb leph, 44d.27) ‘in time’ or ‘instantly’ (an adj.
‘leprija ’ listed in DLL is not supported by the context): ker[i] lepri-jasxxa ‘realize/make (imp. 2"‘* p. sg. as-xx-a to asa, as mrss-x-a- to
*mrssa; see below) the kerz’-feast (= keii (2)) in time!’; to Hitt, lammar
‘instant’; ‘instantly’ (adv.); incorrect: ‘ker[b]leprijasxxa’ fDS).

lijaiz, Welz (acc. pi.) ‘nymphs’, to Lyc. elijana- ‘nymph’ (< ’“‘having water’', as
per H. Eichner), cf Mil. lijenuwe- ‘nymphad’; cf also *lupa/e- and
‘ddelu’. - Note WNG.
Ujenuw-i {dsiX. sg), lijenuwe-z {acc. pi.) ‘nymphad’; see lijaiz; note lijeji-z ...
lupeli-z.
Ivpa/e-* ‘grief, sorrow’ (rather lupa- than lupe-), cf adj. lupe-li- ‘greving’ in
44d.59-60 qliju: xupeliju: sebe lijeiz: dde lupeliz: ni-uwe: lugatu ‘let them
not bum {ni lugatu, to HLuv. luha-) the funerary (x) outfit {q.) and the
sad/grieving nymphs ...’: about Xeriga’s funeral (details in WNG); lupeli- ‘sad, grieving’ : CLuv. lupp-asti- ‘regret’.
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luwB-dla-di (abl., with attr. qereime-di) ‘breackage’, vel sim.; see qere/i-*.
lusa.-* ‘fire, burning’, cf. lusa-s-i esana-ml-a {ddA.-Xoc. sg. adj. + noun)
‘at/during the fiery blood-sacrifice’; all. lusali-ja zen-a ‘for a fiery
dedication/broiling'’ : HLuw. verb lus-lus- ‘bum’, adj. luza-li- ‘sacrificial
(of burning)’ < PIE *leuk- (a var. of *leuk-) ‘bum’ : Hitt, lukk-iye/a- ‘to
set fire to’. See asan-aml-a, zen-a.

*inad-ra- (noun) ‘meeting, assemblage’ [type: *alb-ra- ?] < PIE *m6d-(V)r-) <
verb *mod- ‘meet’; cf. Mil. inf madra-ne [55.1: Pixre promises to
regularly ‘assemble’ the Phellian nymphs (acc. pleliz... lijaiz) in the
nymphad lijenuw-i for treats]; note WNG.

mar3z{acc. pL, common gender, with attr. urtu(wa)z ‘tribute/tax-related’) ‘laws,
mles’ : Lyc. mara (neut. pi.); oblique stem Mil.-Lyc. mere-; Mil. prije
meri may mean ‘(if one violates) the foremost' (acc. sg. prije) in the law
(loc. sg. mer-i)'; cf Mil. abl.-instr. mere-di and Lyc. mara-za ‘arbitrator’,
built as zxxa-za- ‘warrior’. See urtu-.

masa ‘gods’ (acc. coll.), nom. sg. masaiz, adj. masa-si- ‘of gods; divine’ : Lyc.
mahana- ‘god’, nom. pi. mahai, adj. mahana-hi-. Cf Mil.-type PN masauweti. masxxm (acc. sg. neut.. introduced by -de) ‘grant’ (products to be
used for major feasts): (?) Hitt, noun maska(n)- ‘atonement, payment,
bribe (given to ofihcials), gift’, verb mask-isk- ‘give presents’note Mil.
-sxx- < *-sk-; cf Lyc. exbura- < ekebura-.

maw-il-i {nom. sg., built as qntili, pttili) ‘security’ (possibly, a police-like unit of
Xerei): verb mawa- ‘(re)move’ (with acc. obj. mlu ‘pledge/power’;
klleima ‘payments’): Hitt, mu-miye-, mau-s- ‘fall’ : Toch. AB mu-sk‘get lost’ : Lat. moved ‘move’, etc.

medu (acc. sg. of medu*, as mlu of mlu’^ = CLuv. maddu ‘wine’, cf Lyc.
medbije-: CLuv. adj. madduwiya- [note lack of Cop’s Law in Mil.Lyc.]; Mil. medu is governed by an imp. 2"'* p. sg. tu ‘put, place!’ as also
wisiu ‘beer’ (or ‘wine’?), teseni (a dish), xezm (see qezmmi); for tu- cf
Mil.-Lyc. iter, verb tu-s- and Lyc. tuwe- ‘put, place’,
mire (nom. sg.; dat. sg. or pi.) ‘(urban) commoners’ (as opposed to eke
‘peasants’, lit. ‘locales’; cf. xbacfe‘Xanthians’ < ‘river valleys’); cf adj.
in dat. pi. mirenn-e, prabably, ‘pertaining to mire’ {mire seems to never
refer to military men); may be akin to Lyc. miiiti ‘assembly of adult
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men’ : Hitt, mayant- ‘adult, powerful’, but also ‘young’ < ‘growing’, to
mai-/mi- ‘grow’ (a PIE root).

mla-t-i (loc. sg.) ‘in the agora’ (?), location of tribute-deliveries, offerings,
feasts’ (in 55, the word qel-ei is used: ‘at the preservation/collection
place’, vel sim.); stem mla- may be seen in Lyc. mlatra-za (a priest); cf
possibly the 2"“^ stem in Mil. asana-mla ‘blood-sacrifice’ (a major
celebration; see DLL). Cf me-mleje and mle- (1), next.

mle- (1) in acc. pi. mlez (some treats, given to mir-e ... trelewnn-e ‘commoners
Trallians’, an appositive construction); adj. in dat.-loc. pi. me-mleje [attr.
to udrnte ‘offerings’, u-dr- (:Hitt. u-dai- ‘bring here’) vs pa-dr- (:Hitt. pe¬
dal- ‘carry’); see Mil. noun pidr-if-enf below]. Cf also a subj. phrase ntemle-si ... (a)lbijei ‘libation-priest (a.) of ntemle-' (‘altar’ or ‘sanctuary’).
Note a formal match Mil. (nte-)mlesi: CLuv. malha-ssa- ‘ritual,
sacrifice’; possibly to *m(e)lH- ‘grind’; cf e/asana-ml-a, mla-t-i.

mle- (2) ‘priest’' in gen. pi. ml-e in a subject phrase ali-ke mle mire-ke mle
‘both the supervisers of 1 = amonel the priests and the commoners of
1 = amongl the priests (have apportioned the pruwa for distributions [ut-e\
at a libation party' {wis-id-l\)\ Cf 44d.68: mire (e)ke-di... qntra ilene-di
‘both the commoners with the peasants [and] the managers with the landowners (have apportioned the masxxm-grant for distributions [at a major
feast])’; acc. pi. neut. pruwa matches functionally acc. sg. neut. masxxm
‘grant’. - Mil. nom./acc. pi. mlez* ‘priests’ may egual Car. nom.-acc. pi.
mols ‘priests’ (CM) < *malla-nzi (nom. pi.), *malla-nza (acc. pi) <PIE
*meldh- ‘proclaim’.

mlu (acc. sg.; not to mla-, mle-) ‘pledge’, cf PIE *mleuH- ‘speak’, Russ, noun
molva ‘report, rumor, gossip’.

mnnu-sa-* (:Lyc. PN eri-mnnuha) noun seen in an attr., in the acc. pi. neut.
phrase mnnu-sa-ma ... lajata ‘remarkable' takings/spoils’, possibly akin to
a CLuv. noun mannahuwanni-/mannawanni- (part of the face), cf. CLuv.
ma-mmanna- ‘regard with favor’, mana- ‘look at, see’, Hitt, mena- ‘face’.
Note also CLuv. nouns mannu-Zmannauwa- ‘?’ and *mannii-st(a)rra/i‘quality of mannu- : a meaning ‘remarkable, grandiose’ (vel sim.) seems
to be suggested by the context (CLL 138f; St. 396f).
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mrGGa-s (acc. pi.; expected: *nirGGaz, cf. also mrGGd-i) ‘Dark deities (of the
Netherworld)’, cf kuli mmwasi ‘detachment of the stele’, pad(a)
mruwasa id., sabaka qetbeleima ‘fight-winning' guards/patrol (5.)’: divine
units who protect (royal) sepulchers : Hitt. Margwaya-, CLuv. Marwadeities < PIE *merg'^- ‘dark’; cf next.
mrGG-d-i < (?) *mrGG-id-i (loc. sg.) ‘at the sepulcher (protected by the mrGGadeities)’; 3 such monuments appear in TL 44c-d: that of Xerei; that of
Xeriga; that of Pixre. Cf. suffix (*)-id- in a verb xup-d-i- ‘pile up’ (<
Anat. *hupp-id-) and in nouns qel-id- ‘preservation/collection/harvest’',
wis-id- ‘libation party’’ (:acc. sg. wisi-u ‘beer’ or ‘wine’ vs a CLuv. verb
wisi-/wisai- ‘press’, Hitt, wis-ur-iya- id.). Cf. Lyd. Mariwd-a(< *mr(g)w-id-), a tomb-protecting deity. See acc. pi. mrGGa-s above.
mrss-x-a (acc. sg., used with attr. urtu) ‘(tribute) cheater’: subject to a
punishment by Trqqiz; cf verb mrsxxa-ti ‘(he) cheats/violates’ : Hitt.
mars-ahh-, marsa-nu- ‘desecrate’, mars-ant- ‘deceitful, dishonest’, CLuw.
marsa- ‘trachery’, all to PIE *mrso- (but not to PIE *mers- ‘forget’); cf
Kl. 562.
mmwar* ‘stele’ (as in Lyd.), cf adj. mruwa-si (acc. sg.), mru[w]a-sa (acc. pi.
neut.) ‘pertaining to the stele’; cf kuli ‘detachment’ and pad(a) id.
mul-en-i (acc. sg.; cf acc. sg. tes-en-i, a dish), probably, some alcoholic drink
(given ‘to the lower ones’: dat. pi. etr-e), lit. ‘strengthening’ (?); cf. Lyc.
PN Mullijese to *muwalli- ‘strong’ (DLL 99); note muw-i, mu-tala,
a[t]rala-muwa; muri.
mur-i (dat. sg.) ‘for a libation party’' (syn. wis-id-i), cf acc. sg. tuwi... murei
‘miyf-related feast (for Xerel’s guards: waxs-af, iter, verb mur-en-e‘invigorate’' (governs a direct obj., denoting both the Tuburan high
commanders and the Xanthian royalty); note that mur-en-e-di is a verbal
form (not nominal); cf verbs qel-en-e-, trbb-en-i-.
mu-tala (nom. sg.) ‘mighty one’' (a subj., not ‘nom.-acc. pi. neut’), precisely to
CLuv. muwa-ttalla/i- ‘mighty’; cf a[t]rala-muwa, muw-i, kup-ttl-e; cf.
Lyc. PN mu-tl-ei.
muw-i (dat. sg.) ‘for invigoration’' (cf murene- ‘invigorate’ sub mur-i): Xerei
took (la-de) ‘both the command and the troops’ (all... sebepasba) for
muw-i after a successful battle (against Amorges?). Cf CLuv. muwa-
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‘might’, mu-muwa- ‘invigorate’. There is no ‘noun muwilade’ (cf. verb
la-de above). - Cf. also mu-tala, a[tjrala-muwa.
muxss-a (dat.-loc. pi.?) ‘during an invocation’ ' (about a qezmmi-feast), cf. Hitt,
noun mukessar which has been explained by CM as originating from PIE
*meuk- ‘be pointed’ (via ‘goad’ [obj.: cattle] > ‘urge’ [obj.: gods]; see
Orientalia 2010, 213ff.).
xnqre-(noun; cf iter, verb mqri-s-) ‘portion’ ( + ute ‘for distribution(s)’), about
treats for people & deities; cf verbal noun mqri-mi- ‘apportionning’
{'mqreime' doesn’t exist; we may have mqrfe: ejreime); stem frequently
used in Mil.; origin still unclear.
i2er-e(dat. pi.) ‘river-deities’, possibly to PIE *nerH- ‘dive’ (cf names Nerms,
Nereid)-, cf adj. in a direct-object phrase mlu neriu ‘river-deities-related
pledge’; cf mlu.
‘nesfl'e’(noun) misinterpretation for (e)ne ‘this’ (ace. pron., introducing a direct
obj. urtu qelideli ‘presevation/harvest-related {q.) tribute’) -I-verbal form
es-tte ‘(he) made’.
Sneri {rtom. sg.; with attr. (a)rmpaimi ‘divine’ ’) may mean originally ‘protector,
remover (of evil)’ (type of Mil. maw-il-i), cf Late Anat. (possibly, Lyc.)
PN *Zumme-nneri, Lyc. sentence zumme nne-ti ‘(one) will remove
evil/harm’ (acc. sg. zumm-e).
ntad-a, ntet-e (loc. pi.) ‘at the tombs’ as a location of celebrations and tributedeliveries; cf possibly plejeres-e [xu]p-e (see xupelifu below); to Lyc.
htat-a (loc. sg., DLL 45) ‘burial chamber’; a Cd-variation was wide¬
spread in Mil.; nta/e- is akin to nte ‘inside; then, thereafter’, cf CLuv.
anta ‘in(to)’, Hitt, anda ‘in(to), inwards; in addition’; stem -da matches
Mil. verb da- ‘put, place’ (only in TL 55) and Lyc. ta- id., to Hitt, verb
dai-/ti- ‘lay, put, place’ (<PIE *dheH- id.). Cf. ute, udrnte.
nte-mle-* (noun; adj. ntemle-si) ‘sacrificial installation’ (cf Lyc.); cf. fitad-a,
mle- (1).
ntuw-it-eai (nom. sg.) a high commander (mostly, Xerei) : Lyc. dat. pi. ntuwe-rih-a ‘commanders’ (as opposed to zxxa-z-a, regular ‘warriors’); similarly
built: Mil. pidr-it-eni ‘Provider’ (= Trqqiz ?), zr-et-eni ‘Protecor’
(Xerei’s title). Note Hitt. neut. noun antu- ‘goods’ (vel sim.) in antuwa-s-
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alii- (built as sapas-alli- ??), a title of a high-court official (cf. HED 1-2,
84f), to CLuw. adj. antuwa-ssa/i- (CLL 19).

pad(a)(acc. pi. neut., with attr. mruwa-sa ‘of the stele’) ‘detachment’, cf. acc. sg.
kuli... mruwasi ‘detachment of the stele’ in 55, - possibly, a group of
protecting deities; cf. also acc. coll, sabaka qetbeleima (constructed as
pad(a) mruwasa), acc. pi. mrGGa-s, and loc. sg. mrGG-d-i. It seems. Mil.
pad(a) (*‘foot-soldiers’'; probably built as sab-a, also a collective notion)
is related to a Lyc. noun, represented by instr. pede-di ‘with the feet’; cf.
pat-/pat-, pata-\pada\ ‘foot’ < PIE *pod-/*pd- id.

*padvr-{nourl)-, cf. verbs pdur-a- ‘bring’, pad-re- ‘provide’ and a noun pidr-iteni (*‘Provider’?) vs CLuv. *paddur- (possibly, ‘tray’). Cf further Lyc.
noun padr-nt-a-*; this latter matches Mil. udr-nt-e (dat. pi. in -e, type
pas-nt-e) ‘for (offering-related, memleje) deliveries’ in an offering
description; cf. Hitt, pe-da- ‘carry’ vs. u-da- ‘bring’. Note that Mil.-Lyc.
cognates of CLuv. *paddur- are not affected by Cop’s Law.

palarS (acc. sg., with attr. wzzaijesi) a vessel' for offerings; cf zaw-a ...
palaraim-a.

pas-b-i with variants (acc. sg.) ‘troops’, cf adj. pasba-si; related to pas-nt-e,
next.

pas-nt-e {dat. pL, with attr. [pixrejs-e ‘of Pixre’; emend, by DS) ‘for protection’,
to Hitt, pahs- ‘protect, guard, defend’ < PIE *paH-s- id., built as tid-hta ‘for drinks’.

pidr-it-eni (nom. sg.) ‘Provider’ (?), possibly, Trqqiz; built as htuw-it-eni ‘high
commander’ (= Xerei), zret-eni ‘Protector’ (= Xerei); cf Lyc. padr-hta-

* ‘provision’ (??), built as Mil. tid-nt-a ‘for drinks/libation’ (:Lyc. root
tide!- ‘suckle’), udr-nt-e ‘for presentations’ (lit. ‘bringings’, about a
sacrifice for Trqqiz and other gods), pas-ht-e ‘for protection’; the stem
padr-/pidr- relates to Mil. verbs padre- & pdura-, see *padur-.

piga-* (noun) ‘splendor, luminescence’ < PIE *bheH- {Mil.-Lyc. i < *e) in all.
sg. piga-s-a ‘spendid’, about Trqqiz as ‘stormgod of lightning’ (matches
all. trqqht-a, 55; cf. [xrssen-i]): probably to piga-si-* : HLuv. piha- :
CLuv. piha-ssa/i-, epithet of the stormgod : Anat. names starting with
Piha--, Lyc. Pigesere, Pixrhma : CLuv. pihaimmi-, pihammi- <
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*pi:hanima/i- ‘resplendid; mighty’ (CM). Mil. PN Pixre < *bheH-ro(CM), Lyc. Pigrei (component -ei < *-on-i), etc.

pijanuw-a ‘for payment(s)’ (to pije-) or lijanuw-a ‘for the nymphad’ (all. sg.) in
55.

pis-e (dat. pi.) in trwmil-e ... pis-e ‘for Lyc. men’ (about a .ten'-feast): Hitt, pl.stem with -i-, namely, pisen-, as in nom. pi. pisenes ‘men’. Mil. dat. pi.
pis-e is comparable to dat.-loc. pi. tss-e ‘at/for the meal stands/tables’ vs
Lyc. noun

(nom.-acc. sg.) ‘place of sacrifice, altar’ (CM), so a Mil.

nom. sg. pise* or pese* would match an underlying Hitt. nom. sg.
*pesas ‘man’ < PIE nom. sg. *pes-6n-s (Mil. e < *6n/w); cf Kl. 670;
the Hitt, ‘man’-word originates from a PIE word for ‘penis’ (Lat. penis,
etc.).

plejer-e (acc. sg.) ‘variety, plenty’tribute given to Xerei in Tralles where he
was collecting taxes and awarding people; cf loc. pi. plejere-s-e [xii]p-e
(the latter word is certainly a noun) ‘at the spacious tombs’'; possibly to
CLuv. palhaya- ‘wide, broad’ (cf Lyc. plmma-: CLuv. palhamma-), to
CLuv. palha- ‘make flat, spread out’ (<PIE).

pleli-z (voc. pi., formally matches nom./acc. sg.) ‘Phellians’; adj. pleli-z
‘of Phellos’ in acc. [not nom.] pi. pleliz... iijaiz ‘Phelian nymphs’, cf
lijeiz... lupeliz.

pUuw-i(daX. sg.) ‘for abundance’ (?) in 55.7 mlu xra-u pllnw-i: <t>ut-a (Pixre
speaking) ‘I’ll keep a pledge for abundance to [my] kin’ (vel sim.); cf
mlu and tutasiz. Noun pllu-we-* ‘abundance’ is built as zi-we-*
‘delivery’ (loc. sg. zi-w-i), Ibbe-we-* ‘booty’ (in adj. Ibbewe-li), tulijewe-* ‘assembly’ (dat. sg. tulije-w-i), etc.; cf PIE *pelu- ‘plenty’ as in
Lith. pilus ‘in abundance’, etc. (lEW 800).

pre-di (abl.) in pre-di ... laxa-di ‘from raids’ [and] from fights’: about warriors
coming home; cf verbal form pre-te ‘(he) was galopping (from fights
thrice-tw'elve times)’ (about zretem-Xerei), to Lyc. pa-bra-, CLuv. papra-, para-, parh(a)- ‘drive, chase’, similar: Hitt, park- (cf DLL 125; Kl.
634f; Kl. compares 01 bhar- ‘move rapidly’).

prij-e (acc. sg. ?), either a noun (DLL 125) or an adj. in a phrase 55.1 (e)bu-di
(verb) ... prij-e: mer-i: zi-pss-e (loc. sg.) ‘(if one) violates/blocks the
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foremost in the law (loc. sg. mer-i) during a tribute-delivery

cf. adj.

prijeli-, prijami-; adv. pri ‘(at) first’.

pntw-a (acc. neut. pL; used similarly to masxxm) some grant, obj. of an iterative
verb t-mqr-is- ‘apportion for distribution (at a libation-party': wisid-iy;
pruwa may be related to an adj. pru-x-ssi, dat.-loc. sg., attr. to ppe-qzzi, a
feast; cf epe-qzzi, qezmmi.
^^^-^(gen. pi.) ‘of deliveries/payments’ (cf acc. sg. en-p55-e‘tribute-delivery’,
syn.: loc. sg. or pi. zi-pss-e ‘during produce-delivery’): iter, verb pssa‘give, pay, deliver’ : CLuv. iter, pi-pissa- ‘give’, to *pi-piya-, Mil.-Lyc.
pi-bije-, pije- ‘give’ (PIE *bhei- ?).

ptt-il-i (dat. sg.; built as qnt-il-i, maw-il-i) ‘for swiftness’ (pendant to xustt-i...
qidral-a): Hitt. pattai-Zpatti- ‘run, race, flee, fly’, adj. pattiyali- ‘swift’ <
PIE *petH- ‘to fly’.

punima-da-* ‘totality’ in kmmeti (acc. sg.) punama-de-di (abl.)
‘everything/however-much from the whole’ (governed by iter, trbb-en-i‘deliver’): Xerei urges his vassals to regularly (yearly?) deliver a plenty
from various products ‘for a blood-ofering’ (rite). Cf adj. punamadije‘total’ in instr. punamadije-di ... tuxara-di ‘with a total burning/
fumigation’, in a rite instruction formulated by Pixre (cf noun tuxarabelow). Similar in Lyc. (punama- ‘totality’) and CLuv. (punata/i- ‘all’);
appears also in HLuv.

pures-e (dat. pi. in 55.4) ‘to (priests-)purifiers’ or ‘for purification(s)’ (about
tropheys, brought from raids), probably to PIE *peuH- ‘clean, purify’
(LIV 432); this root may also appear in Lyc. dat. pi. (after ‘altar stands’)
pune-r-e ... sebepibe-r-e (44b.36), possibly ‘for purification(s) and
offering(s)/donation(s)’; stem pi-be-r-to Lyd. bi-fe-r-.

qaj-a (acc. sg.; god *Hwaya- < *hwai- ‘run’?) in qaja wesnteli ‘Phellian Qaja[patron?]’; Trqqiz orders the priests to libate (separately) both q. w.
( = embodiment of Tesub-Zeus?) and xba-lada ‘Lady Hebat’; q. w. may
be functionally identical to [wjesatnniu qntbe (acc. sg.; Xerei libates
[verb uwa-] this god in Antiphellos); note initial consonants q. w. vs w.
q. (both in Antiphellos). Cf also CLuv. huwayalla/i-, sungod’s epithet
(Mil. would yield *qaja-li-). Puhvel translates Luv. (in Hitt.) huwayalli
°UTU-i as ‘to the fleet (?) sun-god’ (HED 3: 422). - Cf qntra below.
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q(e)l-ei {dditAoc. sg.) ‘preservation (place)’ (in 55; functionally matches mlat-i in
44), about location of rites and tribute-deliveries. Cf. Mil.-Lyc. qla‘precinct’ (vel sim.) and Mil. verbs qla- ‘preserve, collect’ (produce for
offerings), iter, qel-en-e- id.; cf. acc. sg. qel-id-eli alba ‘harvest-related
libation’ (if qel-id- means ‘harvest’); acc. neut. pi. qelelija ‘preservation
(of Lycia/Lyc. dynasty)’; acc. sg. qliju xupeliju ‘funerary (x) outfit’
(about Xeriga’s funeral). Cf. Hitt, hiil(a)- ‘wind, twist, twine’ < PIE
*fr'el- id.

*qcre/i- ‘raid’ ’ (or *qara-; syn. xusti-, kmqi-, pre-; cf. words for ‘fight’: erbbi-,
laxa-) : Lyc. hri-qeri *‘Top raider/hunter’'' : PN Qarnn-ax-a [built as Mil.
nouns ul-ax-a- ‘killer’, mrss-x-a- ‘cheater’, s[xx-a]x-a-, pru-x(a)-\,
possibly, to Hitt. hii(wa)r-n- ‘to hunt’ (< PIE *HwerH-*/HurH-, Kl.
372); cf. Mil. adj. (< participle') qereimi-* ‘raid-related’Un 2 abl.-instr.
phrases (55): luwa-dla-di ... qereime-di ‘(splinters/broken parts: acc. sg.
terble) from raid-related {q.) breakage’ (/.); kifimasa-di ... qereime-di ‘(I
didn’t narrate/report to river-gods [any] quarrel(s): acc. sg. xlu-s-a : Hitt.
halluwai-) with raid-related (g.) trifles (k.)’; this comes after Pixre warns
tax cheaters that his security (abura) will break (tirb-e- < PIE *dhreb-)
their pots/vessels (zirapla) into smitherings.

qetbe-* ‘fight’ (?) in (substantivized) adj. qetbe-leimi-s (acc. sg.), qetbe-leim-a
(acc. coll., attr. to sabak-a) which seems to equal tuple-leimi (nom. sg.;
the same kind of a substantivized adj.) which allows us to identify Mil.
tuple-* ‘fight’’ (see below).

qezmmi (nom. sg.; dat.-loc. sg.), a feast and/or offering, lit. ‘killing’, about
sacrificial animals only; cf. syn. qzz-e, qnz-a, epe-qzzi; all to Lyc. verb
qa(n)- ‘destroy’, iter, qas- (directly matching Mil. stem qez- <qnz-) :
Hitt, kuen- < PIE *g"hen- ‘kill’ (DS).

qidra-* (noun) ‘raid, hunt’ (vel sim.), cf adj. qidra-sa- (attr. to ‘supplies’ in abl.
qiqlenire-di ... <q>idra-sa-di), noun qidra-l-a (dat. sg. ‘agility’), verb
qidr-i- ‘rush, galopp’. Possibly to Anat. *huidar ‘wild beasts’ < PIE
*fr'ei(-d/s)- ‘live, life’ (?).

qi-qleni-re-di (abl., with attr. <q>idra-sa-di ‘raid/hunt-related’) ‘reserve,
supply’, to verbs qla- ‘preserve’, iter, qel-en-e- ‘accumulate’ (produce for
offerings); cf q(e)l-ei.
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girz-a(acc. sg.) ‘share’; note that qirz-e (2x) is gen, pi. (not ace. sg.); possibly to
Hitt. h(u)wart-, hurt- ‘to curse’, Lyc. xurz-id- ‘oath’ (?) < PIE
*Hw6rt-/*Hurt- ‘vow’ (Mil.-Lyc. -zV- < *-tyV- ?); cf. Mil. sbir-te‘share’ and urt-u- ‘tax, tribute’ for semantics.

qla (nom. sg.), ql-e (dat.-loc. pi.) ‘precinct’ (vel sim., as in Lyc.); see q(e)l-ei
above.

qlij-u (ace. sg.) in a direct-obj. construction qliju xupeliju sebe lijeiz... lupeliz
‘the funerary (a^.) outfit and the sad/grieving (lupe-li-z) nymphs’,
governed by ni ... lugatu ‘let them not bum!’ (to HLuv. luha- ‘bum’):
Xerei speaks about Xeriga’s funeral.
qfitij-e (acc. sg., with attr. [wjesatnniu) ‘(Phellian) Patron’ (vel sim.; a god?); see
qaja.

qnt-il-i(dat.-loc. sg.) ‘to the manager(s)’, about ‘keeping pledge’ {mlu x<r>ati)
to tunewhni-XevQi ‘for payments’ {klleim-e in 44d) to his managers; the
passage deals with Xeriga’s funeral and power-transfer of to Xerei.
Related nouns: Mil. qhtra ‘managers, urban officials’, qntbe- ‘patron’ (?);
note Lyc. qnt-a ti ‘who (is) in charge’, possibly matching a Mil.-Lyc.
participle q-ht- to the above stem qa(ja)- < *hwaya-.
<pt-T-a{nom. sg., a coll, notion) ‘(urban) managers/authority’, cf. Lyc. qnt-a ti
‘who [is] in charge’, to Anat. *h(u)w-anta- (:Hitt. huwantar-, HED 3:
430) as possibly in Hitt. h(u)wantalai- ‘allow to escape’ huwai- ‘mn’, etc.
If correct, then all Mil.-Lyc. words in q-nt-, as well as Mil. qaja-, may
ultimately originate from Anat. *hwai- ‘run’.

(fiza, qzze, (epe)qzzi- (offerings/feasts) see qezmmi above.
qibbl-i (dat. sg.) ‘goblet, drink/libation (for men and masc. gods)’, instr. qrbbledi ‘(let them glorify Xanthians) through libation(s)’, dat. sg. arbbl-al-i
‘(take the Phellian Patron ) for a libation’ (acc. neut. pi. qrbbl-ala* is
built as abr-ala, a(a)Ia [< an-ala, DS], zb-ala*); cf possibly Hitt.
hfiQwarpalli- ‘cymbal’ (a cymbal was also used as a drink vessel), hiirpa/us-ta- ‘leaf, peel, scale’, CLuv. huwarp-anna- id., all to PIE *H"'(e)rbh(as in lEW 1153 *werb(h)-) > Lat. *werbesna > verbena ‘laurel leaves
and sprouts’; cf HED 3: 406. For semantics cf alba- ‘libation for men’
(but cf albrana, lib. vessel for Trqqiz; thus alba- may functionally equal
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qrbbli) vs. tuwemi- ‘libation for nymphs and xba-lada- (‘Lady Hebat’);
cf. in this connection sukr-i below.
n^pa see armpa; ripsse see (e)ri-psse, etc.

saba-di (instr.) ‘with the protection/detachment’ in a location indication saba-di
mrGGd-i ‘at the sepulcher {*mrGG-id-i) with a protection’, where saba‘protection/detachment’ = sabaka id. = pad(a) id. = .tuf/id.: probably
about the mrGGa-deities (Anat. *M(a)rgwaya-) of the Netherworld,
protectors of royal tombs. Mil. saba- (a protective unit), sebe- ‘to watch,
scour’ may match a Hith. noun *sap-as- as preserved in sapas-alli‘scout’, sapas-iya- ‘to scout’ <PIE *sobh-os-, verb *sebh-.

sap-al-i (loc. sg.) ‘during a 5apa/a-treating’ - apparently, at Xeriga’s tomb (which
is mentioned, as usually, in pL: ub-e, gen. pL); type: qrbbl-al-i ‘for a
libation’ [cf also zb-al-i in 44c.20 ... ewene zus-i zb-al-i ‘(let [an
offerer?] not damage' a v[essel]) for Zeus to drink during a z.-feast’'].
Mil. sap-al-i appears in Xerei’s warning to a (potential) violator who
‘removed a libation(-vessel') during a tribute-delivery’ (44c.7-8 albm ...
qtti-de zit-i; for qtti- cf Hitt, huetti- ‘to drag’); note acc. pi. neut. abr-al-a
‘libation’. Mil. sap-al-i may originate from IE *sehp- ‘to taste; know’
(LIV 470, possible root variants: *saHp-, *sap- or *sHep- [any would
yield a Mil. sap-\, cf. lEW 880). Mil. may have preserved the original
meaning of this root (‘durch Schmecken wahmehmen’, as in LIV 470),
cf other cases of stressing the high quality of treats: dat. sg. prijam-i ...
qrbblal-i ‘for an excsllent libation’, ekan-e (gen. pi. or acc. sg.) kuprimi
‘a victim of choice’, katdq-e ... kuprim-e (gen. pi.) ‘(treats) of selected
grains’'^,

‘offering-priest’, lit. ‘pertaining-to-choice/selection’.

- Cf zawa.

se<pt>Sad {noum, acc. sg.) ‘seven’ as a unit (type: ‘triplet’); in 55.3: pri ... da¬
te qir{:}z-e se<pt>ami ‘first, (the libation-priest) put/placed a seven of
shares (gen, pi. in -e)...’; note the original form sljtami where 1 is very
similar to e, and j is very similar to p (one of many cases which indicate
that the engraver of TL 55 didn’t understand the text he was engraving in
stone). - Cf in Lyc.: hbati CII (= figure ‘7’) ul-e ‘when pushing (<
*s(u)wandi) the Seven to death’ (:Mil. ula-xa- ‘killing, killer’).
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ses-i (dat. sg.) ‘for distribution’, sse < ses-e* (dat. pi., to sasa* ?) : Lyc. ha-,
CLuv. sa- ‘release, let go’, sa-ssa- ‘release, grant’ (Mil. forms in
offering/feast instructions).
s/a-* (noun) in ura-sla ‘great offering’ (below) or rather ‘great glorification’, cf.
Mil. verbal forms sla-ti, ene sla-di, ene-sla-tu, ene-slatu, all to sla‘glorify’' : Hitt. salh-.

sttrmmi (acc. sg., used collectively; pendant to /?asb-a‘detachment’)
‘producer(s)’, to Lyc. hrmma- ‘land section; temenos’ : Lyd. sirma‘temenos’; the noun sttnhm-i shows a Luv.-like shift [str] < *[sr]; for
the individualizing suff. -i- cf. waxs-i (voc. = nom.) ‘guard, warrior’ to
wax(s)a ‘guards’; similar: Lyc. turaxss-i ‘Turaxssan’ (= god NatriApollo of Turaxssa = Mil. turaxssa-li natri ‘Turaxssan Natri’), nom. sg.,
etc.

sukr-i (dat. sg. in a libation instruction), sukre-di (instr. in a lib. description:
‘with drinks’'), sukr-e (gen. pi. in weri ... sukr-e ‘supervisor of drinks’);
seems to denote drinks/libation for Trqqiz or for the troops, thus
synonymous both to alba- and qrbbl-i; cf PIE *swek- ‘smell (good)’ or
*suk-ro- ‘agitation’ (?); cf. alba-, albama, and qrbbl-i.

sxxaija {acc. neut. pi.?) ‘(feudal) contribution, tax’, s[xxa]xa (nom. sg.)
‘contributor, taxpayer’, built as ul-ax-a- ‘killer(s)’, mrss-x-a- ‘cheater’,
cf verb mrss-x-a- ‘cheat’ (:Hitt. mars-ahh-, with a factitive suff. -ahh-),
note verb as-xxa- (built from asa; see above). Mil. stem sxxa- may be
akin to Luv. and Hitt, sahh-an- ‘feudal service’, cf Mil. noun sxxaija
(above) vs a CLuv. verb saxxan-iya- ‘impose feudal service’.
Ca/nS (acc. sg. with attr. nei [a pendant to tuwi ... murei ‘wine (m.) party’']; cf
acc. pi. nei-z... tuwi-z); tal-i (dat.-loc. sg.) ‘evocation (rite)’ for the god
Zri-q/gal-i (dat. loc. sg.; see below): Hitt, talliye/a- ‘evoke, implore’ <
‘drew, attract, allure’, to PIE *del(H)- id. (CM; cf also Kl. 819); note
Lyc. verb teli- ‘call upon, call for’ (?).

tasnt-u (acc. sg., as per DS), possibly, a roast-meat stand (:Lyc. tahhtai [not
ahhtai]), used with instr. uwa-di ‘with bovines’ (as in Lyc.); cf related
nouns tss-e and teseni.

tede/i-* ‘father’ (as in Lyc.), cf adj. tede-si: Lyd. taada- ‘father’, CLuv. tata/i-,
HLuv. tata/i- id.; note CLuv. adj. tata-lla/1- ‘paternal’ (CLL 2Ilf).
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terbl-e {acc. sg.) ‘broken parts’ ( + dat.-loc. pi. lie = l(e)l-e ‘at the stele’); verb
tirbe-ti '{abura) will break (the pots) into smithereens’ (: Russ, raz-bit’ vdrebezgl), both in 55; cf. PIE *dhreb- (LIV 134) or *dhrebh- (lEW
272f.); only in Germanic and Slavic.
terei (nom. sg.; nomen agentis as Ibijei = (a)lbijev, similar: [Mil.-]Lyc. PN
xcrei); an official; cf. dat.-loc. pi. ' ter-e, locations of tribute-payments
(:Lyc. (sttati...) tern ??).
tes-in-i(acc. sg.; a treat, built as mu-len-i, also a treat; see above); cf tasnt-u,
tss-e.
tewem (acc. sg.?) may mean ‘damage, harm’ (vel sim.), cf Lyc. acc. neut. pi.
tawa (GL 339): ‘evil eye’ (?); the expression uguwam-a tewe-te armp-a
seems to mean ‘(he) eyed/encountered the enraged' god {arfnpaTrqqiz?]’; this is about a violator who dragged away (qtti-de : Hitt.
huittiya-) libation, destined for use at Xeriga’s sepulcher.
^p-e(nom.. sg., a collective meaning; syn. tmpeweti) ‘nobleman; nobility’; Xerei
urges these people to contribute for major offerings/feasts; tep-/tnippossibly to PIE *temp- ‘strain oneself which also appears in Hitt, dampu- ‘blunt’ < PIE *tomp-u-: Russian tupoj id.; cf Toch. A tampe
‘might’, etc.; alternative interpretations are possible. - Cf Lyc. cognates
(PNN): tmpe-ri, tmpeime, te-ttmpe; tep-ina.
tid-nt-a (a\\.) ‘for libation/drinks’ (DS: ‘women’): Pixre used to assemble (xbade) the ‘detachment of the stele’ (kuli ... mrufwjasi) for a libation; cf
erepli above. To Lyc. tideimi ‘son, child’ < ‘nurtured’, tide-ri
‘collacteus’, CLuv. titaimma/i- ‘nurturing (mother)’ < *tit(a)i- ‘nurse,
suckle’ (CM) < PIE *dhehi- (vel sim.) id.: cf LIV 120.
£f^e (dat.-loc. pi.; treats for commoners), ti-u (acc. sg.; a treat for a god), tik-e
(dat.-loc. pi.; with attr. edije-, treats for Trqqiz’s entourage/suite:
xrbblata-); tkka*may originate from *tija-ka, cf saba-ka (to saba‘detachment’) and uta-ki-ja (to ute ‘for distributions/presentations’)
which may presuppose *uta-ka; suff. -ka as in Slavic ?
tmpeweti (nom. sg.; acc. sg.) ‘nobility’; see syn. tepe.
t-mqr- (both in nouns and verbs) = ute -I- mqr- (see both).
trlluba (nom. sg.?), possibly a god = Lyc. Trzzuba.
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trppali {acc. sg., governed by an imp. 2"'* p. sg. tu ‘put/place!’) ‘addition, second
helping’ during a feast; cf verb trppala- ‘replace’ (:CLuv. tarpasa- id.), to
CLuv. tarpalli-, tarpassa-, tarpa-na-lla/i- ‘ritual substitute’, Hitt, terepp‘to plough’ < ‘to turn’, all to PIE *trep-/*trp- ‘turn’ (as in Gr. trepo,
Lat. trepo, etc.).

truje-l-i (dat.-loc. sg), truije-l-e (dat.-loc. pi.), some major celebration (not a
person), possibly to Hitt. tar(k)u- ‘to dance’, tarw-esg-ala- ‘dancer’ <
PIE *terk''- ‘to turn’ (as in Kl. 842, vs *terk- id. in LIV 577). [Mil.
tru(i)je- may somehow match Lyc. truwe- ‘?’, cf. Mil. xruje- vs. Mil.Lyc. xruwa- (Lyc. also xruwe/i-) in words for offerings],
liss-e (dat.-loc. sg. or pi.) ‘stands/tables (for meals)’, about a feast; cf Lyc. OOe.

tube-di (instr.) ‘with punishment’ : verb tubi- ‘strike, punish’ : Lyc. tub(e)i‘strike’ : CLuv. dup(a)i- id., dupiyalla/i- ‘club, mace\*dupawar/dupaim‘striking, punishment’ < PIE *dheubh-/*dhubh- ‘club; strike’, lEW 208
(cf tuple- below).

tuburi-z{acc. pi.) ‘Tuburans’, Xerei’s guards; they came from the city of
Tuburehi.

tulijew-i (dat. sing.; with attr. masasi ‘of gods’) ‘to the assembly’; also tulije- id.
[but not ‘tulijele- ’; there is an

tulije-li-]: CLuv. & Hitt, tuliya-

‘assembly’; CLuv. adj. tuliya-ssa/i- ‘of the assembly’, to PIE *tuH-l-yo-.
Cf, at the end of 44, an imp. 3'^'’ sg. tu-tl-tu (DS, with an emend.),
possibly ‘let ([any future] ruler) multiply/strengthen (the ... feasts)!’; tutl-< *tu-tul- (?), ultimately to PIE *teuH-/*tuH- ‘swell, be strong’.

tune-wnn-i (dat. sg.; cf nom sg. tunewnnl) ‘ruler, patron’ (vel sim.), built as
xbide-wnni (lit. ‘Kaunos-inhabitant’), epithet of Natri-Apollo of Turaxssa
{turaxssali natri). The term tunewnnl- denotes twice or thrice the ruler
Xerei; then, in loc. pi. ntet-e ... tunewnnl<je> (55.8-9; emend, by DS)
‘at the patrons’ tombs’, we seem to deal both with Pixre and his wife
(both are sculptured on the Antiphellos sarcophagus); as in other cases,
the word for ‘tomb’ is used not in sg. but in pi. (cf ntad-a xnnlje,
plejerese [xu]p-e, ub-e; possibly also ubr-e).

tup-le-* ‘fight’ (?) in a substantivized adj. tuple-leiml (one of Xeriga’s epithets,
as xntabalml, waxsl)'; cf a semantically identical adj. qetbe-lelml(above), to Lyc. tupellja- (a commander), cf tupele-zi-, ossibly to PIE
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*(s)teup- ‘push, thrust, strike’, (this latter root can not be present in
CLuv. diipi- = Lye.-Mil. tubi- ‘strike, punish’; cf. rather PIE *dheubh‘club; hit’). The component *leimi- (? < PIE *lei- ‘gain, win’ as in lEW
665; here also Lith. laimus ‘lucky’) may mean ‘winner, lucky’, hence
tuple-leimi and qetbe-leimi ‘Winner/Lucky-in-fight’ = ‘victor(ious)’
(?)•

tata-si-z{voc. pi. = nom. pi.) ‘kinsmen’, cf. all. <t>ut-a (for zuta) ‘for [my]
kin’ (similar engraver’s mistake: xntawaza for xntawa<t>a) : PIE
*teuta ‘people, country’; here also probably Hitt, tuzzi- ‘army, common
people’ < *tut-yo- (thus contra KL. 908: tiizzi- < PIE *dhh,-uti-, to PIE
verb ‘put, place’ [??]). For semantics cf Schiirr 2008, about Lyc.
sennaha which may match Greek genos ‘race, family’.

tuwem-i(dat. sg.) ‘for a libation’' [for nymphs/nymphads and for ‘Lady Hebat’,
as opposed to alba(ma), muri, and qrbbli, - libations for men & masculine
gods]; cf. next.

tuw-i (dat. sg.; cf tuwi acc. sg.; adj. tuwije-) ‘for a feast/offering’ (similar: DLL
133); cf verbs tu- ‘put/place (as a treat)’, Lyc. tuwe- ‘put/place’, Mil.Lyc. iter tu-s-, cf further Mil. inf tnn-e; Mil. da- ‘put/place’, ute ‘for
distributions’; all to PIE *dheh-.

tuxara-di (instr., with attr. punama-d-ije-di ‘total’) ‘fumigation’ or ‘burning’, cf
CLuv. noun (in Hitt.) tuhhara- which denotes ‘things that are being
burned’ (Kl. 889) : Hitt, tuhhai- ‘produce smoke’ < PIE
*dheuH-/*dhuH- id.; note Greek thud ‘I’m making a sacrifice via
burning’; cf LIV 131. Note lusa-*, verb luga- ‘bum’, inf (?) sekene.
uft-e (dat.-loc. pi.) ‘at the tombs/monuments’, a location of olferings, feasts, and
tribute-payments (similar: Mil. loc. pi. ntada, ntete, [xujpe); cf gen. pi.
ub-e. lY compares Lyc.-Mil. uba- with Car. upe [ube] = ue ‘tomb’ (this
variation indicates an instability of the intervocalic consonant); as it is
known. Mil.-Lyc. b represents [b]. Adiego (2007, 21: Table) identifies the
Car. letter #24 as ‘p’; this doesn’t take into account the well-known
variation Car. ‘upe’: ue ‘tomb’. Car. letter #24 has a variant, similar to B
(which, actually, is a clue to its origin: it is [b] as b in Lyc.). On the other
hand. Car. letter #10 T, which still shows the shape of an archaic pi, - and
must be [p], - was transcribed by Adiego as ‘b
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#10 can be used for #24, and vice-versa. - For details about Car. and Lyc.
ube ‘monument’ see Yakubovich 2005.

udr-nt-e (dat-loc. pi.?) ‘for presenting/distrubutions’, cf. ute; u-dr-nt-e may
match Lyc. pa-dr-nta- (: Hitt, u-dai- vs. pe-dai-), cf. also Mil. dat. pi. pasnt-e and all. tid-nt-a.

ul-ax-ardi (abl.) ‘from killing/killers’ (not to laxa-di ‘from fights’) in 44c.46-7
puke-ti: xbidewnni: ulaxa-di: zreteni ‘the Kaunian [Natri] saves (puk-e-

< PIE *bheug- ‘to free, to save’, etc.: LIV 68; lEW 152) the Protector
(acc. zreteni =Xerei) from killing/ killers [in a fight]’; lY: ‘killers’. Mil.
ul(a)-: Lyc. ul-e ‘to death’ : CLuv. wal-anti-Zul-anti- ‘dead’; here also
Lyc. la- ‘die’ < *wla- < *wal- id. (CLL 250).
ura-«/-a (all.), ura-s/-/(dat.-loc.) ‘great offering’ (DLL); cf Luv. ura- ‘great’; see
sla-.
urtu (acc. sg., with attr. qel-id-e-li ‘harvest-related’ ?) ‘tax, tribute’, mostly used
as adj. ‘tribute-related, of tribute’; possibly to PIE *wert- ‘to turn, wind’
(> Engl, worth, via ‘opposite’ > ‘equivalent’; Watkins) [Mil. urtu- is not
related to ura- ‘great’]; cf maraz.

utakija{dX\. or dat.) ‘for distributions (of shares)’ to Xerei’s warriors; to *uta-ka‘distribution’; cf saba-ka- ‘detachment’, and ti-ka- ‘treat(s)’ < (?) *tijaka- (suff. -ka- as in Lyd. saro-ka- ‘protection’; cf frequent -ka in Slavic
languages); see ut-enext.
uf-e (dat.-loc. sg. or pi.) ‘for distributions/presents’, about offerings and treats;
frequently used with mgr-. - Altem.: ‘during aimouncements’, to Hitt.
Uttar ‘speech’.

uwa-df (abl.-istr.) ‘with bovines’ (?), cf Lyc. uwa-dra-xi ‘bovine offering’, to
wawadra- ‘herd of cattle’, wawa-/uwa- ‘cow, bovine’ : CLuv. *wawi-,
HLuv. wawi- ‘cow’ < PIE *g^ou- id. (phonetically similar: CLuv.
wana- ‘woman’ < PIE *g"'6na-).

warasije-z (eicc. pL), treats (meals & drinks) at major feasts; thus ‘helpings’ (?);
warasije anf acc. sg. keri (2) are both governed by xupdi- ‘pile up’ (-Itrei xali ‘in three portions’'; cf xali). Note all. wirasa-ja or wirasaja-ja
‘for service' (of portions [mqr-e\ for distributions)’ in 55.1. To Hitt.
ware/issa- ‘help’ = iter, of warai- ‘come to aid’ < PIE *wer-
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‘surround/cover/contain’ or ‘defend/save/protect (oneself)’ (‘service,
gratification’ in Greek); based on Luv. *wahya-; Rose 457. See weri.
waxs(s)a(sicc. coll.; also all. or dat.) ‘(protecting) guards’; waxsi ‘Warrior’ (voc.;
Trqqiz addresses Lyc. ruler Xeriga): Car. PN uksi (cf. uks-mu below) :
Hitt, wahessar'swing', iter, verb weh-esk- ‘to patrol’ (< PIE *waH‘tum’); note Lyc. names Wexssere, Waxssebe, Waxsse-pddimi; Car.
u/uks-mu — waksa-muwa- (Naming #34).

weri ‘libation priest, supervisor (of drinks: gen. pi. sukr-e ?)’ : 2"'^ stem of Luv.
names -warra/i- ‘help/aid to X’ (CM), cf. Tarhu-warra/i- *Help to
Tarhunt’; see warasije-z.

wije-dri (acc sg.) ‘lower-rank officers/command’ : Hitt. wiye-/a- ‘to send (here)’
< u-(i)ye- as opposed to pe-ye- ‘send (away)’. Built as Lyc. tuke-dri
‘statue’.

wiras-Ja or wirasaja-ja (all.) ‘for service’'; see warasijez and weri above.
wisi-u (acc. sg.) ‘beer’ or ‘wine’ (?), governed by tu- ‘place (as a treat)’, cf.
medu ‘wine’ also governed by tu- (cf. acc. sg. teseni, a treat, governed by
tu-)\ cf. dat.-loc. sg. wis-id-i ‘for a wine/beer party’ (syn. qrbblal-i, murf); wist- seems to match CLuv. wis(a)i- ‘to press’ (DLL), cf Hitt, wis-uriye/a- ‘to press (together)’, note Kl. 1013f

wzzaije-may be a DN or a divine epithet (2x in adj. wzzaije-si with mlat-i;
palar-a).

xab-a (\oc. sg.) ‘at the river’ (as the location of libations for the river-deities:
ner-e); Pixre is speaking in 55.6: mlu neriu: muwa-xa: tuweme-di: xab-a:
tutasi-z ‘I’ve strengthened (muwa-xa) the river-deities’ (= adj. in acc.
sg. neri-u) pledge (mlu) through libations' (instr. tuweme-di) at the river,
[my] kinsmen (voc. pi. tutasi-zy.'; cf CLuv. hapa/i- ‘river’ < PIE
*Habh-o- id.; CLuv. *hapa(i)- ‘to irrigate/water’, Lyc. xba(i)- id. (Altern.:
all. xab-a ‘for a rapprochement [with deities]’). - See xbadi-z.

*xapa- ‘rapprochement’' (in xapa-xi ‘for a rapprochement-feast/offering’ ?) :
Hitt, happ- ‘join, attach’, #app-e55ar‘joint’; note also CLuv. happis‘limb, member’ < PIE *Hap- as in Lat. aptus ‘fitting’ (cf Kl. 293f). Cf
data sub xaba and xbadi-z.

xbadi-z (acc. pi.; voc. pi. [as pleliz, tutasiz]) ‘Xanthians’ < ‘river valleys’, as
eke-di ‘with peasant(s)’ vs ek-e ‘in locales’; cf CLuv hapati- ‘irrigated
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land’ < hapa(i)- ‘irrigate, make wet’, cf. also hapa/i- ‘river’. [Note that
xba-de is not related; it is a verbal form of xba- ‘attach to’ (as also xbati): CLuv. hapi-/hapai- ‘bind, attach to’].

[xerei] (PN Xerei; Lyc. commander, then ruler; author of TL 44) appears only in
Lyc. texts; in Mil., he is referred to as zreteni ‘Protector’, ntuwiteni
‘(High) Commander’, enari ‘Mighty’, tune-wnni ‘Patron’’ (lit. ‘Tuna/einhabitant’ ?). PN Xer-ei (with -ei < *-on-i) may be related to Hitt.
hara(n)- ‘eagle’ (contra CM) <PIE *H6r-on- (a bird).

xi (noun in dat.-loc. sg.; cf xapa-xi; Lyc. uwadra-xi) ‘feast, sacrifice’; noun xina-* is seen in an adj. xina-si ‘feast-related’ (dat. sg., attr. to ses-i ‘for
distribution to’); cf Mil. imp. 2"'’ p. sg. xi ‘olfer/present (a treat to)!’,
Mil.-Lyc. iter, xi-s-; further unclear.

xlu-s-a. (acc. sg.; a coll, sense) ‘quarrel(s)’ : Hitt, halluwai- ‘quarrel’; see sub
qere/i-*.

xSm-* ‘grandmother’ (as in Lyc.), cf adj. in loc. pi. (ntad-a) xnnije ‘at the
grandmother’s (tomb(s))’, a typically Mil. use of pi. forms in texts about
a tomb: cf ntet-e (tunewnnie), (plejerese) [xu]p-e, ub-e (:gen. pi. ub-e).
Cf. Lyc. xhna- ‘grandmother’ (adj. ximahi-) : Hit. hanna- : Arm. ban :
OHG ana < PIE *Hanho- id.

xnta-ba- (noun;

adj.

xntabasi,

xntabaimi

[built

as

(a)rmpaimi\)

‘ruler,

commander’, may refer to Xeriga; Xerei; god Trqqiz [there is no
‘xntabatu \ a ruler, a commander. Cf Hitt, hantai- ‘arrange, prepare, fix’
(or Aanta-‘forehead, front’ <PIE *Hant- id.)

xntawaz-a (dat. sg.) ‘royalty’, a carver’s mistake for xntawa<t>a (DS), as zuta for <t>ut-a (cf tutasi-z); cf Lyc. dat. sg. xntawa-t-a matching Mil.
xntawa<t>a; note Lyc. acc. sg. xntawat-a (in 44b.37) which refers to
many statues of Lyc. royalty at the agora (Lyc. agarai) in Xanthos. Mil.
xntawa<t>a

is used in enes-i-ke tedes-i-ke xugas-i x. ‘and for the

motherly, and fatherly, and grandfatherly rulers/rulership’: apparently,
about offerings to the souls of the deceased royalty. (Mil.-Lyc.

xntawa-

ta- ‘royalty’ is built as Mil. xrbbla-ta- ‘entorage, suite’). Cf Lyc. xntawa‘to rule’ : PIE *Hantowo- ‘formost, ruling’ < *Hant- ‘front’ (Naming
#5b); cf. Lyc. PN Xnt-abura.
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xrbb-la-t-S (acc. sg.), xrbblat-a (all. or dat. sg.) ‘entourage (of Trqqiz)’ : Hitt.
harp- [h(a)rb-] ‘join/associate with, ally oneself with’, cf. Hitt, harba/iand harpal(l)i-

‘pile, heap’ < PIE *Horbh- as in Olr. orb(b) ‘heir;

inheritance’, Arm. orb ‘orphan’, etc. The Mil. noun

xrbbla-ta- is built

precisely as Mil.-Lyc. xhtawa-ta- which also have a coll, meaning; both
nouns show a common gender (see sub xhtawaz-a above).

[xTSsen-i](Lyc. noun, loc. sg.) ‘thunderstorm’': 44b.52 ‘for the local Trqqiz [and]
the 12 sky-inhabitants' (tabaha-z-a) in his (ehb-i) thunderstorm’ : Hitt.
harsatar/harsannas ‘stormgod of thunder’, harsi-harsi- ‘thunderstorm,
lightning storm’ (similarly built: Mil. ekan-e: Hitt, akkatar/akannas
‘dying’; inf. ewene (verb uwe- ‘drink’ + ‘od(s)’ in acc.): Hitt.
akuwatar/akuwannas ‘drinking’; esana-: eshar/eshannas ‘blood’. - Cf.
piha-*.

xruwasa-z(acc. pi.; about treats during a major feast) ‘delicacies’ (??); cf. Lyc.
xruwata (possibly, acc. pi. neut.) ‘votive offerings’, xruwe/i- ‘offering
stand’ (DLL). - Further unclear; not to Mil. ?ira- ‘keep’ (not ‘offer’), but
possibly to Hitt, har(k)- id.

xuga-* ‘grandfather’ (same in Lyc.), cf. adj. xuga-si- ‘of g.’; precisely to CLuv.
noun huha- vs Hitt, huhha-, all to PIE *HauH-s/*HuH-6s (cf Kl.), as in
Arm. haw id., etc.

xum-ala (nom. sg., built as zaj-al-a), an official who is supposed to send/direct
(verb nenije-) a grant (masxxih) to a location in Xanthos (probably, to the
Xanthos stele with Xerel’s tomb) for a periodic ( = annual ?) feast in
Xerei’s commemoration (details in WNG). Mil. xum(a)- may relate to
Hitt, humma- ‘stable, pen’. Altem.: Lyc. (hri-)xuwama‘(super-)attending’ or ‘(super-)attendance’ : Anat. *hwai- ‘run’ (CM).

xupa-* ‘tomb’ (as in Lyc.), cf adj. in acc. sg. (qliju) xupeliju ‘funerary (outfit)’;
adj. xupelije- built as xnnije- ‘of grandmother’; the origin of Mil.-Lyc.
xupa- is unclear.

xus-tt-i {Aa\. sg.) ‘for agility’' (pendant to ptt-il-i andi qidr-al-a, 44d.49), instr.
xustte-di ‘with dexterity’ (characterizes god Natri’s actions in 44c.33);
cf verb xusti- ‘rush (smth. to)’. Cf Mil. xus-tti- ‘agility’ vs Lyd. ws-ta‘alive’ < Anat. *Hus-t6- (AHP 347) (?), note Hitt. huis-/hus- ‘live,
survive’, Lyd. wes-fa- ‘living’ < *Hwes-wo-:.
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xazr-nt-a (all.) ‘for the (12 statue-shaped) protectors (of Xeriga)’, apparently, the
deities which are otherwise called ‘detachment of the stele’ (pad(a)
nmiwasa in 44c and kuli mruwasi in 55); they seem to be the nirGGagods (protectors of royal tombs). Related: adj. or participle xuzruwat-a
(waxss-a) ‘for the protective/protecting (guards)’ (of Xerei); acc. pi.
tuburiz ... xuzruwetiz ‘protective/protecting Tuburans’; acc. sg.
xuzrntasi ... xrbblata trqqntasi ‘protective entourage/suite of Trqqiz’ ( =
‘all gods’ ?); cf. mrGGd-i, sapali, kuli. - Mil. xuzr- to Anat. *huissar{ct
Lyc. xudr-: Mil. qidr-) (?).
xzza(f-a(acc. sg. with an attr. xerigaz-n ‘of Xeriga’) ‘tribute, tax’ which was
introduced by Xeriga; Trqqiz (which means, naturally, Xerei)
condemned/denounced (zmp-de) this tax. Cf. CLuv. hizza(i)- ‘hand over’’
(CLL). Mil. noun xzzata- has absolutly nothing to do with the Greek city
name Xanthos (Lyc. Arnna).

zaj-aor zat-a (acc. pi. neut.) ‘taxes’, governed by api-ti ‘(Pixre) imposes’; dat. or
all. obj. is p/lijanuw-a, either ‘for payment’ or ‘for the nymphad (of
Pixre)’; cf nomen agentis zaj-ala ‘tax-payer’ (built as ziw-ala* dind xumala, above), verb za-za- ‘arrange, put in order’ (CM: ‘allot, distribute’,
but obj. is ‘offering/libation stands’ and ‘Tuburans [ = warriors])’; in both
cases, rite preparations are shown; cf Lyc. noun za- (acc. sg. zS)
‘allotment, portion’ (DLL); cf Mil. zen-a.

zaw-a... palaraim-a (all. or dat. pi.) in 44d.7 ‘for apportioned (p.)
‘meals/offerings’ (cf acc. sg. palar-a ‘vessel’ ?); the above phrase is a
part of Xerei’s warning to [any] violator who, during a tribute delivery
{zit-i) would remove (verb qtti-: Hitt, huetti- ‘drag’) a libation supply
(albni), destined for zaw-a ... palaraim-a-, gen. pi. ub-e (‘of tombs’; pi. for
sg., as usually) indicates that the action is at Xeriga’s tomb; this is
corroborated by the all. construction (which is ‘inside’ the frame zawa ...
palaraima): ‘for the 12 statue-shaped Xeriga’s protectors (all. xuzrnt-d)'-,
cf verb za-za- ‘arrange’.

zm-a (all. or dat. pi., with attr. lusali-ja ‘fiery’) ‘for fiery broiling’^ if to Hitt.
ze- ‘cook’ {-en- may be an iter, suff.); a formal match is with Lyd.
cen(a)- ‘to dedicate’\ A special priest named Mamre is urged to
announce (verb nuni-, possibly with an iter, suff.) the xruwasa-z (acc. pL,
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to Lyc. xruwata ‘votive offerings’, DLL 85), - possibly, products for the
‘fiery zena-preparation’. This happens at Xeriga’s funeral (WNG).
zi-(e)reimi- (in different case forms) ‘produce-delivery/levy’, see ereim-e above.
zi-(eX^Ii- (in different case forms) ‘produce-pots, wine-pots’' (cf er-e-pli);
note 55.2: abura (subj.) ... tirbe-tizirapl-a (acc. pi. neut.) ‘[My = Pixre’s]
security will break (into smitherings) [violator’s] pots/vessels’; to PIE
*dhre/ob- (LIV 134), cf. acc. terbl-e.
zin-i (dat. sg. = zus-i; Lyc. zeus-f) ‘to/for Zina-Zeus’ (in 44d), cf substantivized
adj. zina-s-e ‘to Those of Zina-Zeus’ (=12 gods; ‘all gods’ ?), 55.5;
both Pixre and Xerei (but not Xeriga) seemed to be ardent worshippers of
Zina/Zuse (Zeus); cf MZL.
zi-psse- (in different case forms) ‘produce-delivery’, cf de-zi, ziw-i, zit-i; pss-e.
zi-t-i (dat.-loc. sg.) ‘tribute-delivery’, cf noun de-zi (nom. sg., possibly,
‘additional/ new delivery’), zi-psse- ‘produce-delivery’; Lyc. ze- ‘put’
(:‘kiir in martial texts; eti zehi ‘in a fight’); note Lyc. uha-ziti which may
be syn. to uha-zata ‘yearly tribute’.
ziw-al-S (acc. sg.; cf ziw-i, next) ‘tax-payer’ built as zaj-ala id., xum-ala (see
above).
zi-w-i{\oc. sg.; to above forms) ‘delivery’ as in 44c.54-5 sebe-di: qirz-e: ziw-i
‘(Xerei) scours [-1- acc.: 4 cities] for contribution(s) of shares (gen. pi. in
-e)'-, the noun in question is zi-we-* (with a suff. -we < *-war, as in
tulije-we- ‘assembly, gathering’, dat. sg. (masa-s-i) tulijew-v, cf also
pllu-we- * ‘abundance’, dat. sg. plluw-i, etc.).
zt^r-a (dat. or all.) ‘offence, injury’ (vel sim., to CLuv. zammura- ‘insult,
slander’), verb zmp-de (3'^'’ p. sg. past, 44d.45) ‘(Trqqiz)
condemned/doomed (...)’. - Altem.: acc. pi. neut. ‘bread’, to Hitt.
zammuri- id.; less likely.
zpp-l-i (loc. sg.; a relatively frequent form) ‘altar’ ’ = ‘slaughtering place’ (?),
usually in connection with offerings for Trqqiz; cf CLuv. zapp- (a
destructive action).
zrbb-l-S{acc. sg.; z < *5before r) ‘growth, raise’ : HLuv. sarwa- ‘to increase’;
cf. PIE *ser(H)- ‘join, attach to’ (LIV 484; lEW 919; Germ. *sarwan
‘arms’, HGE 319) (?).
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zreteni {novci. sg.) ‘Protector’ (one of Xerei’s titles); acc. pi. zreteniz
‘commanders’; to Lyd. saret-a- ‘protector’ (about levs ‘Zeus’) < PIE
*ser- ‘watch, protect’ (LIV 483f.).
zri-gal-i < zri-qal-i (dat.-loc. sg.), a god (Natri ?); to zri- — Lyc. hri- as in hriqla ‘high authority’'; type: Lyc. hri-qeri *‘Top Raider/Hunter’''; qali*:
Hitt, hull- ‘smash’? For zri- cf. seriQ'e)- ‘elevate’ (DS) with acc. obj.
phrase ek-abura: sebe masa, 44c.64-5.
zrpped-u (acc. sg.) ‘(god) Sarpedon’ (Gr. Sarpedbn); its statue was moved (verb
pu-) during an offering rite (44d.5-6); cf 55.4-5, about ‘placing’ (effigies
of) Qaja Wesnteli and Lady Hebat for (separate) libations: qrbblal-i;
t[u]wem[-i]. Zrppedu may mean ‘having top position’ (SLL 138): Lyc.
hrppi ‘on, above’, Lyd. srf-asti- ‘upper’ (Haas). Note Lyc. Zrppudei
(dat. ?); in any case, there is no ‘dat. sg. Zrppedun-i’ in 44d.6 (as in DLL
111) since negation ni is certainly a part of a typical Mil. phrase ni-ke
qezmmi.
zus-e (nom. sg.) ‘Zeus’ (from Greek, as also Lyd. lev/fs), dat. sg. zus-i, same as
zin-i.
zutais an engraver’s mistake for <t>ut-a (all.) ‘for [my] kin’, anlaut as in voc.
pi. tuta-si-z. Note that z is written for f also in xhtawa{z}a; see these
words above.
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Surmic Numerals
Vaclav Blazek
Masaryk University
The purpose of the present study is to summarize the data on Surmic
numerals and to determine which are inherited and which are borrowed, the latter
most frequently from East Cushitic.

1. Bender (1977, 18) obtained the following cognate rates for the Surmic
languages:
%
' Shabo
1

IMikUJ
22

^mm

Murle

O.Murle

Baale

Zilmamu

Bodi

11

6

10

5

6

2

5

24

19

25

29

30

16

13

15

71

41

56

53

55

24

19

31

36

45

44

53

19

19

44

36

34

43

32

50

46

26

22

31

63

27

24

mXm

26

22

■ckM

Mursi
Baale
Zilmamu
01am

■m

66

1.1. He constructed the following diagram with five coordinate branches:
Surmic

Mursi

Bodi

'

9

0. Murle

Kwegu

mm

01am

26

Murle

>

Mursi

Kwegu

Muguj
i

Zilmamu01am

..

Baal
e

OmoMurle

Murle

Majan
g

1 2 Bender added the pairs of languages with highest percentages of cognates:
Didinga-Boya 96, Mursi-Chai 92, Tirma-Suri 91, Suri-Mursi 87, Tishena-Bodi
84, Murle-Didinga 81. Taking into account all these results (the additional
languages are in brackets), it is possible to construct a diagram which is rather
different from the scheme proposed by Bender.
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Muguji
Kwegu
Bodi
(Tishena)
(Chai)
Mursi
(Suri)
(Tirma)
Baale
Murle
(Boya)
(Didinga)
OmoMurle
01am
Zilmamu
Majang
Shabo

..

1 3 There are two anomalous results, 22% between Shabo & Majang as against
the average 6.3% common to Shabo and the remaining Surmic languages, and
38% between Mursi & Southwest Surmic languages. These unexpectedly high
figures were probably caused by secondary contacts. In more recent
classifications Shabo is not taken into account, but its numerals are apparently
borrowed from Majang.
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1.4. Classification of Surmic languages (Unseth 1988)
North

Majang
Muguji
Kwegu
Yidinit

YKM

Surmic

Southeast

Bodi
Me’en
Pastoral

Mursi
Tirma
Suri

South

ZB

1

Bale
01am
Zilmamu

Southwest
DLM

Murle
Didinga
Longarim
Tenet

1.5. Classification of Surmic languages (Dimmendaal 1998, 13)
North

Majang

YKM

Surmic

Southeast

Me’en

CTM
South

Muguji
Yidinit
Kwegu
Bodi
Tishena
Mursi
Tirma
Chai
Baale

Southwest

Tennet
Murle
DNM
Narim
Didinga
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2.

Surmic numerals: survey
1

Shabo
Majang
Yidenit
i Kwegu

2

4

3

irjki
omofi

pee

ce.man

Sa

giJen

jiita

m
wo:c

5
tuid
tuid
hd:ca:n
a

6
timlaom
elle

7
tulikakiriki
tuulapee
issabi

Me’en
Mursii

kium
komdo/kon:
a
kon
dd:ne/ko:n

Mursi2

a.dd.na

(ar)rdmma
n

sizzi

Tirma

done

r/naman

sisi/diz
i

us / wos

ay(e)na

ille

(i)sabai

Chai
Baale

Sd.ne
oode:

rdmmdn
rdmma

sizzi
iyyo

wi{)’/wits
we

hdind
tur

ille
to.rkono:

sdlbdi
tu:rgere:

Murle

adoi/codo^

ramma

iiyii

weec

tur

torkono

torgsrem

Bodi

1
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Saa

jien

ahur

eim

si:zi

wuJic

hdcana

la
elle/ille

ts'oba

rdmma
rama
ram an

sizzi
dizzi

woe
uwi/wii:
s
wu:'i(c)

hacana
hd.ndn

elle
ille

essaba
i9a:bdi

hd:na(n)

(h)Ule

(h) issabi

issaiba

j
1
;

\

;

m
OmoMurle

cadoi

ram

hiyu

huec

tur

turgono
m

turgorem

Longarim

codoi

Didinga

kode(i)

ramma
ramma

iyo
iyo

wee
wee

tur
tur

torkonon
torkonon

turugerem
tukeramma

'

tulaayan

10
bapif

20
iyk upa kor

|l

Shabo

8
tunajiita

30

1

i

Majang

tuulajiit

tuulatjan

aarn

rumir idit

1

Yidenit
Kwegu
Bodi

isse:t
lonkai
isse:t/isse:t
e

sd'al
sal
sdgal/sd.le

tommo
tomon
tdmmo(na)

lamatam
hirkunko

man-one

Me'en
j Mursii

esset
iOB'e

sakal
9dkdl

tommon
tomon

Mursi2
1
j Tirma
:
Chai

issi / hisse

sdkal/
dssakal
sak(k)al

(ajtommon

tidam
hir /
9uo
hirkun

man
people
man-one

(aj tomon

irkim

man-one

sdklkdl
to:rg5go:

tomon
o.mo.dd

hirkon

man-one

tu:rge:

turge
turge

torkoc
turkoy

amoto

iyim/etema'^

turugi
turkiyo

torkowei
tiirkiwec

omoto
omoto

i

Baale

issi / isse
Use

9

e:e:cci
oode:

1
Murle
j Omo1 Murle
: Longarim
Didinga

one person
person
completed
makamtam
tommon
i
tommon
!!
gd:ra si:zi "
hir kon
!i
ko tomon
hirkunko
|'
tommon ;i
hirkunku
j'
tomun
e:e:cci
ooSe:
kx o:mo:do

ammato
etima
itumwa

1

■
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Kwegu
Bodi

40

oitam
tommon
tommon
gd:ra
wu:Hc

50

dontam

Tirma

70

ts 'obatam

80

lonkaitam

90

saltam

100

,

zuo

9uo hd:ndn

Quo
raman
zu:gu
rdmma
tommon
zu
ramman

Chai
|| Baale

e:e:dd
rdmmd

i Didinga

ken wee

i

dip
1

Mursii

Mursi2

60

latam
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e.e.dd
rdmmd kv
o.mo.do

jiigdhdind
e. e. dd tur

e.e.dd
iyyo

2.1. Survey of the Surmic languages compared, with synonyms and sources:
Baale
Bodi
Chai
Didinga
Kwegu = Koegu
Longarim = Narim
Majang = Mesengo
Me’en = Meken = Meqen
Murle
Mursii
Mursh
Omo-Murle
Shabo
Tirma
Yidenit

Yigezu & Dimmendaal 1998.
Haberland 1966.
Last & Lucassen 1998.
Haberland 1966.
Hiedal998.
Haberland 1966.
Tefera & Unseth 1989.
Haberland 1966.
Haberland 1966.
Turton & Bender 1976.
Haberland 1966.
Haberland 1966.
Tefera & Unseth 1989.
Haberland 1966.
Haberland 1966.
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3. East Cushitic numerals: survey

2a

■

! *lamm-ay

Hamma

*laama

Or lama
Ko-D'i
*lakki
Mo tammo

j

Do lammay
*lakki

*lamo

c'e
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Somaloid

AfarSaho

: 9c
lOa
10b

* tarn an

*tomman

Galaboid

Oromoid
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Dullay

HEC

*tommon
* kudan

Yaaku

*honso

!l

*tomne

!
|!

*kuddan
qapon

10c
Abbreviations: Bucr Burji by Conti Rossini, Do Dobase, D’i D’irayta, Ko Konso, Mo Mossiya, Or
Oromo, Re Rendille, So Somali, Ts Tsamay.

4. Cushitic classification
1—T
-6000

-6500

-5500

1—^^^^^^—r

-5000

4500

-4000

-3500

“1—\—r“

-3000

-2500

-2000

North

group
(disintegrati
on)
Beja

-6020V-53701
Agaw

Central

-3760®/-3320l
-31207-2330®
-44507-3730®

-6540^

-25707-2050®
-47907-4480’
East

(-780)
Afar-Saho
(-H000)
Somaloid
(-1350)
Galaboid
(-1080)
_Oromoid
(-830)
Dullay
(4-180)
Burji_Sidamo
(-1000)
Yaaku

5770"

-

_Dahalo
Ma’a

-2040®

-41407-4650®

South
-3250’
Abbreviations:

B

Blazek, S Starostin,

George

-2690M
-2600'

Iraqwoid
(-10)
Asa
Qwadza

(p.c. 2010).

5. Comparative analysis of the Surmic numerals
5.1. The Southeast & Southwest Surmic numeral “2” and Southeast Surmic
numerals “3, 5-10,” plus Kwegu “4,” are apparently of East Cushitic origin. In
East Cushitic the closest counterparts appear in Galaboid. Heine, Rottland &
Vossen (1979, 82) tried to explain the similarities between South Nilotic and East
Cushitic numerals “6 - 10, 30, 40, 50, 100,” assuming an absorption of a
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hypothetical Omo-Tana population by Southern Nilotes. They designated this
hypothetical community Baz according after a local name of Lake Turkana. The
East Nilotic (especially Maa) counterparts should have been transmitted via
Southern Nilotic (ibid., p. 85), but a Southeast Surmic mediation is more probable
from the point of view of both phonetics and linguistic geography.
South Nilotic

Surma
Southeast
2

L

*ramma

*ramma

East Nilotic

Datooga

(Vossen)

East Cushitic
late Galaboid

*seezzee

'

4 i K.W ahur

*'qf(f)ur

j

5

i

i
1

*cen

*(haa)caana

7 !; *tsaba(i)

I

*laama

j

*sizzi

'

,

(Rottland)

Hih

*h

Ha

TeMa

*tiscxp

*isub

NMaa sapa

Hizba

*iIIe

'

8

*isseet

*sis!it

Hisiit

Maa isiet

*sizeet

9

*sakal

*sakaal

*sagees

Maa sa(a)l

*saagal

10 i *tommon

* tarn an

Human

*-tomon

*tommon

20 ■ Me’en tidam

*tiptein

*digdam

Maa tiki tarn

i;

Oromo digdama i

Abbreviations; N North, p proto-, Te Teso.

5.2. The donor-language of the numeral “20” in Me’en (and of “100” in Kwegu)
is different from the source of the other numerals. It could be a language of the
Oromo type. Let us mention that the Oromo numeral “20” is isolated and
unanalyzable within East Cushitic, but intelligible assuming its Nilo-Saharan
origin, cf. West Saharan: Kashirda digiddm, Tubu digidom “20” etc. and further
Gaam diag, ddag “2”, probably also Surmic: Yidenit da, Kwegu Saa “2” etc. (cf.
Blazek 1997, 163).
5.3. Some of Kwegu numerals are of South Omotic (Aroid) origin: Kwegu ts'oba
“7”: Karo tsobd “7”, Kwegu lonkai “8” : Karo lonkdy “8”, Kwegu sal “9” : Karo
sail “9”, Kwegu makamtam “30” : Karo makdmm “3”, Kwegu oitam “40” : Karo
oydi “4”, Kwegu dontam “50” : Karo doonn “5” (Conti Rossini 1927, 252;
Zaborski 1983, 388).
5.4. Separating out the loans, the unborrowed cardinal numerals of the first
decade are completely preserved in Majang (and duplicated in Shabo) and almost
completely in Southwest Surmic (with exception of “2”). From the Southeast
Surmic branch, in Yidenit the numerals “1”, “2”, “3”, “4” remain, in Kwegu “1”,
“2”, “3”, in Bodi, Me’en, Mursi, Tirma and Chai only “1” and “4”. The most
conservative is the numeral “1” preserved in all Surmic languages and also the
numeral “4”, replaced only in Kwegu. But it is necessary to stress that there are
two forms of the numeral “4”, the archaism aijan, common for Majang (& Shabo)
and almost all Nilo-Saharan branches, and the innovation of the type Tirma us /
was, Bodi wiific etc., which is perhaps compatible with common Tama *kus “4”
(Edgar).
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Surmic forms
la
lb
! 2a

\

!;

ENil: Bari kadi “alone”; Kuliak *e<5 id. (Eh 299)

SESu *k-/6-on-

Kuliak: Ik kon “1; some; other” (Be 112; He 56)

Majang pee, Shabo bap

Gu *mban(d)', Kun 'baare-, Mb *mbar- (Eh 273; Be j
131)
Gaam diag, ddag “2”; Mb: Aiki da “other” (Be 120)

NSu

Yidenit gi:'en, Kwegu

NSu *ai]an

Berta: Dul zitigini, Bertat sittigini, Wetawit sittijini “3”
(B 5)
NS *oywal “4” (B 6; Eh 3 80; Be 131)

SSu *hwec

Taman *kus “4” (B 17)

jien

4a
4b
5

Nilo-Saharan cognates

S'NSu*(k-)ad/6oi

Yidenit Sa, Kwegu daa

3
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NSu *tuul, SWSu *tur

Mb *tura “5”; Kuliak *tud “5”; Taman *tur “6” (B 4;
Eh 436)
Abbreviations: ENil East Nilotic; Gu Gumuz; Kun Kunama; Mb Maban; N North; NS NiloSaharan; Su Surmic, SW Southwest.
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Words for ancient Eurasian food legumes in the
languages of the Dene-Caucasian macrofamily
Aleksandar Mikic
Institute of Field and Vegetable Crops, Novi Sad, Serbia'
Abstract: The Dene-Caucasian language family has not been precisely defined yet, but
it may be said that it is supposed to comprise Basque, Burushaski, (North) Caucasian, SinoTibetan, Na-Dene and Yeniseian languages. The goal of this brief essay is to attempt to find out
(1) if the member languages of the assumed Dene-Caucasian family have their own words
denoting pea, field bean or lentil and, in case they have, (2) if a link has been established between
them, bringing a contribution to the hypothesis of their common Proto-Dene-Caucasian ancestor.
There is considerable morphological uniformity among the words denoting both pea and field
bean within the dialects of the Basque language and the Avar-Andi-Dido group of the
Daghestanian languages. Another remarkable morphological similarity in the words denoting pea
exists among the dialects of the Burushaski language and the Lak-Dargwa and the Lezgian group
of the Daghestanian Caucasian languages. The solution for this phenomenon may lie in the
existence of two roots in the Proto-Sino-Caucasian language, *hVwlV, denoting field bean, and
*xqdr?a (~ -rh-), denoting a kernel of cereal. Thus the words denoting the most ancient Eurasian
food legumes may represent additional testimony to the common roots of these language isolates
and groups and their origin within the Dene-Caucasian family.
Keywords: Dene-Caucasian language super-family (macro-family), etymology, field
bean, food legumes, lentil, pea.
In memory of S.A. Starostin.

Introduction
The Dene-Caucasian language family has not been precisely defined yet,
but it may be said that it is supposed to comprise Basque, Burushaski, (North)
Caucasian, Sino-Tibetan, Na-Dene and Yeniseian languages (Ruhlen 1991).
Among historical linguists who actively discuss deep genetic proposals (super¬
families or macrofamilies), i.e. “palaeolinguists,” all the above-mentioned
languages (and their hypothetical ancestor, Dene-Caucasian) derive from a yet
earlier super-family, Borean, that consists, besides Dene-Caucasian, of several of
the generally accepted families of Eurasia, such as Indo-European, Uralic, Altaic,
and Afro-Asiatic (Starostin 2006). The idea of the existence of the DeneCaucasian language family is not new (Swadesh 1987), but it was relatively
recently that it was put on firmer ground by the strict linguistic methods that
brought together Caucasian, Sino-Tibetan and Yeniseian (Starostin 1991). Later,
Burushaski and Basque were also added (Bengtson 1996; Bengtson 1997).
' Institute of Field and Vegetable Crops, Maksima Gorkog 30,21000 Novi Sad, Serbia.
aleksandar.mikich@gmail.com
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brought together Caucasian, Sino-Tibetan and Yeniseian (Starostin 1991). Later,
Burushaski and Basque were also added (Bengtson 1996; Bengtson 1997).
It is commonly presumed that all the members of the Dene-Caucasian
language family have their ultimate origin in the Proto-Dene-Caucasian language.
It is not certain where this language was spoken, but it is likely to have been in
central or eastern parts of Asia. With the passing millennia the branches
separated, one by one, from the main family tree (Fig. 1), leaving mutually distant
‘Dene-Caucasian islands’ in the oceans of other language families or, more
properly, language isolates, such as Basque, Burushaski or Yeniseian. Although
the whole idea still remains strongly opposed and is in the process of developing
essentially needed details, progress has been made. Despite the length of the
period of separation, some traces of the proto-language may be found in the
shared word roots and shared grammars among Basque, Burushaski and the
Caucasian languages (Bengtson 2008).

10,OOOBC 8,000BC

6,000BC 4,000BC

2,000BC

0

2,000AD

Figure 1. A possible evolution of the Dene-Caucasian language family (Starostin 2006)

Food legumes such as chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.), grass pea {Lathyrus
sativus L.), lentil {Lens culinaris Medik.) pea {Pisum sativum L.), bitter vetch
{Vida ervilia (L.) Willd.), field bean {Vida faba L.) and common vetch {Vida
sativa L.) originated mostly in the Near Eastern, Mediterranean and Central Asian
centres of diversity (Zeven & Zhukovsky 1975). These plant species have been
part of the human diet from time immemorial. At first it was during the
Palaeolithic, the age of hunter-gatherers, as attested by well-known findings of
lentil and bitter vetch such as the Franchthi cave in Greece, dated to about 11,000
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All these food legume species are also among the first domesticated
agricultural crops (Zohary & Hopf 2000). Pea, lentil, field bean and the others are
found in their cultivated form primarily in Syria, dated to a period between 10,000
and 9,300 years BP (Willcox et al. 2008). From there they began to spread in all
directions (Medovic et al. 2011). Food legumes took part in the ‘agricultural
revolution’ of post-glacial Europe, climbing up the Danube valley and quickly
reaching the continental interior (Ljustina and Mikic 2010). At the same time, that
is, several millennia BC, they were cultivated in the Caucasus region (Hovsepyan
& Willcox 2008), Central Asia (Miller 1998) and Himalaya (Knorzer 2000).
The goal of this brief essay is to attempt to find out (1) if the member
languages of the assumed Dene-Caucasian family have their own words denoting
pea, field bean or lentil and, in case they have, (2) whether a link has been
established between them, thereby bringing a contribution to the hypothesis of
their common Proto-Dene-Caucasian ancestor. The mere fact that these crops
have been an important part of the everyday diet of the majority of the Eurasian
peoples has provided a basis for this theory and its aim.
Materials and methods
This very preliminary survey of the origin and diversity of the words
denoting the most ancient Eurasian pulses in the languages of the hypothetical
Dene-Caucasian family has been conducted in three steps:
1) To determine the current lexical diversity by searching all available
printed and electronic dictionaries of the living languages such as Basque,
Burushaski or the Caucasian languages, and collecting all the words that denote
pea, field bean and lentil;
2) To search the existing etymological dictionaries and other relevant
linguistic history resources related to the Proto-Dene-Caucasian language and its
direct descendants for all the root words related to these three pulses;
3) To attempt to link the previous two steps and prove the existence of a
lexical continuum related to pea and field bean as one of the most ancient
Eurasian pulse crops.

In the end, this essay sought to initiate a multidisciplinary approach
between social and natural sciences to this complex and interesting issue.
Results and discussion
The words denoting pea were attested in 31 modem Dene-Caucasian
languages, namely 3 in the Basque language, 3 in all three existing Burushaski
and 25 Caucasian languages (Table 1). This shows the pea to be one of the most
widely represented crops in dictionaries and confirms its prominent place in the
everyday lives of said peoples. To a somewhat lesser extent, the words denoting
field bean were collected in 9 modem Dene-Caucasian languages, namely 4
Basque dialects and 15 Caucasian languages (Table 2).
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Table 1. The words denoting pea in the languages of the hypothetic Dene-Caucasian superfamily
Family

Branch

Sub-branches

Word
Bizkaian

Basque

idar, irar
ilar
ilhar-biribil;

Zuberoan
Hunza
Nagar
Yasin

Burushaski

Avar-AndiDido

Northeast

Daghestanian

(NakhCaucasian

LakDargwa

Daghestanian)

Lezgic

Nakh
Northwest
(Abkhazo-

Botlikh
Chadakolob
Godoberi
Hinukh
Hunzib
Inkhokvari
Tsez
Akusha

Circassian

Adyghean)
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Dargi
Lak
Aghul
Archi
Kryts
Lezgi
Rutul
Tabasaran
Tsakhur
Chechen
Ingush
Abaza
Abkhaz
Adyghe
Kabardian

ilhar-xuri
yard^
yard$
hal
hali
hold
hali
hilu
hell!
hel
hil
qara
qara
qara
quiru
xur
caq
xarxar
nahut; zar
xar
harar; xar
xara

_gpi_

WSSSSSSEMM
nekhut
cesh
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Table 2. The words denoting bean in the languages of the hypothetic Dene-Caucasian superfamily
Branch

Sub-branches

Word
High Navarrese
Low Navarrese

Basque

Avar-AndiDido
Northeast

Daghestanian

(NakhCaucasian

Daghestanian)
Lezgic
Nakh

Zuberoan
Andi
Akhvakh
Avar
Bezhta
Chamalal
Karata
Khwarshi
Tindi
Lak
Archi
Lezgi
Tabasaran
Chechen
Ingush

ilar
ilhar
ilhar
ilhar
holi
hali
hold
holo
hal
hale
hel
hali
hex: 'e caq
xaru: paxla
xaru
qo
qe

Northwest
(Abkhazo-

Circassian

Adyghe

ceshd

Adyghean)

There

is

considerable morphological uniformity

among the words

denoting both pea and field bean within the dialects of the Basque language and
the Avar-Andi-Dido group of the Daghestanian languages (Tables 1 and 2). It is
notable that in each of these languages the word denotes either pea or field bean,
that is, not both of them at the same time. This can be explained in a similar way
in both Basque and the Caucasian languages. The attested Proto-Basque Hihaf
denoted field bean, pea and vetch (Bengtson 2007) and in some Basque dialects,
such as Bizkaian and the Standard Basque, it began to denote pea (Table 1), while
in others, such as High and Low Navarrese, it denotes field bean (Table 2). At the
same time, the attested Proto-Caucasian root ’^h6zot(d), denoting both bean and
lentil, gave the Proto-Avar-Andi *holi and the Proto-Tsezian *hel(u), both
denoting pea and bean equally (Nikolayev & Starostin 1994) or, possibly, a pulse
crop in general.
Another remarkable morphological similarity in the words denoting pea
exists among the dialects of the Burushaski language and the Lak-Dargwa and the
Lezgian group of the Daghestanian Caucasian languages (Table 1). The first
reason for this phenomenon is the Proto-Burushaski root * yards, also denoting
pea (Starostin 2005). Another one is the existence of the second Proto-Caucasian
root related to food legumes, *qdr?d, denoting solely pea (Nikolayev & Starostin
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1994). This root yielded Lak qtilru,^ Proto-Dargwa *qara and Proto-Lezgian
*Xara, all also denoting pea and being responsible for the words for this food
legume in their modern descendants. In some Lezgian languages, such as Kryts
and Tabasaran, a duplication of the initial root occurred and in such form was
borrowed by some Northwest Caucasian languages, such as Abaza and Abkhaz
(Table 1). It must be added that Proto-Sino-Tibetan *kra

denoting a kernel,

in some Tibetan dialects gave rise to greu, denoting pea (Starostin 2005).
The remaining attested direct derivative of Proto-Caucasian’^^Jdr?fl, ProtoNakh *qo(w)e, *qe(w)u, had a shift from the original meaning from pea to field
bean and thus produced the Modern Chechen qo and the Modern Ingush qe (Table
2). For this reason, the words denoting pea (Table 1) in those two Nakh languages
are, in fact, based upon their words denoting field bean. They were also probably
borrowed by Northwest Caucasian languages, such as Kabardian, denoting pea
(Table 1), and Adyghe, denoting field bean (Table 2), as well as by the
neighboring Indo-European languages, namely Ossetic, with qcedur, denoting
field bean, and Kartvelian languages, such as Svan ghedar, denoting pea (Mikic
2009).
The second of the two meanings of the Proto-Caucasian root *howl(d),
Tentif, was preserved in the Lak-Dargwa and Lezgic languages. Proto-Lak hulu
kept its form in Modem Lak, the Dargi language has a kind of combination in the
form of hulu-qara, while Proto-Lezgian *hola gave rise to Modem Tsakhur
hliwa,^ both denoting lentil (Starostin & Nikolayev 1994). These are the only
attested words in the Caucasian languages related to lentil and with a direct
connection to its Proto-Caucasian ancestor.
It is rather curious how the differentiation of the initial meaning into two
possible successors and morphological conservation occurred in an almost
identical way at two geographically distant places, Pyrenees and Caucasus. It is
even more remarkable if the analogues in Burushaski or Sino-Tibetan are added.
The solution for this phenomenon may lay in the existence of two roots in the
Proto-Sino-Caucasian language, that, according to researchers in the DeneCaucasian family, gave rise to Proto-Basque, Proto-Burushaski, Proto-Caucasian
and Proto-Sino-Tibetan (Fig. 2).

^ The sequence /ul/, in Caucasological practice, represents a pharyngealized high-round vowel.
[Ed.]
^ The sequence /hi/ represents a pharyngealized laryngeal fricative [Ed.]
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ProtoShiQrCaucasian
* xqofTaX

(a kernel of
cereal]

vetch, 3 bean

Proto-Caucasian *hdwf[aj-. ^ bean, C5> lentil
Proto-Caucasian *qof?a{~-rfi-)\

pea

Proto-Burushaski *Yaras.
Tibetan grew.

(8) pea

Fig. 2. Evolution of the Proto-Sino-Caucasian roots that gave rise to the words related to the
ancient Eurasian food legumes in Basque, Burushaski, Caucasian and Sino-Tibetan languages

One of these two Proto-Sino-Caucasian roots is *hViulV, denoting field
bean, and another is *xqdr?a

denoting a kernel of cereal (Starostin 2007).

The first one gave rise to the Proto-Basque *ilhaf and the Proto-Caucasian
*hdwl(d), while another one produced the Proto-Burushaski root *yards, the
Proto-Caucasian *qdr?d and the Proto-Sino-Tibetan *krd (~ *grd). In this way, the
words denoting most ancient Eurasian food legumes may represent an additional
testimony to the common roots of these language isolates and their origin within
the

Dene-Caucasian

family.

Certain

genetic

research

has

already

made

connections between the Basque people and the Caucasian peoples (CavalliSforza & Seielstad 2001), declaring both to be the last remnants of the
Palaeolithic population of hunter-gatherers that inhabited Europe during the last
Ice Age and retreated deep in the mountains before the bearers of Neolithic
agriculture. Also, a mitochondrial DNA analysis tracing a rare subgroup of
haplogroup U8 has placed the origin of the Basque people in the Upper
Palaeolithic, with their primitive founders originating from West Asia (Gonzalez
et al. 2006), close to the supposed Sino-Caucasian or even Dene-Caucasian
homeland.
“ This means that the language data could be explained either by *xqdr?d (with glottal stop) or
*xqdrha (with voiced laryngeal fricative). [Ed.]
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It may be noteworthy that some contacts could exist between the DeneCaucasian and Indo-European language families. Examples have already been
proposed, such as the one in which the Proto-Indo-European roots denoting apple
were proposed to be borrowings from Proto-Burushaski (Berger 1956). In the case
of the most ancient and most traditional Eurasian food legumes, another example
could be a Proto-Indo-European root denoting a leguminous plant in general,
*ghArs-, ghers-(Niko\ayev 2007). This root yielded the Proto-Slavic *gorxu
(Vasmer 1953), denoting exclusively ‘pea’, but did not produce descendants with
similar meanings among the other branches of the Indo-European family (Mikic
2009). The question whether this Proto-Indo-European root and its sole survivor
could be a borrowing of the Proto-Burushaski *yaras, especially because of the
geographical position of Proto-Slavic tribes in the original Proto-Indo-European
homeland, remains open for proper linguistic analysis.
Conclusions
The results presented here witness that the most ancient Eurasian food
legumes such as pea, field bean and lentil were well known to the ancestors of the
modem Basque, Burushaski, Caucasian and Sino-Tibetan peoples. On the other
hand, it is not enough to bring a clear distinction if these species became known
from wild Palaeolithic floras or were introduced into their everyday lives as
cultivated crops. In case the theory of the existence of the Dene-Caucasian
language super-family proves correct, these pieces of evidence may contribute to
its firmer establishment and wider acceptance.
Acknowledgements: Evolution of Human Languages at the Santa Fe Institute; and
Ministiv' of Education and Science of the Republic of Serbia.
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Some Notes on the article by Aleksandar Mikic
The extremely complex phonetics of Proto-Dene-Caucasian [PDC]^ (as
proposed by S.A. Starostin) can be a stumbling block for some linguists, let alone
lay readers. Starostin himself (2004-5)^ directly attacked this problem as follows:
I cannot get rid of a feeling that most of the criticism [of Sino-Caucasian
(SC)] is due to the complexity of phonological correspondences between the
languages in question. Unfortunately, this is not something that can be amended
through any amount of additional research. Correspondences between very
complex phonological systems - and SC, especially NC [North Caucasian]
systems probably belong to the most complex in the world - are bound to be
complex. So if the reader wants to see a plain and simple system of
correspondences between SC families, he might as well stop reading this text
right now and join the camp of critics.
In regard to the PDC forms cited by Mr. Mikic, some further explanations
could help. PDC *hVwiV ‘legume’ is quite simple, as PDC forms go, with
uncertainty of both vowels represented by fW/, and /!/ representing a back or velar
lateral. The proposed Basque cognate *ilhar assumes a metathesis of *h and */
(not uncommon in the development of Basque; cf. Bsq *mulho ‘small hilT in
relation to PNC *mufialV ‘mountain’) and a very common suffix *-r (apparently a
fossilized plural suffix, also common in NC languages as -r).
The other PDC word cited, *xq6r?a (~ *xq6rfid) ‘grain or legume’, is more
complex. The hypothetical cluster *xq was proposed by Starostin (2004-5: 79) to
explain “correspondences where PNC has uniformly uvulars and PST ... velars.
Yenisseian and Burushaski ... both reflect plain “xq” clusters as uvulars.” This
*xq may be understood as a kind of algebraic way of representing a proto¬
phoneme of unknown phonetic quality (or combination of segmental and
suprasegmental features) that produces the outcome *K in Sino-Tibetan vs. *Q in
the other languages.’ The proposed Burushaski reflex *yaras has the initial voiced
^ The terms “Sino-Caucasian” and “Dene-Caucasian” can be considered more or less synonymous.
S.A. Starostin himself used only the former, since he never worked directly with the Na-Dene
component, though he considered the inclusion of Na-Dene in the family to be quite probable. The
term “Dene-Caucasian” was popularized after the the publication of Shevoroshkin’s (1991) book
and other publications such as Ruhlen (2001) [see above].
^ Starostin, Sergei A. 2004-5. Sino-Caucasian [Phonology]. The Tower of Babel, an International
Etymological Database Project. http://starling.rinet.ru/Texts/scc.pdf
’’ *,Srhere representing all velars and *Q all postvelars/uvulars. Basque, in accord with western
European areal preferences, has only *K reflexes (also *h corresponding to the PDC ificatives *x
and *x) (Bengtson 2008).
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uvular fricative /y/ (also transcribed as /g/, e.g. by Hermann Berger). The Bur
suffix -s (retroflex sibilant) is also frequent: cf Bur *maltd-s ‘butter’ in relation to
PNC *nheAV ‘milk, milk product’ (Chechen nalxa ‘butter’, etc.). [Ed.]
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Brian Houghton Hodgson:
a pioneer of the Sino-Caucasian hypothesis
John D.Bengtson

Association for the Study of Language in Prehistory
and Evolution of Human Language Project

Brian Houghton Hodgson (1800[?] - 1894) was a British civil servant who
developed into a scholar of ethnology, linguistics, religious studies, and biology
(natural sciences, especially ornithology). Due to his extensive work as a
naturalist several birds and plants have been named after him, with the
designations hodgsoni or hodgsonii.
Hodgson, from Cheshire, England, first went to India at the age of
seventeen as an employee of the British East India Company. For the next four
decades, more or less (1818- 1858), Hodgson lived and worked in Greater India,
mainly in the Himalayan regions, and made many contributions to the biology,
ethnology and linguistics of these areas, including some of the first records of
Kusunda (see Mother Tongue III). Some selected articles and books of his are
listed in the References, below.*
In 1853 his article “On the Mongolian Affinities of the Caucasians” was
published. After some notes on structural and grammatical similarities, Hodgson
listed about 25 pages of lexical comparisons between “Caucasian” languages and
“Mongolian” languages. Hodgson’s “Caucasian” languages included, besides the
expected (North) Caucasian and Kaitvelian, some Indo-European languages of the
Caucasus region (Armenian, Ossetic, Kurdish), and his “Mongolian” languages
occasionally included “Siamese” (Thai), Malay, Mongol, and Manchu; but most
of his “Mongolian” examples were Tibeto-Burman, and his focus was mainly on
West Caucasian and Tibeto-Burman. From our advantageous perspective today,
after many decades of taxonomic progress, this article looks very crude - but
remember, this was the 1850s, when the reconstruction, and even the
membership, of Indo-European was still very hazy and unsettled! Most of the
well-known language families we now take for granted were still unknown.
I have sifted through Hodgson’s etymologies, and, as one might expect,
the majority of the comparisons can be questioned and even repudiated (for
various phonological and taxonomic reasons), but occasionally Hodgson struck
pay dirt, and in a few cases his parallels are essentially identical with those put

* I am indebted to the Wikipedia article about Hodgson, as seen in February 2012:
http: /en.\vikipedia.or» wiki’Brian Houghton 1 iodi2Sciii
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forth as Sino-Caucasian (SC)’ etymologies by Sergei Starostin (1984, 1991) some
130 years later, for example:'”
A. ‘salt’: Kubitsh [Kubachi Dargwa] T’she-a [c:e = f:e], Akush [Dargwa]
D’ze [ze]. Dido [Tsez] Zi-o [cijo = fiyo]
= Tibetan T’sha [chwa], Burmese Shd [chah], Kbyeng [Chin?] T’si, Takpa
T'sd, Gyarung Chd-chd, Newari Chi, etc.
B. ‘dog’: Circassian Khd [ha], Kubitsh [Kubachi Dargwa] K6-a [x:''e]. Dido
[Tsez] Gwai [K^'^aj]," etc.
= Tibetan Khyi, Burmese Khwe [khwiyh = kbwe], Garo Kd-i, etc.
C. ‘ear’: Tshari [Zakatal Avar] Ain, [literary] AvarTw [Tin]
= Burmese Nd [nab], Tibetan r Nd [r-na], Limbu Ne-ko, Gurung Nd-be,
etc.
D. ‘blood’: Dido [Tsez] t E [e], Andi Hi-n [bin]
= Newari Hi, Dhimali Hi-ki, Magar Hyu, etc.
E. ‘four’: Circassian [Adyge, Kabardian] p Si [pXa],'^ Abassian [AbkhazAbaza] p Shi [psa-ba]
= Tibetan b Zhi [bzi], Lhopa Zhi, Serpa [Sherpa] Zhyi, etc.,
F. ‘ten’: Circassianp She-n [psa], Abassian [Abkhaz-Abaza] Zhe-ba [z"’aba]
= Tibetan Chu [bcu, bco], Burmese Sha-i [chaj], Kami Su, Garo Chi [ci],
Takpap-Chi, Gurung Chd, etc.
Besides

lexical

cognates

Hodgson

perceptively

noted

some

important

grammatical similarities, such as those concerning numerals and their prefixes.
Regarding the “four” comparison Hodgson (p. 59) noted: “Both root and servile
are identical in all five words; another marvelous instance of concord, capable,
like the rest, of only one explanation.” By “servile” (affix) he meant the prefixed
p- or b- in Circassian (Adyge, Kabardian), Abkhazian and Tibetan. Cf also
Ubykh pXd ‘4’; in Sino-Tibetan (ST): Trung blf, Magar buli, Garo bri, Dimasa
biri, Mikir phli, Lushai pali, etc. (see full etymology in Appendix A, below). The
same structure is evident in some of the East Caucasian words for ‘8’, e.g.\ Tindi,

’ “Sino-Caucasian” proper (as used by S.A. Starostin) consisted of (North) Caucasian + Sino-Tibetan +
Yeniseian. Later in life S.A. Starostin included Burushaski (see Starostin 2005a), somewhat less firmly
Basque (see Starostin 2005b) and Na-Dene (as proposed by S.L. Nikolayev. stimulated by E. Sapir's and R.
Shafer's comparisons of Sino-Tibetan + Na-Dene). Following the publieation of the book Dene-SinoCaucasian Languages (Shevoroshkin 1991) the term “Dene-Caucasian” became more frequent in referring to
the expanded macro-family.
Modem language names and transcriptions are given in brackets [ ].
" l.e.. the initial is a pharyngealized voieed uvular ffieative(!).
'■ l.e., the initial cluster is glottal labial + glottal lateral fricative. The transcription [S] might indicate that the
voiceless lateral fricative (like Welsh //. but glottalized in this word) was heard as a sibilant.
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Karata, Botlikh, Godoberi biX:i-da, Khwarshi baAa, Archi meAe,^^ Tsakhur moliIla, etc. ‘8’ (see full etymology. Appendix A).
That the “marvelous concord” observed by Hodgson is not a fluke is
indicated by other Caucasian and Sino-Tibetan numeral words with prefixes, and
sometimes with the numeral root also being cognate (in S.A. Starostin’s model of
Sino-Caucasian). See Table 1:

■

Table 1: Some Caucasian and Sino-Tibetan numeral words
East Caucasian
Sino-Tibetan
■ West Caucasian

22

PWC

attested

reconstruction

(Q

Ubykh fq*^ a,

= *t-qI:'^A
(NS)

f d, Abkh.

NCED 924

Bezhta qb-no

Ubykh na&

*nawsi '2'

NCED 845

?Jingpho

l9-kho^

Udi p:a„

(Karen ’^khi)

Chechen si?

*g-nis

Tibetan g-nyis

'2',

(BM)

Garo g-ni

Lak nuws:a
'ram (more

'ram

?

Rengma kho-hiX}

etc.

Kab. nas,

attested

Lak kl=a

f^-ba

'ram

guest' (< '*2-

*qHwa

Khinalug k’u,

Adyge TlDSa,

yr.-old ram')

PST
reconstruction

T^-ba, Abz.

maca

in honor of a

attested

reconstruction

Adyg., Kab.

slaughtered

PEC

slaughtered in

than 2 y. old)',

honor of a

etc.

Dimasa gi-ni

*k-nij(s)
(PS)

Tangkhul khS-ni

Lushai h-ni?

guest'

3

"^swiiriHV

NCED 978

Lak sam=a

*g-sum

Tibetan g-sum

'3'

(BM)

Garo gi-thom

Khinalug

= *sim

,„,15

ps a '3'

Tabasaran

1

Adyg., Kab.

= *p(:)-aXa

pWa

(NS)

Ubykh p^’a
Abkhaz,

*bunLe '8'
NCED 314

ga-tham

jingpho

in0”Surn

Tindi biXfr-

*b-lay

Tibetan b-zi

da '8'

(BM)

Trung b-lf

=

Magar bu-li

Khwiirshi

'8'

baAa

1

Lushai pa-thum

simi-c’ur '30'
*p-X’0 (Q

Dimasa

(PS)

(PS)

Garo b-ri

” Where /A/ represents the “tr'-like lateral affricate, and /X’/ is the same glottalized.
This is obviously similar to Proto-Kartvelian *sam- ‘3’ > Georgian sam-\, Megrelian sum-'\, Laz sum, Svan
semi ‘3’ (Klimov & Xalilov 2003). This root has no deeper histoiy' in other Nostratic (Eurasiatic) languages,
and thus PK *sam- is most likely a loanword from (North) Caucasian, since the PNC root *swimHV does
have a deeper history in Sino-Caucasian (PST *stm. PY *do?r)a ‘3'). The archaic PNC root *swimHV‘3’ was
apparently lost by West Caucasian and most of East Caucasian, replaced by the innovation *AHe ‘3’ (NCED
768. 978).
Khinalug p- does not reflect a prefix: ps" is simply a regular development of PEC
(NCED 50).
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West Caucasian

East Caucasian

Sino-Tibetan

PWC

PEC

PST

attested

reconstruction

*t-x"e (C) =
^s-x^e (NS)

attested

reconstruction

meAe

Abaza pS0-

Archi

ba

'8', etc.

Ubykh SX0
Ad.

Tfia

tfa

Kab, tx^B

NCED 426"

attested

reconstruction

Jingpho

ma-li

Chechen

^l-pa ~

Tibetan

1-pa

PXi?

*b-qa
(BM)

Jingpho

ma-pa

s:u-go

Avar
Tsez

Ai-na

= ’^paH
(PS)

Lak

Gyarung

Garo

kS-mpO

bo-pa

Lushai

pa-pa

*d/k-ruk
(BM)

Tibetan

d-rug

= *Tuk

Mikir the-rok

x:u,-

Agul Ta-fud, etc.

6

*7ranAE

Chechen jalx
Lak ra^X^'

NCED 219

Chirag

rek:-

Lezgi

rugu-d

Rutul

rixi-d,

(PS)

*z a (C)
= *b-re
(NS)

Adyge, Kabardian

*2encE

ps^a
Abkhz

zva-ba,

Ab.iz.i

z'^a-ba

Ubykh

Z'^e

NCED 245

Burmese
Jingpho

etc.

10

Lepcha ta-rak

Lushai

kh-rauk

k-ru?'

pa-ruk

Dargwa W-eC-

»ts(y)i(y)

Tibetan b-CU / b-CO

Archi W-ic-

~

"^tsyay
(BM)

Lepcha

Burmese

= "[3h]Vj

Lahu

Udi w-ic:
Tab.

j-icu-

(PS)

ka-ti
chai

chi

Jingpho Ci, Sl

Table 1 does not list all Caucasian and Sino-Tibetan numerals, of course, an
exercise that would require many more pages. The idea here is to compare some
of the numeral words that exhibit prefixes in either Caucasian languages or SinoTibetan languages, or both. In the row designated as 2i there is firm evidence for
a prefix in WC, while none of the EC words have prefixes, and the putative ST
cognates (with different prefixes from WC) are isolated and dubious (most ST
languages have the root designated as 22). For the root 22 none of the Caucasian
words have prefixes (and in most of them the root is no longer a numeral but a
noun apparently referring originally to a ‘2-year old ram’). For 3 prefixes are
found only in ST (original *g- or *k- replaced by other prefixes in some
languages, and dropped in others: Burm. sum, Meithei him, etc.). For 5 various
prefixes are found in WC and ST (though the cognation of the root is dubious: see

PNC *ffia ‘5’ and PST *rjaH ‘5’ are considered to be cognate in S.A. Starostin’s Sino-Caucasian. The
putative correspondence of PNC */and PST *i) is rather unexpected, and supported by only four etymologies
in Starostin (2005a: 50), including PNC *fanhV 'fish' = PST *ij(j)a ‘fish’ (Starostin 2005: 232).
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footnote). For 6 prefixes are found only in ST, and the root itself appears only as
a relic in some EC languages.’’
We are then left with 4 and 10 as the most satisfactory etymologies, from
the standpoint of establishing firm cognates of both prefix and root. In both of
these a labial prefix (*/?-,
*w-) appears to be original. Cf also Burushaski
*w-alt- ‘4’ (with labial prefix), and *alt- ‘2’ without the prefix.'* (See below for
the possible morphological interpretation of these and other prefixes.) So
Hodgson in 1853 was already on to two of the clearest SC numeral etymologies.
As noted by Benedict and Matisoff the more conservative Tibeto-Burman
languages reflect what is apparently the older ST pattern of mixed prefixes on
numerals, e.g.:
Tibetan g-nyis ‘ 2 ’,
Dimasa^/-n/ ‘2’,

g-sum ‘ 3 ’,
gd-thdm ‘3’,

l-ija ‘ 5 ’,
bo-tja ‘5’,

d-rug ‘ 6 ’,
do ‘6’ (< *d-ruk)

In contrast to this, some ST languages have regularized their numeral paradigms
by generalizing the prefixes. E.g., “Jingpho has created a “prefix run” in the
numerals ‘3’, ‘4’, and ‘5’, by substituting its ma- prefix for the presumably
original prefixes still to be found in W[ritten]T[ibetan” (Matisoff 94, 135):
Table 2: Prefix leveling in some Sino-Tibetan (Tibeto-Burman) languages

Tibetan

Jingpo

Gyarung

Lushai

3

g-sum

ma-sum

ka-sam

pa-thum

4

b-zi

ma-lT

ka-wdi

pa-li

5

l-rja

ma-pa

ka-mpo

pa-nga

Other ST languages have dropped the prefixes altogether, e.g.: Limbu //-si,
Burmese le, Pwo Karen //, Sgaw Karen Iwi ‘4’ (cf Basque lau ‘4’). Yet further, in
some ST languages of the Lolo group the words for ‘4’ have been reduced to
single vowels, e.g. Lahu

Akha 0 ‘4’ (Matisoff 2003: 192)

By the time of our earliest recordings of Caucasian and Sino-Tibetan
languages the grammatical functions of these prefixes were already totally lost, or
at least obscured. As Benedict (1972: 96) states it: “Certain of these prefixes (*g-,
*b-, */-, *d-) have already been pointed out in connection with the numerals. In
many instances, as here, no function can be assigned to these elements, i.e. loss of
morphological utility had already occurred in proto-TB times.” But their
patterning, along with evidence from other Dene-Caucasian languages, indicates
that they are probably related in some way to the SC class prefixes (Bengtson
’’ But see Blazek (2010) for an alternative etymology of PST *d/k-ruk/*ruk ‘6’.
Within Burushaski the morphonemic relationship of /b/ and /w/ is well established, e.g. Nager Burushaski
hat ‘skin’ (free morpheme), alternating with -wat ‘skin’ as a bound morpheme (Berger 1998:1: 45).
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2008: 8Iff.). Among the East Caucasian words for ‘ten’ “several ... subgroups
[Dargwa w-ec-, Archi w-ic, Udi w-ic:; Tabasaran j-icu-, RutuI, Tsakhur, Kryz,
Budukh j-ici- ‘10’] reflect class prefixation (*w- or

*j-)\

in PWC

\*b-c^“d

‘10’] the

initial labial also goes back to a class prefix ...” (NCED 246). Apparently the
same can be said of

*b-

in Tibetan b-cu ~ b-co ‘ 10’.
•k

it

it

This comparison of Hodgson’s 1853 work with present-day DeneCaucasian theory highlights some important points: our twenty-first century
versions of Dene-Caucasian and Nostratic (as well as of Afro-Asiatic, NiloSaharan, Khoisan, Austric, and other long-range hypotheses) have been gradually
and painstakingly built by generations of scholars. Frequently, as we have seen
here, the ground laid by pioneers such as Hodgson is cultivated and weeded by a
succession of later scholars, until finally only a small fraction of the original
material remains. But the same process that causes some lexical etymologies and
grammatical paradigms to be refined, trimmed down, or eliminated leads to the
discovery of phonological and morphological rules that allow the discovery of yet
more “new” etymologies and paradigms.
The demand by some that long-range taxonomic proposals must be perfect
and complete from the outset, in order to be taken seriously, is easily seen to be
unreasonable. The ultimate goal, “ . . . a taxonomy of human languages convincing to linguists — which makes possible a universal family tree ... of
modem people,”'^ will only be realized after several generations of scholars have
gone through the stages exemplified here by B.H. Hodgson, followed by
significant contributions from Trombetti, Sapir, Bouda, and others, culminating in
the present-day Sino-Caucasian hypothesis. Even then the job is never finished, as
we continue to work toward better and better approximations of the best
expanatory models.

*******

The quote is from the ASLIP mission statement, written by founder Harold C. Fleming: ‘‘One test of [the
I Ir-Human proto-language] is to show a taxonomy of human languages - convincing to linguists - which
makes possible a universal family tree and ultimately the reconstructions of major cultural events associated
with the evolution of modem people." http: /www.aslip.ore/
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Abbreviations
BM

Proto-Tibeto-Burman reconstruction by Benedict & Matisoff (Benedict 1972;
Matisoff2003)

Bsq
Cauc

Basque

K
NS
PEC
PNC
PS
PSC
PST
PWC
PY
S
SC
ST

Old Chinese reconstruction by B. Karlgren (as cited in Matisoff 2003)

Caucasian (North)
Proto-West Caucasian reconstruction by Sadz Cirig (Chirikba 1996)

TB

Proto-West Caucasian reconstruction by Nikolayev & Starostin (NCED)
Proto-East Caucasian
Proto-(North) Caucasian
Sino-Tibetan reconstruction by Peiros & Starostin (1996)
Proto-Sino-Caucasian
Proto-Sino-Tibetan
Proto-West Caucasian
Proto-Yeniseian
Old Chinese reconstruction by S.A. Starostin (Peiros & Starostin 1996)
Sino-Caucasian (more or less = “Dene-Caucasian”; see Shevoroshkin 1988)
Sino-Tibetan
Tibeto-Burman
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Appendix A: B.H. Hodgson’s 1853 “CaucasianMongolian” comparisons “in modem dress”'”
A. ‘salt’:

Proto-North Caucasian (PNC) *cwenhV''sdXf > Chechen

tuxa, Ingush tux, Batsbi tujxi', Avar c:am, Andi c:on, Akhwakh c:ani, Chamalal sa,
Tindi c:a, Karata c:aji, Botlikh, Bagwali c:a?i, Godoberi c. aji; Tsez cijo, Hinukh
cijo, Khwarshi cijo, Bezhta ca, Hunzib c5; Lak
Abkhaz a-ca, Abaza c-^a ‘salty’ //

Dargwaze, dial. c:e ‘salt’;

Proto-Sino-Tibetan (PST) *tsa (BM)^' =

*C[u]a^j (PS)^^ ‘salt’ > Old Chinese li *dz’d (K)^^ = *3dj (8)^“ ‘salt, salty’;
Tibetan chwa ‘salt’, Gurung, Murmi tsa-tsa, Kanauri cha, Burmese chah, Bola
tha, Punii Dayang tshX, etc. //
B. ‘dog’:

? Na-Dene: cf. Navajo ’d-shUh [?a-sT:li] ‘salt’.

Basque *ho / *ho-r ‘dog’ > Zuberoan ho, hor. Low

Navarrese hor. Common Basque or ‘dog’^^ //

PNC *xHweje ‘dog’ > Batsbi

phu ‘dog’, Chechen, Ingushphu ‘male dog’; Avar hoj (hoy), Andi x^oj, Akhwakh
X^e, Chamalal, Karata, Botlikh
‘dog’; Tsez

Tindi x""^, Bagwali h^aj, Godoberi x^'’‘iji

Hinukh, Khwarshi iP^e, Bezhta wo, Hunzib

id.; Dargwa

X,a (Chirag A". •“’«); Tabasaran/«_/', Agul imj, Rutul ai/', Tsakhur x'"^, Kryz
Budukh Ao-r [cf. Basque *ho-r], Udi a.a; Khinalugpxt'Cf, PWC
*11^a
‘dog’.

(NS)^® =

‘dog’ > Abkhaz a-ld, Abaza la, Adyge, Kabardian ha, Ubykh w,a
The Proto-East Caucasian oblique base was

*xHivej-rV-.

In some languages

Budukh, Khinalug) the former oblique base became the direct form.

//

PST

(Kryz,
*k'^sy-n

These etymologies are based on those compiled by Starostin (2005b), supplemented with material from
Benedict (1972), Chirikba (1996). Matisoff (2003), NCED, Peiros & Starostin (1996). Shafer (1966-74), and
files of the Evolution of Human Language Project.
" BM indicates Tibeto-Burman model of reconstruction favored by P.K. Benedict and J.A. Matisoff (see
Benedict 1972: Matisoff 2003).
" PS indicates the Sino-Tibetan model of reconstruction favored by I. Peiros and S.A. Starostin (see Peiros &
Starostin 1996).
" K indicates the Old Chinese model of reconstruction favored by B. Karlgren (cited in Matisoff 2003).
S indicates the Old Chinese model of reconstruction favored by S.A. Starostin (see Peiros & Starostin
1996).
Basque *hor ‘dog' seems to correlate with the PEC oblique base *xHwej-rV(cf., with the form *ho
(recorded only in the Zuberoan dialect) corresponding to the direct base *xHivcje (cf Avar hoy. Bezhta wo).
*hor ‘dog’ has been displaced in most Basque dialects by the synonym *sakuf {zakur, txakur, xakur).

The symbol [.] in this and other words (see also the Dargwa, Udi, Ubykh forms) indicates
pharyngealization of the preceding consonant (NCED [1]).
" A very odd change of voiceless uvular fricative to pharyngealized voiced lateral affricate (!). but it appears
to be regular in at least two roots. See NCED (61, 561, 1074) and the oddly similar form in Proto-Kiranti
*khle ‘dog’ (Thulung khiea, etc.).
NS indicates the Proto-West Caucasian model of reconstruction favored by Nikolayev & Starostin (see
NCED).
Q indicates the Proto-West Caucasian model of reconstruction favored by Sadz (jlirig (see Chirikba 1996).
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*qh^i-n (PS) ‘dog’ > Old Chinese it *k'iwdn (K) = *k}n-n (S)

(> Beijing chyan^, Guangzhou hyn^\ Shanghai chyd\ etc.); Tibetan khji (khyi),
Digaro nkwi, Magar tsiu, Chepang kuj? = kwi, Thulung khlea, khleya, khlewa,
Bahing khli-tsa, Kaling khle-tp, Kulung khe-ha, Limbu khya-ha-, Burmese khwijh
= khwe, Maru kha, Mpi khm^, Lahu yhif

Samong (Hpon) t^khwi, Kachin

(Jingpho) guf^gwi, Jili takMf, Nung tdgi, Trung c/a’-ga’; Mikir hi, Mru ta-kui\
Lushai ui; Tiddim ?w/, Chokri Naga tisi, Angami Naga tefa (< *d-lf '9y); Karen
thwi ‘dog’"” // Na-Dene: cf. Eyak/awa- ‘dog’,/awo ‘growl’, Athabascan
‘growl’ (Navajo -ghqq, Tanaina -van, Hupa -wan, etc. Krauss & Leer 1981: 71,
141); Haida (Alaskan)/a ‘dog’, x^y ‘the dog’, (Skidegate)/o,
C. ‘ear’:

‘dog’.

PNC ^rwanTV'eaf > Avar ’iin, Andi /lan-tika, Akhwakh

hd-de, Chamalal anna, Tindi /zfln-k’ita, Karata han-fika, Botlikh han-fuKa,
Bagwali hfl-kita; Tsez ahja, Hinukh ayx^i, Khwarshi dhi, Bezhta ciKd, Hunzib dm;
Proto-Lezgian *?^am: ‘ear’"** > Lezgi jab, Tabasaran ib, Agul ib-ur, Rutul ub-iir,
Kryz ih-ir, Budukh ib-ir; Udi im-ux ‘ear’. //

PST *rlg-na (BM) = ^nsH{VS)

‘ear’ > Old Chinese 5 *hiag (K) = *nha? (S) (> Beijing
Guangzhouy’T', Shanghai fllT

Meixian hf,

etc.); Tibetan r-na, Kham or-na, Abor-Miri nyo-

rung, Lepcha {a-)nyor, Bhramu ka-na, Sunwar no-pha, Tulung no-kphla, wo-phla,
na-phla, Kaling tje-co, Dumi iji-co, Limbu ne-phak, Kulung no-bo, Yamphu nd?ak, Chang non, Garo na-tsil, Moshang na, Burmese nah, Maru no, Lahu no-po,
Mpi n;“-pha‘, Kachin (Jingpho) no’, Rawang o-no, Trung ac'-na^, Mikir no, etc. //
Proto-Yeniseian (PY) *?>gde / *?>qtV ‘ear’ > Ket agde, Yug oxtiq, Arin
utkenorj, lltqonorj, Pumpokol atkin ‘ear’.

Historically the PY form is a compound *7o(N)

+gde / *?j(N)+dge, analogous to Proto-Andian *han+lcifa / *han+(ik’a ‘ear’ (see above).

D. ‘blood’:

Basque *huin ‘marrow, brain, pith’ > Lapurdian hnih,fuih

‘marrow, pith’, Low Navarrese hun ‘marrow, pith, brain’, Zuberoan htin
‘marrow’, hm-hiin ‘brain’, Bizkaian un ‘marrow, pith’, gar-wn ‘brain’, etc. //
PEC */iFve7nV‘blood’ > Avar han ‘meat’; Andi hin ‘blood’, Akhwakh hint, dial.
hi ‘blood’; Tsez e, Hinukh ijo, Bezhta he, Hunzib haj ‘blood’; Lak uj Dargwa hi
(Tsudakhar, Kharbuk he); Lezgi /-(wi), Tabasaran /-(fi), Agul i?, Rutul a-bir,
Tsakhur e-b ‘blood’ //

PST *s-hyway (BM) =

(PS) ‘blood’ > Old

Cf. the convergent phonetic development in Cauc: Batsbi phu ‘dog'.
Some more doubtful additions: Proto-Yeniseian *?i?i-n ( ~ x-, -c.-, -y-) 'puppy' > Ket in-tip / i:n-tip^, Yug
kn-cip^. plural k-cap^. (A compound with PY *cip dog') // Burushaski *huk ‘dog', if it can be analyzed as
*hu-k (with an old diminutive suffix).
” With phaiyngealized glottal stop [?, ]: cf the notes to Tsez K^^aj ‘dog’, etc., above.
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Chinese jk *x^wet (K) = *s-whT-t (S) ‘blood’ (>Beijing sie, Guangzhou hyf^,
Shanghai syii^, etc.); Lepcha vi, a-vi, Adi iyi, Kanauri sui, Bunan su, Chepang wi
~ wei, Vayu vi, Magar hyu [hii], Bahing hu-si, Kaling, Kulung hi, Dumi hi, Garo
avL-tsi, Dimasa thi, Burmese s-wijh = swe, Lahu (D-)sf, Maru sa, Kachin (Jingpho)
saf - sai, Lushai thi, Mikir vi, Meithei i, Mao Naga o-zhi ‘blood’; Tibetan ji (yi)
‘spirit’, etc. //

? Na-Dene: Proto-Athabascan

'‘brain’ > Navajo

‘atsiighqq’ /?a-ci-ya-?/ ‘(someone’s) brain’, Ahtna -ciya-n, Carrier -cinyay, etc.:
compound

of *ci-?-

‘head’ +

a

(?) (Krauss & Leer 1981: 37, 117); Cf. Zuberoan Basque

bur-htin ‘head-pith, i.e. brain’, above.

E. ‘four’:

Basque *lau ‘four’ > lau in all dialects, with suffix lau-r in

northeastern dialects. //

Proto-West Caucasian (PWC) *p(:)dXd (NS)^^ = *p^d

(t^)^'* ‘four’ > Adyge, Kabardian ipXd, Ubykh yXd, Abkhaz, Abaza psa-ba.
seems to be cognate with East Caucasian ‘eight’ (4x2):

This root

PEC *bunLe (~ *bunLa) ‘eight’ >

Chechen, Ingush barh, Batsbi bar A; Avar mzX-go, Audi bej/C:i-gu, Akhwakh
biX:i-da-he, Chamalal beK:i-da, Tindi, Karata, Botlikh, Godoberi biXi-da,
Bagwali biXz-ra; Tsez biA-no, Hinukh beA-no, Khwarshi baAa, Bezhta beA-na,
Hunzib beA-no; Lak maj-; Dargwa gehe-\; Lezgi muzu-d, Tabasaran mirzi-h,
Agul muja-d, Rutul mije-d, Tsakhur tnoli-Wa, Kryz miyi-d, Budukh mijd-d, Archi
meAe, Udi muir, Khinalug inlc ‘eight’ //

Burushaski *w-alt- ‘four’’^ > Yasin

waltu, walte, Hunza, Nagar walto, walti.

Cf. Bur. *alto ‘two’, without the labia) prefix,

and *altamb-

‘8’

(Bengtson

& Blazek 2011: 40, 53-54). //

PST *b-hy (BM) = *P-llj (PS)

‘four’ > Old Chinese E3 *siad (K) = *slhij-s (S) (> Beijing sij, Xiamen
sP\ Guangzhou §P\ Shanghai

(lit.),

etc.); Tibetan b-zi; Digaro kaprei, Magar buli,

Chepang ploi, Vayu bli, Thulung bli ~ bid, Kaling ‘bhdl, Dumi balikpi; Garo bri,
Dimasa biri; Mikir phli, Lushai pali, Meithei mari, Angami da, die, Chokri da,
Kezhamapedi, Liangmai madai, Mao padei, Mzieme m(a)dai, Nruanghmei
padei, Serna bidhi, Tangkhul mati, Zeme medai; Burmese lijh = le, Maru byit,
Lahu o", Akha 0'; Kachin (Jingpho) m3li= mdli^; Nung abyi, Trung bW, Pwo
Karen li, Sgaw Karen Iwi, etc.
F. ‘ten’:

PEC *2encE> Chechen, Ingush itt, Batsbi it’t) Avar and-,

Andi hoco-, Akhwakh aca-, Chamalal aca-, Tindi, Karata haca-; Tsez oci-no,
Hinukh oce-no, Khwarshi iici-n, Bezhta flcb-na, Hunzib occo-n; Lak ad; Dargwa
” NS indicates the Proto-West Caucasian model of reconstruction favored by Nikolayev & Starostin (see
NCED).
C indicates the Proto-West Caucasian model of reconstruction favored by Sadz C'r*g (see Chirikba 1996).
Burushaski -It- (< *-tl-) is the regular correspondence to Caucasian lateral affricates (Bengtson & Blazek
2011:36-41).
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wed--, Lezgi cu-, Tabasaran/zcw-, Agul icu-, RutuI, Tsakhur, Kryz, Budukh;z«-,
Archi w-ic, Udi w-icv, Khinalug jzzfzz; PWC *h-c'^d > Abkhaz zva-ba, Abaz. z®flba, Adyge, Kabardian psd, Ubykh z'^a ‘ten’ //

PST *ts(y)i(y) ~ *tsyay (BM) =

Yjwy (PS) > Tibetan h-cu (in comp, b-co), Dakpa chi, Lepcha ka-Zz, Garo ci =
tsi, Dimasa dzi, Moshang rok-iz, Namsang \-tsi, Kachin (Jingpho) sd = (t)sT,
Burmese chaj = chai, Bola thad^. Tabu chi, Karen shi, etc. //

PY *tu2-v) ‘10’

(in words for ‘20, 30, 40’, etc.) > Kott -thukrj, Arin -thuy, -tuy (alternative origin
suggested by Blazek 2010).

it

-k

-k

-k

-k

-k

Appendix B: Some interesting phonetic convergences^®
‘salt’:

‘dog’:

‘ear’:

(Cauc) Chechen tuxa

tha

(Cauc) Tindi

c:a

(ST) Kanauri

cha,

(Bsq)LowNav.

hor

(Cauc) Budukh

Xor

(Cauc) Batsbi

phu

(ST) Lahu

phi"

(Cauc) Rutul

XU (xiy)

(ST) Tibetan

khji (khyi)

(Cauc) Abkhaz

a-lci,

(ST) Bahing

khli-tsa,

(Cauc) Dargwa

X.a

(ND) Haida

XdXd

(Cauc) Chamalal

anna

(ST) Rawang

3-na, Moshang na

(Cauc) Tindi

/zzzn-kifa

(Yen) Ket

a-gde®

(Cauc) Karata

/zflzz-tika

(Yen) Pumpokol

a-tkin

hun

(Cauc) Avar

han

hi, Agul Z?

(ST) Kaling

hi, Dumi hJ ‘blood’

lau, lau-T

(ST) Burmese

lijh = le,

(ST) Mikir

phli,

(ST) Tibetan

bzi

(Cauc) Ad., Kab. ipsd

(ST) Tibetan

bcu

(Cauc) Tsez

(ST) Namsang

i-tsi

‘blood’: (Bsq)LowNav.
(Cauc) Dargwa
‘four’: (Bsq)

Abaza

Ict

"marrow’, etc.

(Cauc) Ad., Kab pXa
(Cauc) Abkhaz
‘ten’:

(ST) Bola

ph-ha

OCi-no

Burmese

chah

Kaling

‘meat", Andi

khle-p

hin

Sgaw Karen

Lushai pali

Unless noted otherwise, meanings are the same as the canonic gloss in left column. See
Appendix A for full particulars.
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The myth of rapid linguistic change IV:
The evidence from Afroasiatic
Jonathan Sherman Morris
Sao Paulo, Brazil
ABSTRACT
This paper analyses a Coptic/Egyptian Swadesh list but also takes the novel step of
exploring the Afroasiatic cognates of entries, showing, in particular, the extensive existence of
Chadic cognates. A diseussion of the process of desertifieation of the Sahara leads the author to
conclude that Egyptian and Chadic languages have been spatially isolated from eaeh other at least
since 3500 BCE and probably for several millermia longer. Furthermore, the relative absenee of
such cognates in Cushitic languages or Berber argues against extensive borrowing due to trade
during the Dynastic period. The implications of these findings are that the only extensive
irmovation between Old Egyptian and Coptic is loss of vocabulary and that words which are not
documented for the first time until the Middle Kingdom or later must have been present during the
earliest stages of Egyptian. A superficial reading of the time depth of such data will give rates of
lexical replacement whieh agree with the conventional ones used in glottochronology of 20% or so
per millennium, but this study shows how such figures are grossly distorted due to a failure to
appreciate the implications of comparative (and specifically Chadic) data and that the true rates of
change are much lower.

INTRODUCTION
The fourth part of this serial essay' attempts to extend the conclusions reached
for Latin and Greek in the first three sections to a non-Indo-European language family. In
particular, it was shown that a) the main phonological changes tended to take place at a
relatively early stage or were not really phonological changes at all but merely the
adoption of dialectal variants as a standard language, b) the main changes on a Swadesh
list were overwhelmingly due to internal borrowing rather than to massive phonological
change or external borrowing and that there were very few ‘new’ words which had not
been extensively documented in the classical language, albeit with a slightly different
meaning. These findings evidently begged the question as to whether these changes were
specific to Latin and Greek or whether they were universally valid, and it seemed to this
author that the only way to resolve this issue was to repeat the exercise for other language
families.
There are nevertheless very few language groups for which this is possible, due
to the need, not only for large volumes of linguistic/dialectal data covering at least 3
millennia and most importantly, which provides material for dating linguistic changes,
but also for high quality comparative etymological dictionaries/databases. Indeed,
Semitic, which would seem to be a natural candidate, falls down on the latter count and
will continue to do so until Militarev or another scholar produces a comprehensive
comparative et3miological dictionary rivalling the ambition of the classic Indo-European
ones.

' Previously in Mother Tongue: “The myth of rapid linguistic change (debunked by the Romance
languages).” MT XIII; 41-61 (2008); “The myth of rapid linguistic change: Part II.” MTXIV: 51-72 (2009);
“The myth of rapid linguistic change III: The evidence from Greek.” MT XV: 79-100 (2010).
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This analysis is nevertheless possible for Coptic/Egj'ptian, using Crum’s^ large
and comprehensive Coptic dictionary, the Coptic etymological dictionaries by Vycichl^
and Cemy"*, the classic Egyptian dictionary by Erman and Grapow^, the incipient
Egyptian etymological dictionary by Takacs^, more general works on Afroasiatic by Orel
/ Stolbova ^ and Dolgopolsky *, and most notably Militarev / Stolbova / Orel’s
contributions to Starostin’s database on his Tower of Babel site’, which provide the
foundations for such an analysis.
This paper thus repeats the approach of the previous sections, by taking a
Swadesh list for Coptic and researching every entry. The list presented in this study is
thus comprehensive for Coptic but not for Egyptian, since this would have expanded the
scope of the work without necessarily adding much to the conclusion. If, for example, we
consider the entry for ‘sun’, we have ‘itn, r\ 5W,
as basic Egyptian entries, the first and
last of which survive into Coptic as

ph

[re] and

otocin

[uein], but if we were to embark on

a full analysis of Egyptian, we would have to also look at designations for the sun,
references for the sun as beetle, with uraeus (stylized Egyptian cobra, a symbol of divine
authority), together with the moon, references to Sun gods, etc., which may appear to be
embedded in a literary/mythological context in Egyptian, but are the conventional words
for ‘sun’, e.g. hsy, which appears as Sun god during the Middle Kingdom, but which is
cognate with Central Chadic words for ‘day’.

THE TRANSITION FROM ANCIENT EGYPTIAN TO COPTIC: LESS
INNOVATION THAN MEETS THE EYE
Written records of Egyptian are more or less continuous over three millennia
from the Early Dynastic Period at the start of the 3"^“^ millennium BCE until Roman times.
While the language was highly standardised for administrative/religious purposes, this
standard shifted over time, not least, no doubt, because the location of the capital
changed. Egyptian ultimately evolved into the Coptic dialects, which began to be
transcribed in Greek letters in the C' century CE. While the Sahidic dialect of Upper
Egypt was dominant in pre-Islamic times, from the 9* century CE onwards, it lost ground
to the Bohairic dialect of the Nile delta, which is now the main language for the liturgy of
the Coptic church and the only variety still spoken, albeit by only some 300 Copts, most
of whom live outside in Canada and Australia. Other dialects were also documented in
the pre- and early Islamic era, notably Akhmimic, spoken in the Akhmim region around
450 km South of Cairo, Fayumic, spoken around the Fayum depression and Lycopolitan,
spoken around Lycopolis (now Assyut), 360 km South of Cairo. Several other dialects
are attested but do not appear on the present Swadesh list.
The following table presents data on the lexical items on Militarev’s 100-item
Swadesh list
and follows his numbering. It nevertheless goes well beyond a
conventional Swadesh list by attempting to date the first appearance of each entry in

^
^
’’
’’
^

Crum, W. E., A Coptic Dictionary, Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1939.
Vyeichl, W., Dictionnaire etymologique de la langue copte, Peeters, 1983.
Cerny, J., Coptic Etymological Dictionary, Cambridge 1976.
Erman A., Grapow H., Worterbuch der aegyptischen Sprache Bd. I-V (1926-1931), VI (1950), VII (1971).
Takacs, G., Etymological Dictionaiy of Egyptian, Leiden, 1999-.
’’ V.E Orel & O.V. Stolbova, Hamito-Semitic Etymological Dictionaiy: Materials for a Reconstivetion.
Leiden, 1995.
** Dolgopolsky, A., Nostratic Dictionaiy, Cambridge 2008.
® http;//starling.rinet.ru/cgi-bin/main.cgi?flags=eygtnnl
Militarev, A., “Towards a Chronologx' of Afrasian (Afroasiatic) and its Daughter Families.'" in C. Renfrew,
A. McMahon and L. Trask, eds. Time Depth in Historical Linguistics, pp. 267—310.
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Egyptian, with data for the Ancient Egyptian Pyramid texts (26* century BCE) and for
the Coptic dialects. Where an Ancient Egyptian form is given, the implication is that it
occurs in the Pyramid texts, representing the oldest Egyptian texts unless otherwise
stated. For reasons of space, the full list with details of all of the Affoasiatic cognates is
shown in the appendix.
Entries under ‘First presence in Egyptian’ are as follows:
Old Kingdom:
Pyramid texts:
Middle Kingdom:
New Kingdom:
- IS* dynasty:
-19* dynasty:
- 20* dynasty:
Third intermediate period:
- 22“'' dynasty:
Late period:
- Demotic
Ptolemaic period:
Coptic period:

2686-2181 BCE, coincides with ‘Old Egyptian’
written during the Old Kingdom, from
2400-2181 BCE
2055-1650 BCE, coincides with speaking of
‘Middle Egyptian’
1550-1069 BCE, coincides with ‘New Egyptian’
1550-1292 BCE, which includes the Amarna
period (1353-1292 BCE),
1292-1187 BCE,
1187-1069 BCE
1069-664 BCE
943-716 BCE
664-332 BCE
spoken 700-100 BCE, but most texts date to
685-525BCE
332-30 BCE
300 BCE-1500 CE

The table also refers to the Sarcophagus texts, which date from 2200-1500 BCE,
Medical texts, most of which were written during the Middle and New Kingdom (20001200 BCE), Mathematical texts, most of which were written during the Middle
Kingdom (2100-1700 BCE) and the Book of the Dead (written after 1550 BCE). Given
the existence of oral traditions, dates for words are unlikely to represent their earliest
occurrences.
Coptic forms are given as stated in Vycichl/Crum, with letters in brackets
indicating the relevant dialect, hence: (A): Akhmimic, (B): Bohairic, (F): Fayumic, (L):
Lycopolitan, (O): Old Coptic (representing a variety of dialects), (P): Proverbs, (S):
Sahidic, Phonetic transcriptions of Coptic words follow Dolgopolsky's key (p. 2722 of
his Nostratic Dictionary).
Entries in the ‘Present in Coptic’ column mainly consist of a simple YES or
NO, although some abbreviations are present. (SC) - semantic change, refers to cases of
meaning shift from Egyptian to Coptic. (CPD) - compound, refers to cases where the
Coptic word is a compound of older words, attested individually in Egyptian. Hence
«ecTe,HT (SB) means ‘basket’ + ‘heart’. The individual lexical items are evidently
attested at an earlier date, but not as a compound until Coptic.
The final column ‘Affoasiatic cognates’ states whether cognates for
Egyptian/Coptic words are present in other Affoasiatic languages, notably Berber,
Semitic and Chadic. These comparisons are drawn predominantly from Militarev’s
entries in Starostin’s ‘Tower of Babel’ database, but also from ‘Dolgopolsky’s Nostratic
dictionary (D-i-number), Orel/Stolbova (OS+number) or Gabor Takacs’ Egyptian
etymological dictionary (T-l-number) and are presented in detail in the appendix. The term
‘YES’ indicates that these authors are satisfied that cognates exist. In addition, I have
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researched my own etymologies in their works which appear particularly plausible and
labelled these as POSSIBLE. The term BORROWING indicates that the Egyptian form is
itself a borrowing from another Affoasiatic language (mainly Semitic). The term NO
means that this author was unable to find any cognates, but since I claim no expertise in
these languages, I am open to correction.

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF EXPANDED SWADESH LIST
No.

English

Ancient
Egyptian

psh

__i

Coptic

Afroasiatic
cognates

e,ai.XHT

[halet] (SB),

aiX£-r€

[halete] (A)

Late

n«)e,c [pohs] (S)

Pyramid

YES

xtoKc [loks] (S),

New Kingdom

POSSIBLE
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7vk6c

[Ikes],
[lox] (S),
[lux] (SB),

[lox] (B)
Xxnci [laps!] (B)

Pyramid

YES

YES

ueg,pu) [mehro] (S)

Coptic

YES
(CPD)

YES

oveou [uom] (SB),

Pyramid

YES (SC)

YES

Coptic

YES

NO

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

uwoT [mnot] (B)

Pyramid

YES

YES

ekiBe [ekibe],

Middle
Egyptian

YES

NO

KxiixaH [kalahe] (SFL)

Coptic

YES
(CPD)

NO

xtoB^b [lobs] (SL),

Sarcophagus
texts

YES

YES

Pyramid

NO

NO

Pyramid

YES

YES

Middle
Egyptian

YES

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

YES

NO

cmjau [sosm] (S)

Medical texts

YES

YES

3sr

ropsa [brs] (S)

Pyramid

YES

YES

tk3

TiK [tik],'r(B6'[t6c]

Pyramid

YES

YES

Demotic

YES

YES

orext [uem] (SB)
KuxDKE [hooke],
scoTOTKE [3uuke] (S)

8

BLACK

km

KXME [kame] (SA),
xxuE Oame] (B), k.e«;

[kemi],
KEu [kem] (F)

9

BLOOD

znf

cMoq [snof] (SB),
CKtBOBq [snuuf] (S),
cwioq [snofj (B)

10

BONE

ks

Kxc [kas] (SB),
KEc [kes] (L)

11

BREAST

mnd

kiBe [kibe] (S),
Kiqi [kifi] (B),

kiBi [kibi] (F)

12

BURN (tr.)

nbj

xoBja [lobS] (B)?
nsr

SxiTi. [clil] (B),
Kp«)u [krom] (S)
uoTa [muh] (SB),
uoa [mob] (B)
rkh

ptoKa [rokh] (SB),
PEKa [rekh] (SB),
poxa [rokh] (SB)

(S), ea)K [t*’6k], eoxi
[t^osi] (B)
scEpo [3ero] (S), ffspo

[cero] (B), XEpE [3ere]
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1
13

(S), scepo [3ero] (S)
New Kingdom

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

New Kingdom

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

K?i.oo7ie [kloole] (S)

Pyramid

YES

YES

kBs. [kba],

Pyramid

YES

YES

Demotic

YES

NO

Middle

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

uor [mu] (SBALF)

Pyramid

YES

YES

nu)?i.5t [p6l3]

Coptic

YES (SC)

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

NO

YES

Late

YES

SCO'*’') [jUf] (SB), scioq
[30f] (SB), !!COC^ [30f]
(B)

CLAW,
NAIL

'nt

cieiB [eieib],
eiB [eib] (S),
leB [ieb], ;hB [ieb] (B)

14

CLOUD

‘igP

Sine [cipe] (S),

6'hixi [cepi] (B)
krr

15

COLD

kbb

kBo [kbo] (S),
xBoB [k^ob] (B)
t»pjs) [6r§] (S),
&poj£) [aro§] (S),
aposB [hros] (B)
au)5£ [h63] (B)

Kingdom/
Demotic

16

COME

£. [ei] (S), „ [ii] (B)
WHV [new] (S),
«HOT [new] (B)

17

18

DIE

DOG

mwt

'i3w
oTaop [uhor] (S, B),

YES
(BORROWING)

oTatope [uhore] (S)
6kTionoT [calopu],

Coptic

YES

YES
(BORROWING)

Ki.7i.onoT [kalopu] (S),
ekTiin [calap] (F)

19

DRINK

zwr

cm [so] (SB),

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

c£- [se-] (SB),
coo- [soo-] (S),
CO- [so-] (B)

snk

cwnK [sonk] (SB), also
cwMK [somk], conur
[somg] (S)

20

DRY

ssw

jaoove [soue] (S),
ta^tolre [sa(o)ue] (S),
jBi.Teie [saueie] (A),
tamoTi [swui] (B),
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[§auei] (F),
{jjovmoT

EAR

[Suou] (SAAB)

'idn
msdr

[maa3e] (S),

us.a.x6

Pyramid

NO

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Middle
Kingdom

YES

YES

IS'^Dyn.

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Coptic

YES
(CPD)

NO

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES (SC)

YES

Ptolemaic

YES

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

Old Egyptian

YES

YES

Old Egyptian

YES

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

NO

YES

18'''Dyn.

YES

NO

Medical Texts

YES

YES

19“'Dyn.

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

NO

[mas3] (B),

ua.jBSC

u€5£ [nie3] (F),
[masta] (P),
[meSt] (S)

uejyT

22

EARTH

t3

TO

[to] (S), «o [t'’o] (B)

[kah] (SAL),

K«.a

[kahi] (B),

K.».ai

K.ea' [kehi] (F)
'itn

23

EAT

warn

€iTM

[eitn] (S),

iTen

[iten] (B)

ormu [worn] (S),
oreu- [wem-] (S),
orou [worn] (S)
u€a-p<"

[meh-ro] (S),

u&a-pio

[mah-ro] (B);
[meh-het] (S),

«€a-a«T
ux.a-js«T

24

25

EGG
EYE

swh.t

'lit

[mah-xet] (B)

cooTae

[souhe] (S),

cmoTai

[souhi] (B)

[eia] (S)

eis.

[bal] (SB),
BeJv [bel] (ALFO)
'n, jn

26

FAT (noun)

[keni] (B)

Kem

'd

27

FEATHER

[knne] (S),

KHfie

[6t] (SB)

o)T

sw-t
uHa€

[mehe] (S),

uea> [mehi] (B)

28

HRE

Kwa’’' [koht] (SALF)

sd.t

K.pa>u

[krbm] (S),

xpmu

[k^’rom] (B),

xxrnu

[k''l6m] (F)

ci.Te
ca.».
CO

[sate] (SA),

[saa] (S),

[so] (S),

cee [see] (A),
ci.L [sat] (B, F)
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1
29

nsH

3bt

Pyramid

NO

YES

dr

Pyramid

NO

YES

Sarcoph. texts

NO

YES

rmw

P*.u€

pa.s.u6
ps-ui

YES

Pyramid

[rame] (S),
[raame] (S),

[rami] (B)
Ptolemaic

YES

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

[hoi] (SABF)

Pyramid

YES (SC)

YES

[pat] (S),

IS'^Dyn.

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Book of the

YES

YES

Old Egyptian

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

POSSIBLE

Old Egyptian

YES

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

YES

YES

Middle
Kingdom

YES

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

YES

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

NO

YES

New Kingdom

YES

POSSIBLE

cip [sir] (S)

Middle
Kingdom

YES

YES

5COK [30k] (SA),

Presumably

YES

YES

tBt [tbt] (S),
'reB'r [tebt] (B)

30
31

FLY (verb)

pay, p3w

FOOT

n«.T

[p'’et] (B)
rd

P».T

[rat] (S),

(S),

peT

pHT

[ret],

[ret]

peeT

[reet] (S)
oTEpHTc [wemte] (S),
ovpiTe [urite] (L),
orpH-re [urete] (SAL),

orput [umt] (F)
6s.7iost [calo3] (B),

Dead

[calas] (F)

32

FULL

mh

ueg,
a-a

33

GIVE

rdy, rdd

[meh],

[mah] (SB)

+ [ti] (SB), Taa [taa]
(S), THi [tei] (B)

(3wt)

av [aw], are [awe],
aTEi [awei] (S), ari-c

[awi-s] (B)

34

GOOD

nfr

wovqe [nufe] (S),
wovqi [nufi] (B)
KawoT [nanu] SAF),
wawE [nane] (B)

35

GREEN

w3d

36

HAIR

sny-w

OTTOT [wot] (SB)

qa) [fb], B«) [bo], OTOJ

[wo] (S), 'Htoe [foe] (S),
cjore [file] (S), B«i)e

[boe]. Bo [bo] (S), qiBi
[fbi] (S), qooec [foes]
(S)
sr

Late

scaK bak] (S)
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37

HAND

dr

Pyramid

YES

YES

New Kingdom

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Ki-p*. [kara] (S)

Presumably late

YES

YES

scroat [303] (SB)

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Literary texts.

NO

YES

Tc»pe

[tore] (SAL),

-rropi

[tori] (B),
[toll] (F)

Six [ci3] (S),

[313]

XIX

(B),

Kiac [ki3] (P),
6;6'[cic]

(S),

scixe, [3i3h] (F)
38

HEAD

tP

s.nc

[ape] (SAL),

i4>£ [ap'’e] (SAL),
&.nH

[ape] (F)
(BORROWING)

dSdS

39

HEAR

smt
sdm

CTOTM

[sotm]

(S),

[sotem]

ccBTEM

cjltu [satm]

(B),

(SAL),

co»u [sot*’m] (B)
40

HEART

’ib

t6 [6b] (0)

hJ.t-y

aHT

[het] (SB),

e,TH

[hte] (S),

aoH

[ht^e] (B)

idr

Late period.

41

HORN

42

I

43

KILL

[tap] (SB)

Pyramid

YES

YES

[hob] (AB)

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Middle
Egyptian

YES

YES

mss-t

Pyramid

NO

YES

See note

18‘''Dyn.

YES

YES

Book of the
Dead

YES

POSSIBLE

See note

Pyramid

YES

YES

£i«e [eime] (S),

New Kingdom

YES

YES

db

Tin

b

at»B

’ink

a.noK [anok] (SB),
in«.K [anak] (ALE)

sms

jjovovT [muut] (S),
uevT [mewt] (S),
uoovT [mout] (S),
umoTT [mout] (B)
a«)T6

[both] (S),

itoTefi

44

KNEE

[j^oteb] (B)

ns,T

[pat] (S),

cj>«.T

[p'’at] (B)

SiTLoat [calo3] (B),
6».?ia.a£ [cala3] (F)
45

KNOW

rh

£ui [emi] (B),

uue [mme] (AL),
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£iui, i«i [eimi, imi] (F)
swn

[sown] (S),

COOTH

LEAF

YES

YES

Amama

YES

YES

Medical texts

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

POSSIBLE

Middle
Egyptian

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Not Clear

YES

[soun] (B)

ciBOTew

46

Late Egyptian

(drdr-)
6o>6e [cobe] (SAL),
StotoBe [cowbe] (S),
xtoBi [hobi] (B),
6«)Bi [cobi] (F)

47

LIE

sdr.

[sairi] (B)

{SjjLipi

48

49

LIVER

LONG

myz-t

3wy
See note

[saiere] (S),

^&.i£pe

X1KOTK

[nkotk],

wKOTe

[nkote] (S),

jiKa.T£

[nkate] (SSA)

u*.orc£

[mause],

Ma.orct

[mausi] (Old)

(DOT

[ou] (B)

Pyramid

YES

YES

5SJIS.I

[§iai] (SB)

New Egyptian

YES (SC)

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

YES (SC)

YES

(S),
cm [sip] (B)

Middle

YES

YES

e,7io)u [hlom],

Late Egyptian

YES

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

m}ot[ni§ti] (B),
«o6'[noc] (S)
50

LOUSE

zby

ciB [sib]

Egyptian

g,7vo« [hlom] (S),

51

MAN

riTg

?i£a?i£u

[lehlem],

7i£a7iH«

[lehlem] (B)

ptt)«€

[rome] (S),

pcMui

[romi] (B),

Titoui [lomi] (F)

52

MANY

z

ci

hh

aia[hah] (S)

Pyramid

YES

NO

»iHHyj£ [meese] (S),

Middle
Kingdom

YES

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

YES

YES

Old Kingdom/
Borrowing

YES

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

YES

YES

[sa]

(SB)

[mes] (B)
's3

n&.^£- [na§e-],
[naso] (SAABF)
but also s.^a.1 [asai] (SB),
«.^£t [asei] (A),
j,^«£i [asnei] (AF),
i.jaseiTe
£«i.T£
uua.T£

53

MEAT

'if

[aSeeite] (SB)

[emate],
[mmate] (S)

[afj (SB),
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1
54

55

MOON

MOUNTAIN

■

[aaf] (SF),
eq [ef] (ALO)

Pyramid

YES

POSSIBLE

mn(.t)

19'720“’ Dyn.

YES

NO

hSs't

Pyramid

NO

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

Middle
Kingdom

YES

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

YES

YES

22"“* Dyn.

NO

YES

18'" Dyn.

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

wsrt

Pyramid

NO

YES

m3

Pyramid

YES

YES

Old Kingdom?

YES

POSSIBLE

Book of the Dead,

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES (SC)

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

dw

Jog,

[ioh] (B),

[eoh],

[ooh] (SAL),

ajLg,

[aah] (F)

[tOU]

TOOT

r3

po

(S),

[tow] (B),

[taw] (ALF)

TiT

MOUTH

[ioh] (O),

oog,

TtOOT

56

nog,

ecBg,

(SB)

[ro]

wt
[paiece] (A)

nii€6e

57

NAME

m

pa.M [ran] (SB), pen
[ren] (AL),

[len]

(F), pi« [rin] (P)
k3
58

NECK

[manh] (S),

ujLHg,

U4X [mak’’] (S),
uoKg,

[mokh] (A),

u€Hg,

[menh] (A),

«€g,x [mehk'’] (0)
nhb.t

»iaLg,6

[nahb] (S),

ii^g,q

[nahf] (S),

iia.g,6£

[nahbe] (B),

waLg,oTi

[nahui] (B),

Meg,Bi [nehbi] (F)

bb

g,a.g, [hah] (S),

[xax] (B)
59

NEW

uoTi

[mui],

uoTOTi

[muui] (F)

Bppe [brre] (S),
Bepi [beri] (B)
J0JS.I [sai] (S)
60

NIGHT

wh-t

oTtyH
oT&i
OTJSJI

grh

New Kingdom

[usn] (SAAF),
[uX2i] (A),
[usi] (F),

6(upg, [borh] (SLF),
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6(«P*.a [borah] (S),
xmpa [36rh] (BO),
5cajp€5c [36re3] (B),

€5£(«pa [e36rh] (B)

61

NOSE

nn

Pyramid

NO

YES

ssrJt

Pyramid

NO

YES

fnd

Pyramid

sr.t

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

New Kingdom

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

5a»- [sa] (S),

YES

j9».i [sai] (B),
j0€£ [see],
jOeen-T [seept] (AF)
62

NOT

■

" [n] (SB)

[an] (SB),
£« [en] (ALE)

uuH, «H [mme, me]
(SAA),

uuoH [mmon] (F),
MHT [met] (SB)
63

ONE

w‘

Masc. otjl [ua] (S),

ovjli [uai] (B), Fern.
ov£i [uei] (S),
ovi [ui] (B)
64

PERSON

zy

cs, [sa] (SB)

Pyramid

YES

YES

rmt

pottue [rome] (SA),

Pyramid

YES

YES

aojov [hou] (SABF)

Pyramid

YES

POSSIBLE

uothojjsji [munoSi]

Coptic

YES

YES

pioui [romi] (B),
Jvtoui [lomi] (F)

65

RAIN

hw.t

(CPD)

(B)
66

RED

tr, dSr

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

«HP5a [mers] (SB)

Medical texts

YES

NO

OTO£t [UOei] (S), OTOI

Pyramid

YES

YES

Old Kingdom

YES

POSSIBLE

Pyramid

YES

YES

19*Dyn.?

YES

POSSIBLE

Tcopij) [tors] (SA)

’ins

67

ROAD

W3.t

[uoi] (B),

[uaei],

oTa.£i£ [uaeie] (L)
(mtn)

uoeiT [moeit] (S),
utBiT [mbit] (B)

hr.t

am [bin] (SEE),
am [bin],
ai*. [bia] (F)
aoovTM [boute] (S),
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[huten] (F)

aoT-ren
68

69

ROOT

ROUND

Pyramid

NO

YES

Medical texts
Certainly since
the 18*Dyn.

YES
(CPD)

YES

dhn

Pyramid

NO

YES

sny

Pyramid

YES (SC)

YES

Coptic?

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

k3

Pyramid

NO

YES

'in

Pyramid

NO

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

New Kingdom

YES

YES

m33

Pyramid

NO

YES

(b3k)

Late Literary
Egyptian

NO

YES

dgj

Pyramid

NO

YES

IS'^Dyn.

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Book of the
Dead

NO

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

W3b
MovK€

[nune] (SA),

novKi

[nuni] (BF)

[sine], jbkt [snt]

5i)i«e

(S), 5Bim [§ini] (B),
[sen-] (SB)

jaen-

[kelkol] (S)

Ke?i.Kti)7i.
70

SAND

s'y

jodj [so] (S),
[§uu] (S)

jaoTOT

71

SAY

dd

acu)
xor
ac£-

(SB),

[36]
[3U]
[3e]

(A),

(SBALF),

[3i] (SAF)

hr

apooT

[hrou] (SL),

jSpa)OT

[xrou] (B),

[X2praw] (A),
[hraw] (F)

apiv

’iw
72

SEE

[naw] (SB),
WET

[new] (FL),

no [no] (AL)
‘ir

[eiorh] (S),

Eitopa

[iorh] (B)

impa

(bty)
ptr

cpep [p^er] (S),
tjnop [p''6r] (B)

73

SEED

pry-t

€6pj.[ebra] (S),
Bpii

74

SIT

[brai] (B)

sty

cif [siti] (B)

hmsy

a«ooc

[hmoos] (S),

aeuci

[hemsi] (B),

a«ec

[hmes] (AL),

aMa.».c

[hmaas] (LF),

a«ocT

[hmost] (SAB),
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e,«».cT [hmast] (ALP).
a€M*.cT [hmast] (F)

Pyramid

gjwpK [hork],
aa.pK[hark] (S)

Middle
Kingdom
75

SKIN

YES

^guniiii

YES

YES
YES

[anom] (B)

Pyramid

[saar], yj».p

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

NO

msk

Pyramid

NO

POSSIBLE

ntnt, ntt

Pyramid

(dhr)

Pyramid

NO

YES

wn

Pyramid

NO

YES

Middle
Kingdom

NO

YES

Middle
Egyptian, 19"'
Dyn.

YES

YES

Amama period

YES

YES

‘inm

».wou

h 'r

[sar],

[saare]

(S), &aLa.pc fcaare] (A),
[seel] (F)

ii3f

76

SLEEP

[§aab],
SyaLa.q

[§aaf],

^ooB

[soob] (S)

IjjjHI
kd

[kate]

K&.Te
KiTe

(0),

[kite] (S)

aiftHfi

[hineb] (SAP),

aiKHC)

[hinef] (SF),

e,miu

[hinim] (B)
NO

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

Pyramid/
Middle
Kingdom

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

'ibSn
77

SMALL

nds
KOTi

[kui] (SALFO),
[ku3i] (B)

Kom

sr

5Sip€ [sire] (S),

[§iri] (B),

joipi

YES

[seli]

(F), joa^p- [§ar-] (SB)
jyHJi

[sem] (SB)

Pyramid

YES

POSSIBLE

cBok.

[sbok] (SB),

YES

YES

cBiK

[sbak] (AF),

Middle
Kingdom

coBk.

[sobk] (SB)
Pyramid

YES

YES

hty

Pyramid

YES

POSSIBLE

krr

Pyramid

YES

YES

[3ab3ib] (B)

x».BxiB

78

SMOKE

KpMTc
Kmpu

[krmts],

[korm] (S),

xpeuTc

[^remts] (B)

No entry for F
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79

STAND

80

STAR

v

[ohe] (S),

toae

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

Middle
Kingdom
Pyramid

NO

POSSIBLE

YES

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

Middle
Kingdom
Pyramid

NO

YES

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Late Egyptian

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

NO

Old Kingdom

YES

YES

oai [ohi] (B)
sb3

cioT

[siu] (S),

COT-

[su-] (S),

CIV, cer [siw, sew]
(PI.) (F)

hrj.w
(gnb-t)

81

STONE

‘inr

«)M6 [one] (SALF),
u)«i

[oni] (BF),

€we [ene] (S),
[ana] (BF)
‘3t

82

SUN

PH

[re] (SBO), pc [re]

(FO), pci, pi [rei, re]
(A), am [xni] (BO)
‘itn
sw
wn

(see

text)
83

SWIM

nby

oroem [uoein] (S),
oTiBim

[neebe] (S),

wccBc
ncBi

[uQini] (B)

[nebi] (B)

aT^ociTic

[hloeile] (S),

ac?vac7k, aTkioiTii

[heihel, hloili] (B)
hny

amc [bine] (S),
g,iw [hini] (B)

84

TAIL

sd

ca.T, CHT [sat, set] (SB),
cccT

85

THAT

pw/tw

86

THIS

pw/tw

[seet] (S)

hh/th [pe/te] (S),
iPh/th [p*’e/te] (B)
n&.i/Ta.i

[pai/tai] (S),

(p&.i/viLi [p*'ai/tai] (B)
87

THOU

88

TONGUE

89

TOOTH

ntk

ns

«TOK

[ntok] (S),

HOOK

[nt*'ok] (B),

7i.a.c [las] (SBO),
Ticc [les] (AF)

'ibh,

oBac [obhe] (S),

'ibh-t

«.Bae [abhe] (A),
s.Bs.a>

[abah, abh]

(F)

HKKxc [naa3e] (S),
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Hixai [na3hi] (B)

(ts)
i^o-K [sol] (SB),
5Sj«)?v

18“’Dyn.

NO

YES

New Kingdom

YES

NO

Pyramid

YES

YES

Amama/19“'

YES

YES

18'''Dyn.

YES

NO

Old Egyptian

YES

YES

[sol] (S),

fci?. [X2al] (A)
90

TREE

ht

jae [se] (SB), ^ [x2e]
(A)

s3

5aHw

[sen] (SALE),

Dyn.

[sen, ssen]

jaew,

(F), susoHw [ssen] (B)
c€i [sei] (SA),
ct [sim] (A)
B«) [bo] (SBFL),
Bot [bu] (A)

91

TWO

ucepe [meere] (S)

Book of the
Dead

NO

nbs

wovBe [nube] (O)

Pyramid

YES

NO

sn-wy

cftjLT [snaw] (SB),

Pyramid

YES

YES

(m.), sn-

cwT£ [snte] (S),

Pyramid

YES (SC)

NO

New Egyptian

YES

YES

IS'" Dyn.

NO

YES

Coptic

YES

YES

cftovfi [snuti] (B)
NB - Many variant forms
e.g. Masc. cna.iv

[snaaw] (S), cweir
[snew] (ALFM), cneoT
[snew] (F), c«jl [sna]
(B), ctiu) [sno] (S), cno
[sno] (AL), Fern,
cnoirme [snute] (S),
CHH+ [senti] (F)

92

WALK

sm(y)

5a««o

[smmo] (SA),

joeuuo [semmo] (B),
jauuo) [snimo] (S)

iuoo5ae, Mo^e [moose,
mose] (S), uaLjLae,
«s,ae [maahe, mahe]

(S), uojBi [mosi] (B),
u&.a.^i, Ma.^1 [maasi,

masi] (F), uoa£
[mohe] (P)

TveTvi

[leli] (B)
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93

WARM

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

nnw

Pyramid

NO

YES

(nwy.t,
n.t)

Middle
Kingdom

NO

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES (SC)

YES

Pyramid

NO

YES

[hat] (SB)

Pyramid

YES

YES

[nim] (SB)

Pyramid

YES

YES

Pyramid

YES

YES

18‘''Dyn.

NO

YES

Pyramid

YES

NO

Irnim, sm

auoM

[hmom] (S),

iutoix [xmom] (B),
[hlam] (A)

srf

94

WATER

mw

uooT

[mou] (S),

utooT

[mou] (AL),

[maw] (FLA)

95

WE

^inn

96

WHAT?

W

i.wow [anon] (SB),
[anan] (ALE)

c

or

[u] (SB),

(SL),

ora.

[u6] (S),

£r

[ew]

[ua] (M),

oro

oru)

[uo] (A),

0

[o] (AL), m [6] (SA),

ovn
(m

aja

[un] (SF)
[a§]

(A), ess

(SB), e&
[e§]

[exa]

(LF),

[axa] (P)

fs.t, Iss-t

97

WHITE

hd

aa-7

98

WHO?

in-m

Miu

99

WOMAN

hm.t

came

[shime] (S),

aioui

[hiomi] (BE),

ame
100

YELLOW

[hime] (S)

knjt
uposs [mro§] (SB)

WHY GLOTTOCHRONOLOGICAL APPEARANCES ARE
COMPLETELY DECEPTIVE
The beauty of the Egyptian data is that it allows dating of lexical changes to
within a few hundred years in a way which is not possible for a language with no written
tradition, which was only recorded by linguists and ethnographers over the last few
centuries.
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Classifying the Pyramid texts as Old Kingdom, the sarcophagus texts as Middle
Kingdom and the mathematical and medical texts and Book of the Dead as New
Kingdom, we have:
FIRST APPEARANCE
OF ITEM
-Old Kingdom

NO
COGNATES

TOTAL
9

__

122

131

111

94

10

10

26

25

1

4

9
35

9
34

6
7

6
10

8
7

6
7

1
2

47
205

40
180

2
23

1
1
2
1
25

16
9
5
1

-Total Middle
Kingdom
-New Kingdom
-Mathematical texts
-Medical texts
-Book of the Dead

-Total New Kingdom

12
1
4
4

21
52
7

-Late Egyptian
-Ptolemaic Era

3

Total Late + Ptolemaic
Coptic Era
Questionable
Not attested in Coptic
Total

10
10
2
50
255

If we assume that a word was present in a language in spoken form long before it was
written down, then attributing a date of 2500 BCE for words present in the Old
Kingdom/Pyramid text, 1500 BCE as an average date for words attested for the first time
in Middle/New Kingdom texts, 500 BCE as an average date for words attested for the
first time in Late/Ptolemaic period texts and 500 CE as an average date for words attested
for the first time in Coptic texts, we have the following:

Total

Old
Kingdom
2500 BCE

Middle +
New
Kingdom
1500 BCE

Late +
Ptolemaic
500 BCE

Coptic
500 CE

Other

Not
Attested
in Coptic

Total

131

52

10

10

2

50

255

If we blithely assume a constant rate of lexical replacement, q, we can fit these
data to a simple 3-period binomial model of form (p + q)\ where the rate of conservation
p = 1-q. I.e. if each period represents 1 millennium, and we start with an original
population of Old Kingdom words around 2500 BCE, by 500 CE, the conserved Old
Kingdom vocabulary would be p^ In this case p^ = 131/255 = 0.5137, and taking the
cube root of this, we have p = 0.8008, giving q = 0.1992 - which falls well within the
conventional 15-20% range of replacement rates assumed for glottochronological models.
There are nevertheless two problems with this model: one serious and the other
fatal. We shall deal with these in turn:
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The serious problem is how to account for the 50 words attested in Egyptian but
not in Coptic, i.e. these are words which have simply disappeared since the size of the
Coptic vocabulary has ‘contracted’ relative to Egyptian. It is clearly nonsensical to
project a constant rate of vocabulary loss, since if we do, a) we have to assume that
Coptic will continue to lose vocabulary even though there are no grounds for such an
assumption, b) we have to pinpoint a date when an expression ceased to be used, when in
fact, this phenomenon simply represents register, in that Egyptian has a larger literary
vocabulary than Coptic, and like Latin, by the late/Ptolemaic period had reached a stage
where the precursor of Coptic was a relatively simple everyday vernacular, while a
conservative or deliberately archaising Egyptian was used for literary texts, in the same
way that ‘I have to’ or ‘I’ve got to’ is low register while there are additional high register
terms, such as ‘I am obliged to’ or ‘It behoves me to’ which are now archaic.
To play devil’s advocate for a moment, we could nevertheless take these
‘missing words’ at face value and model them as dummy replacements, assuming that
Egyptian was spoken until the end of the Ptolemaic period and that these words were then
replaced in Coptic by zero entries. This would give the following data, which could then
be used to calculate a 3-period binomial model and the optimal lexical replacement rate
by minimising the sum of squares of the differences between the theoretical probabilities
and the actual data”.

Total

Old
Kingdom
2500 BCE

Middle +
New
Kingdom
1500 BCE

Late +
Ptolemaic
500 BCE

Coptic
500 CE

Other

Not
Attested
in Coptic

Total

131

52

10

52

0

0

255

This exercise gives an optimal replacement rate of 19% - again, a normal result for
glottochronology. However, and here is the fatal flaw in the argument: even though a
word may have only appeared for the first time in the Middle Kingdom or Late
Period, the presence of a Chadic cognate shows that it has been present in Egyptian
since the pre-Dynastic period. In other words, the lexical replacement model founders
on its inability to distinguish between new words and words which have been present in a
language for a very long time, albeit without being recorded. I believe that there is an
element of novelty in this approach, in that it adjusts the dating of lexical change by
taking the external cognates of mother and daughter languages into consideration.
The discussion in this study is an attempt to justify and explain this proposition
that a Chadic cognate entails the presence of an Egyptian lexical item in the earliest
stages of the language. If, we nevertheless begin by accepting it at face value, however, it
is clear that there is a significant change in the overall picture, when the Chadic cognates
are removed from post-Old Kingdom categories and added back to the Old Kingdom

" Assuming a constant rate of lexical replacement, q, we can fit this to a simple 3-period binomial model of
form (p + q)^, where the rate of conservation p = 1-q. I.e. if each period represents 1 millennium, and we start
with an original population of Old Kingdom words around 2500 BCE, by 1500 BCE, a fraction p will remain,
while q will represent replacement with Middle/New Kingdom vocabulary. By extension, by 500 BCE, a
fraction p^ of Old Kingdom vocabulary will remain, while pq will have been replaced during the second
period by Late/Ptolemaic vocabulary, pq of Middle/New Kingdom vocabulary will have survived, and q^ will
represent Late/Ptolemaic vocabulary replacing Middle/New Kingdom vocabulary (as opposed to Old
Kingdom vocabulary). Continuing this process to the third period, by 500 CE, we will have p^ of Old
Kingdom vocabulary, p"q of Middle/New Kingdom vocabulary, (p'q + pq^) of Late Period vocabulary and
(p'q + 2pq^ + q^) of Coptic vocabulary.
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category (which includes the Pyramid texts), in order to reflect the fact that these words
were already present in the oldest stages of Egyptian.
Present in
Coptic but
dating from
Old
Kingdom

Present in
Coptic but
dating from
Middle +
New Kingdom

Present in
Coptic but
dating from
Late +
Ptolemaic

Present in
Coptic and
dating
from
Coptic

Other

Not
Attested
in Coptic

131
111

52
35

8

10
7

2
0

50
47

94

34

6

7

0

40

178

18

4

3

2

50

181

17

2

3

2

50

Total
With
Afroasiatic
cognates
With Chadic
cognates
Total adjusted
for Chadic
cognates
Total adjusted
for Afroasiatic
cognates

In this way, we can see that of the original 255 entries, only 22 are potential candidates
for innovation, in that they apparently arose after the Old Kingdom but cannot be linked
to Afroasiatic cognates.
A distinction is drawn here between Afroasiatic cognates, which include all other
Afroasiatic families and Chadic, in so far as it cannot be ruled out that Afroasiatic
cognates not attested in Chadic are borrowings by some unknown process, even though
my own view is that this is unlikely, for reasons stated below. However, the various
authors surveyed, notably Vycichl, only clearly identify 4 borrowings into Egyptian on
the whole list: ovaop [uhor], 6*.?i.onoT [calopu], stox [30k], K».pa, [kara].
Furthermore, internal borrowing (semantic change) and compound formation are
relatively limited phenomena, accounting for 11 and 6 items respectively.
Of the 50 entries which have disappeared from Coptic, 47 have attested
Afroasiatic cognates, while 36 were attested in Old Kingdom/Pyramid texts. By the same
logic, we should actually ascribe Old Kingdom dates to these.
In this way, it becomes clear that of 252 items present in Old Egyptian, adding
back cognates, we have 181 items surviving into Coptic, representing a rate of
replacement of 10.44% per milleimium, evidently a much lower rate than the apparent
one. However, even this rate is not the true one, since, of the 71 replaced items, 47
represent words which were present in Ptolemaic Egyptian but not in Coptic, hence, if we
calculate the rate of lexical change not between Egyptian and Coptic but between Old
Egyptian and Late Egyptian over 2000 years, we have a replacement rate of (1- V
(228/252)) = 5.44% per millennium.

DISCUSSION
Are Chadic-Egyptian cognates due to trading links or to linguistic
conservatism?
As can be seen from a simple inspection of the data in the table, the
overwhelming majority of Egyptian entries have cognates in other Afroasiatic languages,
albeit with Chadic and Semitic cognates apparently predominating.
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expect to find far more cognates in the languages occupying areas between those of Egyptian and Chadic speakers, namely at the start of putative trade routes
from Egypt to West and Central Africa (down to South Sudan and then across the Sahel belt) or via North Africa and then
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across the Sahara via the Eloggar massif/Tassili): notably Berber (in the Siwa Oasis), Beja
in the Eastern Desert or Nubian (a Nilo-Saharan language), but this simply is not the
case. Indeed, it is surprising how few Egyptian-Beja cognates there are, given that the
latter language group was in continuously close proximity to Dynastic Egypt.
Indeed, West Chadic actually has more Egyptian cognates than East Chadic,
which is presumably closer to the start of a trans-Sahel trade route.
As such, these results appear to be exactly the opposite of what one would
expect if these cognates were due to extensive borrowing during the Dynastic period,
and as such, we can only conclude that they are due to massive linguistic conservatism.
There are nevertheless good reasons for accepting this.
The routes between Egypt and the Sahel were blocked by early dynastic
Egypt, if not well before.
For most of the period from 18,000-10,500 BCE, the Sahara had been even more
extensive and hyperarid than is currently the case, so that outside of the Nile Valley, the
Sahara was likely to have been uninhabited. An abrupt change in monsoon patterns
around 8,500 BCE nevertheless led to rapid climate change, with the abrupt northward
shift of tropical rainfall belts by up to 800 km within a few generationsThis led to very
rapid early settlement in the Egyptian Sahara between 8,500-7,000 BCE, most notably
with sites in the Great Sand Sea, which appeared from the late 9* milleimium onwards
and were abundant by the 8* milleimium'\ but with only sparse settlement of the Nile
Valley itself We may assume that these populations either originated from the Nile
Valley itself, which became increasingly marshy, or from the South.
This process was gradually reversed, with the development of farming in the Nile
Valley but the progressive abandonment of the Egyptian Sahara. Hence, there is an
absence of sites at Abu Balias after 4,500 BCE, from Farafra after 4,000 BCE, from the
Northern Oases after 3,500 BCE and hardly any activity in the Kiseiba-Nabta region after
around 3,800 BCE'^
By 5,300 BCE, only sites with permanent water, such as the Gilf el-Kebir plateau
could still support human occupation, while the further advance of desertification caused
the abandonment even of these by the very early dynastic period (i.e. 3,000BCE).
As such, any subsequent contact between Egyptian-speaking populations and
Chadic/Berber-speaking populations would have to have taken place along several major
‘corridors’ running Westward from Egypt and Sudan into the Sahara/Sahel region
between large sandsheets: a) Siwa oasis and then along the Libyan coast, b) between the
Great Sand Sea and the Selima sandsheet via the Gilf el-Kebir (famous for the cave of
swimmers), c) within the Sudan, to the south of the Selima sandsheet and southwest into
Chad via the Wadi Howar, d) even fiirther to the South in the Sahel zone.
Since before camels appeared in Afiica in the 1 millennium BCE, movements of
peoples were restricted to much smaller distances, the archaeological dates for the
disappearance of these sites point to the inescapable conclusion that these putative routes
were definitively blocked to major movements of peoples by the very early Dynastic

Kuper, R. and Kropelin, S., Climate-Controlled Holocene Occupation in the Sahara: Motor of Africa's
Evolution. Science, Vol. 313, 11/08/2006, p. 803.
Ibid p. 804.
Nicoll, Kathleen, Prehistoric Human Occupation and Hydroclimatic Change in Egypt and Northern Sudan,
Geoarchaeology’: An archaeological jornal, Vol. 16, No. 1, 47-64 (2001).
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(3,200 BCE) period at the latest, and most probably, for at least 500 years before it.
Hence, all Egyptian-Chadic linguistic contacts must precede this date.
We have linguistic confirmation of this, in so far as Old Egyptian is
phonologically innovative relative to Chadic. Hence, we can observe a number of
changes in Egyptian which were already present by the time of the Pyramid texts: (i)
Afroasiatic g > Egyptian ^ (ii) Afroasiatic / > Egyptian
, (iii) Affoasiatic k >
Egyptian Cwith the original Afroasiatic values preserved in Chadic.
Hence, we have:
a) Proto-Afro-Asiatic *gay(H)- ‘say’; Egyptian (Pyramid texts) dwy ‘call’; Proto-West
Chadic *gay/H- ‘tell’, ‘say’; Proto-Central Chadic *gay- ‘call’.
b) Proto-Afro-Asiatic *g'^ay- ‘body, corpse, belly’; Egyptian (Pyramid texts) ^r‘body’;
Proto-West Chadic *gaw- ‘corpse, carcass’; Proto-East Chadic *gway- ‘breast’,
‘corpse’ - NB Semitic also preserves Afroasiatic g.
c) Proto-Afro-Asiatic: *lVb- ‘ashes’; Egyptian (Pyramid texts) niiy‘ashes, flame, burn’;
Proto-Central Chadic *IVb- ‘ash’, Logone IJhJ- NB / also preserved in Beja
and Dullay.
d) Proto-Afro-Asiatic *lis- ‘tongue’; Egyptian (Pyramid texts) ns ‘tongue’; Proto-West
Chadic *ha-lis-um, ‘tongue (your); Proto-Central Chadic *?V-Iyas- Proto-East
Chadic *lyas-an- ‘tongue’; NB — the / is preserved in Coptic dialects.
e) Proto-Afro-Asiatic *liw- ‘cloud, sky’; Egyptian (Pyramid texts) nw.t ‘cloud’; ProtoWest Chadic *liw- ‘cloud’.
f) Proto-Afro-Asiatic *lVw- ‘house, dwelling place’; Egyptian (Pyramid texts) nw.t
‘village, town’; Proto-Berber *liw- ‘room’; Proto-West Chadic *luw- ‘house,
hut’; Proto-Central Chadie *luw- ‘town’; Proto-East Chadic *Pa-luw- ‘inside, in
the house’, ‘straw hut’.
g) Proto-Afro-Asiatic *kVn- ‘rise, raise’; Egyptian (Pyramid texts)//y'‘raise high’; ProtoWest Chadic *kwan- ‘rise’, ‘lift’.
h) Proto-Afro-Asiatic *k/kin- ‘count’; Egyptian (Pyramid texts) mw‘count’; West Chadic
*kuni- ‘count’.
i) Proto-Afro-Asiatic *kiw/y- ‘wind’; Egyptian (Pyramid texts) iJu’‘wind; West Chadic
*kyay- ‘wind’; Central Chadic *ki ‘blow (wind)’.

Evidently, if the Chadic words were borrowings from Egyptian after this date, we
would not expect Chadic to preserve the original Afroasiatic phonology.
This is not to deny that there were trading contacts between Egypt and Nubia
itself Indeed, during the Old Kingdom, a series of governors of Upper Egypt, such as
Harkhuf (23"^^ Century BCE) undertook commercial expeditions into Nubia (Northern and
Central Sudan) and there were maritime contacts with Punt (Ethiopia/Eritrea). There is no
evidence, however, of any Egyptian penetration into the Sahel or transmission of
Egyptian cultural objects to West Africa. This not only contrasts with the extensive

It should be noted that this sound change does not occur in Coptic: e.g. x».c [las] (SBO), xec [les] (AF). In
theory, it should be possible to determine whether Coptic is conservative or whether there was a reverse n>J
shift by checking whether Afroasiatic cognates maintain /, since if n occurs in Afroasiatic languages such as
Chadic, the implication is that the Coptic / is an innovation. I have also found Egyptian nhm but Coptic x&hu
[Ihem] (S),
[elhem] (B); Western Chadic *lyam- ‘say’. Proto-Central Chadic *lam- ‘say’, which
tentatively suggests that Coptic dialects are more conservative than Old Egyptian. This is an interesting
parallel to my conclusion that some Italian dialects are more archaic than Classical Latin.
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megalithic activity in Northern Niger of the Pastoralists, but hardly fits with a people
obsessed with funeral rituals and ensuring their well-being in the afterlife.
Hence, while there was a “Silk Route” across the Sahel from Central Africa to
the Southern Sudan, which provided luxuries such as ostriches and pygmies (prized for
their dancing skills) during dynastic times, it is quite likely that the Egyptians were
largely ignorant of its souree, in the same way that Europeans knew little or nothing of
China or India before the later Middle Ages. Indeed, its operators probably had a
commercial interest in keeping it as mysterious as possible.
The location of Chadic
The Chadic group consists of 140 languages spoken in an area radiating in three
directions from Lake Chad and split into three main subfamilies:
i) West Chadic languages, all spoken in Nigeria, with two subgroups: a) Hausa, Bole,
Angas and Ron, b) Bade, Ngizim, Warji, Boghom.
ii) Central Chadic, spoken in an area overlapping Northern Cameroon, North East
Nigeria and Chad, with three sub-branches: a) Tera, Bura, Kamwe, Lamang,
Mafa, Sukur, Daba and Bachama-Bata, b) Buduma and Musgu, c) Gidar
iii) East Chadic, spoken in Southern Chad and in adjacent areas of Cameroon and the
Central African Republic, with two subbranches: a) Tumak, Nancere and Kera,
b) Dangaleat, Mokulu and Sokoro.
There is also another sub-branch, Masa, spoken in South West Chad and Cameroon.

Chadic is thus geographically separated from the Cushitic/Omotic languages by
Nilo-Saharan languages running North-West to South-East from Chad to the Great Lakes,
most notably Kanuri. Nilo-Saharan languages are also spoken to the West of Chadic in
Mali (Songhay) and along the Upper Nile in Sudan (Nubian).
Essentially, there are two major theories as to how Chadic came to oceupy its
current territory: a) Christopher Ehref s Trans-Saharan theory and b) Roger Blench’s
Inter-Saharan theory.
According to Ehret, Afroasiatic has its origin in the Horn of Africa, although in
the late Palaeolithic, a “Northern Erythraic” subgroup took advantage of improvements in
climate to spread up the Nile and in an are through North Africa. Ehret proposes that
during the wet period when what is now the South and Central Sahara was savannah,
there would have been a linguistic boundary running roughly along the Tropic of Cancer,
with Northern Erythraic languages to the North and Nilo-Saharan languages to the South.
There were two major intrusions across this boundary. Due to deteriorating
climatic conditions, the Central section of this Northern Erythraic group, represented by
proto-Chadic speakers, moved South to the Lake Chad region, with Ehret dating this
migration to around 6,700-5,500 BCE. The Chadic migration would have been facilitated
by the presence of a chain of large lakes in the Central Sahara, ending with Lake Chad,
which in the mid-Neolithic could have been as large as the Caspian Sea is today.
By Ehret’s theory, this Southward Chadic migration represents an even
earlier absolute terminal date for extensive Egyptian-Chadic contacts and the start
of spatial isolation which has continued until the present. As such, according to his
theory, lexical cognates between Chadic and Coptic must precede the emergence of
Coptic by over 5,000 years. Indeed, if anything, this date could be greater, since while
Chadic and Egyptian speakers would have occupied adjacent territories during the early
Neolithic, prior to the trans-Saharan migration (with Chadic speakers essentially
concentrated in Northern Libya), this would have been at a time when there was
extremely limited cultural contact, since even then. Lower Egypt would have been
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flanked by desert to the West. Nor can we even rule out the possibility that the ancestors
of these languages were already differentiated at the time of the initial expansion of
Northern Erythraic speakers from the Horn of Africa.
It is worth noting that Cruciani et al.'^ have recently provided genetic evidence
which appears to corroborate the Trans-Saharan migration of Chadic speakers, namely
the Y-chromosome Rib la R-V88 haplogroup, which appears at particularly high
frequencies among the Berbers of the Siwa Oasis in the Egyptian Sahara and among
Chadic speakers. Presumably, this reflects admixture between the proto-Chadic
population before it migrated southward and migrants from outside Africa, since if Ehret
is correct, and the Northern Erythraic speakers had only moved North from the horn of
Africa a few millennia beforehand and hence shared a relatively recent common origin
with Cushitic speakers, then we would not expect to find much in the way of genetic
signatures which differentiate the two groups.

The Rise of Bovid Pastoralism
The major cultural event in the Saharan region during the Neolithic was the
domestication of indigenous Bos primigenius cattle, with its ostensible origin on the
Egyptian-Sudanese border at Nabta Playa/Kiseibawhich subsequently led to the
development of a relatively advanced pastoralist culture along a broad trans-Saharan
corridor running from sites such as Nabta Playa and Bir Kiseiba in Upper Egypt/Northem
Nubia along the border of Libya/Chad/Northem Niger, to the Tassili Massif in the South
of Algeria'^and along the border of Morocco/Spanish Sahara to the Atlantic. Cattle may
have been present at Nabta/Kiseiba sites as early as 9,000 BCE'®
In this way, we have early sites at Delebo and Enneri Bardague in Chad, dating
to 5,855 BCE and 5,783 BCE, Uan Muhuggiag in Libya, dating to 4,930-4,830 BCE,
Adrar Bous (Niger, Air mountains) 5,180 BCE and Grotte Capeletti in Algeria dating to
4,680 BCE, Rabak (Sudan) dating to 4,930BCE, Adrar Tiouyine (Algerian Sahara) 4,020
BCE. Bovid pastoralism did not spread south into Northern Mali or Kenya, however,
until the middle of the 3^^ millennium, presumably because these areas did not offer the
savannah conditions favourable to pastoralism until then.^°
Various scholars have attributed the impetus for this movement into the Sahara in
the 8‘'’-7‘'’ milleimia to successive waves of drought at 7,600, 6,800-6,500, 6,100, 5,800
and 5,500-5,400 BCE, albeit within a context of savannah, rather than desertification,
which happened at a later stage. Such climatic changes were also likely to have been
responsible for a Northward movement along the Nile, as well as from the Levant into the
Nile Delta.
The Trans-Saharan Bovid Pastoralist Culture appears to have had a rich
mythology/ritual, in which cows (and bulls) predominated (with bovids remaining a
dominant element in Egyptian culture), as witnessed by inhumations of young cows
around Nabta, but also astronomical knowledge, which presumably became essential for

Cruciani et al.. Human Y chromosome haplogroup R-V88: a paternal genetic record of early mid Holocene
trans-Saharan connections and the spread of Chadic languages, European Journal of Human Genetics (2010),
1-8.
Originally suggested by Wendorf, but still controversial. See e.g. Brass, Michael, Tracing the Origins of
the Egyptian Cattle Cult, in Eyma, A. K. & Bennett, C. J. (Eds.), A Delta Man in Yebu, Universal Publishers,
2003, who argues that the environmental evidence does not support the notion that Nabta Playa was the
original site of domestication of Bos Primogenitus.
As documented in Hassan, p. 36 of Droughts, Food and Culture, Springer, 2002.
Cf 1, ibid., p. 804
Cf. 4, ibid. p. 36-7
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coordinating cattle movements with rainfall patterns as the weather deteriorated. Wendorf
et al.^' investigated Nabta Playa and found megaliths aligned with the stars in Orion’s
belt, as well as with Sirius, dating back to at least 4,800 BCE and possibly indicating
alignments of Sirius around 6,300 BCE"^.
Ehret has presented extensive evidence in support of the thesis that the prime
movers behind the spread of this pastoralism were Nilo-Saharan speakers and that early
Egyptian sites were dissimilar from those around Nabta Playa. He has also documented
borrowings from Nilo-Saharan languages into Egyptian itself^^ His theory has received
some tentative dental supporting evidence from Joel Irish, who suggests that the late
Neolithic populations at Nabta Playa were unlike the Egyptians and closer to sub-Saharan
Africans"''.
Having said this, if proto-Chadic speakers are linked to pastoralism then it
evidently strengthens the case for a migration/last date of contact with Egyptian in the 6*
millennium, since they would have been ‘pulled southwards’ by the need to move their
cattle to greener pastures as the process of desertification took hold.
If anything, in the mid-Neolithic, such speakers were herders of ovicaprids
(sheep and goats), which are better adapted to semi-arid territories than bovids. The
appearance of ovicaprids in Africa may be identified with deteriorating climatic
conditions, which also forced sheep and goat herders to migrate across Sinai, with such
animals already present in Egypt at the Bashendi A site at Dakhla (6,400-5,400 BCE) as
well as at the Nabta sites, possibly as early as 7,000BCE, showing early cultural contacts
between Upper Egypt and the Levant.
It also appears that sheep and goats spread from the Nile Delta, down to the
Western Saharan oases of Farafra and Dahla by 5,700-5,600 BCE and from there along
the North African coast, reaching the Hawa Fteah coastal site in Cyrenaica by 5,600 BCE
and the Grotte Capeletti site in the Aures Mountains of Algeria by 5,400 BCE. In parallel,
ovicaprids spread up the Nile to Nabta Playa by 5,400 BCE and from there to the Acacus
mountains of Libya by 4,900 BCE."^
Sites in the Nile Delta such as Merimdc (from around 4,900 BCE) and in the
Fayyum depression (from around 5,300 BCE), such as Bashendi B (5,400-4,000BCE)
and Abu Balias (5,500-4,900BCE), at the Southern extremity of the Great Sand Sea,
show the first evidence for bovid pastoralism in Lower Egypt, although the domesticated
cattle at Merimde appears to be of Levantine origin.
Ehret’s model which posits Nilo-Saharan speakers as the main drivers behind the
Saharan pastoralist culture, is highly plausible. At the same time, his “Saharan MasonDixon line” model which has Afroasiatic speakers to the North and Nilo-Saharan
Wendorf, F. et al. (1992/93). Megaliths in the Egyptian Sahara. Sahara 5; 7-16, cited in Hassan, op. cit., p.
17
Brophy suggested that these megaliths were aligned with Sirius at a date of around 6,300 BCE, but went
off in pursuit of a ‘Stargate’-style interpretation, suggesting that they encoded extremely advanced
astronomical knowledge, e.g. distances of stars from Earth, relative sizes of stars, etc. Cf e.g. Mark H.
Gaffney, The Astronomers ofNabta Playa, in Atlantis Rising, 56, Mar/Apr 2006. This is rebutted in
Astronomy ofNabta Playa, African Sky, McK Malville, J., Schild, R., Wendorf, F. and Brenmer, R., Vol. 11,
p. 2, July 2007, which argues for later dates and that the astronomical evidence encoded in the megalithic
circles was not particularly sophisticated. I nevertheless wonder whether Nabta Playa is the ultimate origin of
the astronomical knowledge, e.g. of the Dogon.
Cf Table 16, p. 163 of Ehret, C., History and the Testimony of Language, University of California Press,
2011.
Irish, J., Ch. 18 of Holocene Settlement of the Egyptian Sahara: The Archaeology ofNabta Playa, (Eds.),
Wendorf F., Schild, R., Nelson, K., Kluwer Academic, New York, 2001.
Le Quebec, Jean-Loic, Rock art and cultural responses to climatic changes in the Central Sahara during the
Holocene, Ch. 16 of Exploring the Mind of Ancient Man : Festschrift to Robert G. Bednarik, New Delhi,
2006.
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speakers to the South of the Tropic of Cancer is probably an oversimplification, since in a
savannah-like environment, where the entire area was suitable for pastoralism, this
boundary was presumably a highly porous one and hence the linguistic geography of the
region must have been “messy”.
In this way, the Grotte Capeletti site in Northern Algeria, which has an early date
of 5,400 BCE for ovicaprids and 4,500 BCE for bovids, would appear to fall well within
Afroasiatic territory, being too far north for a penetration by Nilo-Saharan speakers,
albeit with the location and the temporal separation between the arrival of ovieaprids and
bovids a millennium later arguing for separate origins, with the former arriving via the
Mediterranean and the latter via the Sahara.
In addition, pastoralist sites sueh as the Acacus and Tassili lie very close to
Ehret’s Tropic of Cancer boundary, so that it seems unlikely to me that the Afroasiatic
speakers would have been completely isolated from such cultural developments.
Furthermore, Ehret also points out that a Northern tradition of rock art extends as far
South as the Air mountains and may correlate with the spread of Chadic speakers.
Furthermore, Ehref s dates of 6,700-5,500 BCE for the Chadic migration appears to
predate the arrival of pastoralism in Northern Niger and Southern Algeria.
At the same time, while he may associate bovid pastoralism with a Nilo-Saharan
origin, the fact remains that bovine-related ritual is extremely important in Egyptian
culture, which also presumably acquired the astronomical knowledge of Nabta Playa, as
evinced by sites such as Giza.
Furthermore, the Abu Balias (5,500-4,900BCE) site, at the Southern extremity of
the Great Sand Sea, where bovid remains are present in the late 6"’ millennium, earlier
than the Gilf El-Kebir sites immediately to the West, would appear to fall within an
Afroasiatic context, in that it was probably linked to the Dakhla and Farafra oases^^.
Conversely, the ceramic tradition which originated in Gilf El-Kebir appears to have
spread to the Laqiya sites in the Sudan, South of the Selima sandsheet, for which a NiloSaharan reading is more plausible.
A curious point is the extensive documentation of “Egyptian” words and cultural
artefacts in Niger-Congo languages, most notably in languages of the Atlantic subfamily,
such as Wolof and Pulaar, by the Senegalese school of Cheikh Anta Diop, and most
notably by his disciple, Aboubacry Moussa Lam^’.
Intriguingly, in an article on the Tin Hakaten site in the Algerian Tassili (150 km
to the South of the Djanet oasis), Ginette Aumassip
reports several phases of
occupation, beginning with the “round headed” peoples in the 8* millennium BCE, albeit
ibid, p. 805.
Inverted commas are used most emphatically here, since such cognates and other cultural data were used
by such authors to build a grand theory of Pharaonic Egypt as a “black” civilization, with the Wolof and
Pulaar descended from refugees who ostensibly fled Egypt during the Middle Kingdom. Diop’s views were
given space in the UNESCO History of Africa (1981, 1990). A reading of Egyptian iconography as a faithful
mirror of ethnicity is nevertheless simply wrong-headed, as is the view that the Egyptian term for Egypt, Kmt
‘the black land’, implies that its inhabitants were black (it most likely refers to the black alluvial mud of the
Nile) and an insistence that Egyptian and Niger-Congo are parts of a pan-African language family, flying in
the face of the consensus based on Greenberg’s work. Furthermore, a major exodus from Egypt to West
Africa would presumably have left traces of writing/ritual monuments, in similar fashion to the extensive
traces of megalithic activity in Northern Niger left by Neolithic bovid pastoralists or the monumental
tradition in Nubia. While this interpretation appears to be widely discredited among serious scholars, I
suspect that Diop, Obenga, Lam et al. are actually documenting a genuine phenomenon, namely the
interaction of Niger-Congo and Afroasiatic speakers in Niger and Algeria. Hence these “Egyptian” words
may actually be borrowings from Proto-Chadic and thus mark the extent of westward penetration of such
speakers.
Aumassip, Ginette, Le site neolithique de Tin Hakaten, Prehistoire de I’Algerie, Dossiers dArcheologie,
pp. 72-79.
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who did not leave characteristic cave art there, ostensibly because the site was not a
sanctuary associated with such paintings. This occupation appears to have been
interrupted for several centuries in the middle of the b* millennium due to a dry period,
with reoccupation towards the end of this millennium by a new bovid-based pastoralist
population which flourished until the 4* milleimium and left cave art consisting of bovine
cattle and ‘enigmatic figures which [the Malian writer] Hampate Ba, was able to translate
into the Peul ritual. In this way, a very strong cultural link was established between these
Tassilian populations of the
millennia and the Bororo Peuls’. Aumassip also
reports the first bovine inhumation at the Mankhor site in the Tassili N’ajjer in Algeria,
dating to around 3,000 BCE. While common in Egypt, these had previously been
unknown in the Sahara. This is further prima facie evidence for the presence of
Afroasiatic speakers in the Algerian Neolithic, although the presence of the Songhay
languages in Mali, which are Nilo-Saharan, also points to a deep westward penetration of
Nilo-Saharan speakers.

Blench’s Inter-Saharan model seems unlikely
The second major model for the spread of bovid pastoralism is Roger Blench’s
model, which argues for direct diffusion of Chadic speakers from Cushitic areas along the
Wadi Elowar route in the Southwestern Sudan.
While the Wadi Howar route may have been a minor pastoralist route, it can
hardly have been the original route, since there are no sites“’ on this route with bovid
remains until the late 6* millennium, and these are not abundant until after 5,000 BCE,
2,000 years after the Nabta Playa sites, which appear to have been the nucleus of cattle
domestication.
In linguistic terms, our own elaboration of linguistic evidence of Orel/Stolbova
and Militarev clearly shows that cognates between Egyptian and Chadic are much more
extensive than with Cushitic.
While there are Northern Cushitic languages, such as Beja, which were
presumably spoken much closer to the Nabta Playa/Kiseiba sites, there is a conspicuous
absence of extensive cognacy. It also seems to me that for Blench’s linguistic evidence to
hold water, he has to show that Chadic/Cushitic cognates relating to pastoralism do not
have Egyptian or Semitic counterparts. A cursory comparison of his data with Militarev’s
database reveals that his data omits Egyptian/Semitic data^®.

Conclusion
This paper This paper has attempted to explore a Coptic/Egyptian Swadesh list
with a degree of detail which I believe to be unprecedented. As a non-specialist in the
field, I have been obliged to take the Afroasiatic etymologies of other scholars, notably
Militarev, Orel, Stolbova and Dolgopolsky at face value, but assuming that their work is
sound, and I see no a priori reason to doubt this, the analysis points to several
unequivocal conclusions: a) Egyptian shows far more lexical similarity with Chadic than
with Cushitic, even taking into account sample sizes, hence a priori, these results offer

cf. Kuper, R. and Krdpelin, S., Climate-Controlled Holocene Occupation in the Sahara: Motor of Africa's
Evolution. Science, Vol. 313, 11/08/2006.
Hence,
'cow. cattle', probably also includes Egyptian ‘iw. #m-r-k "castrated small ruminant' is not
restricted to Omotic and Chadic, but has the extensive Semitic *?immi/ar-\ #k-r ‘donkey’ has Proto-Semitic
*(?a-)kurr- "young of ass': #kol ‘goat’ is not solely an Omitic/Cushitic/Chadic cognate but also has karr
‘ram’ in Semitic and kVrr ‘ram/lamb' in Proto-Berber.
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support for Christopher Ehret’s model for the spread of the Chadic languages; b) this
similarity is in turn evidence for conservatism, since the window for borrowing between
Chadic and Egyptian was closed by the desertification of the Sahara well before the start
of the 3"^^ millennium BCE; c) it follows that apparent innovations in Egyptian are not
innovations at all, but cases of words which had been ‘lurking’ in the spoken language for
millennia before being recorded in writing; d) the major lexical process at work in the
transition fi’om Egyptian to Coptic is not lexical change but lexical loss; e) the above
conclusions entirely undermine the validity of glottoehronology as a tool for estimating
common ancestor dates for two related languages, by offering robust evidence that the
first appearance of a new word in Egyptian/Coptic is not the earliest date of oceurrence of
that word in these languages, since its presence in a sister family of Alfoasiatic, notably
in Chadic, is a clear indication of a much older presenee in Egyptian, due to the isolation
imposed by desertification of the Sahara and to the fact that the much lower frequency of
cognates between Egyptian and other geographically adjacent Affoasiatic languages rules
out subsequent borrowing between Chadic and Egyptian.
Sdo Paulo, May-June 2012.
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APPENDIX: EXPANDED SWADESH LIST FOR EGYPTIAN AND COPTIC
[KEY at end of table]
No.

1
2

English

ALL

Ancient
Egyptian
(Pyramid
texts)
nbw

Comments

Coptic

niu

[nim]

(SALFO),

niBew [niben] (B),

[nifen],

T1.107 Arabic bi-nawb-i ‘fully, entirely, at all"; East
Berber: Siwa miiba ‘all, whole’.
OS2105 Afroasiatic *reb-\ West Chadic *ryab- ‘all’: Sha
ryap

niBi [nibi] (F)

ASHES

V197- M’s Old Eg)T)tian form does not agree with V -

zz

zzw’powder’, ss ‘ash’.
Survives in Coptic as cicc

Kp«€ [krme] (S),
Kepui [kermi] (B),
KTpui [kwrmi] (F),
icpuec [krmes] (SA)

(S) ‘eye powder’,

probably ‘calamine’ powder
No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.
V85 < irmt ‘burnt tents’ - 19* Dyn, (13 BCE), V
suspects this is a borrowing from Semitic. This seems
unlikely to me. as present in Chadic.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *kar- ‘bum; fire’; Proto-West Chadic:
*kar- ‘bum’. Ankwe^Goemai: kuur, Cagu; kPr-, Zul:
kerb Proto-Central Chadic *kar- ‘fire’, ‘bum’.
Dghwede=Z3ywana kdra ‘fire’, Mandara=Wandala kgrg
‘fire’. Malgwa kgrg ‘fire’. Glavda kgdrd ‘fire’, Guduf
khdrd ‘fire’, Mofii-Gudur -kdkar- ‘bum’; Proto East
Chadic: *kgr- ‘become hot’, hot, Mubi keri ‘become hot’.
Kajakse kdri
D1041 *KE'y?'ala to bum" or link to
‘bum, heat’.
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€Tm&

Spiegelberg explains as compound ‘iwtn nyht'A\i?X of the

[etnix] (A)

fire’ (V47) - same formation as Beja ne3ethSs. ‘iwtn
‘earth, soil’ not attested before 18* Dyn. (16-14 BCE).
NB V notes possible confusion with an entire complex of
words meaning ‘fire’, ‘darkne.ss’, ‘obscurity’.
t3»
3

BARK

OS2344 ‘ash’
WestChadic *raw'-ran'(reduplication): Kulere atoto
V74 < kj ‘to peel’ Rolemaic-Roman period, but prob.
much older, as linked to Proto West Chadic *(?a)kuk‘bark’ (EHU-M), also D1946 *^eMT‘bark, crust’,

KOTK€ [kuke] (S),
KOTKi [kuki] (B)

although D himself links the Egyptian word to D1105
*kpigka<hVy‘siitW. conch’, cf. 75 SKIN.
BELLY

ht

g,H

(Pyramid texts)

[he] (S),

Proto-Afro-Asiatic
‘stomach’; Proto-Central
Chadic *kway- ‘stomach’, ‘belly’, ‘intestines’ Chibak

&> [Zi] (A)

i’*' ‘intestines’, Margi xay’ ‘intestines’,Wamdiu ()ay
‘stomach’, Higi Futu xwi ‘stomach’, Higi Baza xu
‘stomach’, Higi Nkafaxwt ‘stomach’, Higi Ghye xwi
‘stomach’, Kapsiki=Higi Kamale xwu ‘stomach’, Zime-

Batna/a‘belly’. Masa haya ‘belly’.
Etymology of .ia/a-Ae disputed: linked to irn&.r‘primordial
goddess’, ‘ancient nobility'. Maspero: ‘womb from which
living creatures emerge’.
Crum: kala +lie. doesn’t explain etymology of kala.
Lange identifies word with ArAi.f‘womb’ (V80) - remote
link to Nostratic j
F’entrails, guts’ D655a].
rtH6€

VI53 ‘breast, stomach’ < ng3yy (Cemy) - Ramessid

[ne^e] (S),

period (1300-1100 BCE) - but link to Nostratic [D805a
Homgii > Chadic *?Vng'' ‘breast’] - i.e. not an innovation
but a very old word.

rtcsci [ne3i] (B)

uecTaMT

[mesthet] (SB),

juec’Trtg.HT

[mestnhet]

(SB)

5

BIG

‘3

o [o] (S),
in [o] (B),
*.

[a] (F)

VI23

uecTe,HT

(SB),

uecT«e,HT

(SB),

<

Compound of

msty ‘basket for fruit, fish, measure, burden’ + b3t.y
‘heart’ = ‘basket of the heart’.
V154 < Pyramid text. EHU-Militarev links to Proto-AfroAsiatic *777 Vf-‘grow’
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *77/Kf-‘grow’; Proto-Semitic
*rVyVf- ‘grow’, Arabic jyf [-i-], Proto-West Chadic
*ny- ‘multiply’, Tangale riye\ Proto-Central Chadic *riy‘increase’; Musgu ny!
VI53. Disputed etymology. Fecht derives from kayw,
nakyewhvx unlikely. Westendorf/Cemy from nAr‘strong’
(Pyramid text). V notes ‘recent word, of popular origin’ -

wijat [niSti] (B),
Ho6'[noc] (S)

But

the

fact

that

there

many

variants

suggests

considerable age, indeed, word appears to coincide with
D1553 nVNcVJVj ‘high, big, strong’ - linked to nan in
West Chadic. Also, wr in Old Egyptian shows parallel
semantic association of ‘big’ and ‘strong’.
wr

ornp [unr] (SB),
oT«?i [uni] (F)

6

BIRD

3pd

(bBt

[obt] (S)

V236 wr large’ > ‘how much’ in Coptic - documented as
an interrogative ‘how much’ in Mathematical papyri - i.e.
before 14BCE.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *war- ‘be big, strong’; Semitic
*wVrVy- ‘be faf. Arabic wry; Proto-West Chadic *war‘strength’, Ankwe=Goemai warr [?J; Proto-Central
Chadic *wVr- /*?“'Vr- ‘big’, ‘old’,‘great’, ‘increase’,
Bura wala ‘big’, ‘great’, Pwa/a 'large', Mbara ive/a‘old’,
Gudu ?ura ‘increase’, Musgu wel fem.uli ‘old’, ‘big’;
East Chadic Lele wele ‘largeness’ (WP 95), Proto-South
Cushitic *?ur-, ‘big. large’ Iraqw (Mbulu) wr; Omotic
Chara urari ‘all’.
V248

survives in Coptic as

ioBt

(S) ‘goose’ - V. says

probably a present participle Sapid ‘animal which is
hurrying’. Seems more likely to be related to D140 *SupV
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‘take wing, up’.
Also OSIO Egyptian 3bnn ‘kind of bird’ (Old Kingdom);
Akkadian abbunnu ‘kind of bird’; East Chadic bVnan‘duck’.
e,a.?i,MT [halet] (SB),

V296 Hence, as a semantic parallel, a».7iHT ‘flying thing’

e,a.?i.€T€ [halete] (A)

<

‘to fly’ < bry ‘to fly. go up’ - Late Egyptian (700-

400 BCE). Also V346 6pe ‘birds (collective)’.
May derive from much older /irf ‘sky, heaven’ or
compounds for ‘upper side, above’, but M’s EHU entries
suggest that idea of ‘flying’ was already present in PAA
and hence, there was presumably an earlier form hly ‘fly’
in Old Egyptian. Proto-Affo-Asiatic *hlwal- ‘jump, fly’;
Proto-Semitic *hVwn- ‘jump (on horse back)’; Arabic
hwl [-U-]; Proto-East Chadic *Hwal-/*Hal- ‘jump’,
Tumak ira/, Dangla al£.
D877 kola ‘to fly, wing’ as possible cognate.
7

BITE

psti

n<i>e,c [pohs] (S)

VI67 Also ntuac (S)
T2.507 T finds plausible: Afroasiatic *p-5 ‘sting’; West
Chadic: Angas *pus ‘shoot arrow’, ‘sting’; Central
Chadic Mafa /iiza'a ‘pierced’; East Chadic Mokulu
'appizb‘tattoo, pierce’; West Chadic *b-s ‘sting’

T^uiKC [loks] (S), ?i,ic6c

V96 Also present as %k6c, jkbf. (S), aot?, (SB), ao?, (B) <

[Ikes],

nsk (New Egyptian) (16-11 BCE) - Possibly linked to
D1267
Ca"‘lick, sip, suck’/D1286
‘swallow’
Possible Afroasiatic cognates.

[lox] (S),

?ioTF. [lux] (SB),
[lox] (B)
jiinci [lapsi] (B)

V98 - Also present as JLeq>e(S) < nsb ‘swallow’ - already
in Pyramid texts (26 BCE). Possible link to Semitic (e.g.
Arabic lasib, yalsab ‘to lick’ - in which case Coptic form
is more conservative than the Old Egyptian form.
- D1314 *La?pV‘pi\\>. eat’ looks more likely - Semitic
root I?p, East Chadic I^blpe ‘throat’.

ueapo) [mehro] (S)

Other forms: ueapm (S) - compound of uorg, ‘bum’ +
V71 po ‘mouth’ = ‘bite’

8

BLACK

km

oT<ou [uom] (SB),

V232 oTiuu (SB), oTeu (SB) ‘eat, bite’ < wnm ‘eaf see 23

oreu [uem] (SB)

EAT

xtt)u)K€ [hooke],

V325 xttKUKe, acoToTKc (S), etc. <

5coTOTJC€ [3uuke] (S)

obvious Afroasiatic cognates or Old Egyptian etymology
found.

K&ftie [kame] (SA),

V81
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *kum- ‘be black’; Semitic *?Vka/um-

x&u€ l^ame] (B),
K.€iu» [kemi],
Kc« [kem] (F)

- No immediately

‘black’; Proto-Central Chadic *kaHVm- ‘shadow’,
‘yesterday’, Buduma=Yedina kaime ‘shadow’. Banana
kama ‘yesterday’, Proto-Agaw

*kVm- ‘be evening’,

Awiya (Aungi) kam-sir, Proto-Warazi *kum- ‘black’,
Gawwada (Gawata) kumma
D 1066a ♦A'LtoF’black, dark’
9

BLOOD

znf

cNoq [snof] (SB),
entowq [snuuf] (S),
cMtoq [snof] (B)

V193 - links to Berber
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *pn-\ Proto-Berber *-zVni
Ghat a-zani, Ahaggar (Tahaggart) a-hni, Tawllemmet azani, a-zni, a-sni, Taneslemt a-snr, Proto-West Chadic
*vni-. Hausa jfni; Central Chadic (Wap'n ‘blood’. Gudu
ajin; Proto-Omotic *iVnn-(or< *^Vm-n-?) ‘pus’, Zaysse

10

BONE

ks

K&.C [kas] (SB),

zonn-e.
V87-88

K€c [kes] (L)

Proto-Afro-Asiatic *k(“)as- ‘bone’; Semitic *k“ays- or
*k“'as.s- ‘joint, point of connection between bones’;
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Proto-Berber *i-kass ‘bone’; Proto-West Chadic *kas- ~
*kyas- ‘bone’; Proto-Central Chadic *kVs-k- ‘bone’; East
Chadic *kVs- ‘bone’; Proto-Low East Cushitic *kas‘bone. leg’; Proto-Warazi (Dullay) *mi-kec- ‘bone’ (?);
Proto-Omotic *kiis- ‘bone’
D999 *kbI?‘bone’
VI17- Actually means ‘chest’
T2.260 - Afroasiatic *m-n ‘chest’; South Cushitic:
Burunge imna ‘chest’; Centra] Chadic: Tera memJna

OS 1815 links to m Vlg- ‘suckle
V40 Actually means ‘chest’ < k3b.t (Middle Egyptian -

€Ki6e [ekibe],
Kifie

2100-1700 BCE) -Aberrant Bohairic form Kiqi and

[kibe] (S),

Kl^l [kifi] (B),

Sahidic alternative form

kiBi [kibi] (F)

‘house of the chest’ (rib cage)

kiBc,

as well as V163

nepiciBe

No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.
Ka.7ia.g,H [kalahe] (SFL)

V80 - Compound with an ‘belly’ - cf. 11 BELLY
V95

[lbb§] (SL),

-

AOJBc

(SL),

\a>Bc

(B)V95

‘be hot. bum’

(intransitive) < 3b^ < Ibh ‘ to bum’ (Sarcophagus texts),
while in his Database, Militarev derives these Coptic
forms from nbj(E 11.244)

jioBjo [lob§] (B)?

Proto-Semitic *Ihb ‘flame’; Proto-Central Chadic *IVti‘ash’. Logone Ish^, Betjauye (Beja) luw <*lub- ‘bum’;
Proto-Warazi (Dullay) *lub- ‘bum’:
n^r‘\o bum’ - Pyramid texts, present in late Egyptian but
not attested in Coptic (E11.335)
No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.

6^i?i [clil] (B),

krr'lo bum’ - Pyramid texts, present in late Egyptian,

Kpoou [krwm] (S)

attested in Coptic as 5?u?i (B) ‘burnt offering’ (E V.61)
and as Kpmu (S), etc. cf 28 FIRE.
Probably related to OS1584 *kol- ‘be hot, bum’; Semitic
*kVIVw- ‘roast’. Akkadian qalu, Arabic qlw, ProtoCentral Chadic *kwalu- ‘hotness’, Bachama kwul-

uoTa [muh] (SB),

VI31 ‘bum’ (intransitive) < m3h ‘to bum’ (Middle

uoe, [moh] (B)

Egyptian - 2100-1700 BCE).
Also note transitive forms in V216: -rue,® [tmho] (S),
Teuj,o [temho] (B), -ruae- [tmhe-] (SB) < dy.t m3h-B
‘cause to bum’
T3.95 - T says etymology remains controversial but that
West Chadic; Proto-Angas *m" alak > mulk ‘blister
eaused by burning’ is possible.
VI72 ‘bum’ (intransitive) < rkfi ‘to bum’ (Pyramid texts),
also transitive verb from same source.

ptoKe, [rokh] (SB),
pcK& [rekh] (SB),

No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.

poKg, [rokh] (SB)

V203 ‘be hot, bum’ (intransitive), also ‘be angiy’ < ssm
‘to be in flames’ (Medical papyri)

cwj^u [soSm] (S)

Linked by Militarev to Proto-Afro-Asiatic *sam- ‘sun’
Proto-Semitic *sam(sam) ‘sun’, ‘sun-heat’, Akkadian
samsu ‘sun’, Hebrew Semes ‘sun’, Arabic Sams- ‘sun’,
Soqotri Sanr, Proto-Berber *sam- ‘lightning’, Ahaggar
(Tahaggart) e-ssam,
*[s]Vm- ‘sun’
u>PSU

Figig

i-ssim\

Proto-WChadic

[orS] (S)

V251 ‘bum, roast, dry’ < .?,«r‘to roast' (Pyramid texts),
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *cur- ‘keep in the sun’; Proto-Semitic
*sur- ‘make warm'; Arabic .sml-u-]

[tik], TttjB' [toe] (S),

Coptic forms ‘spark < tk3 (Theban royal graves) ‘spark,
bum’

[t'‘ok], «oxi [t^o^i]

Proto-Afro-Asiatic

*mka?-

‘bum;

ash’;

Proto-West

Chadic *tu?Vk-/*tVkk-. ‘cold ash’.’put on fire’ ; Hausa
toka ‘cold ash’, Pero tokko ‘put on fire’; cf Central
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Chadic Musgu mutukui ‘white, yellow’ < *mu-tuk- ‘ashcolour’?;
Proto-Central
Chadic
*tak"'-r
Mafa=Matakam tdkwd-r, Proto-East Chadic
‘stove’, Dangla tuki-ni, Bidiya toki-na
acepo (3ero] (S),
Scpo [cero] (B),
xepe |3ere] (S),
xepo Isero] (S)

xorq [juf] (SB),
[50f] (SB),

Xtoq
xoq

13

CLAW,

[jof] (B)

‘bum’;
*tVk-n-

V331 ‘light up, bum’ < Demotic tr, t3y-r3 ‘to light up’,
probably from *dy.t h.t r((t.emy) ‘set fire to’. According
to Cemy, Ptolemaic era forms d3r ‘cook’, dr ‘fire’ are
related.
OS2642 Central Chadic jar ‘boil’; East Chadic
‘boil’.

ayVr

V333 1. ‘bum’ (intransitive). 2. ‘be acidic, bitter, strong’ <
d3f‘\o bum’ (transitive verb) (New Kingdom)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic
*cVrVf‘bum’;
Proto-Semitic
*$VrVp- ‘bum’, Akkadian farapu. West Chadic Tala sirvi
(<*SVif-)‘d^K
V64 Erman has 'nt surviving into Coptic as ‘thumbnail,
thumb’ eine [eine] (S), ini [ini] (B) - (El88)- Proto-Afro-

‘nt

NAIL

Asiatic *fVn- ~ *nVfw(-an)- ‘finger, fingernail’; Semitic
*nadtv- ‘fissure on the hoof; Western
Proto-West Chadic *niwan- ‘nail’. Boghom nyuun,
nyddn, nywon, Kir nyog-ok Proto-Agaw *naHan- ‘hand’,
‘finger’. Bilin nag ‘hand’, Khamir nan ‘hand’. Khamta
naan ‘hand’. Qwara naan, naana ‘hand’, ‘finger’, Qemant
naan ‘finger’.
D736: cognate with IE tP nof'
[eieib],

eieiB

V61

eiB

(S),

leB

(B) < late Egyptian 3b ‘nail’ - poss. link

eiB

[eib] (S),

to Pyramid text (27 BCE) to Pyramid text (27 BCE) y3f.t

leB

[ieb], ihB [ieb] (B)

‘claw of bird of prey. But note also

ei^T

(S), ic)t (B) < ‘fd

‘nail (New Egyptian) (1600-1100 BCE)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *Ii?i/af-, Proto-Central Chadic
‘fingemail’. Banana lilifsc, Bedauye nePaaf ‘fingernail,
claw’; Proto-Saho-Afar
‘fingernail, claw’; Saho
imc
14

CLOUD

‘igp

Sine [cipe] (S),
[cepi] (B)

ffHni

IfIT
15

COLD

kbb

V345 ‘igp ‘rain cloud’ - Poss. link to Proto-West Chadic
*kwabVH-, and to D1106 k'apa ‘cover’

k^looTlc [kloole] (S)

V77 < krr ‘cloud’ - already in Pyramid texts, also West
Chadic kariy ‘cloud’

kBs. [kba],

V71 ‘to cool, be fresh’ < kbb ‘be fresh, cool’ (in Pyramid
texts)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *kab- ‘cold’; Proto-Low East Cushitic
*kab- ‘cold’, Somali qabow, Oromo (Galla) qabbana''d,
Rendille cobo, Baiso ambdl (<*kamb-af), Arbore kah-,
Elmolo -apanute (<*kab-)

kBo [kbo] (S),
xBoB

[k''bob] (B)

topjo [6r5] (S),

V251 ‘be fresh, cold, feel cold’ < rW (Demotic)

&.poju [aro§] (S),

No immediately obvious Affoasiatic cognates.

fcpoiy [hro§] (B)
60)* [hoj] (B)

16

COME

iUyy

e,

V320 ‘cold’ < kdy'iint cold’ (Demotic)
Possible link to hs ‘cold’(Middle Kingdom), in which
case linked to
Proto-Affo-Asiatic *hl was- ‘cold’; Proto-Central Chadic

[ei] (S),

*xVs- ‘coldness’, Gaanda hSs, Gabin xas; Proto-East
Chadic *Hwas- ‘cold’, ‘cold wind’, Dangla iisii ‘cold
wind’. Migama Piissii ‘cold wind’, Jegu Pes ‘cold wind’,
Sokoro osso ‘cold’, ‘cold wind’
V58 < ii or yy ‘to come’, V has iw ‘come’ as a separate

[ii] (B)

verb, Militarev considers it as part of the same verb.

MHT

[new] (S),

HHOT

[new] (B)

■V138

HHT

(S),

riHOT

(B) derive from qualitative forms ‘in

the process of coming’.
Proto-Affo-Asiatic *ya?/w- ‘go, come, mn’; Proto-Berber
*yV- ‘come’, Izayan iya, Qabyle (Ayt Mangellat) nyya
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(imper.) ‘come’; Proto-West Chadic *yaw- ‘go’, ‘come’,

1
17

DIE

‘run’ ‘run’, ‘wander through’. Hausa yawa ‘wander
through’, Gerke=Yiwom ya ‘go’, Dera=Kanakuru yai
‘come’, Kifri=Giwo yew/?- ‘go’, Boghom yuwey ‘run’,
Daffo-Butura yu ‘go’, Ngizim ya ‘go’; Proto-Central
Chadic *ya- ‘come’, Daba ya, Musgoy ya , ya, Masa ya-,
Proto-East Chadic *ya- ‘go’, Tumak yd, Lele e, Tobanga
(=Gabri Nord) ya-. Bedauye yi-, ?i- ‘come’; Proto-Low
East Cushitic *ya?- ~ *?i?-t- ‘run away’ ‘go’, ‘go’ ‘come’,
Somali yaa?-, Arbore ?i?it-; Proto-Omotic *ya?- ‘come’
‘go’, ‘run away’ ‘come’, Ometo ya- ‘go’, We.st Mao
(Hozo) yw‘come’, West Mao (Sezo) yr ‘come’
mwt

MOT [mu] (SBALF)

V107 < rnwr (Pyramid texts)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic “/nawyt-‘die’; Proto-Semitic *inw/yt
‘die \ Proto-Berber *iininut‘d\e\ Nefusa ammat. Ghat
ammat, Ahaggar (Tahaggart) ammat, Taneslemt ammat,
Zenaga emm'% Semlal ammat, Izayan emmet, Mzab
ammat, Wargla ammat, Qabyle (Ayt Mangellat) emmet,
ammat, Proto-We.st Chadic *mawut- ‘die’, Hausa mutu,
Mupun muut, Sura muut, Angas muut. Chip muut,
Montol miiut, Ankwe=Goemai mud, Gerke=Yiwom mud,
Bolewa mot-, Karekare met-, Dera=Kanakuru muii,
Tangale made, Pero mur-, Ngamo mat-, Maha muto, Bele
mdtu-, Kifri=Giwo muk-kd, Gera mudu-, Galambu maz-,
Geruma mut-, Warji miy-, Kariya miya, Diri matu, Miya
miy-, Pa’a miy-, Cagu mos-em, Jimbin muJ, Polchi misi,
Geji mus, Zaar misi, Burma misd, Sayanchi miii,
Boghom mas. Guruntum mis, Dwot mus, Buli massi. Kir
muse, Tule mdsi,
Fyer mot, Bokos mot, Sha mot, Kulere mot, Daffo-Butura
mot, Ngizim mata. Bade mtitir, Proto-Central Chadic
*mVtV- ‘die’, Tera mata, Bura rnta, Chibak nti, Margi
mtu, Higi Nkafa mte, Higi Ghye mtt, Fali Gili mti,
Kapsiki=Higi Kamale mte, Dghwede=Z3ywana mcayd,
Mandara=Wandala mca, Mofu-Gudur -mid-, Gisiga moc,
Nzangi mute, Logone mti, Buduma=Yedina matte,
Musgu mara, miri <*m Vt-, Lame mdta, Zime-Batna mit,
Masa mfrna; Proto-East Chadic *mawut- ‘die’, ‘death’
Somrai mar'iae, Tumak ma ‘die’, m*/?‘death’, Lele ma
‘die’. Kabalai muwa'die.’. Tobanga (=Gabri Nord) mate
‘die’. Kera me‘die’, Kwang mayd'die,', Dangla mate,
Migama mat6‘d\e’, Jegu maaf‘die’, Mubi ma/’die’,
Birgit mati'ddt', Mokilko ?ind- <*?imt
Sokoro muita; Proto-Low East Cushitic *mut- <
*mVwVt- ‘die’, ‘death’, ‘become very weak and close to
death’, ‘mourning’, Somali mdcW‘death’
Oromo (Galla) a-mufaa‘mourning’, Rendille -mut‘die',
Gidole (Dirasha) muut- ‘become very weak and close to
death’.
TI.227 Semitic *mwt‘io die’; Berber *mwt. Lower East
Cushitic */77ur-‘to die’; Proto-Chadic *ni-w-t‘lo die’
OS 1751 - Extensive cognates in Semitic, Berber, W/E/C
Chadic, Lower East Cushitic.
VI59 - ‘separate’ - Presumably cognate with Afroasiatic
purVs-. albeit latter with meaning of ‘separate, cut’. Other
figurative expressions V125 u-ron (SB) ‘to relax'.

18

DOG

'i3w

idwnot attested in Coptic but cognate with Cushitic yayy
‘wild dog, hunting dog’; Proto-Afro-Asiatic *7’ayV’n'jackal. dog'; Semitic *'}Vw'Vy- ‘jackal’; Proto-West
Chadic *pjy- ‘dog’, Waiji lya-na, Kariya if, Miya r; ProtoLow East Cushitic *yayy. ‘wild dog’, Somah yeey ‘wild
dog’, Oromo (Galla) yeeyii ‘wolf ‘wild dog’ (Amh yayi
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‘hyena'); cf. iyyaa ‘k. of wild cat’, Boni yeye? ‘jackal’,
Rendille yday ‘wild dog’, Konso yoy-ta ‘hunting dog’;
Proto-High East Cushitic *yayy- ‘hunting dog’, Sidamo
iyay, Hadiya (Gudella) yoyy-akko. Buiji (Bambala,
Dashe) yeyy-de
V242 Cognate with Berber wbr ‘fox' - late word and
possible borrowing.
T1.144 But also in Konso oray-ta ‘hyena’ and South
Cushitic Ma’a ware ‘hyena’ (borrowed from E Cushitic,

ore,op [uhor] (S, B),
oTe,tt>p€ [uhore] (S)

according to Ehret).
6a.?ionoT [calopu],

V338 6k?konoT, K».?t.onoT (S), 6k.?ka.n (F) ‘small dog’ —

Kfc^oTioT [kalopu] (S),

borrowing from Semitic kalb

6k?i.aL7r [calap] (F)
19

DRINK

zwr

V183 < znr (Pyramid texts)
T1.311 - widespread view that cognate with Berber
*swy, Chadic *s-w-[y/h]. T instead thinks it may be
related to West Chadic; Hausa zuraaraa ‘pour, drop’ or

cu) [so] (SB),
ce- [se-] (SB),
coo- [soo-] (S),
CO- [so-] (B)

snk

cwnK [sonk] (SB), also
cu)UK [somk],
cmuv [somg] (S)

Central Chadic Mofti zddr. East Chadic; Somray dara
‘pour’.
VI91 ‘suck, drink’ < snk‘to breast feed’ (Pyramid texts)
Proto-Afiro-Asiatic *ni/uk- ‘suck’; Proto-Semitic *ynl(
‘suck’, Akkadian enetfu (i/i), Ugaritic ynk, Hebrew ySnatf,
Arabic nktv/y ‘remove marrow from a bone’; Proto West
Chadic *nVk- ‘lick’. Waiji naka, Kariya naka. Proto
Central Chadic *nik- ‘lick’. Mbara nik, Daba nakst,
Dahalo (Sanye) nuuh- ‘suck beer through a straw’;

DRY

1

20

^ooTe [§oue] (S),

Proto-Afro-Asiatic *s/sVw/yaH- ‘be dry’; Proto West

jU».(o)re [§a(o)ue] (S),

Chadic *syaH- ‘become dry’, Bolewa sia-, Karekare sia-,

jOiirei [Sauei] (F),

Ngamo sa-, Gera sSe-\ Proto-Central Chadic *swaHj‘become dry’, Zime-Batna soia\ Proto-East Chadic *sViv‘dry up’; Omotic; Kafa su?o <*c/sV?“‘. Janjero iddimi,
iSimi
Dime micum <*?‘''Vc-\ Hamer-Banna

jyoTOJor [5uou]

wadci. woi-

jo».Tcie [Saueie] (A),
juiuoTi [§wui] (B),

(SAAB)
21

EAR

'idn

msdr

Not attested in Coptic - Proto-Afro-Asiatic *?i/upi—
?i/udn-\ Proto-Semitic *?ud_(V)n- ‘ear’; Proto-East

uuxe [maa3e] (S),

Chadic *?udu/in- ‘ear’, Dangla dejrigei, Jegu Puduge,
Birgit Pildur)!,
Proto-Agaw *wa^- ‘hear’, Bilin was, Khamir waz/y,
Khamta wak, Proto-Omotic *waj-. ‘ear’, ‘hear’, Ometo;
Male woyzi ‘ear’, wayz ‘hear’,
Chara ^^ddza ‘ear’
VI32 ‘ear’ < rnsc/rfPyramid texts)

u&jyx lmas3] (B),

Link to D1352 wa- (Nominalising affix)? - citing Hausa
majiyf < JT ‘hear’ D2133 *s Vfiw F‘to hear’?

uex [me3] (F),
ua.jy'r2k. [ma^ta] (P),
uejuT [mest] (S)
22

EARTH

t3

TO [to] (S),

V209 TO (S), «o (B) ‘land, earth’.

oo [t^o] (B)

Proto-Afro-Asiatic *tV?- ‘kind of soil’; Proto-Central
Chadic *tiy-/*tiw- ‘sand’, Mwulyen ted, Bachama tfye,
Proto-East Chadic *tiy-/*tiw ‘ground’, ‘kaolin’, Lele tSy
‘ground’. Kera tfiwa ‘kaolin’; Proto-Low East Cushitic
*ta?- ‘fertile soil’, Oromo (Galla) taaPoo.

kh

V91 Attested since Middle Kingdom (2100-1700 BCE) also related to k3h.t ‘potter’s clay’ - hence semantic
evolution in the sense of clay, earth > district, land.
Cognate with Proto-Central Chadic *ka?i-ka?i- ‘sand’.

Kie, [kah] (S, A, L),
Kik.g,i [kahi] (B),
Ke&i [kehi] (F)

'itn

V68 'itn attested since 18'" Dyn. (1600-1300 CE) > eitn
(S), iten (B) ‘earth, dust, ground’;

eiTw [eitn] (S),
*T€« [iten] (B)

Proto-Afro-Asiatic *tawin- (?) ‘earth, dirt’; Proto-Semitic
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1
23

*trn- ‘clay, earth, dirt', Syrian Aramaic tm-, Arabic lin-,
Mehri tayn, Jibbali tun, Harsusi tayrr, Proto-Central
Chadic *tVn- ‘earth’, Logone tan, Omotic Ongota tauni
EAT

wnin

‘ashes'
V232 wnm (Pyramid texts) > Demotic wm
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *wVlVm- ‘eat; food’; Proto-Semitic

oTWM [worn] (S),
oTeu- [wem-] (S),

*wVIVm- ‘give a meal, feed’, ‘prepare a meal’, Arabic
wim ‘feed’. Mehri awolem ‘prepare meal’, Harsusi awlom

OTOM [worn] (S)

‘prepare meal’; Proto-East Chadic

*wVlVm- ‘food’,

Kabalai uelema
uee,-p«)

[meh-ro]

(S),

V130-131 Compounds «ee,-p«) (S), iiie,-pu) (B) ‘fill the

uia-po) [mah-ro] (B);

mouth* < mh rJ,

uea-aHT [meh-het] (S),

<inhh.t

(S), ua-a-dH-r (B) ‘fill the belly’

uia-iH-r |mah-xet] (B)
24

EGG

swh.t

cooTae

[souhe]

cuioTai [souhi] (B)

(S),

'V202 ‘egg’ < swh.t'egg (Pyramid texts)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *sawVh- (?) ‘egg’; Proto-West Chadic
*saH'^- (>saw-)/V7"^.«- ‘egg’. Mupun as, Sura as, Angas
es, Ankwe=(3oemai hSs, Bolewa Jinsha, Karekare Pinsa,
Pero /jf, Ngamo ymsa, Kifri=Giwo wca, Gera isa,
Galambu isa, Geruma nitsha, Waiji cu-na, Kariya fu,
Miya acii, Pa’a asf, Cagu sohoyf, Siri sawi, Mburku cu,
Jimbin asu, Jimi ySso, Mangas wansi, Boghom ny-onsi?,
Kir wansi, Proto-Central Chadic *saHVy- > *sV(sV)
‘egg’.
Higi
Nkafa
sisi
(pi.),
Lamang
sisi,
Dghwede=Z3ywana sase,
Mandara=Wandala ifya
<*say/H, Guduf sie, Mofu-Gudur sese-J Gisiga tec<tVcayH, fern. pref. cf. Mukt sasdi, Buduma=Yedina n-see,
Musgu axe, Peve Sae, Zime-Dari se?, Masa se, Proto-East
Chadic *His- (> ?is-) ‘egg’. Tumak tjaa, Ndam nas,
Dangla Jiisa, Migama (}eese, Jegu t^ts/se. Bidiya (f/risa,
Mubi Ji'sso, Birgit Pi'isiya

25

EYE

'irt

eii [eia] (S)

V60. V66 - Coptic forms survive as leipe [ieirej. albeit
only in compounds such as eiepBoone [eierboone] (S),
lepBoni |ierboni| (B) ‘evil eye' and the isolated form cix
(S).
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *?ir- ‘eye’; e.g, Semitic ra3a ‘to see’;
Proto-West Chadic *yir- (<*?ir-) ‘eye’, Jimi ydra, Polchi
yir, Geji g"-er, Zaar )Tr, Sayanchi yiir, Gumntum yer-en.
Buli iir, Kir yir, Wangday yir. Tala yir, Zul ge-ere, Fyer
yeer, Kulere ii(h), Daffo-Butura d-iir, Proto-Central
Chadic *?iray- ‘eye’, Mbara rS (pi.), Malgwa ire, Gisiga
re, Munjuk aray, Daba xira, ra, Musgoy n'yS, Musgu arai,
Gidar ara. Lame in', Peve i, Zime-Batna ?ir, Masa ira,
Mesme ir. Banana ira , ida-, Proto-East Chadic *?Er‘eye’. Mubi ir-in . pi. ar-an, Mokilko ?er-sa; Bedauye
(Beja) iray ‘see’; Proto-South Cushitic *?ar- ‘to see’,
Iraqw (Mbulu) ara, Alagwa (Wasi) ar-, Burunge
(Mbulungi) ar-im-.
D27 *VP‘eye’ - cf. 72 SEE

[bal] (S, B),
Bej. [bel] (ALFO)

V27 < br-wy'hoXh eyes', briot ‘to see’ only attested in
Ptolemaic period (323-30 BCE) - possible relationship to
Berber will'eye' (D2481) or to Proto-Semitic *bVrVy‘see. examine’ (EHU-Militarev) > Akkadian baru, Arabic
bry. cf. al,so D200 ‘blind’ - as possible cpd. with 'bf eye.

n, jn

‘eye’ - no survival into Coptic
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *PayVn- ‘eye’; Semitic *iayn- ‘eye’ very extensive; Proto-West Chadic *?ayVn- ‘to see’.
Bolewa Pinn-. Pa’a ban, Polchi yeni, Geji yent, Tule yani,
Fyer yaana, Kulere riyan (= Hiyan?), Daffo-Butura yen.
East Chadic cf. Jegu Pinn- ‘to know’; Proto-Saho-Afar
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‘eyes' (pi.), Saho intit. Afar (Danakil) intit, ProtoOmotic *Han- ‘eye’, Gimirra (Benesho, She) an
NB Denominative verbs in Brb *HVnVy ‘see' (Ghat
Ahaggar nni, Ayr snay, Adghaq anhi, Izd inni)'. West
Chadic *fVyan- ‘see’ (Bole ?inn, Pa’a (tan, Kulere riyan,
Daffo-Butura yen) and Central Chadic *?an- ‘see, find’
(Ga’anda anni&nd Dahalo ieen-aad_ ‘see from afar’?
26

FAT (noun)

Kwwe [knne] (S),
Keni [keni] (B)

V83 Evidently derived from Old Egyptian itny ‘be fat'
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *gVnV?- ‘interior, stomach, heart’;
Semitic
*ga/in(a)n- ‘interior; heart’ Proto-Semitic
*ga/in(a)n- ‘interior, heart’, Akkadian gannu ‘part of the
body of an animal’, ‘internal body part of sheep ’ Ugaritic
gngn, ggn, gngnt ‘interior, heart’, Hebrew Cf. gShon
‘belly (of snakes and reptiles)’, Arabic ganan- ‘heart,
.spirit, soul’, ^Tn- ‘interior (of everything), heart (poeticjt
[ibid.]; ^anTn- ‘embryo’-. Central Chadic *?a-gwin- ~
*ginu?- ‘intestines’, ‘stomach’, Fali Kiria ginu?
‘intestines’, Gude Phgfna ‘intestines’, Logone rjgiin
‘stomach’, Buduma=Yedina gun ‘stomach’, Gulfey umguen ‘stomach’, Kusseri ngu6n ‘stomach’; East Chadic
*gVgVn- ‘stomach’, Tumak gbgsrr, Betjauye (Beja)
*gin?a ‘heart’; South Cushitic *gunuf- ‘navel’, Iraqw
(Mbulu) gunuCa

y

27

FEATHER

V251 < Old Egyptian y‘fat’(Demotic 'Cfat')
D118 *£x'yagV‘fai.’. linked to Semitic Cgr, Arabic fgr
‘fat, obese’

(»T [ot] (SB)

sw-t

Link to Proto-West Chadic; ’“saw-, no survival into
Coptic
V130 <
‘feather’ since IS'^Dyn. (1600-1300 BCE)
T3.481 says no clear etymology but possibly derives from
Any‘beat wings, feathers’.

uH^€ [mehe] (S),
«ee,i [mehi] (B)

No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.
28

FIRE

V92 derives Coptic form from ftJhd’lo smoke (of a fire)'.
Presumably linked to Proto-Afro-Asiatic ’“kaw/y/?- -

KuiftT [koht] (SALF)

‘“P/yak"- ‘set fire’; Proto-Semitic *kVwVy- ‘bum’, ‘kindle
fire’, Akkadian kawu ‘bum’, Hebrew kny ‘bum’, Arabic
kwy l-i-J ‘kindle fire’; Proto-West Chadic ’“ka?- ‘bum’,
Kifri=Giwo ka??-, cf. also Tangale Aatve,Waiji, Kariya
kaw, Miya, Jimbin kaw-, Pa’a kit, Cagu kuwa, Siri kiiil,
Ngizim khuyil ‘fry’; Proto-Central Chadic ‘“kuw/y‘hot(ness)’, ‘fire’, ‘bum’, ‘fry’, Munjuk kuye ‘bum’, Sukur
khu ‘hot(ness)’, Daba kwuh ‘fire’, Musgoy ku ‘fire’,
Buduma=Yedina) kawai ‘fry’. Lame koku ‘hot(ness)’,
Zime-Batna ku ‘fire’, Masa ku ‘fire’. Banana kuwd
‘hot(ness)’; Proto-East Chadic ‘“kawVy- ‘fire’, ‘fry’,
‘bum’, ‘stove’, Lele kuy‘fry’, Kabalai kiiyo‘stove’. Kera
A/‘bum’, Kwang kawu ‘stove’, Mobu (dial. Kwang) kaw
‘stove’, Mubi kiwi‘fvre’-, Proto-South Cushitic ’“P/yak"‘firestone’, Iraqw (Mbulu) akw-esi ‘firestone’, AsaAramanic yogo-t ‘firestone’, Mogogodo (Yaaku) iku
‘fire’.
V86 - 19'" Dyn. (13 BCE) krmt ‘of burnt tents’,
presumably from knr ‘to bum’ already in the Pyramid
texts. D1041. Cf. 5 ASHES, 12 BURN

icpcDAi [krom] (S),

Xfwu [k'’r6m] (B),
x'Kwu [k'’16m] (F)
sd.t

VI97 Coptic forms survive as cx-re (SA), cxs. (S), co (S),

ca.'Tc [sate] (SA),

cee (A), ext (B. F) ‘fire’ < Pyramid text .sdt’fwe, flame’.

ca.&. [saa] (S),
CO

No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.

[so] (S),

c€€ [see] (A),
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Not attested in Coptic
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *?alf- ~ *{ia?- ‘fire’; Proto-Central
Chadic
‘fire’, Higi Futu ym, Higi Baza uyu, Higi
Nkafa ywi, Higi Ghye (ujxwi, Fali Kiria uyu, Fali Gili
yo, Kapsiki=Higi Kamale ywi; Proto-South Cushitic
*l2a?- ‘fire’, Qwadza (Ngomvia) paper, Proto-Omotic
*?op-on- ‘fire’, Ongota Popona
_
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *gir- ‘fire’; Proto-Semitic *gir- ‘fire,
deity of fire’,
Akkadian giru, gimi, Arabic Py ‘make/bum bricks’,
Gurage *77?a,gara‘bum’; Proto-West Chadic *girgir-''hoX',
Dera=Kanakuru',g37^3r, Maha girgir, Proto-Central
Chadic *gVrgVr- ‘hotness’, Tera gir glr, Bura girgir,
Proto-Saho-Afar *gir- ‘fire’, Saho gira. Afar (Danakil)
giranc, Proto-High East Cushitic *gir-, ‘fire’, ‘bum’,
Sidamo giira ‘fire’, giir- ‘bum’, Darasa (Gedeo) giira
‘fire’, Hadiya (Gudella) giira ‘fire’, giir- ‘bum’, Kambatta
gii-ra ‘fire’; Proto-South Cushitic *giPiR- ‘embers’, Iraqw
(Mbulu) gilPi, Alagwa
(Mbulungi) giPiru

(Wasi)

giPiru,

Bumnge

hwt'iire (in Sarcophagus texts)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *hVwat-; Proto-West Chadic *Hut/*Hwat- ‘fire’, Hausa wuta, Dera=Kanakum wlSti, Jimi
wufo, Geji wutu'. Mangas wur, wut, Zaar wit, Barawa
wut(u), Burma wut, Sayanchi wut, Boghom wur, Dwot
wutu, Buli ut, Kir wut, Tule wuti, Wangday wura. Tala
wudh Proto-Central Chadic *xwat- ‘fire’, Tera wM,
Gaanda wata, Gabin wate, Boka xwata, Hwona wars
pjLue [rame] (S),
[raame] (S),
P».ui

[rami] (B)

VI72, C294b, also in S as pa.«.ue ‘Tilapia nilotica'.
D1993
links to general Afroasiatic terms for
‘worm’, ‘insect’, e.g. Proto-Semitic *rimm-at-, V links to
roots for ‘stream’, ‘flow’. Neither very convincing._
V211 < tb(t)-w ‘fish’ - Attested since Ptolemaic period. V
adds “Coptic forms may derive from a plural”.
Note Proto-West Chadic *tab- > *tab- and Proto-Central
Chadic *ta/um- in (EHU-Militarev) ‘catch’ in the sense of
‘catch fish’ - hence the semantic evolution from ‘catch (of
fish)’ to ‘fish’ - D470 *6'aPbVas a Nostratic root,
linked to Egyptian ddb- Yemsa (Omotic) Sopa ‘fish’_
Root ^arP(D1758) - Not attested in Coptic, but still v.
extensive in all branches of AA.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *pVr-'f[y, soar’; Proto-Semitic *pVrr
‘fly’, ‘flee’ Ugaritic pr’fly’, Aramaic /vr’fly’, Arabic fir
‘flee’, Tigrai (Tigrinna) frr ‘fly’, Mehri fair ‘fly’, Harsusi
fer'iiy', Soqotri Tsr’fly’; Proto-Berber *Haftr- ~ fVrfVr‘fly’, Nefusa far, Siwa am-far, Ahaggar (Tahaggart) farat, Semlal Uni, Seghrushen aifu, Izdeg afl_u, Mzab farfar,
Wargla afar, Qabyle (Ayt Mangellat) fferfer ‘beat wings,
fly away, move fast’; Proto-West Chadic *pir- ‘soar into
the air’, ‘stretch the wings', Hausa fira ‘soar into the air’,
Angas piir ‘stretch the wings': Proto-Central Chadic
*pi/ar-, ‘fly’, ‘fly away (bird)’ ‘stretch the wings', ‘bird’s
flight', ‘jump’, Hwona para 1, Mafa=Matakam parr, perr
‘bird's flight', Gude par, far ‘stretch the wings’,
Buduma=Yedina far ‘fly‘, ‘jump', Lukas fer ‘jump’;
Bedauye (Beja) fir ‘fly’; Central Cushitic (Agaw) *fir‘fly'; Proto-Agaw *fir-‘fly’, Bilin firy-Hy'
T1.55_
cf. 6 BIRD
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31

FOOT

VI65 ‘foot, knee' <
(Medical texts) and pd (18“ Dyn.
- 1600-1300 BCE) ‘knee’ - also related to pt'to run’, For

niT [pat] (S),
[p*’et] (B)

Afroasiatic etymologies cf. 44 KNEE.
rd

pa.T [rat] (S), pHT [ret]
(S),

peT

[ret],

p€€T

[reet] (S)

V178 ‘foot, leg’ < rrf (Pyramid texts)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *rad- (?) ‘foot, trace’; Low East
Cushitic *rad- ‘footprint’ Somali raad; Dahalo (Sanye)
rad_d_e ‘wing’ (?)
V237 ‘foot, leg’ < Middle Egyptian tv'r.t'leg’
OS2506 West Chadic *war-, Ankwe war. Central Chadic
*>vVr- ‘leg’ Musgum were

oT€pHT€ [wemte] (S),
orpiTc [urite] (L),
oTpHTc [urete] (SAL),
oTpHi- [umt] (F)

V340 ‘foot, knee’ - cf. 44 KNEE

[calo3] (B),
[calaS] (F)
32

FULL

mh

Cr209 ‘be full’
Militarev has Proto-Afro-Asiatic *map- ‘be numerous, be
big’; Proto-Central Chadic *mVgw- ‘long’, ‘high’, ‘big’,
‘length', Munjuk mogo ‘length’,
Musgu mdgwa ‘long’, ‘high’, ‘big’; East Chadic *mag-

uea [meh],
uia [mah] (SB)

‘(be) many, much’ , Tumak mag. Saho-Afar *mag/*mang- ‘be strong’, ‘be numerous’, ‘fill’, ‘plenty’; Saho
meng- ‘be strong’, meg- ‘be numerous’. Afar (Danakil)
mag- ‘be numerous’, mangoo ‘plenty’.
D1443 *manVga ‘strong, numerous’ East Chadic *mig-.
*mug- ‘fullness’
33

GIVE

rdy, rdd

+ [ti] (S, B),

V209 Militarev seems to believe that Coptic and

•T9.K [taa] (S),

Egyptian forms are of different origin, while V sees them
as related through regular phonetic change.
rdy > rdy (Old Kingdom) > dyy (by Middle Kingdom 1600-1100 BCE) - V cites Edel as stating that the
depalatalisation of d > rfhad already occurred by the Old

THi [tei] (B)

Kingdom.
Presumably related to d, d(w) ‘give, place, put’ which is a
general Nostratic root, related to IE dheIs this related to general root for give, bring, which D
reconstructs as *toHu’} E464 suggests that rdy may be
related to wdj ‘to lay, set’ - evidence suggests that the rand w- are prefixes [Curiously, parallel ‘prefix’ in Celtic,
e.g. Welsh rhoddi{D225\)]
T1.138 - Various roots cited: Semitic ‘Wc/‘render’; High
Eastern Cushitic: Sidamo led-, lad- ‘to add’.
(3wt)

iT [aw], ire [awe],

V18 Coptic forms survive as ».rx irex xtci (S), xn-c (B)

irei [awei] (S),

‘give, bring, come (imperative)’ prob. < Old Egyptian 3wt
‘offer, donate’ and later sense
‘extend’.

iTi-c [awi-s] (B)

Possible etymology: D750 */'ciyF‘carry, bring’ - Berber
Hwy > Ahaggar awl ‘carry, bring’, Beja -hi(w)- ‘give’,
Agaw
‘give’. High East Cushitic *uw.
34

GOOD

ndr

worqe [nufe] (S),

V150 notes - “paradoxically, the Coptic form nxqp [naff]

rtorqi [nufi] (B)

is more archaic than New Kingdom Egyptian 1600-1100
BCE’’.
D1612 napVrV‘tender, beautiful’ - found extensively in
Afroasiatic: Proto-Central Chadic *l}/ar-, ‘love’ (v.),
‘happiness’, ‘be happy’. Mbara dil" ‘love’ (v.), Mulwi
fnyi'‘\o\e' (v,), Munjuk &7y7‘happiness’, Musgu fdra ‘be
happy’; Proto-Saho-Afar *fer- ‘best’, Saho feer, ProtoBerber *fVrVr-. ‘be good’, Ahaggar (Tahaggart) i-frar.
Proto-Agaw *//>•-‘best’.

wa.NOT

[nanu]

(SAF),

V143 <

‘ny ‘be beautiful, beautiful’ “Since Middle

Kingdom but probably older" EI:190 - i.e. at least 21001700 BCE. Militarev suggests that n- may be a prefix

N».w€ [nane] (B)

’good’, like Greek eu-, hence explaining nefer above.
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T1.41 Proto-C Khoisan */an 'good', also West Chadic:
Ngizim anya'OK, well’.
35

GREEN

n-3d

36

HAIR

sny-w

V238 ‘be green' < Demotic wf‘be green’ < Pyramid texts
wSd ‘be green’. Linked to Semitic (e.g. Akkadian warSLu
‘green, fresh’) although Takacs thinks that roots are
independent.
Possible Afroasiatic cognates; OS2546 wuleh ‘be green’:
West Chadic; Dera wali-wali ‘West Chadic’; Central

OTWT [wot] (SB)

Chadic; Boka weya, Hwo wuley-an
E IV.499 - cites derived meaning ‘hair of plants’ > ‘date
fibre’, surviving as junBane [snbnne] (S), iaenBem [senbeni]
(B) - apparently no entry in Crum.
T1.131 Bedouin sindaw ‘fine head of hair’; North
Omotic: Basketo isinc. Central Chadic:*.™?-; East
Chadic; Mubi cinktna
q«) [fo],

8u)

[bo], orcM

[wo] (S), 'H'ne [foe] (S),
qore

[fue]

(S),

Bu>€

[boe]. Bo [bo] (S), qu>i
[foi] (S), qo)ec [foes]

V280 < rS ‘lock of hair’ (New Egyptian, 1400-1100
BCE).
Poss. link to D1664 */V/<?o'‘hair’ > Hamito-Semitic root
j355orD1736 */[,i??ifipa‘hair’or D1777
spread, extend’ > Hamito-Semitic prf > Arabic farf‘woman’s hair’.

(S)
Sr

cip [sir] (S)

sr attested during Middle Kingdom (2200-1700 BCE).
VI95 says ‘women’s hair as opposed to natural hair,
probably a wig or hair of a donkey’.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *cafVr- ‘hair’; Proto-Semitic *saCr-,
*caCr- ‘hair (of body and head)’. Akkadian sartu ‘hair,
hairy skin; eyebrow’. Hebrew kefSi- ‘Jiaif, Arabic saCr‘cheveux ou poil (chez I’homme)'; Berber *-zHar <
*cVHar- ‘hair’. Semlal a-zzar, Seghrushen a-zzar, Izdeg
a-zzar. Central Chadic Mofu kdra, Gisiga zaia ‘feather’;
Proto-East Chadic *d/cVHVr- ‘feather’. Dangla dire long
f.’. Migama ceert, Proto-Omotic *saHaR- ‘hair’. Dizi
(Maji) saaru.

xoK [^ok] (SA),
3£:«lk l5akl (S)
37

HAND

dr

Tujpc [tore] (SAL),
Tt»pi [tori] (B),
ToiAi [toli] (F)
Six [cis] (S),
XIX [313] (B),
Kix lki3] (P),
6i6'[cic]

(S),

xixg, [3i3h] (F)

C761 ‘hair’ < bonowing from Semitic - Hebrew sak,
Greek auKKog
V219 < cfr (Pyramid texts)
D655 *gArV ‘hand’ - East Cushitic Arbore yirr ‘upper
arm’
V350 ‘hand’ < Demotic gd, gyd, kyd < gd ‘hand’ (New
Egyptian, 14-11 BCE), Cemy also cites iW.r’hand’ (New
Egyptian (1400-1100 BCE))
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *g"'il- ‘knee,

hand’;

Proto-West

Chadic Hausa gwt-wa, pi. gwTya ‘knee’ (most likely
<*gwil-y. Proto-Central Chadic *gVIaw- ‘thigh’; Low
East Cushitic Dasenech gi! ‘hand’; Proto-South Cushitic
*guhul- ‘knee’, ‘ankle’, Asa-Aramanic puluet ‘knee’,
Qwadza (Ngomvia) guhulu-ko ‘ankle’; Dahalo (Sanye)
gilli ‘knee’.
D1216 *A'arF‘hand’ > Proto-Semitic katV > Akkadian
katu ‘hand, paw'

38

HEAD

tp

a.n€ [ape] (SAL),
[afe] (SAL),
».nH [ape] (F)

V14 - 1. ‘head’, 2. ‘chief, 3. ‘capital, amount of money’ derived from tp ‘head’ (Pyramid texts) > Demotic 'p.t
‘head’
D2284 *td'p'te'hewi. top’. Note also D2317 *tabV> New
Egyptian db.t.
Dolgopolsky links to other daughter families of Nostratic
but provides no other Afroasiatic cognates.

Kips, [kara] (S)

V85 ‘head’ - V dismisses notion that the word is native to
Egyptian and claims that the word is probably borrowed
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from Greek Kupa ‘head’. 01182

*KSRKublpV 'Uyp,

summit, crown’ rejects notion that Semitic has borrowed
word from Greek, citing Syriac karkab’tS. On this basis,
perhaps V is wrong about Egyptian being a loanword as
well. Note Middle Kingdom form
‘skull’.
d.W

actusc [503] (SB)

V334 ‘head’ < tf3’c/.?‘head’ (Pyramid texts)
0613 *goLu ‘skull’, cf. East Chadic Kwang gold ‘head’,
etc.
T1.66 Semitic gutgul-. N Omotic Dizi geli, gaylU ‘head’;
Central Chadic Proto-Mandara *^ara ‘head’; East Chadic
Kwang gok gdid ‘head’.

39

HEAR

smt

Proto-Afro-Asiatic *sim- ‘ear’; Proto-Semitic *sVmaf‘hear’, Akkadian semu, Ugaritic .smf, Hebrew smi,
Arabic smi' [-a-], Ge9ez (Ethiopian), Amharic samma,
Mehri hema, Harsusi homa (mesmS? ‘ear’), Soqotri
hyema?, Proto-Berber *sim- ‘ear’, Ghadames a-sim.
Proto-Central Chadic *sim- ‘ear’, Tera zim, Bura stm,
Chibak Sima, Kilba himi, Hildi=Margi Mbazuwa ximi,
Mbara Sumo, Higi Baza Sims, Higi Nkafa Sime, Pali Kiria
Simu, Pali Gili Simwu, Kapsiki=Higi Kamale Simsy,
Lamang Simun, Mandara=Wandala Sfma, simo, Malgwa
Sime, Glavda hyimid, Guduf ximA, Mofu-Gudur Siimay,
Gisiga Sime-J, Mulwi Sum, Munjuk Simay, Ssma-ni
luwug ‘leaf of a tree’. Oaba zimi, Gude limi-n, Gudu iim,
Logone Sim, Kusseri Sme, Musgu xime, simme, sumo,
Gidar Sum, Proto East Chadic *sVm- ‘ear’. Somrai sum/,
Tumak him cf. aw-hama ‘leaf. Ndam ham, Nanchere
sem-dng, Lele suma, Gabri suma-in, Kabalai sami,
Oormo suma-DU, Kera kd-ssg.

sdm

ctBTii [sotm] (S),

VI99 ‘hear’ < sdm ‘hear’ (Pyramid texts) - cf. 21 EAR.

cwTeii [sotem] (B),

02133 *sV[t mV'to hear’? with this present as Semitic
root smS

ca.Tu [satm] (SAA),
coeu [sot*'in] (B)
40

HEART

’ib

tB [6b] (0)

V243 ‘heart’ < Oemotic 'ib ‘heart’ < 'ib ‘heart’ (Pyramid
texts)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *Ii/ubb-, Proto-Semitic *Iibb- ‘heart’,
Akkadian libbu, Hebrew leb, ISbSb, Modem Arabic
Syrian libbe, Ge9ez (Ethiopian) Isbb (also ‘mind’),
Amharic Isbb (also 'belly), Mehri hs-wbeb, Jibbali
ubbsts, ebbsts, (< *lVbb-st), Proto-West Chadic *lVb‘lungs’, Chip Ispr, Proto-Central Chadic *libib- ‘heart’ *lib- ‘belly’, Kilba libibl, cf. Gava Purva, Oaba llbl
Musgoy libr, Proto-East Chadic *?u-lVb- ‘heart’; Betjauye
(Beja) lew (<*lib-?) ‘pylorus’; Central Cushitic (Agaw)
*lVb-ak- ‘heart’; Proto-Agaw *lab-ak- ‘heart’, Bilin
labbaka, Qwara labakaa, Oembea labakaa, Qemant
Isbakaa-, Proto-Saho-Afar *lubb- ‘heart, soul, yolk, soft
part’; Proto-Low East Cushitic *la/ubb ‘heart’, ‘soul,
spirit’, ‘chest’, Somali laab ‘heart’, ‘chest’, Oromo (Galla)
lubbuu ‘soul, spirit’ [Possible borrowing from Arabic],
Konso luppoota heart’, ‘soul, spirit’ ; Proto High East
Cushitic
Oashe)
‘spleen’,
‘spleen’;
*yib- (<

h3.t-y

*lubb- ‘soul’, Sidamo lubbo, Burji (Bambala,
lubbdor, Proto-South Cushitic *li/ub- ‘chest’,
Asa-Aramanic liba. Ma’a (Mbugu) lubura
Omotic *yib- (< *lib-?) ‘heart’. Proto-Omotic
*lib-l) ‘heart’, Anfillo (Southern Mao) yiboo

BMT [het] (SB),

V314 ‘heart’ < h3.t-y (Pyramid texts), V links to li3.t

a-TH [hte] (S),

‘front part', but it appears that this semantic shift had
already occurred by the time of the Pyramid texts.
No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.

a«H [ht^e] (B)

El. 155, T1.241 frfr attested in literary texts. Late period.
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W Chadic: Angas dur ‘heart’; East Chadic: Lele ditre,
durd ‘middle, centre’; South Cushitic *dur- ‘intestines’.
D13 *?uHdV(RV) ‘breast’ linked to idr.
HORN

db

V218 - In EHU, Militarev relates this to general
Afroasiatic, e.g. Semitic *dabab/y- ‘calf, Bedauye (Beja)
*da?abi ‘breeding male (of all kinds of domestic cattle)’.
Low East Cushitic *dibi ‘calf, young bull’, but semantics

T«.n [tap] (S. B)

very loose.
Possible Afroasiatic cognates.
‘b

< ‘b in Pyramid texts. EHU-Militarev relates this to

a(i>a [hob] (A, B)

general Afroasiatic, e.g. Dahalo (te.fa, pi, l>e:iiju ‘bulls,
buffalos’, Proto-Omotic *bu?- ‘bull’, Proto-Semitic
*bV(Vr- ‘cattle, camels’, Proto-Berber *barar- ‘.she
camel’. Semantic transition to ‘horn’ appears specific to
Egyptian. D225 also has West Chadic 'bara antelope, etc.
but this etymology appears dubious.
Possible Afroasiatic cognates.
42

■
43

ink

I

A-MOK

[anok] (SB),

VI2 Cognate with Akkadian andku, appears to derive

[anak] (ALF)

from a single base to which suffixes have been attached cf. 95 WE
D822 *H2pyV extensive Afroasiatic cognates - e.g.
Akkadian ya-ti ‘me’; Agaw: Bilin yi-t ‘me, to me"; East
Cushitic Somali /‘me’. West Chadic Hausa -a‘my’.

wj

KILL

sms

[muut]

UOTOTT

(S),

[mewt]

(S),

iioovT

[mout]

(S),

utooTT

[mout] (B),

«€TT

V107, V128 Coptic must derive from mt, mwt ‘death’ i.e. ‘to dead someone’. General Afroasiatic. - cf. 17 DIE

e,a>TB [hotb] (S),

V316 < Middle Egyptian (2200-17(X) BCE) hjb ‘to kill’,

iSw-reB [xoteb] (B)

related to Egyptian; f)b3 ‘destroy’ (pyr), lib. hblfb ‘kill’
(Ptolemaic period)
Poss. relationship to Proto-Afro-Asiatic *qVbV?-, ProtoWest Chadic *qV(HV)b- ‘split or crack (wall preparatory
to falling)’, ‘break’, ‘slaughter’, ‘cut’, Hausa gdgaiee 'split
or crack’, Tangale kesbe ‘break’, kabi ‘slaughter, cut’,
Guruntum ijgwabi ‘break’

44

KNEE

No attested forms in Coptic.

mss-t

T3.101 < *mls.t, like Central Chadic; Gisiga-Dogba
muJuwes'knee’.
See note

niT [pat] (S),
tjiiT [p''at] (B)

V165 < /jir/flS'” Dyn.- 1600-1400 BCE) ‘knee’
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *pa?ud- ‘thigh, knee’, Berber *a-fud
‘knee’. West Chadic *pund- ‘thigh’, Bolewa pundo,
Karekare fantdu, Dera=Kanakuru pundd, Ngamo hdndd,
Kifri=Giwo fdndd, Gera pindf, Galambu pandd.
Central Chadic *fV7ud- ‘thigh’, Gaanda fiija-ta, Gabin
fids-ts, Boka fujd-ta, Hwona fuda-ra\ East Chadic
*pa?ud- ‘hip, thigh’, Jegu paado, Mubi fudf, Birgit fdadr.
Low East Cushitic *ba?ud- ‘hip’, Somali baPudcr,
Omotic (?) *paHad-al- ‘inside of the thigh’, Ometo
paadaallaa.

[calo^l (B),
[cala5] (F)

V340 - < [wlj (SAL) ‘fold, bend’ - Semantic development
‘the thing that bends’. Etymology not clear, but possible
relationship to lpf‘\o bend’ - attested in the Book of the
Dead (1600-1300 BCE). Actually fits much better with
D1060 *kiyu^JVii? ‘to bend, bow’, with East Chadic
i7a//dr-’bend’

45

KNOW

rh

See note

> s- (SABF), es- (SF), 1(A) ‘know, be able’ (Cr54]).
Central Cushitic (Agaw) *?ar?- ‘know’, Bilin ar?. High
East Cushitic *ra?- ‘know’ Hadiya (Gudella) Ia?-\ ,
Warazi (Dullay) *?arH- ‘know’, Gawwada (Gawata) ar,
Tsamay (Dume, Gaba, Kuie) ar, Omotic *7ei■know’,Ometo Per-, ere, Wolamo (Wolaitta) er, Male er.
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Janjero (Yamma, Yemsa) ar, Kafa (Kaficho) ariy. Mocha
an(ha), Anfillo (Southern Mao) eiri, Chara ai, Gimirra
(Benesho, She) err-, era.
V253 reports that link between Beja reh ‘to see’ and
Egyptian rj) is not established.
eiiie
eui

swn

[eime]

[emi]

V62 < ‘m ‘know, learn’ - New Kingdom (16-11 BCE).
Proto-East Chadic *Hum- ‘.see’, Mubi ?um.

(S),

(B),

Mue

[mme] (AL),

eiui,

mi [eimi, imi] (F),

cooTM

.S1W7 ‘to know about sthg.’ > Coptic ‘know’. Attested in

[sown] (S),

Late Egyptian (8(K)-4(X) BCE), but in EHU-Militarev, we
have Semitic *SVnah- ‘appear in somebody's mind’ (?),

[soun] (B)

cworew

Berber *sin- ‘know’, Ghadames es.<i9n, Siwa assan. Ghat
as.’ian, Ayr assan, Izdeg isin, Izayan isio, Iznassen assan,
Snus a.'i.san, Shenwa .sarr. West Chadic ’"syani- ‘know’,
Hausa sanijfna, Dera=Kanakuru .&n-, Waiji san, Kariya
san-. Diri can. Miya san, Pa'a sindr, Cagu san, Siri saniwi,
Mburku sin, Jimbin san, Sayanchi yisdg, Bokos s&g-i,
Kulere syen\ Central Chadic ’*sin-H- ‘know’, ‘recognize’,
‘see’. Tera zat/’know’. Gaanda i//j/‘know’, Gabin sTni
‘know’. Boka «n/‘know’. Hwona sin ‘know’. Margi sini
‘know’. Wamdiu j/n/‘know’, Hildi=Margi Mbazuwa sini
‘know’, Higi Futu
‘know’, Higi Baza i///d‘know’,
Higi Nkafa slni-ta ‘know’. Higi Ghye stma-gay, Glavda
53r‘know’, ‘see’, Mofu-Gudur -sar- ‘know’. Gisiga san
‘know’. Mafa=Matakam san ‘know’, san ‘recognise’. Daba
sin ‘know’, Musgoy sag ‘know’. Gude (kha)sTn ‘know’,
Logone san ‘know’. Buduma=Yedina bin ‘know’, Gidar
san ‘know’; East Chadic *(?V-)sVn- ‘know’, ‘leam’,
Somrai dsen ‘leam’, Tumak ban ‘know’, Ndam band
‘know’. Lele sen ‘know’ (s.o.). Kwang aamif‘know’ (s.o.),
Mobu (dial. Kwang) 4sdni?‘know’. Ngam (dial. Kwang)
45/ne‘know’. Bidiya ?/sa/2‘know’. Mokilko suuni^’know’;
Low East Cushitic *seHen- ‘memory’, Oromo (Galla)
seenaa.
46

LEAF

No entry

JtJt- ‘leaf (Amama).

Proto-Semitic *gurgur- ‘plant’, Akkadian gurgumr. West
Chadic *g\vargwar- ‘kind of grass’, Hausa gdr&gOric,
Central Chadic *gwagur- ‘kind of grass’, Mafa=Matakam
gwa-gura.
See note

Swfie

[cobe]

Guxufic

(SAL),

[cowbe]

(S),

Cognate with D1109 kAP_V?‘\eiS' East Chadic: Kwang

x«>Bi [hobi] (B),

kSpl‘\e,aT

6u)Bi [cobi] (F)
47

LIE

sjr.

jaaiiepe

[Saiere]

V335 < g3b.t ‘leaf in Medical texts, i.e. at least since
New Kingdom (12 BCE)

(S),

V259 sjr, attested since Pyramid texts - ‘lie, sleep, spend
the night’ - present in Coptic as jawepe (S), suxipi (B)

^&ipi [Sairi] (B)

‘couch, cohabitation, sheep pen’
However s > § not easy to explain.
Possible link to OS1324 - *,6acftr‘sleep, be benumbed’:
Semitic *hadar, Saho-Afar *hVdir- ‘sleep’; Lower East
Cushitic *budur- ‘sleep’; Dahalo baddura ‘sleep’.
See note

[nkotk],

NKOTK

[nkote]

wKOTe
«K,a.Te

48

LIVER

myz-t

V89, Cr224 has
(S),

[nkate] (SSA)

Kx-re

[mause],

Old Coptic

u&oTci

[mausi] (Old)

mayya, etc.

[ufa3il (B)

[enkate] (F) ‘sleep, lie down’ or

cpd. zziSrt/c/‘sleep’ since Middle Egyptian (21-17 BCE). Cf.
76 SLEEP

uft.oYce

oTi)>».xi

citKiTe

[kate] ‘sleep’ < kdy- already in Pyramid texts and

uxoTce,

uxotci

‘hver’. D1380 - Chadic

Cr499, etymology unclear - No entry in V - could this
just be a borrowing of Greek gnapl Or is it related to
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1
49

Chadic forms in D1690 - High Eastern Cushitic afale
'liver; Also in OS775 Omotic *'a-faJl- 'liver' - related to
Central Chadic *fa-ful- 'lungs'. West Chadic *ful- 'lungs'.
Possible Affoasiatic cognates.
LONG

u)or [ou] (B)

Cr533 (DOT (B) ‘be wide, long' (omitted by Militarev).
E.g. in wou nhyt ‘be patient' (‘large of heart’).
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *wat-/*yat- ‘be big'; Proto-East
Chadic *yat- 'big'. Migama yatS f., tatta m. , taatta pi.,
Sokoro yodi

See note

jyia.1 [§iai] (SB)

V259 - ‘high’ > liyy ‘high, long, loud' (New Egyptian,
after 1300 BCE) > jBiw (SB) ‘extend, grow’ or ‘be long,
high’. Also attested as related jam [Sin] (SB), sume [Sine]
(S), juie, 6IH [Sie, hin] (S**), e,ie,

[hie, hiei] (A), soihci

[Sinei] (F) ‘length’, also V93 Xx-jain [la-Sin] (S) ‘having
length’.
iijiH etc. appears to be related to Proto-East Chadic *hm-

Mijyf [niSti] (B),
Mo5'[noc] (S)

'increase'. Lele hin.
Link to k3 ‘high’ seems dubious on phonological
grounds, even if semantically possible.
Militarev lists these forms as Coptic innovations, but they
merely appear to be 6 BIG and don't specifically mean
'long'.
cf. 5 BIG (which notes D1553 nVNcV,?Vj ‘high, big,
strong')

50

LOUSE

zby

cifi [sib] (S),
cm [sip] (B)

V183 ‘vermin, tick' zb.t ‘vermin in general' (Middle
Egyptian). EI1I.492 has zb.t (demonstrated since the
Middle Kingdom) - dual meaning of 'insect' and ‘skin
disease'.
Proto-Semitic *d_ VbVb- ‘fly’ (n.). Hebrew zabub ‘flies',
Aramaic dIbaba 'fly'. Syrian Aramaic dabbaba, debbaba
'fly'. Arabic d_ubab- ‘fly; bee'; Proto-Berber *jVb- ‘fly'
(n.), ‘horse-fly'. Ghat a-zsb(b) ‘fly’. Ayr e/i'-zab 'fly',
Ahaggar (Tahaggart) a-hab ‘fly’. Tawllemmet i-zabb ‘fly’,
Taneslemt i-zabb ‘horse-fly’. Izayan i-zab_ ‘horse-fly’;
Proto-West Chadic *jVb- ‘bee’. Tangale samba ‘house
fly’. Bull Simbi ‘firefly’; Proto-Central Chadic *fab(VH)‘locust in the hopper state', 'termite', 'fly', Bura feia
‘locust in the hopper state’, Fali Gili z/^i/'fly', Gudu Jdbacu termite'. Bata fdbiProto-East Chadic *?Vpmb'bee'. Migama Pjimbe. Proto-High East Cushitic *biziz- *buzabuz-heei\e\ 'gnat', Buiji (Bambala, Dashe) bizizee
'beetle', buzabuzo'gnal'.
D2771 *Jo;f)F.6F‘insecf.

a?vu)u [hloni],
aTiou [hlom] (S),
?i€e,Aeu [lehlem],

7iea?vHu

[lehlem] (B)

V298 ‘vermin flea, louse, mosquito', V says may derive
from hlym (L) No entries in EHU-Militarev, but
presumably related to bij ‘to fly’ - Late Egyptian
(E111.146) - in EHU-Militarev as Proto-Semitic *hVwVl‘jump (on horse-back)', Arabic hwl [-u-f. Proto-East
Chadic *HwaI-/*HaI'jump', Tumak irai, Dangla ale.
Also D1184 *KuRmV"vtorm, insect' - West Chadic Pero
i'orama'louse'; East Chadic Kabalay kurti'ny'

51

MAN

rmt

z
52

MANY

pu)u€ [rome] (S),

V172 < Tjnr'man'

pu)ui [romi] (B),

E1I.422 states ‘Plural form is the usual term since the

7iu)«i

Pyramid texts’, cf 64 PERSON

[lomi] (F)

cs. [sa] (SB)

VI81 ‘tradesman, craftsman' < z (Pyramid texts) 'man',
cf 64 PERSON

e,».e, [hah] (S)

V320 ‘multitude, many' < hh ‘million, large number (I”'
Dyn.) - homonyms ‘floodwaters of the Nile' - semantic
link?
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No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.
V128 Coptic ‘lot of < ms' ‘troops, army’ (Middle
Kingdom)
Presumably links to D1427 *monV ‘many, much’ e.g.
Central Cushitic: Agaw, Awngi /ne/2c‘many, much’. East
Chadic: Migama mah/’many’.

MMHsoe [mee5e] (S),
MHjy [meS] (B)

Cr236 and also Cr22b

niLSue- [naSe-],
[na§o] (SAABF)

Proto-Afro-Asiatic

etc. ‘become many, multiply’

*CacVr-

‘clan’,

‘friend’,

‘family’;

but also

Proto-Semitic *i'asVr- ‘clan’, ‘friend’, ‘family’, Arabic

a.jya.1 [aSai] (SB),

(airr- ‘friend’, Mehii Pasar ‘friend’, Jibbali fis'ar/afs'ert
‘member of the same group, fellow-tribesman’;
CasarAfsar ‘husband; close friend’, Soqotii
‘live in

ijyci [aSei] (A),
ijanci [aSnei] (AF),
ijiieciTe [aSeeite] (SB)

society, mix, make friends’, NB may be linked to ‘asaia
(general Semitic word for ‘ten’); Proto-West Chadic
*HV£(y)ar- ‘friend’, ‘person equal in age’, Hausa carS
‘person equal in age’, Mupun SiSr ‘friend’, Sura sar
‘friend’, Angas sSr ‘friend’, Montol cai-na ‘friend’,
Dera=Kanakuru I6er6 ‘friend’. Tangale
Galambu £dr- ‘friend’.

seeto

‘friend’,

euATe [emate],

V43 ‘very, many’ - compound ‘to be achieved’ Cl9a

uun-re [mmate] (S)

‘multitude’) mty < mty/mtr'Ki be present, to witness’.
Or possible relationship to OS1811 *mV'ad- ‘be large’;

(xto

Proto-Semitic *mV‘ad- ‘many, much, very’, Akkadian
madu, Hebrew m'^ od ‘many’; Proto-Central Chadic
*m Vd- ‘large’, Daba madde.
53

MEAT

‘if

V21 r/(Pyr.)> rw/flS'" Dyn.)

iq [al] (SB),

Proto-Afro-Asiatic *fV?- ‘body, flesh, meat’; Proto-

[aaf] (SF),

Berber
‘meat’. Zenaga
<*-f}yy, Semlal tifiyi, Proto-Central Chadic *faw- ‘body’, Gaanda fa-ta,
Gabin fa-ta, Hwona fa-ra, Mofu-Gudur vaw, Gisiga vo,
Buduma=Yedina fir, Proto-South Cushitic *fu?-un‘meat’, Iraqw (Mbulu) fuPuni, Burunge (Mbulungi)

cq [ef] (ALO)

fuPunai
54

MOON

V69 attested in Pyramid texts (EV.67) but no evident
Afroasiatic cognates, while Ifti ‘moon’ is only attested in
the Book of the Dead (c. 1550 BCE onwards) but we
have Proto-Afro-Asiatic *Ifih- ‘moon’ and Semitic *tfh

loe, [ioh] (B),
€«)e, [eoh],
i(i)a [ioh] (O),
ooe, [ooh] (SAL),

‘light red, rose’; Proto-Central Chadic *kiy- ‘moon’,
Mofu-Gudur kiyd, Gisiga kfya, Mada kya,
Mafa=Matakam kfya, Buduma=Yedina ked. East Chadic
*kway- ‘moon’, Dangla kdyi, Migama kdyd, Bidiya koya.
Also OS 1571.

iLj-a [aah] (F)

T1.280 notes comparison with Semitic *warilr. East
Cushitic *I‘h, Berber
55

MOUNTAIN

inn(.t)

‘moon, month’.

EII.64-19“’/20"’Dyn.
T3.247 North Omotic mel-o ‘stone’; East Chadic Kwang
dialects; mCVdo‘mountain’
h3st ‘mountainous land’ (as opposed to flat land) > St3
(Ptolemaic period). Not attested in Coptic.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *hurs- ‘mountain’; Semitic *tiurs‘rock, mountain’, Akkadian jiurSu, Hebrew hOrdk, ProtoWest Chadic *rwaHas- ‘mountain’. Tala ro.si.
TOOT [tOU]
Twor

\1Ti dw (Pyramid texts)

(S),

Proto-Central Chadic *gwa?- ‘stone’, ‘rock’, ‘mountain’,

[tow] (B),

Mofu-Gudur'^-^wa ‘rock’,

TJLT [taw] (ALF)

‘mountain’.

Lame

ngwM

‘stone’, Peve gwoi? ‘stone’, ‘mountain’, Zime-Dari gwoy
‘stone’, ‘mountain’, Zime-Batna guii?'t,\.om.'.
D593 g'Uh('V'i\\\\, mountain’
56

MOUTH

r3

■VI71
‘mouth’
V219 compound tp-r3_

po [ro] (SB)
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Proto-Afro-Asiatic *rV?-/*rVw- ‘speak'; Proto-Semitic
*rVwVy- ‘render other person’s words’,
Arabic nvy [-i-f, Proto-West Chadic *runi- ‘shout" (n.).
Hausa ruri, Sura wruu, Karekare ruunr, Proto-Central
Chadic *ray- ‘speak’, Zime-Batna re (possible link to
Central Chadic *n?- ‘to laugh’)
wt ‘tongue or mouth’
D2547 *‘wouEfjV ‘speak, utter sounds’; East Chadic:
Kera wSte ‘say’; Central Chadic: Gude wutfd ‘formal

wt

oath’, Logone wa- ‘say’, etc.
nueSe [paiece] (A)

V159 pg3 ‘opening’ (Middle Kingdom)
OS 1921 Hebrew/?'/-‘open’ - also present in Chadic,

57

NAME

m

P».n

[ran] (SB),

pen [ren] (ALM),
Xen [len] (F),
pm [rin] (P)

VI76 (in Pyramid texts) - may be related to Arabic ran,
yarinn ‘make a noise’, but by no means certain,
E1I.425 - name of person, god, thing (including its
reputation)
Tl,39 proto-Nilotic *ka-Rin
EV,92 k3 - 22"'* Dyn. ‘say, invoke name (of deity)’, but

k3

still attested in Ptolemaic times - also Ka ‘soul, spirit,
essence of being, personality’
D840 *ko?T'\o call’; Arabic kaPaya ‘cause pain through
hard words'.
58

NECK

ujLHa [manh] (S),
uix [mak'’] (S),
uoKa [mokh] (A),
ueHe, [menh] (A),
ue&x [mehk''] (0)

Ell. 163 - attested since Middle Kingdom/1 S'” Dyn. as
mkh3 ‘back of head’, Crl63b.
D1388 *makVj ha ‘(nape of neck), back’: Beja mok
‘nape, throat’; Agaw: Bilin makk"a ‘buttocks’; East
Cushitic: Afar makuh ‘spine, spinal cord’, Yaaku muk
‘lower side of body’, Rendille mokkdlo ‘bones of lower
spine, small of back’, Boni Jara tnukka ‘buttocks’.

nhb.t

niftB [nahb] (S),
[nahf] (S),
ns.j,Be [nahbe] (B),

VI51 (in Pyramid texts) ‘nape of neck, shoulder’ < nhb.t
‘nape of neck, neck’ E11.292
T1.302 cites link to Akkadian Idbanu.

N&eo’’' [nahui] (B),
neaBi [nehbi] (F)
bb

as-a [hah] (S),

V283/V320 (in Pyramid texts) ‘neck, back of neck, nape’

tKb [xax] (B)

Proto-Afro-Asiatic

*^aw(^aw)-

‘throat’;

Proto-West

Chadic *qa<jwa- ‘neck’, ‘goitre’, Hausa ma-ftoho ‘goitre’,
Gerke=Yiwom yya ‘neck’, Boghom gway ‘neck’; Proto
Central Chadic *^way- ‘throat’, larynx’, Logone y'&ye
‘Kehle’, Afade ywayeywaye; Proto-South Cushitic *wak‘neck’, Ma’a (Mbugu) waka.
D1242 ’•’IfuZBVf-rV) ‘neck’ - East Chadic goj ‘neck’,
extensive Cushitic, Oromo, etc.
wsrt ‘neck, back of the neck’ in Pyramid texts. Book of

wsn

the Dead, E1.360
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *sar- ‘(lower) back; tail; back, below’;
Semitic *k/sar- ‘vertebral column, backbone, backm,
behind, back, after’, Arabic sanr- ‘base of head, where it
joins the neck’, sarat- ‘back, middle’, Amharic sarasar
'vertebra, spinal cord, sineai. Gurage sassardo, Mehri sar
‘behind: back, backward.^', Jibbali ser 'behind: back,
backwards'. Harsusi sar, ser ‘behind, aftei. Soqotri sar
(sen) 'reaf \ West Chadic *sar- ‘middle of back’, Hausa
Sara: Proto-Central Chadic *sar- ‘waist’. Bura kmar ‘the
lower part of the back; the waist’, Chibak ku-sar, Kilba
.sar, Wuba sar; Bedauye (Beja) sara ‘back’; Central
Cushitic (Agaw) *sVr- ‘back’, ‘lower part', Khamir sara
‘back’, Awiya (Aungi) sar ‘lower part’; Saho .sara ‘tail,
backside’. Afar (Danakil) sirra ‘rear’; High East Cushitic
*sar- ‘tail’; South Cushitic
(Mbulungi) sira:
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Dahalo (Sanye) sdre ‘lower back, meat above buttock",
Mogogodo (Yaaku)
59

NEW

m3

iioToTi

‘below, down’

V109. Proto-West Chadic

[mui],

MOTi

*mwaH- ‘new’, Fyer mu,

Kulere mohwe, Daffo-Butura mwu, Proto-Central Chadic
*mway- ‘new’, Tera miwa-kddi, Mofu-Gudur mdwuya

[muui] (F)

V30 In Demotic as biy. V writes “relationship with
m3wy ‘to renew oneself (Old Kingdom) is not ruled

Bppe [brre] (S),
Bepi [beri] (B)

out”.
More likely related to general Afroasiatic, as in D225a
b'A\VrV ‘ungulate’ in sense of ‘young animal’, e.g.
Akkadian bum ‘young calf, foal’.
General Semitic *bar- ‘son’; Proto-Berber *barar- ‘son",
Ayr a-barar, Ahaggar (Tahaggart) a-burir, Tawllemmet
barar, Proto-West Chadic *bar-/*byar- ‘young girl’,
‘child’, ‘son’, Hausa herd ‘young girl’, Angas par ‘child’,
Galambu bhiywd ‘young girl’, Waiji mbiri-na ‘son’,
Guruntum bboro ‘young girl’, Fyer fiara ‘son’; ProtoCentral Chadic *bar- ‘young boy, male animal’, Gude
barawd, Proto-South Cushitic *mbur- ‘older boy. lad,
young man’, Ma’a (Mbugu) mburatir, Dahalo (Sanye)
*b6r- ‘boy’.
jya.1

60

NIGHT

wh-t

grh

[§ai] (S)

oTjyM

[u§n]

(SAAF),

oT&i

[ux2i] (A),

OTjyi

[u§i] (F),

V258 < f)yy ‘child’ and ‘be young’ in Book of the Dead,
New Kingdom.
Proto-Central Chadic *h/hah/ha- ‘young’, ‘new’, Mbara
haha ‘new’, Munjuk hehe ‘new’, Musgu h^ai ‘young’;
East Cushitic: Gawwata qayte <*kay-t-, Omotic: Ongota
kawtita.
■V239 - actually wl}3/^w3 - Meaning at time of Pyramid
texts: ‘darkness, obscurity’ >‘evening’. V also attests
ws3(w) - which appears in the New Kingdom ‘night,
evening, darkness’, but thinks it may be a separate word,
in which case, the forms of S, F may derive from the
latter, but are no later than the New Kingdom . ProtoCentral Chadic *\vuHVs- ‘darkness’. Gabin wusa.

Stupe, [borh] (SEE),

V347 < giiii, already in Pyramid texts. V explains exiupg,

Stnp&e, [borah] (S),

as rgrh. i.e. with the ras prefix < D724 *gVRVbVAax\C

sctnpe, l30rh] (BO),
xtopex [30re3] (B),
extope, |e36rh] (B)
nn

E1I.274
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *naw/yn- ‘night’; Proto-West Chadic
*nwan- ‘shadow’, Dera=Kanakuru noonr, Proto-East
Chadic *?i-nyan- ‘night’, Ndam Pinydn.

ssr3t

E1V.545 (in Pyramid texts. Book of the Dead, Ptolemaic
period)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *sVsV?- ‘night, darkness’; Proto-West
Chadic *sis- ‘shadow’, Zaar sis; Central Chadic *sisV?‘shadow’; Proto-Central Chadic *sisV?- ‘shadow’, Mbara
sise, Munjuk seze, Nzangi furi SiSiPi, Musgu ssdde,
Omotic: Janjero waiVfmet. < *saw-?), Chara sOsa, Dime
sutu< *5aw-r-, Hamer 5£J/'/’‘nighf

61

NOSE

D1740 *pVncV'r\o%e
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *fung-, ‘nose, mouth’, Egyptian fnd_
(Pyr.) ‘nose’, Proto-West Chadic *fung- ‘toothless
mouth’, ‘mouth’, ‘hole’, Hausa fafunga ‘toothless mouth’,
Sura flip ‘hole’, Angas fup ‘hole’, Waiji naaha-na
‘mouth’, Kariya vinaha ‘mouth’. Diri vana ‘mouth’, Miya

fnj

vun ’mouth’, Pa'a vingi ‘mouth’, Cagu vehe ‘mouth’. Siri
vengi ’mouth’, Mburku vaphu ‘mouth’, Jimbin vina
‘mouth’, Fyer fiip ‘hole’; Proto-Central Chadic *fun(g)‘nose’, ‘blow nose (vb.)’ ‘mouth’ , Mulwi ®j,e/‘blow nose
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(vb.)'; Munjuk mer-fer)\ Bedauye (Beja) gunuf ‘nose’
(met.) Warazi (Dullay) Cf. ping- ‘opening, hole’.
sr.t

V253 < Demotic Sy < sr.t ‘nose’ - in Pyramid texts.

SBs. [5a] (S),

Probably related to Proto-Afro-Asiatic *sa/uf-, ‘blow,
smell, breathe’, Proto-Semitic *sVwVp- ‘to blow, smell’,
Hebrew swp ‘to blow; to emit poisonous breath, to
poison’, Judaic Aramaic swp ‘to blow’, Arabic swf
‘smell’; Proto-Central Chadic *sVf- ‘wind’, ‘breathe’,

[5ai] (B),
Sljee [See],
jyeenT [Scept] (AP)

‘life’, Higi Nkafa sfi ‘wind’, Fali Kiria safu ‘wind’. Fali
Gili safii ‘wind’. Kapsiki=Higi Kamale srfwi ‘wind’,

62

NOT

/?, ’in

‘in

Dghwede=Z3Ywana saja
‘breathe’,
Logone sifa
‘breathe’, ‘life’; Proto-Low East Cushitic *snf- ‘smell,
scent, sniff (v ), Oromo (Galla) suuf- Gr 365
VI35 Negative particle
D1524 */2/‘nof

« [n] (SB)

V3 NB also a < an, emphatic particle - similar
development to French,
‘Je vois pas’ < ‘Je ne vois pas’.

aeH [an] (SB),
€« [en] (ALF)

D47 *?ayna. etc. ‘nothing, there isn’t' - linked to Hebrew
‘ayn ‘there isn’t’.
uuH, uH

[mme. me]

(SAA),
uuon [mmon] (F),

VI13 bn (New Kingdom). T2.200 ‘Generally accepted
that it continues Old Egyptian nn via a dissimilation of
the nasal.

iiHT [met] (SB)
63

ONE

w"

Masc.
oTii
oT€i

ora,

[ua]

(S),

[uai] (B), Fern.
[uei] (S),

oTi

[ui]

TI.41 PCKhoisan */ui. NB Trombetti linked to Southern
Arabic forms wo.

(B)
64

PERSON

zy

See 51 MAN. Alternative form z‘man’ in Old Egyptian -

ci [sa] (SB)

VI81 - Coptic ex ‘person exercising a trade'. z-Cwoman’
General Afroasiatic EHU-Militarev Proto-Affo-Asiatic
*j/3a- ‘man’, Egyptian z ‘man’ (OK), z-t ‘woman’, ProtoWest Chadic *>3-/- ‘man’ (?), Warji Li-fs-na. Kariya y-fana, Dili np-vu, Miya p-fa-na. Pa’a npa, npu, Cagu zafu, Mburku p-fu, Jimbin p-hu\ Proto-Central Chadic
*ya- ‘man’, ‘husband’, Higi Futu zu ‘man’, Higi Baza zit
‘man’, Higi Nkafa zd’man’, Kapsiki=Higi Kamale -za
‘man’, Zime-Dari n-p ‘man’.’husband’, Zime-Batna np
‘husband’, Masa sa-na ‘man’. Banana aa-/?a; Proto-East
Chadic *> V- ‘person’ ‘man’, Dangla zi ‘man’, Jegu p
‘man’, Mubi nyS ‘man’, Birgit ja ‘man’; Omotic Dime
?amz- (dissim. <*?anz- <*?a(n)py-. Cf Ari Hamer anz-a
‘girl, female’.
rmt

purne

[rome]

pu)«i [romi] (B),
?iu>ui [lomi] (F)

(SA),

VI72 Already in the Pyramid texts as nmf‘man, in sense
of human being’ > Middle Egyptian rmt.C ‘humanity,
people’. Note that in maintaining the I, the Fayumic
dialect is actually more archaic than Old Egyptian.
Proto-Semitic *I?m, *Imm ‘to get together, unite by
common consent, peace treaty’, *Ii?a/am- ‘union,
fraternity, people’, Akkadian lim, nom. limu (liPmu) ’one
thousand’. Ugaritic lim ‘pueblo, clan’. Hebrew IdPdm,
IdPum, pi.

laPummim

‘people,

nation’; Proto-West

Chadic *lilim- ‘assembly for special occasions’, Tangale
/i/i’m; Proto-Central Chadic *luma ‘market’ (?); ProtoEast Chadic *lamVm- ‘gather’ (intr.), ‘gather, pile’,
Bidiya lUm ‘gather’, Mubi Idmma ‘gather’, Mokilko
tumme ‘gather, pile’; Proto-Low East Cushitic *Iamm‘companion. relative’, Somali lammaan ‘to be a
companion’, Oromo (Galla) lammii ‘(close) relations’
(unless < Arb); High East Cushitic *lamin- ‘person’ ~
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*mVII- ‘close relative’ (met.), Hadiya (Gudella) moollo
‘close relative’, Buiji (Bambala, Dashe) Idmmi ‘person’;
South Cushitic *lama(I)- ‘age-set’, Asa-Aramanic Cf.
lama ‘serpentine ochre marking on body’, Qwadza
(Ngomvia) lamalito.
This is echoed in D713 *giJV’‘boy, young man'
65

RAIN

hw.t

No Afroasiatic cognates listed by Militarev but
D2611
‘stream, flow’. West Chadic Siryanchi A"/
‘rain’. East Chadic Sumray 7o

g,u>oT [hou] (SABF)

[niunoSi] (B)

V127, V251 uoTiKBipi (SB) from mw +

‘lift’ - i.e.

‘water in the air’, with wsi having the meaning of ‘sky’ i.e. ‘that which is suspended’ - analogously mounhwou
(SB), ‘water of rain’. Also EII.5! in New Egyptian mw
nwp.t

66

RED

tr, dsr

V369, V386 c(s'r(Pyramid texts) - E.V488
//■related by EHU to Proto-Afro-Asiatic *ma-kVr- ‘(be)
red’; Semitic *ma-kVr- ‘red’, Akkadian makru ‘red spot’,
Arabic makira ‘red’ (cf. karik ‘red’ - poss. Loan word);

Tojpjt) [tor§] (SA)

Central Chadic *mV-kVl- (< *mV-kVr-)‘Te£'. Schneider,
cited in Peust 116 links to Semitic #Ar‘red, yellow’, e.g.
Arabic #6r‘desert. Sahara’ [idea of ‘red land’].
Notes Cf. Sem *kikm ‘yellow’ and Afroasiatic *k“ar‘black’
‘in^

‘red. (blood)’ El. 100
Proto-Affo-Asiatic *nVyas- ‘red’; Proto-Central Chadic
*nvas- ‘red’, Hwona rn’ls
■V121 ‘yellowish red’. V has upojp ‘become red. yellow‘ <

iiHp^ [mer§] (SB)

mis ‘mineral substance’ (in Medical texts). Cf. 100
YELLOW.
T3.444 - colour of a type of myrrh. No Afroasiatic
cognates found.
67

ROAD

W3.t

oroei [uoei] (S),

V231 Semantic shift from

oroi [uoi] (B),

texts > ouoei. etc. ‘step, path/seek/go to a place’.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *(?a-)wVr-, Proto-Semitic *?urim- (<
*?ury-am-l) ‘a big stone indicating a road in the desert',

OT&.6I [uaei],
OT&.6I6 [uaeie] (L)

W3.t

‘path, road’ in Pyramid

‘road’, Arabic ?irm- ‘a big stone indicating a road in the
desert', Mehri worem, def. pi. (i-Syrem, Jibbali Parm, def.
pi. b-Syrem, Harsusi b-oram, pi. b-ayrim, Soqotri Porim,
Proto-West Chadic *Paraw- ~ *war-, Mupun tlr(ej, Sura
dr, Angas ar, Ankwe=Goemai war, Kulere Pdraw, ProtoEast Chadic *PVwr-, Bidiya P6ord, Proto-High East
Cushitic *Por-, Bidiya Pdord, Proto-South Cushitic
*Puruw- ‘path, way’ Alagwa (Wasi) Gor uruwa; Omotic
*wor-at-.
D2531a *wArV

See note

VI09 < Demotic myt < Old Kingdom mtn ‘way’,
suggesting composite of a locative prefix ma- and -ypi

uo€iT [moeit] (S),
MtojT [moit] (B)

‘go, march’ - i.e. place of going.
EHU-Militarev derives mtn from mkl and associates with
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *kVl- ‘move, go’, also cited as D869
*kaI'PV - I find the phonetic change too radical to be
convincing.
hr.t

V289 < br.t ‘way’ in Pyr. D2602a *xArV ‘tracks, path,
way’, e.g. Arabic har-at- ‘quarter of a city consisting of
several narrow streets, with only one entrances.

«,in [hin] (SLF),
e,i« [hin],

8,i& [hia] (F)

8,ooTTM

[houte]

Presumably related to it's./above.
Also V321 Akhimic form lo(A) < ^.7 ‘way, path’ New
Egyptian (14-1IBCE).
V321. C739 ‘way, path’(S), Cemy derives from bfdn ‘rise

(S),

(19* Dyn. - a Semitic loan), but V. not convinced.

gjOr-ren [huten] (F)

68

ROOT

Probable initial meaning ‘medical plant’. Not attested in

W3b
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Coptic.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *?abaw/y- ‘kind of plant’; ProtoSemitic *?abVw- ‘reed, papyrus’, Akkadian ab/pu,
Hebrew ?SbB, Arabic ?aba?-, Proto-Central Chadic
*?abay, ‘leaf, Glavda Sbaya.
Norw€

[nune]

(SA),

Korwi [nuni] (BF)

V143 < Demotic nn.t < Medical texts mnj.t (EII.77)
(Certainly since the 18* Dyn.(16-14 BCE)). V suggests
that it is a verbal construct ‘what remains (in the earth)’ despite phonological difficulties of explaining m > n, in
which case, it simply derives from D1420 *mma ‘remain,
stay’ with Old Egyptian nm > Coptic uotm [mun].
T3.262 < mlj.t, cognate with Central Chadic Paduko imlil
‘root of tree’, Hitkala mala ‘vein’

69

ROUND

dbn

‘ring, round box’ - EV.436 - Not attested in Coptic.
Semitic *dVbVI- ‘cake of figs’ 1, ‘make into balls’ 2,
‘clump’ 3. ‘round’ 4, Ugaritic dblt ‘cake of figs’. Hebrew
dabela ‘cake of figs’ (dabellm flggullm ‘round-shaped’),
Judaic Aramaic dibeht- ‘cake of figs’
Arabic dbl ‘make into balls’, dublat- ‘clump’. Amharic
dgbulbul (‘unused’) ‘round’ Baet, Harari dulalu ‘round’;
Be^auye (Beja) debal round; Omotic *dVbVl- (?)
‘round’, Ometo Male dulaPo (<*dVwVI- <*dVbVI-?).

sny

[Sine],
iOM-r [§nt] (S),
jymi [§ini] (B),
ioen- [Sen-] (SB)

V265, E1V.489 Semantic shift from invin Pyr. ‘be round,
encircle, embrace’ to ‘ask. question, greet’. Also EIV.491
OTiv‘circle’ since 18* dyn.
Parallel to Vulgar Latin circare ‘turn around’ to French
chercher, Italian cercare ‘seek’.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *cVyan- (?) ’encircle’; Proto-West
Chadic *dyan- ‘encircle, surround’, Angas ceir, Proto-East
Chadic *547;-‘close, cover’, Tumak sSn

Ke?i^KU)7^ [kelkol] (S)

Clearly related to universal root, as attested in D1053,
*lfolyV'roViWi. turn, turn around’ > general IE words for
wheel (Actual Coptic word for wheel is kot (SB), kat
(SA) (V76) - presumably related to klal (S), ,lal (B)
‘necklace, chain', ‘ball’) - no form kll attested in
Egyptian, but Beja kulel ‘circle, around’, Nubian kulal
‘ring’ - could be Semitic borrowing. Note reduplication in
Hausa If ala-k"dla‘\arge and round’.

70

SAND

sy

iuo) [56] (S),
jyoTOT [5uu] (S),

V255 (in Pyramid text) (EIV.4I9) and ^'(EIV.4I9)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *cV'f- ‘sand’; Proto-West Chadic
*Syay-/ *SyaH- ‘sand’, Boghom sey, se, Omotic Mao
sao, Shinashsha siya. Dime sayi

71

SAY

dd

XU) [30] (SB),

V323, Cr754 ‘say’ < oW’say’ (Pyramid texts) (EV.618)

XOT I3U] (A),

Also D168, Cr285 nexe [pe3el (SB), uaxe [pa3e] (AL),

xe- l3e] (SBALF),

neTja*.-, nejox- [petsa-, pesa-] (O), where the initial n- is

X. [3i| (SAF)

just a pronoun ‘what has been said' and D278, Cr613,
^xxe [sa3e] (S), spexe [se3e] (SAL), jbexi- (§63)-] (F) causative prefix juT 1.255 Agaw Qwara gudd, Somali yed-, West Chadic
Mupun kat pud ‘discuss with’. Central Chadic Nzangi
gwad'io say, speak’.

k3

EV.85 - survived into Greek times, also as compound d:/k3
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *kaw/?A- ‘say. shout’; Proto-West
Chadic *kuw- ‘cry, shouf (n.), ‘shouting’, ‘cry. sob',
Hausa kuwa ‘cry, shout'. Dera=Kanakuru kuwu
‘shouting'. Bokos kawa ‘ciy, sob’; Proto-Central Chadic
*kaH- ‘say’, ‘calf, ’cry’, Higi Futu ka^so ‘calf. Higi Baza
ku-ka ‘calf, Higi Nkafa ka-ta ‘calf, Higi Ghye ka-zi
‘calf, Malgwa kyuwa ‘cry', Logone ka ‘say'; Proto-East
Chadic *kaH/w- ‘say', ‘speak', Tumak ka ‘say' Dangla
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kawe ‘speak', Mubi kiS ‘say’; Proto-Central Cushitic
(Agaw) *kuy- ‘emit sounds’, Proto-Agaw *kuy- ‘emit
sounds’, Awiya (Aungi) koy-^, Proto-South Cushitic
*kaw- ‘tell’, Burunge (Mbulungi) kaw-, Dahalo (Sanye)
kaa(- ‘shout’.
EI.89 Since Pyramid texts, in sense of ‘quoth he’. Seems
to have disappeared by late period.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic
*y/?an‘speak’;
Proto-Berber
*yaanaw ‘say’, Ghadames en, Senhadja ini, Ayr annu,
Ahaggar (Tahaggart) ann, Zenaga annah, Semlal ini,
Izdeg ini, Iznassen ini, Shenwa ini, Qabyle (Ayt
Mangellat) ini, Proto-West Chadic *?an- ‘.speak’, Ngamo
ana:,
Proto-Central Chadic *?i/an- ‘speak’, Peve in, Proto-East
Chadic *?an- ‘speak’, Kwang ane ‘speak’, Dangla an^
‘speak’; Be(Jauye (Beja) an- ‘say’; Central Cushitic
(Agaw) Awngi nary, Proto-Warazi (Dullay) *yan- ‘say’,
Dihina iyanna
Notes Related to Sem *?Vn- ‘moan’ (Arab ?nn and the
like)?
V311. EI]I.25 ‘say’ in Pyr. > ‘voice, noise' in Coptic
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *g''ar- or *qVwar- ‘voice, call, cry';
Proto-Semitic fiVwVr- ‘bellow (v.)’, Arabic h_wr, ProtoBerber *kur- ‘call’. Ahaggar (Tahaggart) kur-at ‘voice,
noise’. ^ (OK) ‘say’: Proto-West Chadic *qwar- ‘scream,
cry’ (n.). ‘groan", ‘shout, call’. Hausa kurujvwa ‘scream,
ciy’. Angas ^war 'groan'. Ankwe=Goemai gweer ‘groan’.
Kariya .twar'shout. call’, Miya A'war’shout. call’. Jimbin
gwar-al ‘shout, call’; Proto-Central Chadic *kA)war‘voice’. Malgwa kwara, Zime-Batna hor, Proto-East
Chadic *kur- ‘cry to call a dog’, Dangla kirrer, Proto-South
Cushitic *^ur- ‘rumble, roar', Iraqw (Mbulu) ffur-ay.
E1.43 - related to verb ‘to be’ - appears in New Kingdom.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *ya-/*yi- ‘call, speak, saying’; ProtoWest Chadic *yV- ‘call’. Pero yd, Proto-Central Chadic
*ya- ‘call’, ‘say’, Musgu yi ‘call’, Masa yu-mo ‘call’, ya.
Banana ya-mu ‘call’; Proto-East Chadic *yV- ‘call’, ‘say’,
Gabri yd'ciHV’, Proto-Central Cushitic (Agaw) *yV- ‘say’,
Khamir yO')-, Khamta y-, Qwara y-, Dembea y-, Qemant
y-; Proto-Saho-Afar *ya-l*yi- ‘say’, Saho ya-, ii-. Afar
(Danakil) ii(y)-\ Proto-Low East Cushitic *ya- ‘say’,
‘shout’, Somali ii- ‘say’, Oromo (Galla) iyya ‘shout’,
Dasenech (Geleba) y- ‘say’; Proto-High East Cushitic
*yV- ‘say’, Sidamo /-, y-, Hadiya (Gudella) y(i)-, Alaba i, yii-, Buiji (Bambala, Dashe) /-, /-, Kambatta y(i)-,
Proto-South Cushitic *yV- ‘say’, Burunge (Mbulungi) yn,
Proto-Omotic *yV- ‘say’, Ometo y-, Kafa (Kaficho) y-.
E1I.7
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *mVrV?/<i-'see, look’, Proto-Semitic
*?VmVr- ‘see’ (met.), Akkadian amaru, Ugaritic ?amr
‘contemplar’, Phoenician ?mr
Epigraphic South Arabian Sabaean ?mT ‘sign, oracle’,
Ge?ez (Ethiopian) Pammara ‘show, indicate, tell, make a
sign, make known’. ?a?mara ‘know’, Tigre Pam*-a‘know,
understand’, Tigrai (Tigrinna) Pammara ‘show’, Amharic
ammara ‘show, indicate’; ftoto-Central Chadic *mara
‘show’, Malgwa mara: Proto-East Chadic *inyar- ‘look,
peer', Bidiya mer.
Proto-Central Cushitic (Agaw) *mirriP- ‘look, watch’,
Bilin mine y-, Proto-Low East Cushitic *mariP-, Oromo
(Galla) mariP-adda
WiE 1.426 ‘perceive, see’ - only attested in Late Literary
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Egyptian
Proto-Afro-Asiatic

*bVk/k- ‘look, see’, Proto-Semitic

*bVk- ‘examine, observe, look at’, ‘search, investigate,
find out’, Judaic Aramaic
‘examine, observe, look at’,
‘search, investigate, find out’, Arabic bqw/y ‘examine,
observe, look at’; Proto-West Chadic *bVk- ‘looking
after, tending carefully’, ‘look for, Hausa biki ‘looking
after, tending carefully’. Mangas bak ‘look for’, Boghom
bay-og ‘look for’; Proto-Low East Cushitic *bek/k‘observe’, ‘know’, Somali beeq- ‘observe’, Oromo (Galla)
beekd ‘know’; Proto-High East Cushitic *bek- ‘know’,
Burji (Bambala, Dashe) beeh-, beek-, Proto-Omotic
*bak-/*bek- ‘see’, ‘know’, Ometo bilf- ‘see’, Kafa
(Kaficho) bekk- ‘know’. Mocha bakki- ‘see’, Anfillo
(Southern Mao) bek- ‘see’, Bworo (Shinasha) bek- ‘see’,
Gimirra (Benesho, She) bek~, bek- ‘see’.
EV.497
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *dVg"'Vi- ‘look. see’. Proto-Semitic

Jsi

*dVgVl- ‘look’ - ’•’digl- ‘eyesight; view; sign’, Akkadian
dagSlu ‘look’; diglu ‘eyesight; view’. Hebrew dSgal ‘sign;
banner’: c%i7/‘visible’, Syrian Aramaic
‘contemplate,
examine’
V144, 'V147 < ntv’see’ attested since 18''’ Dyn.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *na?-/*naw-/*nay- ‘see’; Proto-Berber
*(H)innay- ‘see’. Ghat ani, Ayr snay, Ahaggar
(Tahaggart) an/, Tawllemmet anay,

MS.T [naw] (SB),
tier

[new] (FL),

HO [no] (AL),

Taneslemt anh, Adghaq anhi, Izdeg inni, Izayan annr.
Proto-West Chadic *naH- ‘see’. Mupun nda, Sura naa,
Angas ne. Chip naa, Karekare n-, KilTi=Giwo nee-, Gera
nee-, Galambu ny-, Geruma nee, Warji nab-, Kariya naha.
Miya nay-, Mburku nay-, Proto-Central Chadic *nV‘see’. Tera na. Gaanda anni, Gabin ni, Hwona na-dan,
Mandara=Wandala nan, Malgwa na, Nzangi nan,
Bachama na, Bata nan, nf, Proto-Low East Cushitic *nay‘leam’. Arbore nayD1549 *naK,Vjhe'set, perceive’/D1630 *n^fl‘tosee’.
‘ir

V67 -Coptic meanings ‘see, perceive’ < ‘to eye sthg.’ cf
25 EYE
D27 *VF‘eye’

cKopg, [eiorh] (S),
»«>pe, [iorh] (B)

111.271 htym the Book of the Dead
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *l}VyVt-, ‘see, watch’, Proto-Semitic
*1) VyV(- ‘observe’, Akkadian hiatu.
D1891 g'rlF‘appear, become visible’ - Nostratic entry,
albeit with no Afroasiatic entries other than Egyptian.
ptr

$£P [p''er] (S),
4>uip

73

SEED

pry-t

[p'’or] (B)

VI63 Pyramid texts ptr'to see’ > Greek p3 > Demotic
pry'ioe in a dream, dream’.
T2529-531, Semitic Hebrew ptr ‘set forth, mean (of
dreams), Mehri battar, Berber Shilha bader'to keep under
surveillance’.
V39 - many different forms

eapi[ebra] (S),
Bpii

D1761 *p'erV'ir\iit’IV>\ll'i */]_Ar,j?F‘bring forth’

[brai] (B)

Possibly from pr.t ‘fruit’ in Old Egyptian, related to prt
‘come out’, but V. says hard to explain shift of p > b.
Present in Demotic as pr m ‘grain, wheat’ (V39).
Militarev suggests unrelated, but this seems unlikely.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *pi/ar- ‘fruit, com’. Proto-Semitic
*pir- ‘fruit’, Ugaritic pr, Phoenician pr, Hebrew pari,
Aramaic per-, Ge?ez (Ethiopian) fare, Harari fari ’seed’;
Proto- Berber *far- ‘com’, Canarian a-farcr. Proto- West
Chadic *par-par- ‘k. of guinea com’, Hausa far-fard.
Proto- Central Cushitic (Agaw) *fir- ‘frait’ 1, ‘com’ 2,
Bilin fir ‘fmit’, Khamir fira ‘fmit’, Qwara fira ‘fmit’.
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Dembea Gra ‘fruit", Qemant Gr ‘com"; Proto-Saho-Afar
*Gr- ‘flowers, fruit’, Saho fire; Proto- Low East Cushitic
*Gr- ‘fhiit’, Oromo (Galla) Gri
NB: Saho-Afar may otherwise relate to *pu/ar- ‘flower,
grass’.
Related forms
pry (Pyramid texts)
4>e?i

(B) - ‘bean’

Proto-Afro-Asiatic *pal- ‘com, bean’, Proto- Semitic
*pul-, Hebrew pot Arabic fuI-\ Proto-Central Chadic
*PVI- ‘seed’, Mulwi Muktele fatilu
Notes Very likely a Semitism.
D also lists under D1761 *pVrV
Npry (Pyramid texts)
VI44
‘wheat’ in Pyr > Coptic ‘grain’ npy
sty

CI+ [siti] (B)

V198 - Associated with cite ‘throw, sow, distribute’ (S) <
Demotic sty ‘throw’ < sty ‘to sow, spread’ in Pyr.
D463 *catV ‘to separate, scatter’ - General Afroasiatic

hmsy

auooc [hmoos] (S),

V302 ‘sit. be sitting’ < hmsy ‘sit, be sitting’ (Pyramid

acuci [hemsi] (B),

texts)
T1.43 Saho kamas ‘sit’; PWKuliak gemec

root stt
74

SIT

auec [hmes] (AL),
au>.&c [hmaas] (LF),
auocT [hmost] (SAB),
auic-r [hmast] (ALP),
a€«a.cT [hmast] (F)
g,wpK [hork],
8,iipK [hark] (S)

Cr702 < grtyyr. ‘stillness, silence’)
Link to D1942 *qVRVsV ‘become silent' - general
Semitic root for ‘deaf/’dumb’ Akkadian (?)h_arasu ‘to be
dumb?'. Hebrew hrs ‘to be deaf. Arabic h_rs ‘etremuet’
EV.410 ts ‘sit’ - Middle Kingdom - Form tjs documented
until Ptolemaic times but not attested in Coptic. Cognate
with Proto-Afro-Asiatic *tis- ‘sif; Proto-West Chadic

(ts)

*tVs- ‘sif, ‘put down’, Tala tasu ‘sif, Sha tas ‘put down’.
75

SKIN

‘inm

inou [anom] (B)

VI2-13 ‘skin of the body’ V rejects link to Berber Hem
‘skin, leather’ (Ghadames Tiam, Sokna Ham, Siwa Ham,
Ghat Ham, Ayr elam, Ahaggar (Tahaggart) elam, Ntifa
Ham, Baamrani Ham, Rif irm, Iznassen Ham, Snus Ham)
but Militarev accepts it and adds Proto-West Chadic
*PaJm-Vn— *Iamo?- ‘hide’, ‘to skin’, Bokos lamo?‘Vs
skin’
Sha lamo? ‘to skin', Daffo-Butura lamo? ‘to skin’. Bade
alman ‘hide’

h ’r

[Saar],
Sij».p [5ar],
j{ja.a.p6 [Saare] (S),
&».».pe fcaare] (A),
SoeeJi [Seel] (F)

V269 Confusing. V269 A’r attested in Greek period as
‘leather’ > Coptic ‘skin, leather, bag, covering’, but also
agrees with D295 *ceJe ‘to peel’ - which suggests an
Afroasiatic root si. Fayummic form could be Semitic
borrowing (e.g. Biblical Hebrew selati ‘hide’) although
Central Chadic forms Bachama sHare, Mwulyen sira,
Bata-Garua [Mch.] //n?. EHU-Militarev has Proto-AfroAsiatic

*y"'ar- ‘skin’, Semitic

*Ya/ur-/‘>‘Yaijar- ‘skin,

dewlap’,
Phoenician ’"fr, Hebrew

for ‘skin, leather’, Arabic

rarvar-at-, mrvur-at- ‘gizzard’; cf. varr-at-, wrr-at‘fold (of skin, fabric)’, Mehri yarrar, varvarot ‘side of
throat’, Jibbali varrarat, rarrarat ‘dewlap; Central
Chadic ’“Har- ‘skin’, ‘to skin’, Malgwa hara ‘to skin’ ,
Gisiga garak ‘skin’ (?); East Chadic *gVr- ‘skin’, ‘egg¬
shell, bark’, Somrai gare ‘skin’, Ndam gare ‘skin’,
Mokilko guqgiini < *gu-ngur- ‘egg-shell, bark’; Low East
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Cushitic *kur- ‘skin’, Elmolo urat; Warazi (Dullay)
*k'' Vr- ‘skin’, Tsamay (Dume, Gaba, Kule) quur-o.
The most obvious conclusion is that there are 2 related
roots, reflected in Coptic saar and baar-e both of which
are preserved in Coptic, with possible loan from Semitic
to Fayumic.
[Saab],
[Saafj, ioooB [Soob] (S)

V256, Cr 550 ^5/attested in ME as name of a dog >
Coptic ‘skin, fur’
No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.
Ell. 150), compared with Akkadian maSku, Arabic masrat- ‘clothes’ - D1491 cites *me?isV‘hide but thinks that
msk has a different origin, although cognate with Beja
mesik ‘hide of an animal’.

nmt, ntt

E11.356 ntnt ‘skin’ in Medical texts, ntt in Late
Egyptian/Graeco-Roman period ‘body skin’.
Clearly a survival from Proto-Afro-Asiatic *Iat- (?) ‘skin’,
Egyptian ntnt (< *IVtIVt?) ‘skin’ (med), West Chadic
*lat- ‘skin’, ‘loin cloth, leather’, ‘loin-cloth’, Polchi lata
‘loin cloth, leather’, Geji /aao’‘loin-cloth’, Zaar faar‘skin’,
Sayanchi laata ‘loin cloth, leather’. Bull lat ‘loin cloth,
leather’, Zul /aaO ’loin cloth, leather'
And associated with D1334 *La)V'sVm, leather, bark’
(ultimately related to IE words for ‘leather’).
d&r(‘skin’ Middle Kingdom) - Not attested in Coptic
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *dahVr- (?) ‘skin’; Proto-West Chadic
*fn]dar-Vm- / *HVdar-m- ‘bark’. Mupun dre-m tat) ‘bark
of a tree'. Sura dara-m, Angas dar-m, ndar-m\ Proto-East
Chadic *dar- ‘skin’, ‘bark, cork’, Tumak dar ‘skin’,
Mokilko t/ar'bark. cork'.
D2298 *ft)/F‘bark. remove bark, peel’

76

SLEEP

wn

In Pyramid texts, not attested in Coptic.
D137 *S”i//72p/nF‘sleep, lose consciousness’. D links to
D64
‘night, dark'
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *wifan- ‘sleep’, also in Central Chadic
*lw]iyan- ‘sleep’ Gaanda lyena, Gudu wiye~nu~, Cf.
*xVn-\ East Chadic *wyaHan- 'to sleep’, 'dream', 'to
dream’, Kwang werj ‘to sleep’,
Migama waand‘to dream’, tvaan/‘dream’pi.

wy, " w

El.169 ‘sleep’ - Middle Kingdom
D157 *'(aiv'oyV‘spend the night, sleep’, Omotic *way?
‘sleep, lie down’.
linked to D64 ‘night’ and to D1650 (see entry below for
‘ib3n)

Ifd

Ka-Te [kate] (0),

V89 ‘sleep’. Also

KiTc [kite] (S)

from Middle Egyptian, 19* Dyn.

hkotk

‘sleep, fall asleep’ < nlfdd'sXeep'.

D1221 *KeyiajtV'to fall’ East Chadic Kwang kddam ‘lie’,
S Cushitic Kwadza iaf- ‘lie down, sleep’, present in
Semitic e.g. Akkadian makatu ‘collapse, fall to the
ground" - same root as IE ‘fall’ in Latin, cado ‘1 fall’.
nmC

amHB [hineb] (SAP),

< Amama period (c. 1350-1290 BCE) /m7’‘sleep’

aiMHq [hinef] (SF),

D1605
‘slumber, sleep’, D1650 *guhy'a'‘resi, lie,
repose (linked to D157 - see ‘wabove.

e,iniu [hinim] (B)

Proto-Afro-Asiatic *nVwVm- ’sleep', Proto-Semitic
*nVwVm- ‘to sleep, slumber’, Akkadian namu ‘to
slumber’, Ugaritic nhmmt ‘sleep of death', Hebrew nwm
‘to slumber, to be drowsy’. Aramaic nbm ’he slept’,
Judaic Aramaic nwm ‘to slumber, to sleep’; Mandaic
Aramaic num ‘to sleep’, Arabic nwm ‘dormir’, Ge9ez
(Ethiopian) noma ‘to sleep’; Proto-East Chadic *nun- (<
*num-?) ‘sleep’ - *mVwVn- (met.) ‘to sleep’. Somrai
nunii‘s\eep\ num‘sleep’, Tumak arj-nim ‘to sleep’, Ndam
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1
77

Pdydnun ‘to sleep’.

SMALL

‘ib3n

‘ib3n ‘to sleep’ in Pyramid texts. Not attested in Coptic.
Proto-Affo-Asiatic *?iban- ‘sleep’, Proto-Central Chadic
*HVbyan- ‘dream’, Boka t>weni, Hwona t>ena. Fall
Muchella ban ‘dream’

nds

E11.384, in Pyr., not attested in Coptic
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *gus- ‘be small’, Proto-Central Chadic
*gusu- ‘short’, Higi Futu giisi, Higi Baza (ta)gusu(na),
Fali Kiria gwusu?, Gude gusa, Nzangi gus, Fali Jilvu
gwus, in which case, could be distantly related to kuy
below.
KOTi [kui] (SALFO),
KOT3CI |ku3ij (B)

V73 KOTI < Demotic ky, V cites Vergote as deriving from
Pyr. g3y ‘narrow’, but says that g > t

is a

very rare

phonetic change. V92 kouji < kt ‘small’ (Middle
Kingdom).
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *k(Vat- ‘be small’; Proto-Semitic
*kVt- ‘weak’, Akkadian katir, Proto-West Chadic *kat‘smalT, ‘decrease, diminish’ - *kat- - *kwit- ‘small,
narrow’, Mupun Xrar‘small’. Sura Arar‘small’. Angas kwit
‘narrow’, Tangale kate ‘decrease, diminish’; Proto-Central
Chadic *kwati- ‘small’, Mofu-Gudur Mafa kwitePe.
Related to D1227
‘small’, D693 *gQ'
little’
Sr

suipe [5ire] (S), spipi
[Siri] (B), si)hj,i [Sell]
(F),it,xp- [5ar-](SB)
jyHu [§eni] (SB)

V269 Sr kmair, Srr'bt small’ in Pyramid texts > ‘son’ in
Coptic.
Presumably related to D360 *Pu 'grV ‘be small,
diminish’, but D only gives Semitic etymologies.
V262 has Coptic ‘few, small’ < Demotic gm ‘be small’linked to hm ‘not knowing’ - in the sense of a child not
knowing, but it seems more likely to me that the word is
linked to fins ‘narrow’, attested since the NK, since in the
Pyramid texts, we have snfw ‘Upper Egypt’, in the sense
of ‘the narrow land’, as opposed to the ‘wide land’ of the
Delta, in which the shift from n to m has already
occurred^'.
Poss. Link to D2407 *Xu'wmCV/*XunCV ‘thin,
narrow’, present in East Chadic, with semantic
association between ‘narrow’ and ‘small’.
Possible Affoasiatic cognates.

cBok

[sbok] (SB),

cfixK [sbak] (AF),
coBk

gby

[sobk] (SB)

xft.fiscifi [3ab3ibJ (B)

'V184. E422.7 ‘become small, be few’ < Demotic sbL ‘be
small’ -link to Sb ‘cut’ (Middle Kingdom) in sense of ‘cut
down’?
OS2168 sa ab ‘cut’, in West and East Chadic.
'V324, Cr. 760 ‘small in stature’ < gby ‘be weak, feeble’,
in Pyramid texts.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *gabVh-, ‘be weak’; Proto-Semitic
*gVbVh- ‘be weak’, ‘soften’, Syrian Aramaic gawih ‘be
weak’, Tigre gabha ‘soften’, Tigrai (Tigrinna) gabhe
‘soften’; Proto-Central Chadic *gat>- ‘sickness’. Lame
gat>d, Peve gat>, Mesme gab\ Proto-Low East Cushitic
*ga-gab- ‘be exhausted’, Oromo (Galla) gaggaba

78

SMOKE

Pyramid texts - more in sense of ‘smoke from burnt
offering’ - appears to be linked to words for ‘sacrificial
victim’ - hence, not primarily smoke (E1I1182). Possible

hty

link to D977a *kuPmV ‘smoke, ashes’. D1219 *XotV
‘smoke’, with many Semitic cognates meaning ‘burnt
offering’.
Jot

V86 < Demotic knn ‘smoke’, krmts ‘darkness, fog’ <

KpuiTc [kiTOts],

The presence of s in Old Egyptian may appear to be anachronistic, but is perfectly plausible in phonological terms, cf.
Peust, p. 116, who explains that h was written as s in the Old Kingdom.
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1
79

Pyramid texts krr ‘to bum pots' - confirmed in EHUMilitarev. D1041 *KE'y?aJa ‘to bum' or link to *karH2

Kiupu [korm] (S),
xpeuTc [xremts] (B)

‘bum. heat’.

No entry for F

Presumably also associated with dbp [kor] (Cr 827) cf. 2
ASHES
STAND

'h‘

V252 ‘stand, w'ait, remain’ < A “stand’ (Pyramid texts)
Proto-Alro-Asiatic *haf-/*hu^- ‘stand up. climb, move
upwards’; ProtoWest Chadic *Ha?- ‘raise’, ‘mount, climb’, Hausa hau

(B&e [ohe] (S),
061

[ohi] (B)

'mount, climb’, Bokos ha? ‘raise’; Proto-Central Chadic
*xu?/*xay- ‘lift’, ‘stand up’, ‘climb (a tree)’, Kilba hu
‘lift’, Margi xu' ‘lift’, Munjuk hi ‘climb ( a tree)’,
Buduma=Yedina hai ‘stand up’; Proto-East Chadic *?u‘lift’, Somrai ?u.
80

STAR

sb3

cioT [siu] (S),
cor- [su-] (S),
cir, cer [siw, sew] (PI.)

V200 sb3 ‘star’ (Pyr.) > sw ‘star’ - 'V also links to
‘illumination, enlightenment’.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *suhw- ‘star’; Proto-Semitic *Suh‘star in Ursa Major’, Arabic suh-\ Proto-West Chadic

(F)

*sasuw- ‘star', Waiji

susuw-ai,

Kariya susu, Miya

asuwasu, Pa'a sasuwa, Cagu sisiwi, Mburku sakuwi,
Jimbin sasuwa; Proto-East Chadic *sya-sV- ‘star’. Sokoro
sesu.
bij.w

EI1I.142 (Pyr.) ‘stars in general'
Proto-Affo-Asiatic *hir- ‘star': Proto-East Chadic *hyar'star', Tumak
henr, Proto-Low East Cushitic *hir- ‘light of sun or
moon’, Arbore hiiw
EV.177 gnh.t ‘star’ from Middle Kingdom onwards -

(gnb-t)

Possible cognate with Proto-West Chadic *ngac- ‘star'.
Buli ggas ‘star’, Kir ggas ‘star’. Tala ggas ‘star’. Other
West & Central Chadic cognates under D1100 *KunJV.
81

STONE

'inr

tone [one] (SALE),
tuHi [6ni] (BF),
ewe [ene] (S),
[ana] (BF)

V249, Cr524
Proto-Affo-Asiatic

*naw/yl/r-

‘stone’:

Proto-Semitic

*nawr- ~ *nanv- ‘stone monument’, ‘boundary stone’,
‘chalk', Akkadian naru ‘stone monument’, Ge9ez
(Ethiopian) nora ‘chalk’ (<Arabic nura?), Tigre norat
‘chalk’, Tigrai (Tigrinna) nora ‘chalk’, Amharic nora
‘chalk’, Gurage nora ‘chalk’; Proto-West Chadic *IaHar/*laar ‘rock', ‘stone’, ‘boulder’, ‘hailstone’, Mupun laar
‘boulder', IlSr ‘hailstone’, Sura lar ‘rock’, ‘stone’, Angas
ler ‘rock’; Proto-Omotic *nVyaI-'%\ont\
Dime laalo. Notes Dizi nyaJu, Bencho niyi, Naa nyelu
El.165 ‘Jf’stone’

•3t

Proto-Afro-Asiatic “'yaP-‘stone’; Berber ‘*rV'-yoy-‘stone’;
Proto-West Chadic *yayi-/*ya]v- ‘rock, stone’. Gera
gh'wf, Galambu gigaf. Gemma gif, Proto-Central Chadic
*xwa?- ‘mountain’, ‘stone’, Lamang arma'‘mountain’,
Dghwede=Z3ywana xtvaPa ‘mountain’,
Mandara=Wandala wua‘mountain’, Glavda ywa
‘mountain’
82

SUN

r’

PH [re] (SBO),
pe [re] (FO),
pel. pi [rei, re] (A),

VI70, Cr287
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *raT- ‘sun, god’; Proto-Semitic *rayi'‘daylight’. Arabic rayf-', Proto-West Chadic *(*?a-)ri?‘sky , ‘cloud . Geji ni, hi, Bokos rfP‘cloud , Sha are ‘sky’,
‘cloud’, Daffo-Butura ri? ‘cloud’; Proto-East Chadic
*raH- ‘god’, ‘sky’, Bidiya raya ‘god’, Mokilko ra ‘god’,
sky’.

«ni [xni] (BO)

itn

El.145 first attested in Middle Kingdom
Old Egyptian itn (Middle Egyptian)
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *yatin-/*?etin-. ‘day, sun’; Proto-East
Chadic *(?)yatin-H- ‘day’, Jegu Petit)
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51vEIV.430 first attested in Middle Kingdom
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *sVw- Tight (n.)’; Proto-Semitic
*sxVn'- ‘south (wind)’, Akkadian sutir, Proto-Central
Chadic *(?a-)zVw- ‘lightning’, Mada dwza ‘shine’,
Mafa=Matakam zaz^-‘shine’, Daba azaw
wn (see
text)

[uoein]

oroeiw
oTwiMi

(S),

[uoini] (B)

V231 First attested in Greek times meaning ‘sun’, but V
links to wn ‘open’ - attested since Pyr. Texts.
Proto-Affo-Asiatic *wan-/*wun-, ‘day, sun’; Proto-West
Chadic *wun- ‘day (from sunrise to sunset)’, ‘day (24
hours)’, Hausa wuni ‘day (from sunrise to sunset)’,
Ngizim wuna ‘day (24 hours)’; Proto-Central Chadic
*wan-H- ‘day’, Daba wan, Musgoy wag\ Proto-East
Chadic *wan/Vy/- ‘day’, Tobanga (=Gabri Nord) wole,
Mokilko Poniyd.

83

SWIM

nby

V139 < Pyramid texts n^v’swim’
Proto-Afro-Asiatic
*nVbVy- ‘swim’;
Chadic *nyabi- ‘swim’

N€€fi€ [neebe] (S),
neBi [nebi] (B)

Proto-Central

Gulfey nebia, nainbia-, Omotic Cf. Iraqw tuinb-Tm
V297/298 < A//‘fly’? - see 5 BIRD.

&!ioei!ie [hloeile] (S),
[helhel,
hloili] (B)
hny

2,i«i

V304 hny Coptic meaning ‘to row’ - appears to have
more general meaning in Old Egyptian of ‘crossing
water’, but in the Royal Graves, has meaning of
‘swimming - of crocodiles’ or ‘moving arms like oars’.
EHU-Militarev shows that ‘swim’ is an older meaning.

[hine] (S),

g,iN€

[hini] (B)

Phonologically hard to explain how e,?ioeiAe [hloeile], etc.
could be derived from this.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *hanaw/y- (?) ‘swim’: Proto-East
Chadic *HanVy- ‘swim’, Migama Panyaw, Jegu Pany,
Mubi Paha-, Proto-Omotic *(HV)wan- ‘swim’ <Amh ?.
Mocha wana.
84

TAIL

sd

ca.T, CHT
cecT

[sat, set] (SB),

V197 ‘tail’

CHT, ceeT

Proto-Afro-Asiatic

[seet] (S)

has meaning of ‘penis’.
*Su/id- ‘back, tail, nape’; Proto-

Semitic *Sud- ‘nape (of the neck)’, Tigre sudot ‘nuque’,
Akkadian iSdu (istu, iidu, irdu. esdu, usdu) ‘damp course,
base, foundation (of a building, reign), bottom, root,
lower extremities’; Proto-High East Cushitic *sud‘backside’, Buiji (Bambala, Dashe) sudi, Warazi (Dullay)
*srd- ‘tail, mane' (?); Proto-Warazi *srd-Xa\Y, ‘mane’,
Gawwada (Gawata) sii'to ‘tail’, Tsamay (Dume, Gaba,
Rule) siido ‘mane’, Harso (Werize) stfto ‘tail’, Gollango
(Wellango) snto'XaiV.
85

THAT

p3yy/t3yy

T375 has ‘seems to be identical with Beja -b, masculine
suffix for nouns ending in a vowel, -fas a feminine suffix
general throughout Afroasiatic.

jih/'th [pe/te] (S),
(I»h/th [p^e/te] (B)

86

■
88

THIS

p3y/t3y

na-i/TM

[pai/tai]

(S),

See 85 THAT.

[p*'ai/tai] (B)
THOU

TONGUE

ntk

ns

MTOK

[ntok] (S),

V146 < ntk, V says that it appears to be a purely Egyptian

MeoK

[nt^ok] (B),

construction, possibly deriving from ni-t-a-ka ‘what is
yours’

?i».c [las] (SBO),

V99
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *Iis- ‘tongue’; Proto-Semitic *liS(s)an‘tongue, language'. Akkadian lisanu ‘tongue, language’,
Eblaitic li-sa-nu /lisanu(m), Ugaritic Isn, lasanu,
Phoenician tasoun, Hebrew lason, Aramaic Isn ‘language;
folk, people’, Arabic lisan-, Epigraphic South Arabian
SAB Js/n, Gefez (Ethiopian) hssan, Tigre J3s(s)an,

Jiec [les] (AF)

nassal, Tigrai (Tigrinna) hs(s)an, Amharic l9s(s)an,
Mehri ewsen/Iason, Jibbali elsen, Harsusi lesen, Soqotri
lesiir, Berber *ilVs- (<*PV-lis) ‘tongue’, Ghadames Has,
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Siwa tigs. Ghat ihs, Ayr ilgs, Ahaggar (Tahaggart) tigs,
Tawllemmet ilgs, Zenaga gcsi, Ntifa ils, Seghrushen ils,
Izdeg ils, Mzab ilgs, Wargla ilgs, Snus ilgs, Shenwa ihs,
Shawiya ihs, Qabyle (Ayt Mangellat) ihs, Proto-West
Chadic *ba-lis-um, ‘tongue (your)', Hausa hhAse, Mupun
Iggs, Sura liis, Angas leus. Chip Us, Montol liis,
Gerke=Yiwom Us, Bolewa lisi-m, Karekare lusu/gm,
Ngamo linso, Maha di-lis, Kifri=Giwo ihm'si, Gera delimsd, Galambu ITm, Geruma lima, Sayanchi n'isgn,
Boghom gg-hs, Guruntum Iasi, Kir nde-Idg, Fyer les,
Bokos ?a-Us, Sha ?a-Usi, Kulere Pa-ltjs, Daffo-Butura Us,
Proto-Central Chadic *?V-lyas- ‘tongue’, Logone nsi,
Musgu elrsf, Proto-East Chadic *lyas-an- ‘tongue’, ‘my
tongue’; Somrai di-lesel, Tumak big < *Us-g, cf. bg-g (<
*bV) ‘mouth’, Nanchere ke-len-d-em ‘my tongue’, Lele
ke-len-d-in ‘my tongue’ , Kabalai ko-sa, Kera ku-su-r,
Kwang ke-lesum ‘my tongue’. Dangla l6s6, Migama lU-t,
Jegu liso, Bidiya zii-te, Mubi leesi. Ifsi', Birgit lilsi,
Mokilko Pilze, Sokoro s6Iari-d-um, ssle/rr, Omotic *imlas- ‘tongue’ (probably < Amharic mglas) (?), Kafa
(Kaficho) nU-laso.
89

TOOTH

‘ibtf, 'iblf-t

oBae [obhe] (S),

V154

iBae [abhe] (A),

No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates, but
possible link to cognates meaning ‘grasp’, ‘seize’, cf.
01107,01255.

a.BA.aABa [abah. abh] (F)
naaKe [naa3e] (S),
naxai Inajhi] (B)

Ell.304/384 <
Kingdom.

Middle Kingdom < nbd.t tooth" Old

OS1235 South Cushitic Iraqw anc-amo, etc. ‘tooth’.
is"' Oyn. (16-14 BCE). Not attested in Coptic.

ts

Proto-Afro-Asiatic *kV(?)Vs- ‘tooth’; Semitic: Arabic kss
‘have small teeth’ (?), Berber Semla d-k_us ‘tooth’,
Zenaga ukd-gn ‘teeth’: Bedauye (Beja) koos ‘tooth’; Low
East Cushitic kdc-u [Tos Oasl; Warazi (Outlay) kdasala
‘molar’ (< S.Omot.?), South Cushitic *ko?os- ‘molar’,
Qwadza, (Ngomvia): ko?osi-ko\ Omotic: Ongota kdasala,
Oime kgsil, Ari kasel
But possible link to 0139 ‘fang’
[§ol] (SB),
jyto?!. [§ol] (S),
fca.?. [X2al] (A)

90

TREE

ht

'V260 ‘tooth’ < ^y2r‘lion’s tooth’, since New Egyptian (1611 BCE).
No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates, but
possible link to 0103 *?xzEkU ‘thorn, hook (and by
extension, ‘tooth’).

yje [5e] (SB),

V254 > sue (SB), 6e (A) ‘wood, tree’

a* [x^e] (A)

01893 *iyaIF‘tree, stick’ - Semitic
‘stem, stick’,
Akkadian yatt- ‘branch, twig’, also attested in East
Chadic, Central Chadic and South Cushitic.

jyHrt [sen] (SALF),
[sen, §§en]
(F),
[§§en](B),

s3 ‘tree’ - V265 < sb-w’tree’ from Amama/19"' Oyn.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *Sa?Vw- ‘tree, forest’; Proto-Semitic
*sa?- ‘tree’, Akkadian saPir, Proto-West Chadic *saw*say- ‘tree with thoms’.Tangale sawe, says, Proto-Central
Chadic *sya?- ‘wood, forest’, Glavda suya', Proto-East
Chadic *sVw- ‘tree’, ‘acacia’, Sokoro suo

cei [sei] (SA),

VI85, E307.4 s3w, s3y ‘beam of wood’ IS'" Oyn.

Cl [sim] (A)

Possible relationship to above.

Bto [bo] (SBFL),

V24 < Wr‘bush’ Old Egyptian.
Proto-West Chadic *ba?u- ‘tree’, Proto-West Chadic
*ba?u- ‘tree’. Angas bau, Karekare bd. Central Chadic
*baH- ‘bush’, ‘kind of tree’, Proto-Central Chadic *b[a]H-

Bot

[bu] (A)

; Gisiga bob ‘bush’, Gude mbd'd'Wnd of tree’; Saho-Afar
*bah- ‘wood’, Proto-Saho-Afar *bah-.
01653
‘tree, bush'
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1
91

Crl83 possibly < mjj ‘a type of tree’, attested since the

ueept [meere] (S)

Book of the Dead (17 BCE onwards). No immediately
obvious Afroasiatic cognates

TWO

Norfie [nube] (0)

Cr222 possibly < nbs ‘Chri.st’s thorn tree’
No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.
VI92 - Generalised Afroasiatic/Semitic

sn-wy

CW&.T [snaw] (SB),

(m.X sn-ty

cm-e [snte] (S),

(f.)

cwoTi-i [snuti] (B)
NB - Many variant forms

e.g. Masc. cn*.*.t
[snaaw] (S), cwcr
[snew] (ALFM), cweor
[snew] (F), cnt. [sna]
(B), cwu) [sno] (S), cNo
[sno] (AL), Fern.
c«oTT€ [snute] (S),
cNHt [senti] (F)
92

WALK

Sm(y)

jyuuo [Smmo] (SA),

V264 Survives into Coptic as ^uuo (SA),

^euuo [Semmo] (B),

^uutt) (S) ‘foreigner’ < smJ ‘march, go’

(B),

No immediately obvious Afroasiatic cognates.

[§mmo] (S)
uooj2}e, uo^6 [mooSe,
moSe] (S), uA.&g,e, ]u&.e,6
[maahe, mahe] (S),

V124 < New Egyptian
‘march (of soldiers), travel’ <
Old Kingdom
‘military expedition. Forms most likely
descend from *mfty.
Possible link to D1423 *mene - cf. West Chadic, e.g.
Mupun mukn ‘walk’.

uosyi [moSi] (B),
[maaSi,
ma§i] (F), uoe,e [mohe]
(P)

sivtwt'go for a walk’ IS'" Dyn.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *wat- ‘walk, come’; Proto-West
Chadic *iraf- ‘come’, ‘go’, ‘enter’, Karekare eti ‘come’,
Tangale warp‘come’, Pero wtfrd‘go’. Geji li-teddi‘come’,
Sayanchi wst ‘come’, Boghom wdt ‘enter’, war. war-ar/
‘enter’, Kir wade ‘come’, Tule ward ‘come’; Proto-East
Chadic *?wat- ‘come’, Dangla ate, Sokoro 5ti- Also in
Berber, Semitic - link to IE (e.g. Latin vado)
D2461 *wVd f^rF’walk, go, set out for’
jiejii [leli] (B)

V97 Jiejii (B) ‘walk, wander’ - related to Berber lulli -

e,Mou [hmom] (S),

V301 ‘to heat, be hot, burning’ Old Kingdom EIV.468

euou [xmom] (B),

Proto-Afro-Asiatic

gu&u [hlam] (A),

*sam(sam)- ‘sun’, ‘sun-heat’, Akkadian Samsu ‘sun’,
Hebrew se/nes‘sun’, Syrian Aramaic sems- ‘sun’, Arabic

‘wander, err’.
93

WARM

hmm, sm

*sam-

‘sun’;

Proto-Semitic

Sams- ‘sun’, Epigraphic South Arabian sms ‘sun’, Tigre
Sams ‘sun’, Soqotri Sam, Proto-Berber *sam- ‘lightning’,
Ahaggar (Tahaggart) e-ssam, Figig i-ssim, Proto-West
Chadic *ls]Vm- ‘sun’, Angas lem ‘be hot, be burning’.
srf

EIV.195
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *sirVf-, ‘warm’; Semitic: Syriac pSr,
Proto-West Chadic *sVrVP- ‘boil’, Mupun sarap, ProtoCentral
Chadic
*sirVf- ‘covered
with
sweat’,
Mafa=Matakam Sirf-e?e
TL201 srf
Semitic *srp, Akkadian Srp ‘to bum’, Hebrew srp.
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WATER

rnw

[mou] (AL),

uTOOT
uiT

V126
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *ma?- ‘water’; Proto-Semitic *ma?/y-

[mou] (S),

MOOT

‘water”, Akkadian mG, Ugaritic my, Hebrew mayim (pi.),

[maw] (FLA)

Aramaic mayy- (pi.), Syrian Aramaic mayy- (pi.), Arabic
mS?-, Epigraphic South Arabian mw, Ge?ez (Ethiopian)
may, Tigrai (Tigrinna) may ‘water, rain’, Harari mly. East
Ethiopic Wol may, Mehri hemuh, Jibbali mih, Harsusi
hemyoh. Proto-West Chadic
’water’. Guruntum
mi, Proto-Central Chadic *ma?i/u- ‘water’, ‘river’, ‘dew’,
Fali Kiria mawa ‘river’, Gude maPrna ‘water’, Fali
Bwagira maPyin, Bachama maPyin ‘water’, Logone mu
‘dew’; Bedauye (Beja) muP- ‘liquid”; Proto-South
Cushitic *maPay- ‘water’, Iraqw (Mbulu) maPay, AsaAramanic maPa, Qwadza (Ngomvia) maPaya-, Dahalo
(Sanye) maPa ‘water’.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic

nnw

*nin-/*nun- ‘water’; Proto-Central

Chadic *nin‘water’, ‘dew’, Mbara nim-d ‘dew'’, Munjuk enini ‘dew’’,
Musgu eneniAtvi'. Masa nT, n/na‘water’.

nwy.t, n.rMiddle Kingdom
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *niw- ‘water’; Proto-Central Chadic
*ni- ‘water’. Gudu nyoe/a, Masa nf. East Chadic *nVmwater a pi. form (?)
95

WE

‘'inn

[anon] (SB),

a.KOK

a.x«2k.n

V13 Cf. 42 I - n.b. Berber has nek"ni
Saho-Afar nanu, Somali inna-ga ‘vie (inclusive)’, anna-ga
‘we (exclusive)’, although inclusive/exclusive distinction

[anan] (ALF)

is not present in general Afroasiatic.
96

WHAT?

w

OT

[u] (SB), er [ew]

(SL),

[ua] (M),

[u6] (S),

(A),

0

(SA),

See note

oTi

OTO)

OTO

[uo]

[o] (AL), 0) [6]
oTM

V228 < w ’one. someone’. V. variable.
T99 Berber: Guanche *wa ‘which’: Agaw *wa, wa'what'; Proto-Chadic *wa ‘who’, also Beja aw ‘who?’,
Agaw *aw‘who?’.

[un] (SF)

iSt) [a5] (SB), e6 [exn]

V20 < ih ‘what?’ New Egyptian, Demotic < ifit ‘thing’

(A), €Si) [e§] (LF),

Pyr.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *Pih- ‘thing’; West Chadic *PyaH
‘thing’, Bolewa: ?ya; Central Chadic *PyaH- ‘thing’
Hwona: Pya.
D16 *PaVa ‘thing’ in sense of contraction of mi Paha

[aX2] (P)

‘what thing?’
is.t. iss-t

Pyramid texts ‘thing’ - Presumably cognate with above.
Proto-Afro-Asiatic *cayP- ‘thing; what?’; Proto-Semitic
*sayP- ‘thing’, ‘what?’, Arabic say?- ‘thing’, ‘what?’,
Mehri sT ‘thing, anything, something’, obi. slan, -son,
hSsan ‘what?’, Jibbali se ‘thing’, Harsusi sT, say, Soqotri
si. frP‘thing’
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WHITE

hd

[hat] (SB)

2,i-r

Proto-Afro-Asiatic
‘be white'; Proto-Semitic *fVh‘be white’, ‘shimmer’, ‘be clear’, Hebrew fljlj ‘be white’,
Aramaic ?hh ‘shimmer, Syrian Aramaic fatia ‘be clear",
Arabic fhw ‘be clear’, Ge9ez (Ethiopian) ?fiw ‘be clear’,
Tigre shy ‘be clear’, Tigrai (Tigrinna): sdbe ‘be clear’,
Soqotri shy ‘be clear’; Proto-West Chadic *caA'%eX light,
have light -(of town)', Pa’a caa, cir, Proto-Central Chadic
*c/cay- ‘shining’, Mofu-Gudur Mafa caya? a\ Proto-South
Cushitic ca?ati (unless < *cah-)\ Proto-Omotic *caH‘white’, Ari caa-mi
T1.155 hd Semitic Arabic hoh^^'a ‘to light up’; East
Berber Ghadames

98

WHO?

jn-iji

mu

99

WOMAN

hm.t

caiue

[shime] (S),

e,ioui

[hiomi] (BE),

[nim] (SB)

e,iue

100

YELLOW

[hime] (S)

Ifnjt

‘light’.

V142 < Demotic nm
cf. D1355 */n/‘what’? - General in Afroasiatic
V205-6 < zy.t hm.t Female person, for zy, cf. 64
PERSON
Presumably hm.t linked to D37 *?emA ‘mother’ General Afroasiatic, since D notes ‘this etymon is the
most probable source of the feminine ending of pronouns
in Berber, Egyptian and Chadic’ (D, p. 122).
E.'V52 New Kingdom, related to ^nfElll.301, 18"' Dyn.
Proto-Afroasiatic *^Vi7- ‘(be) white, (be) yellow’; ProtoSemitic *(?V)kVnV?/w- color of lapis lazuli; ProtoCentral Chadic *kun-H- ‘white’. Bachama kil^, Bata
kudfr. South Cushitic qan ‘white, red and black colour of
cow’.

upo^

[mro§] (SB)

Crl83. ‘red or yellow' cf. 66 RED

KEY:
As in the previous table, Egyptian entries are drawn from Old Egyptian/Pyramid texts (24"'
century BCE) unless otherwise stated.
column entries represent Coptic dialects: A = Akhimic, B = Bohairic, F = Fayumic, L =
Lycopolitan, O = Old Coptic, S =Sahidic.
In the final column, V+number represents the reference in Vycichl, Cr+number, the reference in
Crum, C+ number, the reference in Cerny.
Unless otherwise stated, Afroasiatic cognates are drawn from Militarev’s entries in Starostin’s
‘Tower of Babel’ database (which has no index numbering system), but also from Dolgopolsky’s
Nostratic dictionary (D+number), Orel/Stolbova (OS+number) or Gabor Takacs’ Egyptian
etymological dictionary (T+number) and are presented in detail in the appendix (for references cf
Footnotes 1-8). Since the author claims no specific expertise in Afroasiatic, his aim has merely
been to show that other authors have identified such cognates and has not entered into details
regarding the plausibility of such etymologies or reproduced any qualifying comments.
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Book Review
Kinship, Language and Prehistory: Per Hage and the Renaissance
in Kinship Studies, Ed. Doug Jones and Bojka Milicic, University of
Utah Press, 2011. xiii + 247 pp.
The pioneering work of Lewis Henry Morgan led to the emergence of a
general consensus in the 19* century that kinship was one of the core aspects of
social organisation, that its study offered one of the most promising windows onto
human prehistory and furthermore, that the earliest societies were matrilineal.
In the 20 century, these positions came under systematic attack, notably
by Franz Boas, who, on the basis of his observations of the Kwakiutl, rejected the
notion that societies had inexorably evolved from matrilineal to patrilineal ones,
by Radcliffe-Brown ’ and latterly by anthropologists such as David Schneider,
who denied that kinship could shed any useful light on cross-cultural features or
even that it existed at all in a genealogical sense.
In parallel to this, from the late 1950s onwards, a series of linguists
beginning with Roman Jakobson, and latterly Larry Trask, denied that the
extensive similarities of core kinship terms such as ‘mother’ and ‘father’ across
the world were evidence of their common origin in the original human language.
This furious denial of the self-evident will evidently evoke a sense of deja
vu among long-rangers. It is thus salutary that the editors of this volume have
used a commemoration of Per Hage, the anthropologist who pioneered the use of
mathematical approaches, notably graph theory, to model the complex
interactions of exchange and kinship systems, to return to the 19* century roots of
comparative kinship by presenting a volume of 17 papers, split into two main
sections: Kinship and Prehistory and Kinship, Language and Mind.
As David Jenkins points out in his review of Hage’s contribution to
kinship theory (Chapter 2), Hage’s major insight was that Joseph Greenberg’s
theory of language universals could be used to reconstruct the evolution of
kinship terminology. Greenberg had analysed hundreds of languages and made
two key observations: that ‘disjunctive’ terminologies did not occur or were
extremely rare and that marking effects were found extensively in kinship
terminology^.

' Cf. Chris Knight, pp. 25-42, in Emergence et evolution de la parente, Ed. Jean Lassegue, Eds. Rue d’Ulm,
2007. http://www.revue-texto.net/docannexe/file/104/lassegue_emergence.pdf
^ By way of a brief explanation: a disjunctive term is a kinship term which includes such disparate types of
relative that it cannot be defined formally. For example, there are no cases of languages in which one word
denotes both ‘father and mother’s brother’ and another denotes ‘father’s brother’. Hage provided a graph
theoretic definition of this phenomenon in that ‘father’ and ‘father’s brother’ were conjunctive since they
could be traced back to the same ancestral node, in that they both share a common father, while ‘father’ and
‘mother’s brother’ could not.
Marking is generally used in the sense of the addition of affixes/grammatical modification to a basic word to
convey additional information (e.g. ‘brother’ is more basic than ‘brother-in-law’, since the ‘in-law’ addition
conveys additional information about the fact that the kinship link is via marriage). Greenberg generalised
this sense to any hierarchical relationship in which an unmarked term is more general or frequent than a
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By assuming that marking took place in a particular order, with unmarked
terms being added last or lost first, Hage used such approaches to transform
Greenberg’s rules into a model of the evolution of kinship systems, which
evidently carried with it implications for social organisation, migration patterns,
language stability and change^.
Chapters 5-11 of this volume infer the evolution of terminologies using
this approach. Christopher Ehret reconstructs Nilo-Saharan (Chapter 5), Marck,
Hage, et al. reconstruct Proto- Bantu and East Bantu (Chapters 6 and 7), Marck
and Bostoen compare Proto-Oceanic and Proto-East Bantu (Chapter 8), Hage
looks at Oceanic cousin terms and marriage alliances (Chapter 9), McConvell and
Keen analyse the transition from a symmetrical Dravidian to an asymmetrical
system in Cape York Peninsula and North East Amhemland (Chapter 10), while
Chapter 11 consists of Hage’s own demonstration that an analysis of a single term
*Pa (Father’s sister, Mother-in-Law) can be used to show that Proto-Central
Amerind had a Dravidian-type kinship system.
The focus in all of these articles is on linguistic analysis, some of it
verging on the impenetrably complex for an outsider such as myself, although
Ehret and Marck/Bostoen do have interesting discussions on the broader
implications for their results with regard to social organisation in prehistory,
concluding that the respective protolanguages provide evidence for
matrilineality/matrilocality. In a sense, this marks a return to the 19*'’ century
espousing of matrilineality.
The authors appear to agree with Divale, who argued in 1984'* for a
correlation between matrilocality and absence of internal conflict, in that frontier
societies would tend to be matrilineal, for example, in Austronesian societies
expanding throughout Oceania, where this expansion would fall on the shoulders
of the men, whose survival on potentially dangerous expeditions was much more
uncertain than that of the women who stayed at home. Matrilineality also appears
to become progressively less effective as population sizes increase.
These papers are admirable achievements of inductive reasoning, but they
do abandon the reader in the late Palaeolithic 12-15,000 years ago. Do we simply
assume that all kinship systems were monolithically matrilineal and matrilocal
from Homo Erectus until the dawn of the Holocene and then started to undergo all
manner of transformations? Few answers are provided to this question.
There are evidently anthropologists such as Camilla Powerwho are
prepared to argue that this was indeed the case. Power builds on George

marked one. Hence, in English, ‘man’ is unmarked and ‘woman’ is marked, since ‘man’ is more general,
referring not only to male human beings but to human beings in general.
^ Hage made use of Greenberg’s hypothesis that marked terms were added to existing unmarked terms or lost
while unmarked terms survived to model changes in terminology in stepwise fashion. A more accessible and
explicit account of how he did this is given in ‘Marking Universals and Evolution of Kinship Terminologies:
Evidence from Salish’, Hage, Journal of the Roval Anthropological Institute, Vol. 5, No. 3 (Sep. 1999), pp.
423-441 - Available on JSTOR.
“* Divale, W., Migration, external warfare and matrilocal residence in pre-literate societies, UMI Research
Press, 1984.
^ Power, C., pp. 17-25, in Emergence et evolution de laparente, Ed. Jean Lassegue, Eds. Rue d’Ulm, 2007.
http;//www.revue-texto.net/docannexe/file/104/lassegue_emergence.pdf
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Williams’ ‘grandmother hypothesis’, which argued that the extension of female
longevity beyond the menopause, probably from Homo Ergaster onwards, i.e. to
produce grandmothers who were on hand to aid with child rearing, was a key
adaptation which supported the evolution of children with larger brains and more
advanced cognitive functions, albeit who took much longer to reach selfsufficiency than other higher primate species, such as chimpanzees, the females of
which tend to die relatively soon after they become infertile. According to Power,
while men, who are principally hunters, would make some contribution to
supporting their children, their supplies of meat would have been too unreliable to
guarantee the constant support that a grandmother could have provided by
foraging for roots and tubers. Women would have thus pressed home their
advantage by forming matrilineal clans. It also represents a return to 19'’’ century
ideas and we may note en passant that such ideas of matrilineality greatly
influenced Marx and Engels in their conception of a utopian primitive communist
society. This no doubt explains in part the appeal of this theory to Knight and
Power, who are card-carrying Marxists. That being said, the conjecture is an
interesting one.
Another notable attempt to reconstruct an ur-kinship system is Nicholas
Allen’s tetradic theory®, which argues for a minimal structure consisting of a
division of societies into four moieties, with children in different moieties from
their parents, and specific rules about intermarriage between these moieties. If
anything, the authors in this book, notably Dwight Read (Chapter 13) are (I
suspect, prematurely) dismissive of Allen’s model, on the grounds that there is no
evidence for its actual existence except in the Khoisan-speaking !Kung. It may
hence actually represent a parallel to the first major split in proto-Sapiens between
Khoisan and non-Khoisan. I am curious about Read’s claim, since it is clearly at
variance with Allen’s that there are Australian tribes’ with tetradic-like kinship
systems.
Chapters 3 and 4 showcase work on proto-Sapiens kinship terminology
(PAPA, MAMA and KAKA) by Alain Matthey de I’Etang and Pierre Bancel, the
first written with Merritt Ruhlen and the second with John Bengtson. If anything,
much of their material is familiar from their more detailed, more richly
speculative and frankly more interesting papers in Mother Tongue^ and the Hal
Fleming Festschrift^.

^ For an account of this: see Allen, N. J. pp. 44-57, in Emergence et evolution de la parente, Ed. Jean
Lassegue, Eds. Rue d’Ulm, 2007 or Allen, N. J., Chapter 5 in Early Human Kinship: from sex to social
reproduction, Blackwell, 2011.

^ N.J. Allen, ibid, p. 45.
* Tracing the ancestral kinship system: The global etymon kaka. Part I: A linguistic study. MT VII: 209-43
(2002); Tracing the ancestral kinship system: The global etymon kaka. Part II: An anthropological study. MT
VII: 245-58 (2002); The global distribution of (P)APA and (T)ATA and their original meaning. MT IX: 133169 (2005); Kin tongue: A study of kin nursery terms in relation to language acquisition, with a historical and
evolutionary perspective. MT IX: 171-90 (2005) [Ed.].
^ In Hot Pursuit of Language in Prehistory: Essays in the Four Fields of Anthropology : in Honor of Harold
Crane Fleming, ed. J.D. Bengtson, 2008.
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Chapter 4 presents new statistical evidence which does appear to support
the extreme polarity in the use of the term for one sex, although the data for
PAPA (terms in over 70% of languages mean father/father’s brother and only 5%
mean mother/mother’s sister) and NANA (terms in over 70% of languages mean
mother/mother’s sister and only 6% mean father/father’s brother) are more
convincing than MAMA (where terms in over 50% of languages mean
mother/mother’s sister, but 27% mean father/father’s brother) and KAKA (where
terms in 34% of languages mean mother’s brother).
While I have always accepted as self-evident their basic point that the
existence of an extended kinship term like KAKA in many different families
across the world argues against the claims e.g. Jakobson and Trask, i.e. that
MAMA/TATA/KAKA really do derive from proto-Sapiens words and are not
merely serially reinvented Lallwdrter, many linguists do not. To play devil’s
advocate, I thus wonder how to conceive of a cast iron thought experiment which
will settle the matter once and for all. It seems to me that the best way to do this is
to analyse kinship words which are not necessarily taught to babies, such as
‘husband’, ‘wife’, since the relationships that they express do not involve the baby
itself (a possible choice would be KUNA/GUNE: ‘woman/wife’, reconstructed as
a word of proto-Sapiens by Trombetti and then independently by Ruhlen and
Bengtson). Another idea would be to find a word with widespread occurrence as a
compound with a meaning shifted away from kinship like Trombetti’s ‘son’ in
‘finger = son of the hand’.
It is also curious that the authors overlooked AJA ‘mother, older female
relative’, which Bengtson & Ruhlen reconstructed as a global etymology in
1994'°, since this term is clearly present in Khoisan, e.g. in Hadza as aija
‘mother, grandmother, aunt’, as well as in e.g. IKung ai ‘mother’. Not only does
this fail to fit the phonological pattern of a Lallwort, but more importantly, it must
predate the split between Hadza and the other Khoisan languages, which Tishkoff
et al." have dated to at least 35,000 years ago, probably to 50,000 years ago and
possibly anything up to 100,000 years ago.
My own view, based on archaeological/climatological evidence for Out of
Africa dates, is that genetic dates have a systematic bias to the low side, so that
the true dates are probably much higher. There is an evident corollary here, in that
if a single language family can maintain a high enough degree of cognacy at time
depths of 50,000 years or so to be clearly identifiable as such (and the link
between Hadza/Sandawe and the other Khoisan languages was demonstrated as
long ago as 1910 by Trombetti), then why shouldn’t other families with deep
roots have time depths of the same order of magnitude? By this token, Ehret’s
dates of 12-15,000 years for proto-Nilo-Saharan, which appear to be based on
linguistic archaeology, may also be too low.
There is also an important historiographic omission in these papers. As the
authors rightly note, 19°’ century writers such as Buschmann (1852) were already

Bengtson, J.D, & Ruhlen, M., Global Etymologies, in Ruhlen, M., On the Origin of Languages, pp. 277336, Stanford University Press, 1994.
Tishkoff, S.A., History of Click-Speaking Populations of Africa, Inferred from mtDNA and Y
Chromosome Genetic Variation, Mol. Biol. Evol. (2007) 24(10); 2180-2195.
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carrying out comparative research into kinship terms, although he favoured a
fanciful explanation of MAMA/PAPA as representing a polarity between a hard
sound for PAPA, which reflected the ‘hardness’ of fathers, and a soft nasal sound
for MAMA, which reflected the ‘softness’ of mothers. The authors nevertheless
appear to be unaware of late 19*^/early 20* century work which closely anticipates
their own.
In particular, in Comparazioni Lessicali (1920), Trombetti reconstructed a
number of kinship terms
: kwe-, kwer ‘marry, father-in-law’ in NigerCongo/Nostratic, kali ‘wife, young woman’ in Niger-Congo, Affoasiatic and
Caucasian and most notably, koto, kodo ‘other, fnend, elder brother’ in AfroAsiatic, Niger-Congo, Dravidian, Australian. Austroasiatic, noting that the words
were “derived from a Lallwort of the type of Semitic ax”. The last of these
etymologies is evidently very close to KAKA.
As Trombetti nevertheless notes in his section on inteijections, the first
person to explain that the more basic kinship terms, MAMA, PAPA, TATA had
been present in proto-Sapiens was Paul Kretschmer, who published a historical
grammar of Greek in 1896, in which he dedicates several pages to Lallwdrter.
Kretschmer’s interest derives from the fact that he found so many of them in
personal names in Asia Minor (in what we would now call the Anatolian
languages) but the scope of his analysis is impressively wide and apparently free
of the blinkers of most Indo-Europeanists of the day.
Kretschmer dismisses Buschmann’s theory of hard sounds for hard
fathers, etc., instead positing that babies progressively produce sounds as they
gain motor control of their soft palate and that these sounds are ‘appropriated
sequentially’, with mothers, who spend the most time with their babies, having
first call on using an infantile sound to name themselves. Evidently, there is
nothing different here from Jakobson’s argument. What is nevertheless
enormously significant is Kretschmer’s observation that “naturally, only the
original process was like this, through which the allocation of meaning was
settled once and for all”.^^ I think that it is abundantly clear from this that he (and
presumably Trombetti also) considered such words to be part of a proto-human
language.
Indeed, Kretschmer almost precisely anticipates Bancel/Matthey de
I’Etang’s arguments by arguing that although Buschmann had highlighted a
number of terms which violate the paradigm of M/N for mother and T/P for
father, there were too many positive matches to dismiss these correlations as
random. He also pointed out that such sounds can also be appropriated for other
meanings (e.g. cacare ‘to defecate’, Italian pappare ‘to eat’) and hence, that it is
by no means inevitable that a baby’s first sounds will always be assigned the
meaning of ‘mother’ or ‘father’, making a polygenetic origin for such terms less
likely.

Trombetti, A., Comparazioni Lessicali (1920).
“Naturlich war so nur der urspriingliche Vorgang, durch welchen die Bedeutungsverteilung ein fur alle
mal geregelt ist”. (Kretschmer, op. cit., p. 355)
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The second part of the book, Kinship, Language and Mind, begins with a
paper by Warren Shapiro which rebuts Janet Carsten’s claims that kinship is
merely reflection of ‘relatedness’ arising from shared food or housing, and
arguing that kinship is universally based on genealogical connection.
In Chapter 13, Dwight Read is at pains to argue that the conceptual
structure of kinship systems cannot be explained by genealogy alone but also
involves mastery of the ability to operate an abstract set of generative
‘grammatical’ rules, which he extends with Giovanni Bennardo into Chapter 14
with a comparative analysis of American and Tongan kinship systems, the former
of which is shown to be based more on ‘parent-child’ relationships and the latter
on sibling relationships.
In a brief article, ‘Marking and Language Change’, which forms Chapter
15, David Kronenfeld proposes that markedness drives linguistic change. In this,
he follows Greenberg, who argued that unmarked words will tend to arise and be
lost before marked ones and hence permit predictions of diachronic events. I
wonder about his argument since there is no shortage of counterexamples of the
inverse process, whereby the marked word drives out the unmarked one, most
notably compounds in Latin {e.g. caseus formaticus> fromage, persicum malum
> pesca, peach, jecor ficatus > fegato,foie.
In Chapter 16, Doug Jones begins with a historical essay, outlining how
the structuralist enterprise of trying to use linguistic models to explain culture in
general failed and was replaced with the Chomskian model of a specific language
module, in which grammatical rules represent structural features of a specific
language organ. He then proceeds with an analysis of kinship terminology in
terms of optimality theory, which essentially entails the sequential application of
constraints to select the correct kinship term for a given input. While Jones is
happy that the rules of kinship conform to a ‘grammar’, he is circumspect about
the limited scope for analysing other areas of cognition in terms of grammatical
rules.
The final paper in the volume by Bojka Milicic asks ‘Is there a kinship
module?’ and suggests, on the basis of her analysis of Quechua and Croatian
children, who appear able to navigate very well around kinship terminology, that
there may be, although she concedes that this ‘module’ probably overlaps with a
language module.
As an amateur palaeolinguist with no training in theoretical linguistics, I
would be the first to admit ‘lack of standing’ to criticise the papers in the second
part of this book. Having said this, I found my eyebrows spontaneously rising on
several points and as I have taken on the task of reviewing this volume, I shall
state my views, for what they are worth.
Most notably, a number of the authors appear to be attempting to work
within paradigms, e.g. Piaget, Chomsky’s theory of the poverty of stimulus and
the notion of modularity, which have been or are in the process of being
discredited, and in particular, that they were still pursuing the structuralist dream
of defining a kinship system in purely linguistic terms.
It nevertheless seems to me that the real challenge to such studies is posed
by work such as Ehret’s on Nilo-Saharan and McConvell and Keen’s on Kariera,
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which clearly demonstrate the fluidity of kinship systems. Indeed Ehret’s analysis
of Nilo-Saharan kinship (cf. p. 56) suggests that over recent millennia, cousin
terminologies have seldom been stable for more than a few centuries. Among
these authors, only Read attempts to engage with the evolutionary dimension of
kinship systems, although he comes to few conclusions beyond dismissing
Allen’s theory and arguing that the original kinship system may have been
genealogical in nature.
Any purely synchronic analysis of a kinship structure may be useful for
exposing the particular generative rules of that structure (and I suspect that a
formal system may be defined from several points of reference, which are all
equally valid), but will not tell us anything about how such rules emerge. Hence,
for example, while optimality theory may be able to dissect a kinship system into
a hierarchy of constraints, it does not explain why different cultures arrive at
different rankings of constraints or how or why these may change.
This in turn would seem to undermine the notion of a ‘kinship module’.
Milicic stops short of proposing a ‘strong’ (i.e. self-contained) kinship module,
but does suggest that it may form part of a more general language module.
Her argument nevertheless appears to rest on a dogmatic assumption of
the truth of Chomsky’s ‘poverty of stimulus’ argument, i.e. that children’s ability
to process and elucidate grammatical rules goes way beyond anything explicable
on the basis of external inputs. If I remember my own childhood, there was no
shortage of kinship stimulus, in that all of my relatives were given titles: ‘Aunt
Barbara’, ‘Uncle Edgar’, ‘Cousin Judy’, ‘Grandpa Les’, etc.''*. Furthermore, in
some languages, kinship terms are used extremely loosely, e.g. ‘uncle/aunt’ in
English, fio/tia' in Brazilian Portuguese, with it very much an individual choice
as to whether the use of this term is restricted to blood relations.
If, as the authors in this volume argue (and I accept), kinship structures are
not simply improvised but represent a deliberate design, presumably in the face of
socioeconomic constraints, then it is hard to see how this design process would be
innate to or even understandable by children, since it would require a complete
understanding of many other dimensions of society, such as availability of
resources, availability of potential brides and grooms, religious beliefs, taboos,
inter-tribal diplomacy and power relations. If this is true, then language may well
serve as a subsequent record of changes in kinship terminology but will not be
able to explain why they happen.

Milicic also gives an example of a 3-year-old Croatian boy who, during a long stay away from his father
with his uncle, began to address the uncle as ‘father’ and was then corrected by his 4-year old cousin, who
begins to refer to her own father as ‘uncle’ in an attempt to coax her younger cousin into using the correct
term. Milicic seems to think that this is evidence for some innate understanding of kinship in children. I see it
as a purely linguistic phenomenon - i.e. it is just one more example of descriptive terms such as ‘my/your’,
‘here/there’, for which the signified object is contingent on the speaker’s frame of reference. Indeed, is there
any essential difference in the situation in which the 3-year-old boy refers to his cousin’s pet as ‘my dog’ and
his older cousin corrects him by pointing at her own dog and saying ‘your dog’? One would hardly argue
from this that dogs are included in a specific kinship module.
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In this way, drafting of kinship rules is more likely to be akin to law¬
making than to some innate cognitive process.
We need only recall the reply of the Arapesh tribe of New Guinea to
Margaret Mead’s questioning of them about brother-sister incest to observe that
such peoples are entirely aware of the socioeconomic dimensions of kinship.
“What, you would like to marry’ your sister? What is the matter with you
anyway? Don't you want a brother-in-law? Don’t you realize that if you marry
another man's sister and another man marries your sister, you will have at least
two brothers-in-Iaw, while if you marry your own sister you will have none? With
whom will you hunt, with whom will you garden, who will you visit? ”

This requires cognitive abilities which go well beyond the manipulation of
a series of grammatical rules and it seems to me that one will rapidly get into very
deep water by arguing that kinship features can be encapsulated in a specific
module and separated from other non-kinship features of social and economic
organisation.
Lastly, Milicic’s statement that Bancel and Matthey de I’Etang regard
kinship vocabulary as the core of human protolanguage appears to put words into
their mouth. If I have understood them correctly, they merely claim that the near
ubiquitous words MAMA, PAPA, KAKA derive from proto-Sapiens and not that
they have any privileged role or are “the very origin of language”.
As Lieberman has argued, language in Homo Sapiens implies the
adaptation of circuits already present in older hominids, and hence, the ability of
these earlier hominids to speak in some shape or form. If the grandmother
hypothesis is correct and a matriarchal model of social organisation is a corollary
of encephalisation, then the emergence of the original kinship system could have
predated the emergence of Homo Sapiens by more than a million years and when
we look at proto-Sapiens, we already observing a relatively sophisticated society.
Perhaps the archaeological record can shed some light on this.
Jonathan Sherman Morris
Sao Paulo, Brazil

The author would like to thank Professor David Shanks (UCL, London) and
Pierre Bancel (ASLIP) for their invaluable discussions and assistance with
bibliographical material, but also points out that all errors and interpretations are
his own.
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Letter from Owi Nandi
Received May 30,2012
I would like to take this great opportunity to write my first small article in
the form of a letter for a journal I have learnt to love, Mother Tongue. I was
introduced to its importance in the Field of Long Range etymologists by a
wonderful colleague, Harold Fleming from Gloucester Massachusetts.
My studies at the university of Zurich, Switzerland encompassed many
fields of Biology, but also included some smdies in Linguistics, for instance in
Kiranti languages with Prof. Karin Ebert or Africanistics with Thomas Dearth.
After a long time reading about the relationships within Indo-European
and having a glimpse of Indo-Europeanistics with the outstanding Professor
Dunkel in Zurich my interests went into common patterns in all languages.
My studies were also nurtured by the works of Irenaus Eibl Eibesfeldt, the
renowned German human ethologist who in his fieldworks discovered a number
of psycho-ethological universalisms.
Readers interested in my book, which went live on the 22nd of February
2012, are invited to order via Barnes and Noble or amazon.com (* search for
“Owi Nandi” or “Human Language Evolution”).
I am now thinking of a computerized study on the phylogenetic
relationships among Eurasiatic languages including again a more detailed focus
on Indo-European languages, as these are also hitherto not fully resolved.
It would be wonderful if we could be a larger team of Long Range
Linguists from the United States and Russian Federation (maybe a team as in the
Tower of Babel project by Sergei Starostin). As a systematic biologist, I am
familiar with cladistic software and algorithms.
I herewith invite specialists in well established linguistic taxa (Baltists,
Slavists, Celticists, Uralists, Yukaghirists, Macro-Altaists, Dravidiansts, DeneCaucasiansts, specialists in “Paleosiberian” languages, Inuitists, Amerindianists,
Austrists, specialists in former language isolates [for Basque, Nihali and Ainu, see
previous publications in Mother Tongue], Andamanists, Paleo-Sundaists [in the
sense of Timothy Usher], Papuanists, Australianists, Semitists, Kartvelianists) for
a long-lasting project on the cladistic relationship of out-of-Africa languages.
Owi Nandi
Zurich, Switzerland
owinandi((X!vahoo.com
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The Nostratic Hypothesis in 2011
Trends and Issues
Journal of Indo-European Studies
Monograph No. 59

A comprehensive summary of the Nostratic Hypothesis as of 2011, providing (1)
the basis for the reconstruction of Proto-Nostratic as presented by Allan Bombard,
Vladislav M. Illic-Svityc, Aharon B. Dolgopolsky, Joseph H. Greenberg, and
others; (2) a comparative vocabulary of Proto-Indo-European stems with
proposed Nostratic etymologies and cognates from other branches of Nostratic;
(3) a systematic evaluation of the material contained in Aharon Dolgopolsky’s
Nostratic Dictionary.

1/ THE RECONSTRUCTION OF PROTO-NOSTRATIC

2/ INDO-EUROPEAN STEMS WITH A NOSTRATIC
ETYMOLOGY

3/ ADDITIONAL NOSTRATIC ETYMOLOGIES
Index Verborum/ English-Nostratic
Index to Chapter 3

BY ALLAN R. BOMHARD

Paperback; ISBN 9780984538300 retail: $64.00
Hardback: ISBN 9780984538317 retail: $98.00

Visit www.iies.org for a further online discount
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Note of Interest

A DNA Study Shows that the Earliest
Americans Arrived in Three Waves of
Migrants Rather than Just One
Confirming conclusions reached via linguistic analysis by Joseph Greenberg
some years ago, a team led by Harvard geneticist David Reich has found through
analysis of the genome of Native Americans that the earliest populations of the
Americas arrived in three waves of migrants from Siberia rather than just one.
The genetic data show that a large migration around 15,000 years ago was
followed by two smaller ones. Reich’s group refers to that first population as
‘First American’. Dr. Greenberg used the term ‘Amerind’ when referring to the
first migrants. The next two migrations comprised the ancestors of speakers of
Eskimo/Aleut languages and the ancestors of speakers of Na-Dene languages.
These finding were reported in the journal Nature online in July, 2012.
Nicholas Wade of the New York Times (page A3, July 12, 2012) reported on the
Nature article placing emphasis on the fact that this research validates Joseph
Greenberg’s linguistic analysis.
The research was also reported in the Harvard Gazette as well as some other
publications.
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